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(E. E. Jones and Harold Kelley). The report attempts to provide a broad,
theoretically neutral, systematic framework intended to permit and
encourage the discovery of a “kinship system” within which the relation-
ship of each approach to every other approach can be determined .

The report is divided into three major sections, theory, method,
and procedure within which each of the six approaches are examined .
The theory section deals with the six approaches in terms of their origins.
scope, intended function, principal concepts , loci of concepts, and
intended use. The method section examines each approach’s basic method-
ology with respect to idiographic versus nomothetic analysis, sampling
domains, object decomposition, judgment decomposition, aids for decision
makers, and methodolog ical claims. The procedure section focuses on
description and comparison of the operational definition that each approach
provides for the important concepts identified in the theory section.

In its efforts toward integration the report attempts to achieve
the following four goals:

1. denotation of similarities and differences among approaches;
2. specification of gaps and redundancies in the coverage of judgment~

and decision—making issues;
3. descriptions of antinomies tha t point to the need for empirical

test (crucial experiments) and/or logical or conceptual reconciliation ; and ,
4. identification of logical and conceptual reconciliation whenever

possible, as well as suggestions for empirical reconciliation.
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Preface I

The present report was prepared during the period July, 1977

to March, 1978. We undertook its preparation in hopes that it w~ ild

~~iI~€Th~kte1y coittr 1~ute to the integration of the numerous approaches

to judgment and decision making tha t have evolved over the past few

decades. The more immediate purpose of the report was to provide

a common po int of departure for a conference that we hoped would

mark the start of such integration.

The 12th Annual Conference on Human Judgment was held 

April 28—30 , 1978 , in Boulder, Colorado. Twenty—five prominent 

researchers and theoreticians in the field of judgment and decision

making were invited. All but one accepted the invitation, and

only one other was unable to attend, a remarkable indication of

the interest within the field in the need for integration. A draft

of the present report was distributed to all participants prior to

the conference; the same report appears here with minor revisions.

The fact that the original draft of this report was prepared

as a “working paper ” for a small group of individuals who would be

called upon to respond and discuss it accounts for several points

present readers may find odd or curious. In several places, we

adopt a personal tone, entreating the reader to criticize, improve,

or otherwise respond to particular sections. We have chosen not

to delete these requests for help and assistance simply because
0

I-
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our audience may have expanded . The of fers  still hold . Also , in

numerous places , we inserted the word (MORE ] in brackets at the

end of a section in order to indicate tha t we felt there was much

left  to do at that point . Again , we chose not to delete these

indications of incompleteness as our audience increases in size ,

since we have been unable in the interim to rectify these incomple—

tions. The intended nature and function of the report is discussed

further in the original preface addressed to confer enc e participants,

which is included following this one. The outcome of the conference

is discussed in the epilogue to this report.

Work on the integration effort  continues. We hope tha t an

improved version of this report will not be long in coming. We

wish to take the present opportunity, however , to thank all those

whose help has made possib.~.e whatever progress we have achieved to

date. They include Martin Tolcott (Director, Engineering Psychology

Programs at the Office of Naval Research), a number of the

conference participants, who provided inspiration and assistance

both before and after the conference, and our colleagues and staff

at the Center for Research on Judgment and Policy, Institute of

Behavioral Science , University of Colorado at Boulder . We would

particularly like to acknowledge our gratitude to Lois Stroh ,

Mary Luhring, Barbara Marvin, and Judy Fukuhara without whose

help both the preparation of the report and the conduct of the

conference would have far exceeded our capabilities.

k —-
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Preface II

As will become evident , the present Report is to be considered

a “working paper” rather than a completed draft of an article ,

chapter or monograph . By “working paper ” we mean to imply that it

is incomplete and inaccurate, and that we enthusiastically invite

the reader to work on it——that is , to do whatever s/he can to

correct inaccuracies and to take whatever steps s/he can toward

completing it • Much of what we do at our conference wifl depend

upon which points you decide deserve priority in discussion, and

deserve to have first treatment in the first revision and expan-

sion of what we hope will be “Working Paper No. 2.”

In order to underscore the “working” character of this paper ,

we have noted the sections that are very important and demanding

of more work by placing the word (~~ RE] in brackets at the end of

a section. We tried to be judicious about this so that every

section would not end in this way, but a lot of them do. We simply

had to have some way of conveying to you the fact that we realize

that more needs to be done (precisely at that point) and that we

didn’t have time to do it. Sometimes the reason we didn’t have

time is that it might have required a week or two or three of

reading and thinking before we could have begun to write anything

on that matter. Moreover, we often realized that some of our

readers had that knowledge (and imagination) at their cognitive

finger—tips and could speed up the process by contributing directly 

~~~ _ _  . —.- - - - -  — - ----- -- - --- --~~~~- —j .-— 
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to the completion (or redirection) of that section. Indeed, there

might even be two or three different endings provided for a ()~)RE].

So much the better for now.

Besides our use of (MORE], several other stylistic points

should be noted . While all of us have contributed to the ideas

and development of each section , the actual writing of a specific

section was primarily the responsibility of one person (Section II:

Theory——Ken Hammond ; Section III: Methods—Gary McClellan~!; and

Section LV: Procedures——Jery l. Muinpower) . As a consequence , there

are some inevitable style differences among sections even though

the basic organization is the same throughout . To highlight that

organization and to help the reader skip around in the text , we

identify at the top of each page the section (Roman numeral) , the

subsection (capital letter) , and the page number within that

subsection (e.g., II/C/26) .

All of which brings up the question of the ultimate form of

our work. This topic should be discussed at our conference, but

certain possibilities are obvious enough to be mentioned now.

For example, we can

1. abandon the effort (for the foreseeable future , or for

some definite period of time, e.g., x years) for a variety of

reasons

2. continue the •f fort in much the same way. That is,

encourage the three present workers (and/or others) to continue

to revise and produce Working Paper 2 for revisions at a future

conference

_ _
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xii

a. a year later

b. six months later

c. other

3. p~oduce a Handbook of Judgment and Decision Research (or

similar) with a number of contributors , edited by who knows , with

an as yet ~mdeterminad format , of which the present (and future)

working papers might be a part .

4. other

Your suggestions will be most welcome.

We hope that you will find that we made a good start .

---- - --
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The Colorado Report on Integration of Approaches
to Judgment and Decision Making

I. Introduction

Contemporary students of human judgmen t and dec ision making

include operations researchers, management scientists, statisticians,

mathematical psychologists and economists as well as others; a wide

variety of disciplines have converged on a single topic . What

brit.ags these disciplines together is a new vigor in the belief tha t

this critical cognitive activity——judging, deciding, choosing——can be

brough t under scientif ic, empirical scrutiny and that as a result of

such scrutiny, it cannot only be understood but improved. But the

scientific approach to the study of human judgment and decision making

is not universally held , or even widely held , to be a method appro-

priate for this problem; by no means is everyone convinced that science

will enable us to understand our cognitive processes. Moreover, the

sharp division of opinion as to whether the scientific method is

applicable to this problem is age—old, as Raphael shows us in his

famous Renaissance painting, in which he arranges the peripatetic

philosophers of Athens from right to left  in terms of whether they

took a quantitative, scientif ic approach, or an intuitive approach,

to understanding nature, including human perception, judgment and

thinking.

Even by mid 19th century, these two app roaches were still equal

contenders for recognition as the proper epistemological method .
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Note , for example, how Isaiaha Berl in (1977) describes the state of these

“r ival types of knowledge,” in the mid 19th century and how familiar

the terms of the dispute will seem today:

The quarrel between these rival types of knowledge——that
which results from methodical inquiry, and the more impalpable
kind that consists in the ‘sense of reality ’, in ‘wisdom ’—— is
very old. And the claims of both have generally been recognised
to have some validity: the bitterest clashes have been concerned
with the precise line which marks the frontier between their
ter ritories. Those who made large claims for non—scientific
knowledge have been accused by their adversaries of irrationalism
and obscurantism, of the deliberate rejection, in favour of the
emotions or blind prejudice , of reliable public standards of
ascertainable truth; and have, in their turn, charged their
opponents, the ambitious champions of science, with making absurd
cla ims, promising the impossible, issuing false prospectuses, of
undertaking to explain history or the arts or the states of the
individual soul (and to change them too) when quite plainly they
do not begin to understand what they are; when the results of
their labours, even when they are not nugatory, tend to take
unpredict€’I, often catastrophic directions——and all this because
they will not, being vain and headstrong, admit that too many
factors in too many situations are always unknown, and not
discoverable by the methods of natural science. Better, surely,
not to pretend to calculate the incalculable, not to pretend
that there is an Archimedean point outside the world whence
everything is measurable and alterable; better to use in each
context the methods that seem to fit it best, that give the
(pragmatically) best results; to resist the temptations of
Procrustes; above all to distinguish what is isolable, classif iable
and capable of objective study and sometimes of precise measure-
ment and manipulation, from the most permanent, ubiquitous,
inescapable, intimately present features of our world, which,
if anything, are over—familiar, so that their ‘inexorable ’
pressure, being too much with use, is scarcely fel t, hardly
noticed, and cannot conceivably be observed in perspective, be
an object of study. This is the distinction that permeates the
thought of Pascal and Blake, Rousseau and Schelling, Goethe and
Coleridge , Chateaubriand and Carlyle; of all those who speak of
the reasons of the heart, or of men ’s moral or spiritual nature,
of sublimity and depth, of the ‘profounder ’ insight of poets and
prophe ts, of special kinds of understanding, of inwardly com—
prehending, or being at one with, the world. (pp. 78—79)

Any judgment or decision analyst who reads that passage will

recognize that Berlin has caught the essence of the antinomy between

_ _ _ _
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the scientific approach to this topic and the “rival type of knowledge,”

known as common sense or wisdom, so often put for th  as superior by

the “man on the street. ” The persistence of the sharp division that

Berlin draws between these claims to the correct path to truth that

was characteristic of the mid 19th century can clearly be seen in a

parallel descr iption of the present rivalry be tween “common sense”

and “refined knowledge” drawn by Stephen Pepper in 1948:

Tension between common sense and refined knowled&e.—— This
is a strange set of traits for an important mass of cognitive
material [common sense)——to be not definitely cognizable,
to be not cognitively responsible and so irritable, and yet to
be cognitively secure. The first two traits in the order just
indicated are negative in the eyes of knowledge; only the last
is positive. The first two traits are, in fact, so displeasing
to experts of cognition that the material of common sense has
very frequently been ignored as a respectable factor in cognition.
And so, on this side, we f ind common sense, the opinions of the
man in the street, disparaged and ridiculed in comparison with
the definite and responsible knowledge of science and philosophy.
Yet on the other side, the security of common sense does not
wholly escape the attention of men, nor can men wholly ignore
an insecurity in the abstract concepts, the hairsplitting
definitions, the speculative hypotheses of expert critical
knowledge . So , on this score , common sense becomes an objec t
of praise for its simple homespun wisdom and plain practical sense.

This tension between co on sense and expert knowledge,
between cognitive security without responsibility and cognitive
responsibility without full security, is the interior dynamics of
the knowledge situation. The indefiniteness of much detail in
conmon sense, its contradictions, its lack of established grounds ,
drive thought to seek definiteness, consistency, and reasons.
Thought finds these in the criticized and refined knowledge of
mathematics, science, and philosophy, only to discover that these
tend to think out into arbitrary definitions, pointer read ings,
and tentative hypotheses. Astounded at the thinness and hollow-
ness of these culminating achievements of conscientiously
responsible cogn ition, thought seeks matter for its definitions,
significance for its pointer readings, and support for its
wobbling hypotheses. Responsible cognition finds itself insecure
as a result of the very earnestness of its virtues. But where
shall it turn? It does, in fact, turn back to common sense, that
indefinite and irresponsible source which it so lately scorned.
But it does so, generally, with a bad grace. After filling its 

--- - .
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empty definitions and pointer readings and hypotheses with meanings
out of the rich confusion of conmon sense , it generally turns its
head away, shuts its eyes to what it has been doing, and affirms
dogmatically the self—evidence and certainty of the common—sense
significance it has drawn into its concepts. Then it pretends
to be securely based on self—evident principles or indubitable
facts. If our recent criticism of dogmatism is correct, however ,
this security in self—evidence and indubitability has proved
questionable. And critical knowledge hangs over a vacuum unless
it acknowledges openly the actual, though strange, source of
its significance and security in the uncriticized material of
co~~~n sense . Thus the circle is completed . Common sense contin-
ually demands the responsible criticism of refined knowledge,
and refined knowledge sooner or later requires the security of
co n—sense support.

Why cannot the two merge? No doubt, that is the inherent aim
of cognition. For what the question amounts to is, Why is there
any ignorance? It is clear that the answer to such a question
can only be given with any specif icity in terms of ref ined
knowledge. . . . It seems fairly obvious that as long as refined
knowledge is not complete , so long at least will there be a
discrepancy between the material of co~~~n sense and that of
critical cognition. For, considering the situation at its
worst, even the extremest efforts of dictatorial propaganda cannot
stop those insistent questionings that well up in the most innocent
as also in the most sophisticated minds.

Whence do these questionings well up , which are the signs
of the obstinate security of cot~~~n sense? For though man
rea son himself into a mach ine , into a solipsism of the present
moment, into Nirvana, or into Nothing, life still breaks out in
hunger and craving, and nature affirms itself in the strong
pressure of the ground and the heat of the sun. There is no doubt
of these co~~~n—sense insistences, but if we seek the reasons
for them we can find them only in refined critical knowledge. .
But until ignorance completely disappears we cannot expect a
specific and fully adequate answer.

Such, then, is the basic polarity of cognition, which we
may expect to continue as long as we fall short of omniscience.
On the one side , irresponsible but secure co~~~n sense; on the
other , responsible but insecure critical cognition . (pp . 44—47 )

These passages from students of the history of thought are quoted

at length because, despite their difference in style, they will convey

to the reader a perspective not ordinarily encountered; they illustrate

the fact that the study of human judgment and decision making is not

a new idea , that the rivalry between different views of what knowledge 

—
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is has a long history, and that this rivalry may be expected to

persist “as long as we fall short of omniscience,” as Pepper puts it.

Moreover, these passages should serve to indicate to the reader that

the pursuit of the study of human jud gment and decision making will

lead one to encounter one of the fundamental problems of mankind: Row

do we know our world and choose what to do? And by what method shall

we f ind the answer?

The longer view aside, however, it will be noted that Pepper ’s

remarks were made in 1948; the reader will now want to know: is the

situation no different in 1978? Has the scientific approach not

filled out to any significant degree the “thinness and hollowness of

conscientiously responsible cognition”? Not yet “found matter for its

definitions”? Nor “significance for its pointer readings”? Nor

support for its wobbling hypotheses”? In short, does critical cognition

not yet offer a sense of security as well as responsibility?

The modern, quantitatIvely oriented descendants of those on the

right of Raphael’s painting who study human judgment and decision making

will answer in the aff irmative: they will say that responsible

cognition, ref ined knowledge, has indeed become more secure, if not

fully so. The greatest source of increased security comes from the

increased reliance on the use of the logic of mathematics and the resor t

to empirical test of hypotheses; greater rigor in thought, method , and

empirical research has led to more cognitive security. As a result,

even though they are aware of how “thin” and “hollow” the results of

their efforts can be, and even though the security of co~~~n sense is

not altogether despised, common sense is under sharper scrutiny (and

sharper attack) than ever before by the advocates of responsible 

- 
- -
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cognition. It has been the (slow and uneven) cumulative growth of

hard—won empirical knowledge and skill that has increased the security

that responsible cognition has sought, and found , for its “wobbl ing

hypotheses.” For while the mid 19th—century philosophers were

continuing to pursue the nuances of meaning in the verbal struggle

between “rival types of knowledge,” mid 19th—century scientists,

little known then and now, were successfully making quantitative

analyses of judgments for the first time, and were thus preparing the

way for the mid 20th—century judgment and decision analysts. The fact

that judgments can be quantified, can be refined in a responsible way,

and can be analyzed and understood in quantitative terms, can no longer

be doubted.

And that brings us to the reasons for this monograph. Awareness

of the possibility of mathematically—oriented, empirically—based

methods for analyzing and perhaps improving common sense has led to a

proliferation of quantitative concepts and techniques, and these are

now so numerous and diverse they constitute a threat to the cumulative

nature of the scientific study of judgment and decision making; the

prol iferation of eff or t is so large and so scattered over the academic

and nonacademic terrain that its very profuseness is a danger to its

future. It will , therefore, be our purpose to attempt to organize

and integrate contemporary approaches to this topic in order to

assist in the continuance of the cumulative growth of what may, because

of its central function, become a separa te, identifiable scientific

discipline.
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Efforts Toward Integration

The present need for integration is reflected in the fact that at

least three sponsored conferences and at least nine articles (not

counting review articles) have recently addressed themselves to the

problem of the proper study of judgment and decision making.

The following two paragraphs from the introduction to one recent

conference indicate the breadth of the academic interests of the

participants:

The search for theories, concepts, and techniques applicable
to decision—making processes under multiple criteria has steadily
been intensified during the past few years. We feel that the
time has come to review the results, to compare them, and to
outline possible future directions. As far as we know, the
seminar at which the papers in this volume were read was the
first meeting of this nature in the United States. To assure
the highest quality of this meeting, we have sought partici-
pation of leading researchers and practitioners in this field .
Since the problem is highly general, the participants represent
many areas of applied decision making. Most are from business
and economics, but a number of engineers, psychologists,
sociologists, behavioral scientists, mathematicians,
statisticians, and political scientists also contributed
(italics ours).

The important part of the discussions explored the relation
between formalized decision—making techniques (utilizing computer
and mathematical analysis) and of human judgment, based on
intuition , experience, and “professional insight .” Rej uvenation
of the role of human judgment seems to be one of the main aspects
of the literature on multiple criteria decision making but many
participants seem to be skeptical about man ’s ability to choose
among multiattributed alternatives. (Cochrane & Zeleny, 1973 ,
p. xiv)

There are few signs, however , that paper—read ing conferences

lead to integration. And although it is too soon to appraise the

-: result of the most recent integrative efforts (Fischhoff’s “Attribution

Theory and Judgment Under Uncertainty,” 1976, and Shanteau & Phelps ’

“Judgment and Swine: Approaches and Issues in Applied Judgment

Analysis,” 1977), the results of similar articles are discouraging;

L j _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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progress seems not to have occurred. For example, Anderson ’s effor t

in 1974 to integrate the approaches of Information Integration Theory

and Attribution Theory can only be described as heroic, yet in a recent

compendium on Attribution Theory (Harvey, Ickes, & Kidd , 1976) that

includes 26 authors, Anderson ’s article is mentioned only once, and

that reference ignores his attempt at integration. Similarly, Kukla ’s

effor t (1972) to “combine concepts of dec ision theory with those of

attribution theory” (p. 454) is not mentioned in that compend ium

by a single author (except Fischhoff).

Nor is thei,e any evidence that the other efforts at integration

have achieved recognition, or have changed anyone ’s approach to the

study of judgment and decision making. Typically, related work

carried out by a member of a different discipl ine is given an

academic “nod.” Keeney and Raiffa’s footnote (p. 8) regarding

the contributions of psychologists provides a good example, thus:

“Clearly, there is much overlap of interest between the prescrip-

tive and descriptive approaches. Over the past 25 years, the

contributions of many people concerned with the descriptive analysis

of decision making have had a significant impact on prescriptive

decision analysis.” Keeney and Raiffa then refer to four “excellent

reviews.” But they fail to indicate what these “significant impacts”

are, and reading Keeney and Raiffa did not enable us to discern them;

even Edwards ’ work on Bayesian decision making is given only passing

mention. The only hopeful note we find is in (alas!) another footnote

(p. 212) in which Keeney and Rai f fa  acknowledge that “Tversky and other

experimental psychologists working in descriptive decision theory

indicate that assessors inadvertently bias responses by the form of
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the questions they pose,” an acknowledgp’ent that can hardly be said

to capture the full spirit of the work done so far.

Not to be one—sided , we must also note that the academic “nod”

relationship is symmetrical. While psychologists studying judgment and

decision making sometimes cite the precursors of modern decision theory

(e.g., von Neuman & Morgenstern and Savage), one must look hard to

find any serious consideration by psychologists of recent work in

decision theory. In short, it is not that bridges need to be built

between different approaches, rather, a kinship system must be found

within which each approach can determine its relationship to every

other approach.

The Present Approach to Integration

We shall , theref ore, try to provide a broad, theoretically

neutral, systematic framework tha t will permit, indeed , encourage

the discovery of that “kinship system” rather tha n to compare pairs

of approaches in detail . Our framework will be broad because the

contributions to the study of judgment and decision making come from

a wide range of theoretical approaches. Only a broad framework that

encompasses these apparently disparate approaches can help us to

determine whether there is a common core of concepts, methods and

procedures within them, and what the boundar ies of tha t common core

might be.

Our framework will attempt to achieve theoretical. neutrality by

comparing each approach on a set of neutral dimensions that will be

indicated below. Theroetically neutral description should make

systematic comparison possible and, we hope, acceptable as well.

Systematic treatment of several approaches over a series of dimensions 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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has the virtue of demanding completeness from the author and providing

it for the reader. But just as we have learned that it requires a

patient, even pedestrian, diligence on the part of the authors, the

reader will learn that s/he will have to be patient, too. Good

organization of what is generally known about various approaches,

accuracy and completeness of description of these approaches——these

are our aims, not the overwhelming insight that produces yet one more

new approach, or that declares that only one of the present approaches

is on the narrow road to truth (which, we admit, remains indistinct

to us).

Our work is programmatic as well as systematic. We have no

illusions that our overview will be the end of this project; it is

clearly only the beginning. We shall take full responsibility for

providing a good organizational framework that can be used, if only to

be used to develop a better one. Failure here will be wholly our

failure. We do not take full responsibility for accuracy, however; we

shall simply do the best we can. The knowledge that our descriptions

and interpretations of the wotk of others will be reviewed and criticized

— by them, however, gives us full confidence that few inaccuracies will

fail to be detected and corrected with precision, perhaps even

enthusiasm.

Completeness, of course, is far beyond our capacity: it is

a goal that can only be approximated more closely over time. That

is why our work is programeatic . Our resources permitted us to do

no more than rely on a few major sources, although these are generally

original ones. Here again we rely on the personal interests of the

______________ ___________ 

______ 

______ 
_________________
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proponents of various approaches to provide the materials as well as

the guidance to make certain that first things are dealt with first.

But the reverse is true as well; conceptual boundaries must be drawn;

not everything that a proponent of a given approach has done or written

is relevant to this project. Therefore, while errors of fact and

interpretation can be corrected rather quickly, incompleteness can be

remedied only through contributions to a programmatic effort by all

concerned.

It is precisely this programmatic aim that most significantly

marks off the present method for achieving integration from previous

ones. We shall present a framework for integration that invites

various researchers in the field of judgment and decision making

to participate in the persistent reconstruction of that framework

and the continuous alteration of its content. Thus we invite researchers

to reconstruct that framework in a form thaj brings integration closer.

Our appr oach , then, will be to provide a broad , systematic

descriptive framework for the reader to improve, in addition to a

report to contemplate. We hope that our readers will find our report

to be sufficiently well organized and accurate to be worthy of their

efforts to complete and improve it, and thus to participate in the

initial step toward the development of a cumulative scientific discipline

of judgment and decision making.

— Developing a Descr iptive Framework

Theoretical approaches cannot be integrated without describing

and comparing them, and , therefore some means must be found for

making compara tive descr iption possible, as well as palatable.

—_-- - .- - - - - _ - - - -
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Because we chose to develop a broa d descr iptive framework ours

encompasses approaches from decision theory (as it is developed and

applied in the field of management science) to attribution theory (as

it is developed and applied in psychology). Six approaches were

included within that range:

Decision Theory (DT )

Behavioral Decision Theory (EDT)

Psychological Decision Theory (PDT )

Social Judgment Theory (SJT)

Information Integration Theory (lIT)

Attribution Theory (AT)

It will be immediately apparent to students of judgment and decision

making that we took some liberties with the names we assigned to the

second and third approaches. We have deliberately and (somewhat)

arbitrarily assigned the name of Behavioral Decision Theory to the

work of Edwards and his colleagues, and the name Psychological Decision

Theory to the work of Kahneman and Tversky and their colleagues (among

whom we include Fischhoff, Lichtenstein, and Slovic). Our defense

is simply that we believed the distinction to be necessary, a defense

the reader will have an opportunity to evaluate below.

Although others may well have chosen to consider other, or more,

approaches , we believe that an effort to integrate these six approaches

should satisfy the requirements of an initial effort. True, we have

cast a net with a very broad mesh. But the use of a finer mesh, the

inclusion of more approaches, would have mean t a long postponement

of this report and criticism of it. As it is, the reader may well

wish that we had cast even a broader net , for then we could have more

nearly completed our work.

-- - -- -
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Six 4pproaches

The six approaches to be described in this monograph include three

whose origins lie primarily in economics (Decision Theory, Behavioral

Decision Theory, Psychological Decision Theory) and three whose origins

lie primarily in psychology (Social Judgment Theory, Information

Integration Theory, and Attribution Theory). Each is discussed very

briefly below.

Decision Theory (DT )

Of a number of possible approaches within Decision Theory \ie

chose to describe the work of Ral ph Keeney and Howard Raif fa  not only

because of their steady series of contributions to this problem, but

because of the recent organization of their work into a well—recognized

book (Keeney & Ra iffa , 1976) that provides a highly accessible reference

work. When we refer to DT in the remainder of the text, therefore,

we shall be referring to that version of DT that is contained in their

book, a version often referred to as “Multiattribute Utility Theory.”

Main topic. The main topic for DT is the problem of choosing

among alternatives with multiple attributes. According to DT, the

principal parameters of the process of choosing this alternative over

that one are (a) the probability of the occurrence of the alternative

and (b) its uti!4~~ 
to the decider. This formulation of the decision

process lends itself to formal, mathematical analysis, thus enabling

• the decision theorist to address a fundamental question: does the

decision process of this (or any other) decision maker conform with

the formal axioms of choice, as set for th by the logic of the mathematics

of choice? Having found evidence that the cognitive activ~~y of decision
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making often does not meet this criterion, decision theorists have

developed means to assist decision makers to achieve rationality by

bringing their cognitive activity in conformity with the demands of

logic. DT is, then, essentially a means for prescribing what the

decision process should be, if it is to be rational. Decision analysis,

the art of assisting decision makers, as well as research on decision

theory, are now thriving activities.

Behavioral Decision Theory (BDT)

The discovery that human decision making falls short of meeting

the demands of rationality was hardly a ne~ idea , and it was not

greeted , inside or outside the academic world, with astonishment, or

even doubt. But a new vigor was given to the study of the cognitive

aspects of decision making when a psychologist——Ward Edwards—-observed

the progress that had been made by economists, noted the parallel

interests of psychologists in the topic of decision making, showed how

the work of psychologists and economists could supplement one another ,

and, most important, showed how supplementation could produce a systematic

empirical program of research.

Main topic. In particular, Edwards focused on the question of how

to describe the less—than—optimal behavior of the decision maker, and

offered a theory of what the behavior of the decision maker is (as

compared with the decision theorists ’ interest in shoving what it is

not) .  Edwards ’ effort  to document the value of Bayesian statistics

as a dee~riptive po int of reference led to a number of similar efforts

by others , nearly all of which were tested in the psychological

laboratory, within the general framework of psychological research

---
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methodology , as well as with due regard for the theory of psychological

measurement that had begun over a century earlier. In addition,

Behavioral Decision Theorists have also investigated the value of

Multiattribute Utility Theory as a method for assisting decision

makers , in a manner analogous to that of Keeney and Raiffa.

Psychological Decision Theory (PDT)

Roughly 20 years after Edwards’ classical 1954 paper , two

psychologists, Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky , took the psychological

approach further;  they developed a theory of decision making that moved

beyond description to explanation and prediction of decision behavior.

Main topic. The main interest of these researchers is to find the

cognitive sources of the departure from the criteria of rationality

Specifically, they seek the manner in which the processes of memory,

perception and specific varieties of experience lead decision makers

to develop systematic errors in their estimates of the probabilities

and utilities tha t are the key parameters in decision theory .

Transition

In short , DT is largely if not entirely prescriptive in its

ef for t s , whereas the latter two approaches are descriptive——and

explanatory . Tha t is , whereas DT indicates how the decision maker

should arrive at ra t ional dec isions , the latter approaches describe

how and why they depart from DT’ s rational prescription for cognition

that include jud gments of probability and utility. The approaches

we shall next describe , however , are wholly concerned with the

description of the process of judgment, without significant regard

for prescription . And that is because they are primarily concerned 

-
-- —~--- 
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with how people know, rather than how they choose, a distinction that

is important , not only because it specifies differences in aims, but

because it carries implications for the methodology that researchers

use .

Social Judgment Theory (SJT)

This approach has its origins in the field of perception, and

takes its general theory and method from the work of Egon Brunswik

(1903—1955). Kenneth Hammond extended this approach to the study of

judgment and decision making, and , in doing so, continued to emphasize

the cognitive difficulties created by the probabilistic, interdependent

relation among variables in the world (i.e., the causal texture of

the natural environment) as it is experienced by the person attempting

to understand it. SJT is thus related to the approaches described

above because it shares their emphasis on the uncertainty inherent in

the physical , biological and social environment.

Main topic. SJT gives considerable attention to the manner in

which the formal properties (“causal texture”) of the environment

create significant difficulties for human beings to learn to make

accurate judgments abou t environmental events (multiple cue probability

learning) including the behavior of other people (interpersonal learning).

Interpersonal conflict arising from different judgments is also a

topic to which SJT gives considerable attention. In general, SJT

emphasizes the interaction between environmental and cognitive

systems.

Information Integration Theory (lIT)

There is a direct line from the work of the psychophysicists

mentioned earlier to the approach taken by Norman Anderson in his

____________ _____ _ _ _ _ _  - --~~~~ 
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development of lIT. For in their efforts to understand the cognitive

process of integrating information, lIT theorists place considerable

emphasis on measuring, in a precise metric sense , the social as well

as physical judgments of persons.

Main topic. lIT emphasizes and provides for the analysis of the

cognitive integration of multiple pieces of information that are measured

subjectively, and for which subjective importance is also measured. A

person ’s method of integrating such information is indicated in terms

of the “cognitive algebra” employed. The principal aim of lIT is to

discover the form of cognitive algebra human beings employ in various

cognitive activities required by var ious tasks . For example , is the

information in one set of conditions integrated or combined by one form

of cognitive algebra (e .g. ,  averaging) , while information in other

conditions is integrated by a different algebraic form (e .g . ,  multiplying) ?

Attribution Theo ry (AT )

The psychology of knowing in social as well as physical circum-

stances was emphasized by Fritz Heider, Brunswik ’s contemporary . Just

as Brunswik emphasized the “causal texture” of the environmen t, Heider

emphasized the cognitive diff icul t ies  of a t t r ibut ing causes when they

are buried in the structural interdependency of the variables in the

environmental context .

Main topic. Causal ittribution has been the principal topic of

interest to researchers following Heider ’s general approach to

inference. Under what  conditions will a person be seen as a causal

agent in contrast to an environmental circumstance? When will a

person rather than circumstances be blamed (or rewarded) for outcomes

F
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of events? Causal attribution is of course , a central feature of

“the psychology of co~~~n sense” and, therefore, Attribution Theory

addresses directly the “tension between common sense and refined

knowledge” of which Pepper wrote. Edward Jones and Harold Kelley, as

well as many others, have pursued these questions primarily by means

of the experimental approach .

A Common Theme

For those on the left of Raphael ’s Renaissance painting, the

wisdom of common sense is a combination of rationality tempered by

experience, a powerful form of cognition not to be destroyed by

putatively scientific methods of analysis that decompose it into

artificial and “hollow” fragments. For those quantitatively oriented

philosophers on the right , however , human cognition is not beyond

analysis , nor does analysis necessarily destroy it. Since cognition

is a natural activity, it requires scientific understanding, and should

be susceptible to the empirical method that is basic to all science.

But those who intend to bring the scientific method to bear on the

process of human judgment and decision making know that their work

will be protested (even by scientists), not merely because of its

boldness, but because of its arrogance. For by asserting their

premise——that human cognition can and should be studied by scientific

methods——they imply tha t they expect not only to understand one of

nature ’s most mysterious processes, but expect to control it as well.

And therein lies the protest of the 20th century against the effort to

“calculate the incalculable,” as Berlin phrased it. But as the remainder

of this monograph ind icates , that protest has failed to discourage

scientific ef for t s  to understand human judgment and decision processes.

~
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We turn now to the development of a systematic, descr iptive framework

for comparing and integrating these scientific efforts.

A Descriptive Framework

In our effor t  to be systematic, we began with fundamentals; we

divided our work into three major sections, theory, method, and

procedure, and examined the six approaches mentioned above accordingly .

The theory section deals with the six approaches in terms of

their origins, scope, intended function, principal concepts, loci

of concepts, and their intended use. The method section examines

each approach’ s basic methodology with respect to idiograph ic versus

nomothetic analysis, sampling domains, object decomposition, judgment

decomposition, aids for decision makers , and methodological claims.

The procedure section focuses on description and comparison of the

operational definitions that each approach provides for the important

concepts identified in the theory section .

Having indicated the purpose of integration——the development

of a cumulative scientific discipline——and the general method we

employ in order to initiate this effort , we turn to the question

of what integration could possibly mean . We take it that integration

requires the following steps:

1. denotation of similarities and differences;

2. denotation of gaps and redundancies in the coverage of

judgment and decision—making issues;

3. denotation of antinomies that point to the need for

empirical test (crucial experiments) and/or logical or conceptual

reconciliation; 
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4. logical and conceptual reconciliation whenever possible, as

well as suggestions for empirical reconciliation, although we hasten

to add that integration does not mean “amalgamation ,” “coalescence ,”

or even “unification.” Our purpose is not to eliminate differences,

providing that they are not merely verbal , or trivial in other ways.

And what if these steps were accomplished to some detectable

degree? What would have been accomplished? First , a strong move would

have been made toward the intellectual coherence that is now lacking;

second , a clearer understanding of what various approaches add to the

growth of scientific knowledge in the area of cognition would have been

achieved , and third, a greater appreciation of the ability of various

approaches to contribute to the judg ment and decision—making capacity

of human beings.

Are these important tasks? To ask that question of our readers

may be analogous to asking the workers in Newcastle if coal is important.

But it may not be superfluous to point out just how far we have already

come in our own judgments of the validity and significance of our work.

Consider these remarks made by Paul Slovic in the context of an article

addressed to laymen : “This work (on judg ment and decision making] has

led to the sobering conclusion that , in the face of uncertainty, man

may be an intellectual cripple (italics ours) ,  whose intuitive judg ments

and decisions violate many of the principles of optimal behavior”

(1976). If there was tentativeness in this “sobering conclusion”

conveyed by the word “may,” that tentativeness was obliterated in the

next sentence: “These intellectual deficiencies underscore the need

for decision—aiding techniques” (p. 222). Slovic’s views are

_____ ___ ___________ _ _ _ _ _
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undoubtedly shared by other scientifically—oriented students of

judgmen t and decision making. Are these the conclusions that the

philosophers on the right of Raphael ’s pa inting would have anticipated?

I ’

I
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A. Comparative Descriptive Section (Theo~y)

Introduction

This section addresses itself to two problems: (a) describing

and comparing the theoretical content of the six approaches to

judgment and decision theory, and (b) attempting to integrate those

approaches. 
-

We begin our description and comparison of the six approaches

by ordering them along a continuum as indicated below:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
DT BIY] PDT SJT lIT AT

omjeg

P5~~h010~~~~~~~~~~~

Figure Il—A—i

Any such single—dimensional ordering will, of course be

unsatisfactory. The above ordering will , however , serve the pur—

pose of indicating the origins , or point of departure , of the six

approaches. It represents roughly the largely econcsic reference

- 

- 
of th. approaches on th. left, a refer sncs that gradually I 

-

diminishes as we move to th. right on the continuum, and

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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concomitantly represents the gradual increase in ~~phasis on

psychology. This change of emphasis is also reflected in the

fact that in all of the three approaches on the left (1, 2 , and

3), concepts of probability, utility and aggregat n are taken

to be major ones , whereas the three approaches on the right (4 ,

5 , and 6) treat these concepts as subvarieties of larger concepts

of interest. Consequently , we shall categorize the first three

approaches as Group I , and the second as Group II. As we shall

see , however, integration is as likely to be needed within these

groups as between them.

The separation of the six approaches into two majot groups

can be seen in the following figure (II—A—2) .

Separation of these approaches into the above two groups not

only indicates our point of departure, it also indicates differ-

ences in the reference groups that evaluate the work each group

undertakes, the differences in the academic background of those

who read the work and cite it , and thus make the work a prominent

(or obscure) part of the literature.

Having indicated the manner in which the six approaches were

ordered and categorized we now attempt to describe them in terms

of the following theoretically neutral d1m.n~ions :

3. origins of approaches (e.g. , economics, psychology)

C. scope of approaches (e.g., single person decisions ,

interpersonal learning)

D. intende d functions of the theories (e.g. , descr iptive,

explanatory)

a,-
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Decision Theories Judgment Theories 
K(p) (u) (Group I) (Group II) S

Economics Psychology

D. Th.

1SEU based; no
psychology

BDT

SETJ as start ; psychology cor~~~~~~

PDT

SEll as start;  psychology replaces

SJT

K
from perception to quasi rational

~ udgment

Info m t

functional measurement enlarges
traditional ~svchophysics

Att Th

1<

analysis of the locus of causality

Dec Th EDT PDT SJT lIT Att Th

~~oving ) cognitive 
—

Perceiving achievement

-.

Figure II—A—2
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E. principal concepts employed (e.g., probability, causal

attribution)

F. loci of concepts (e.g. , peripheral , mediating, central)

G. intended uses of research results (e.g., as building

blocks for psychological laws, or for use in real—life

circumstances, or both).

The general development of the work may be seen in the table

below:

Categories

Section Section Section Section Section Section
B C D E F

DI ( 1) 
_________ _________ _________ ____________________

BDT (2)~ 
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PDT (3) 
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SJT (4) 
_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~~ IIT (5 ) : 
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  

1

AT (6) 
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  1

Table Il—A—i

Thus , each of the six approaches (1—6) is described in terms

of the six categories (B-G ’% indicated above. Each of the six

approaches is discussed within each category. That is , the

_ _ _  - - _ _ _ _  - 
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discussion proceeds down successive columns of the table, thus

providing a discussion of DT in terms of its origins, the nemes of

its primary concepts , its scope , etc. BDT is then discussed in

terms of the same six categories , followed by a similar discussion

of the remaining four approaches. Admittedly far more general

than previous efforts at integration, we believe the loss in

specificity is compensated for by the gain in systematization.

Systematic treatment of the six approaches makes comparison as

well as description possible , and thus brings integration within

our reach , if not our grasp . Future work can bring more speci-

ficity to the comparisons.

Integration is attempted by two means : first , a “Transition”

section appears between the discussions of the Group I and Group

II approaches . The purpose of the Transition section is to remedy

to some extent the inaccuracy we create by the division of the six

approaches into two groups , when there are , in fact , many simi-

larities between them (as suggested in Figure 2).  That is , the

Transition section describes the conceptual watershed, not the

conceptual barrier, that lies between these two general approaches

and thus indicates the diffuse rather than sharp differences

between approaches on either side of the division.

The second means for achieving integration is more direct ;

a section at the end of each of the six descriptive categories

(origins , intended function, etc.) is entitled “Integration.” It

is this section , of course , that is the most important, because

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _
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it is here that we attempt to integrate the material from the six

approaches with regard to each of the categor ies indicated above.

The reader may accept our definition of the task of integra-

tion yet still be curious about our conception of a theory ,

conspicuously absent so far. We have not attempted to present a

set of criteria that must be met before an “approach” could

achieve the status of a theory because we are not analytical

philosophers. Nor do we believe that the approaches to judgment

and decision w~*Ir4ng have progressed to the point where such

analytical treatment would prove useful. Rather, we simply

described each approach in terms of the categories indicated

above. We recognize that clear and concise definitions of “simi-

larities ,” “differences ,” and “antinomies” require an analytical

treatment of the question of what the form and substance of a

theory in the field of judgment and decision behavior should

consist of. All in good time.

We turn now to a discussion of each of the six approaches

in terms of the six descriptive categories indicated in Table 1.

-~~~ 
-5 
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B. Origins

Introduction

Why should a paper directed toward the integration

of different approaches to the study of judgment and decision

making begin with conuents on the origins of these approaches ?

Because (a) the theories , methods and procedures used by different

approaches , (b) the judgment and decision aids they offer to those

who want them , and (c) the criteria by which all of these are

evaluated as “right ,” “wrong ,” “competent ,” “useless ,” “correct ,”

“misguided” stem directly from their origins . And unless the

story of the development of standards as well as approaches is

unraveled , there is little likelihood of the development of a

cumulative scientific discipline.

Obviously , we cannot even begin to write the complete history

of the development of these approaches . We should , however , at

least point to the different origins of different approaches;

otherwise integration would be impossible .

The study of judgment and decision making has two primary

sources—economics and psychology. And mathematics hovers above,

beyond, or around them, thus providing the logical context for

the study of judgment and decision. In economics, people are

believed to decide on a rational course of action (to buy , to

sell , in general to accept or not accept an alternative) because

they have values (utilities) and beliefs about the likely occur-

rence of events (prob abilities) , giving rise to what was labelled

L -- -  ------ - — -
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the “rational man” theory of consumer choice . That is enough for

(at least some) economists, who then explore the consequences of

the choices and actions that follow from various sets of utilities

and beliefs. Psychologists (and philosophers) , on the other hand ,

have wanted to know what are the sources of beliefs, expectancies

and preferences rather than merely to explore the consequences of

holding them.

We do not , of course , recount here the history of the growth

of the interaction and gradual merging (and dim but certain recog-

nition of the merging) of these general approaches (nor the

acknowledgment by modern philosophers of advances in judgment and

decision analysis , as f or example , in Rawis , 197].or Hawkins , 1977) , but

readers will be aided if they keep these different origins in mind . For

not only do different concepts emerge from these different origins ,

but different aims , methods and procedures emerge as well.

Decision Theory

The mathematical terms of DI (probabilities , utili ties, and

methods of aggregation) were taken from the “behavioral—mathematical”

theory called “expected utility theory” constructed by economists

(Mor genstern) and mathematicians (von Neumann) . Expected utility

theory is itself a derivative of an earlier utility theory (the

value theory of the 19th— century economists), and can also be

traced to the famous Bernouli expression that indicates that the

worth of a decision is determined by the probability of e”ents and

their associated utilities.

-

~
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In short , the major concepts of DI are a legacy from the

19th—century economists , the principal modifications being (a) the

acknowledgment in the 20th century of the presence of uncertainty

in the mind of the decision maker , and (b) the effort to deal with

it directly . The implications of these concepts have been refined

by the mathematical logic of the 20th century and made available

to decision makers by the work of such decision theorists as

Keeney and Raiff a and others . A guide to the development of

Multiple Criteria Decision Making (not to be confused with MaUI)

can be found in Starr and Zeleny (1977) .

Bebavioral Decision Theory

Behavioral decision theory (BDT) is the brainchild of Ward

Edwards , who coined this term as well as “Subjective Expected

Utility” (SEU) . The origin of BDT is clearly set forth in his

landmark article “The Theory of Decision )t.ld.ng,” (reprinted in

Edwards ’ and Tversky ’ a “Decision Making,” Penguin , 1967 , to which

page numbers in this paper will refer) . Although Edwards was not

the first psychologist to become interested in this topic , the

1954 article gave it a coherence that enabled psychologists to

see that an important type of behavior needed their attention,

and that its study could be interesting and rewarding. There is

little doubt that this article and his later one in the Annual

Review of Psychology in 1961 will become classics in the

history of research in judgm ent and decision making .

These seminal articles include numerous references

~~2~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
•
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to economic theory , (economic) decision theory , game theory,

clinical psychology , psychophysics, probability and statistics,

and psychometrics. From this point of departure , Edwards developed

an interest in the Bayesian theory of statistics , an interes t that

led to a large number of studies by Edwards and , very soon , his

ni~~ rous colleagues , including Peterson , Phillips , Beach and others .

Bayesian research then led to an interest in multi—attributf

utility theory (MAUI) in the 1960s and thence to Edwards most

recent technique for aiding public policy decision makers—SMART

(simple multi—attribute rating technique; see Cardiner 6 Edwards

in Kaplan 6 Schwartz , 1975).

BDT now encompasses more than Edwards work , of course , and as

may be seen from the 1977 Annual Review of Behavioral Decision

Theory, work in this area has grown considerably. The 319 refer-

ences cited by Slovic, Pischhoff and Lichtenstein, 1977 probably

constitute less than one half of the articles and books written

on th. general topic within the period considered. In general ,

research in this area has moved toward increasing the role of

explanatory psychological concepts . And that effort has developed

such a large momentum that we have grouped these studies under

the separate head ing of Psychological Decision Theory (~~~).

Psychological Decision Theory

Although Slovic and Lichtenatein (1971) were able to review

a few information—processing studies of j udgment and decision

~~~4”g , the recent interest in PDT clearly originat ed in the

heuristics studies of Amos Tvsrsky and Daniel Kahneman—regarding the “law

a

______~~a;a, -
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of small numbers” (1971) , “representativeuess” (1972), and

“availability” (1973) . These studies marked a sharp change from

previous investigations of j udgments of uncertainty. Earlier

studies (mostly within BDT) had concentrated on descriptions of

subjects’ judgment and decision behavior in terms of (or as devia-

tions from) basic normative models. Tversky and Kahneman rejected

further “baseline” descriptions of judgment and emphasized the search

for the psychological (mainly cognitive) mechanisms which people

use to evaluate frequencies and likelihoods . The reason for the

change in emphasis (from behavioral to psychological DI) was

apparently that there had accumulated sufficient empirical

generalizations (indicating that deviations of subjective from

objective probability were reliable, systematic, and difficult to

eliminate) to demand a “systematic theory about the psychology of

uncertainty” (Kabneman & Tversky, 1972, p. 430).

Before concluding this section, we should note that the

uninitiated (and others) may be excused if they should become

confused about the use of terms such as SEU and MA UT . The origin

of the term SEU is clear enough; Edwards in 1961 stated that:

“Work since (1954] has focused on the mode], which asserts that

people maximize the product of utility and subjective probability;

I have named this the subjectively expected utility maximization

model (SEU model)” (Edwards 6 Tversky, 1967, p. 67). But it

appears that this appellation has not been accepted by those to
— 

- 

whom it warn intended to apply. It was not mentioned by Raiffa in

1.968, by Fishburn in 1972, nor by Keeney and Raiffa in 1976.

L
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Multi—attribute utility theory is, however , discussed by Raiff a in

1968 and the reade r is referred to several sources, m~(n1y in the

1960., for further reading.

The use by Edwards of both Bayesian concepts and MAUT can be

seen in his article in Ha~~~nd, 1978: “Judgment and Decision in

Public Policy Formation.”

Transition

Moving from Group I approaches to Group II approaches shifts

the origins of theoretical concepts. As noted above, Group I has

its origins in the concepts introduced by economics (primarily in

the theory of consumer choice), but Group II has its origins in

psychology (largely in the psychology of perception).

The general thame of Group II ignores the motivational compo-

nent so central to Group I (peop le try to “maximize something”).

Although Group II retains the concept of “intention,” this concept

has a meaning more nearly akin to “focus” than to “getting.” Thus,

the study of “knowing” rather than “getting” is the main theme of

Group II.

Although the origin of the concepts employed by Group II is

markedly different than thos e of Group I, the differences between

the aims of the approaches that are adjacent to the watershed axe

not sharp in this regard, probably because most of the people

involved were trained as psychologists. Nevertheless, the presence

of a conceptual watershed is clear .

~~~~ -~~~~~~~ 5 - ~~~~~~~~~~~~
-
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Social Judgment Theory

SJT has its origins in Brunswik ’s theory of perception (proba-

bilistic functionalism) , as may be seen from the prominent role

played by such concepts as “ecological validity of cues ,“ “utiliza-

tion of cues,” etc. It is worthwhile to note that probabilistic

functionalism gave great emphasis to the question of the accuracy

of perceptual judgments about, for example, the sizes of objects

under various environmental conditions. Probabilistic function-

alism thus had a strongly Darwinian tone because of its emphasis

on achievement and adaptation.

In order to indicate the shift in subject matter from percep-

tion proper to quasi—rational judgment , interpersonal learning and

conflict, that had become apparent in the 70s, as well as to

indicate the introduction of new concepts, ilaomtond named this

approach “Social Judgment Theory” (see Kaplan & Schwartz, 1975).

The probabilism that forms the major point of departure for

SJT provides a conceptual link to the probabilism of all the

approaches from economics • A major difference, however, is that

whereas the probabilism of the approaches from economics requires

explicit procedures for inquiring about a subject’s probabilities

regarding the occurrence of various conditions, events, or Out-

comes, 5.31 observes probabilistic behavior in those making j udg—

ments. Thus, while the SELl approach requires that the subjects

directly “measure” their own uncertainty by, for example, choosing

between lotteries, or other means, SJT measures the subj ects’

uncertainty (not their subjective probabilities) in terms of their

_____ ________________________________________________
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performance on judgment tasks, including interpersonal learning

and interpersonal conflict. That difference grows out of the

difference in the original aims of different approaches.

Information Integration Theory

lIT was developed by Norman Anderson in the 1960s. lIT

has its origin In psychophysics; measurement of the subjective

counterpart of physical stimuli is the point of departure for lIT.

And whereas SJT denigrates the value of psychophysics as a subject

matter for psychology, III sees the logic of psychophysical measure-

ment as the essential f oundation for the competence of psychological

measur snt, in more complex circumstances involving social circum-

stances as well as physical ones.

(MORE ]

Attribution Theory

A~ ha. its origin. ir ~ theoretical work of Frit z isider

who took Gsstalt psychology ~tis point of depart ure (see Thing

and Msdiia, 1926) . Raider focused his att ention on what he called

“naive psychology” or “co~~~u—sense psychology ” the cognitive

strategies of persons who were required to mike inferenc es or

jud~~ ncs about circ~~~tancss (e.g., causes) not i sdiatsly givsn

in the midst of the ~~~iguitiee of life outside the laboratory.

Raider ’s book (1958) was highly influential and gave rise

L to several empirical end theoretical efforts to explore its

utility. The ~~~t prominent and effective of these is AT.

a
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Among the most frequently cited papers are those by Jones and

Davis (1965), and Kelley (1967, 1973). These authors, a~~ng others,

laid the groundwork for what has become perhaps the most prominent

theory in social psychology during the 1970s. And it has drawn a

large number of participants who have carried out a large number

of empirical studies. We include AT in our attempt at integration

of judgment and decision theory because AT i. also a theory of

judgment—perhaps the most psychological in character of all the

theories to be discussed.

Integration -

Group I approaches. DT, BDT, and PDT clearly have a cou~on

origin—the economic theory of choice. Dl has pursued the logical,

mathematical. aspects of those theories, BDT and PDT have pursued

the behavioral and psychological aspects. Prior to 1954, there

does not seem to have been much intellectual contact between

economics and the psychological approach to this subject matter.

As Edwards observed at that time: the “voluminous. . .literature”

in economics regarding “the theory of consumer’s choice . . .is

almost unknown to psychologists in spite of sporadic pleas in both

psychological. . . and economic. . . literature for greater comeuni—
cation between the disciplines” (Edwards & Tversky, p. 13).

Edwards further noted that he “could not find any thorough bibli—

ography on the theory of choice in the economic literature” and as

a result he included “a rather extensive bibliography of the

literature since 1930” (Edwards & Tversky, p. 13). lIe did not

mention that there was no “thorough bibliography” of the

- - - - 5 -  .5-5-- •--—--------- ——- ~~~~~ _~~~~~~ _
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psychological literature regarding probabilistic approaches to

judgment and decision in psychology in 1954. Brunswik’s 1952

monograph on the Conceptual. Framework of Psychology, which gave

some theoretical attention to probabilism, was known to him, but

he did not refer to it, an omission that was symptomatic of the

intellectual gap between Group I and II approaches. Edwards’ main

effort was in a different direction, namely to construct the

bases for a conceptual. and empirical link between work in decision

making in economics and in psychology. Which he did.

Edwards’ familiarity with quantitative work in psychology,

no doubt contributed to the fact that his 1954 and 1961 articles

refer heavily to work that has strong roots in psychophysical

measurement. At the risk of grand overgeneralization, the effort

to link the theory of choice from economics with the quantitative

experimental—empirical approach of psychologists can be described

as an attempt to integrate utilitarianism with intuitionism under

circumstances where both are given analytical (mathematical) and

empirical (experimental) treatment.

[MORE]

Group It approaches. The origins of two of these approaches

(SJT and AT) are close. Both Brimswik and Heider were Europeans

who departed from the Gestalt point of view; Heider most notably

in 1926 with the publication of “Ding und Medium,” Brunawik in

1934 with “Wahrnennung und Gegenstandswelt.” Both could also be

said to have reacted against conventional psychology, especially

toward traditional psychophysics. Both could thus be said to have

_ -
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an “ecological” approach in contrast to a “physical” one. (Note:

Brunswik and Konr ad Lorenz were contemporary graduate students

(and friends) in Karl. BUhler ‘s laboratory in Vienna; it is not

unlikely that both were attracted to a biological point of view

as a result of Bllhler’s influence: personal coumunication from

Lorenz to K. L Hammond). But Brunavik’s training as an engineer

probably turned him toward quantification and empirical work,

whereas Heider’s more philosophical attitudes moved him toward

more theoretical work. But the two arrived in the United States

about the seine time and were close intellectual companions who

referred to one another’s work frequently and with enthusiasm,

both in print and in their lectures.

Raninond’s “Psychology of Egon Brunswik” (1966) includes a

chapter from Heider’s book which illustrates the similarity in

outlook, and a recent “Introduction to Attribution Processes” by

Shaver (1975) includes a slightly abridged version of Brunswik’s

well—known lens model to explain the nature of Heider’s approach

to social perception. The interested reader should turn to

Briniswik ’ s (1952) development of “The Conceptual. Framework of

Psychology” for a description of the development of both approaches

in the histo ry of psychology, particularly with regard to their

departure from both Gestalt psychology and psychophysics. And it

should be noted that in 1958 Beider refers several times to the

fact that Brimswik was making arguments similar to his as early

as 1934 (see p. 56, for example). In fact, Heider’s first refer-

ence to attribution, on whether failure Will be “attributed” to
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the person or the environment (p. 56) includes a reference to

Brunswik (p. 220, 1934). In short, integration of AT and proba-

bilistic functionalism was established in 1958, although that

integration has virtually disappeared.

The one point that separated these two original thinkers

during their lifetimes and still separates their intellectual

offspring is probabilism (cf. Fiscbhoff); Brunswik enthusias-

tically incorporated it (in fact, was the first psyçl~ologist to

do so), Heider m~Lnfmized it, and one may guess (from personal.

communication: K. R. Hammond) that he found it distasteful. (See

Holton, 1973, for a detailed account of the role of personal taste

in the history of science; see also Brunawik and Krech, 1955 , for

a frank discussion of preference for scientific style in psychology.)

lIT is an off—shoot of the psychophysical tradition which

Brunswik and Heider rejected. Anderson’s interest in psycho-

physical matters has always been strong, but it is clearly

different from Edwards’. Anderson saw the possibility not only

of expanding the psychophysical approach to a multi—dimensional.

psychophysics (already underway by the l950s) but also of extending

it to social “stimuli.” Which he did. This step is particularly

evident in his applications of “functional measurement” to “impres-

sion formation” (from Asch) as well as to a wide variety of sub—

4 stantive problems of interest to those working in quantitative

psychology as weU as those in social psychology. Be that as it may,

there is no doubt that the origins of III are very different from

those of SJT and AT, and attempts to integrate their present work
I

- - - 
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will be superficial unless the fundamental metatheoretical posi-

tions taken by these approaches are explicitly discarded or some-

how reconciled.

(MORE]

Since historians seem to seize upon clusters of events, with

all, due modesty, we offer them a hint by pointing to the following:

1954: Edwards’ Theory of !)ecision Making article

1954: Thrall, Coombs and Davis’ book on Decision Processes

1955: Hammond’s application of Brunsvik’s probabilistic

functionalism (of perception) to clinical judgment

1956: Publication of Brunswik’s major work

1958: Publication of Heider’s major work

In short, probabilism became a respectable idea, and j udgment

and decision making became respectable fields of study in. the

1950s, and have remained so.

The independent and interdependent lines of developments will

provide a rich source for the historians of social science, and

the results of organizing the material should be valuable for

understanding how the field of judgment and decision making became

a cumulative scientific discipline. As a start, we offer this

hint: Figure Il—B—i.

(MORE]
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C. Scope

Introduction

Judgment and decision theorists have cut out a large domain of

behavior to be studied ; this is particularly true if and when they

recommend that the results of their research should be used.

Indeed , Fischhoff (1976) has suggested that judgment and decision

researchers stand in much the same scientist/practitioner role that -

clinical psychologists do. It is , therefore , highly important for

j udgment and decision making researchers to specify the scope of

their theories, their empirical work, and their applications. That

means disavowing competence in certain areas as well as emphasizing

it in others. It also means acknowledging the fact that research

tends to produce fragments of information, and, therefore, it will

be difficult if not impossible for the judgment and decision

analyst to bring to bear all the bits and pieces of knowledge that

have been accumulated from piece—meal studies of part—processes to

bear on a specific problem involving application. Worse still, not

only will such leaps be difficult, they will be necessary, since

applications will demand that it be done. As a result , efforts at

application Will always rim the risk of involving unsupported

generalization. across gaps in our knowledge. It is, in short ,

essential that the scope of various theories be somehow described,

even though it is not in the nature of theorists to delimi t and to

disavow competence.
I :
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We shall use three broad descriptive categories in order to

indicate differences in scope among different appro... thee , nassly ,

the single—system case, the double—system case and the n—system

case (see Figures lI—C—i, II—C—2 , and II—C—3). Again we refer to

diagrams to indicate the meaning of these categories:

Decision Theory

DT restricts its theoretical interest to the single—system

case, which involves one person m~I’ing decisions without full

knowledge of the task situation end without feedback about the

effect of the decision. Since decision theorists do not theorize

(systematic-ally) about psychological processes or states , the scope of

ur therefore is limited to those circumstances in which one person

exercises his/her rational powers to the utmost under the guidance

provided by a specialist in D~. But no analytical effort is

devoted to the relation between the specialist and the client

although it is often described in the language of popular

psychology (see Fischhoff’ a analogy with psychotherapy for more).

(MORE regarding hierarchical models]

Since both Dl and game theory follow from von Neumann and

Morgenstern’s classic work , game theory can be seen as an approach

to the n—system case with a parallel development to DT. Keeney

and Raiffa make little use of game theory of the Luce and Raiffa

(1957) variety or that pursued by Anatol Rapoport (1974) with his

special emphasis on the Prisoner ’s Dilemma game that, strangely ,

captured the interest of psychologists for so long. And although

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- 
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Single—system Case

inputs
(cues , data, stimuli)

state to be 
- 

- —
inferred 

— 
-

0- Judgment

( 

. util~~~~~on

hypothetical environmental cognitive systemtask system (studied)
(not studied)

(Da shed line indicates no data collected.)

Figure Il—C—i

Double—System Case

inputs
(cues , data , stimuli)

state to be
inferred

• Judgment

cue input
validities utilization

environmental task system cognitive systemstudied studied

Figure II— C—2
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N- System Case

the double—system case expanded to include
2 or more subjects——with or without study
of the environmental (task) system

Clearly, the n—system case can be broken down into various

types , but for our present purposes these distinctions are enough.

Figure II—C—3
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Keeney and Raiff a indicate an interest in the problem, they treat

the matter of interaction largely on a “clinical” level.

Dr work on social welfare functions and group decision making

(Chapter 10 of Keeney & Raiffa , 1976) might also be viewed as

studies of the n—system case. However, the basic approach to such

problems is to reduce the group decision to an individual decision

of a supra decision maker (see also, Harsanyi, 1974); in effect ,

the n—system case is converted into the single—system case so that
- 

existing Dl can be directly applied to the group situation.

An interesting extension of the SEU model has recently been

provided by McClintock (1977) who applies the model to the n—system

case and studies interpersonal conflict [and introduces new con-

cepts]. This extension is discussed below in connection with BDT.

Behavioral Decision Theory

Because BDT is directed toward reconstruction of SEU theory

in ~.ight of the experimental analysis of decision and choice

be1’~avior , BDT theorists found it necessary and useful to do experi—

~asnts. The primary reason for doing experiments was to increase

our understanding of how persons process information and to

discover the impact of information on the revision of subjective

probabilities . Thus external conditions were manipulated in order

to test hypotheses regarding internal conditions , and thus objec—

tive (external) probabilities were manipulated, f irst to test the

extent to which the axioms of SEll theory could account for the

behavior of decision makers , and then to e~~~1~”e the extent to

- -  ~~~. -
~~~~~
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which the Bayesian model could account for revision of subjective

probabilities. Manipulations of objective probabilities (including

conditional probabilities) could thus lead to observing , for

example , the impact of a datum (information) on the revision of a

probability of an event. In order to do this , the investigators

had to construct task systems (the properties of which would be

fully known to the investigators). Once the tasks were con-

structed, comparisons could be made between the properties of

various decision tasks (e.g., their unconditional probabilities

and conditional probabilities) and the properties of the cognitive

(decision) systems brought to bear on the tasks (e.g. , the parallel

probabilities) . BOT theorists could thus examine the relations

between external and internal unconditional probabilities , describe

the differences between them, and explain why such differences

occurred.

Probabilities are again treated as j  udginents , as in the case

of Dl , but they are now related to objective probabilities and the

relation between the two is treated as if it were a scaling

problem in psychophysics. The theoretical examination of the

relation between the two includes concepts taken from psycho—

physics, as for example , anchoring , etc. In addition , BDT

theorists found it useful to compare the conditional probabilities

in the cogeitive system of the decision—maker with those in the

task. The conditional probabilities typically concern the probe—

bility of a distal event given the occurrence of some proximal

event. But inter—event conditionality is considered as well.
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Research that included the presence of , and documentation of

the properties of , various decision tasks meant that BDT theorists

not only were interested in the single—system case but the double—

system case as well (Hammond, Stewart, Brehiner, Steinmann, 1975,

erroneously described BDT as strictly single—system) . The necessity

for the shift from the single—system case to the double—system case

marks an important distinction between the scope of the theoretical

effor t of DT and BDT, and symbolizes as well as diagrams the distinction

between the locus of the concepts employed by each theory. (This

distinction is also illustrated by Shanteau ’s diagram ; see Figure II—E—3.)

Introducing an independently real second system into the

analysis requires BDT theorists to be specific about the properties

of the decision task system. That requirement meant that some set

of terms must be employed to describe the task. The terms chosen

by the BDT theorist are statistical terms (unconditional and

conditional probabilities, states of the system, dependencies,

etc.). Note that the terms used by BDT to describe cognitive

activity are parallel to the terms used to describe the environ-

mental task.

(11)RE; especially on cascaded inference ]

BDT has not, however , ext ended its theoretical. or empirical

hypothesis—testing research efforts to include inte rpersonal

conflict (or learning) with regard to decisions although it has

extended its application to that situation (the n—system case). 

- —
-
- -  — - - -— 5- -- - — 5 - -  --- —
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Psychological Decision Theory

This approach was developed in the context of the single—

system case , and some extensions have been made to the double—

system case (see for example , the work on “illusory correlation”).

But generally , a comparison is made between (a) inferences justi-

fied by statistical logic and (b) inferences made by persons from

the same data , in contrast to tasks involving independently real

events. So far no work has been done with regard to the n—system

case.

Transition

Moving from Group I approaches to Group II approaches enlarges

the scope of the behavior covered by both theory and research. For

whereas the Group I approaches considered here intensively focused

on measurement problems related to subject probabilities , utilities,

and their combinations with respect to such matters as transitivity

of choices, etc., the conceptual framework that applies to more

than one decider bears an uncertain relation to DI , EDT , and PDT.

(The substantial amount of theory and research that flows from

game theory and social welfare function theory , however , needs

eventually to be considered in detail here , for it considerably

.nlkrges the scope of the work within Group I approaches.)

Group II theories have produced a substantial amount of

research involving two or more persons involved in judgments,

decisions , and inferences • These approaches have , to various

degrees , also developed theoretical concepts intended to apply to

the interaction between persons • As we shall see , SJT has ext ended

--- - - - -  
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the original lens model to include cases involving two or more

persons, III has inspired at least a few studies involving groups ,

and AT has been applied to a wide variety of individual and group

circumstances.

Social Judgment Theory

This approach includes within its scope the single—system case

as well as all other cases and Brehmer in particular has carried

out a large number of multiple—cue probability studies (double—

system case) and a large number of studies on interpersonal

learning and interpersonal conflict (n—system case) . These

studies are fundamental insofar as SJT is concerned and provide

the basis for generalization to the analysis of the single—system

case. Thus SJT intends to include within its scope the following

topics: (a) learning under uncertainty (MCPL), (b) interpersonal

learning, (c) interpersonal conflict, and (d) group judgments and

decisions. The work that has been done in these areas is intended

to provide the basis for conflict resolution in situations

involving policy disputes.

(MORE; especially on hierarchical models]

Information Integration Theory

This approach was developed to deal with the single—system

case , although it has been applied to both the double—system case

(involving learning) as well as the n-system case (involving group

judgments). There is no reason in principle why lIT should not
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be or cannot be applied to the study of interpersonal learning or

interpersonal conflict.

Att ribution Theory

This approach is highly general in its aim. It covers not

only the case of a single person making j udgments about causal

locus, but interpersonal relations between two or more people .

Its intended scope is large and includes references to interpersonal

learning and conflict. No boundaries are implied in AT.

Integration

Group I. Proponents of the three approaches within Group I

generally have not , in general , widened the scope of their theo-

retical endeavors beyond the single—system case. DT gives

virtually no attention to empirical research carried out within

the double—system case by BDT ‘s such as Edwards and his colleagues

other than to provide footnote acknowledgements of the existence

of such work (see p. 8 and p. 212 of Keeney & Raiff a, 1976) . And

although there is mathematical work within the general framework

of SEU theory on coalitions and interpersonal, comparisons of

utilities , it does not seem to appear relevant to DI as described

by Keeney and Raiffa , 1976. (Neither topic is indexed.) Nor is

there any significant reference in Keeney and Raiffa to work on

conflict resolution by theorists such as Anatol Rapoport or to

the psychological research on interpersonal conflict by SJT ,

although work by Luce and Raiff a, Arrow , and Harsanyi is mentioned.

One might guess that work by Dl in this area will be more likely
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to extend in the direction of welfare functions than game theory.

But what if decision theorists like Keeney and Raiffa (or Zeleny)

become more clinical? Psychologists are certain to find the remarks

of Keeney and Raiffa (and DT generally) regarding conflict resolution

to be hopelessly naive, however sophisticated they may be from a logi-

cal viewpoint . Keeney and Raiffa do refer to the use of sensitivity

analysis as a conflict—reduction technique , but that is about as

f ar as they go. And although Edwards observed in 1.961 that the

early work on group decisions “had a substantial resemblence to

the SEU model,” there has been no systematic theoretical unifica-

tion of individual decision making and conflict behavior by DT .

And with the increasing challenge to the baa~c premises of the

traditional SEU model from PDI and other approaches (e.g., lIT),

it is doubtful that the extension of SEU theory to group decision

making is likely to be accepted without also being challenged by

the other approaches.

There are psychologists within the EDT approach who are now

attempting to extend the SEU approach to the n—system case and thus

to study interpersonal conflict. McClintock’s recent article in

Druckman (1977) provides an excellent example.

Proposition 5. In situations of social Interdependence, one’s access to
one’s own valued outcomes is dependent upon the values
assagned by others to their possible outco mes (and vice
versa). Furthermore, the attractiveness of outcomes for
one actor may be influenced not only by the outcomes
he receives but also by the outcomes he judges the
other(s) will receive.

- . —~ ----.- --5- — - - --5-- - _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5-— - — ~~~~~~~ — - --5-—- - - — - - -----— ------ 5-- ------ ~~ -5-----. 
5-—
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Group II approaches. The three approaches grouped here

appear to be highly similar in intended scope. SJT has been

explicit in its efforts to study all three cases mentioned above,

and thus intends to contribute to the literature regarding j udg-

ments , learning regarding a physical environment , learning in a

social environment (e.g. , interpersonal learning from and about

another person) and interpersonal conflict ; research in all of

these areas applies the same systematic framework; work on the

n—system case has continued since about 1965 ; work with other

cases began earlier. But there has been no attempt to relate this

work to ItT or AT or incorporate any of the concepts from either

into SJT research. (But see Muinpower, 1976, for a detailed analy-

sis of the similarities and differences between SJT and AT .) The

same is true for hIT and AT with regard to SJT .

There have been attempts by Anderson (1974) to integrate hIT

and AT within the framework of the single—system case, and to some

extent, the n—system case as well. The reverse is also true;

Jones , Kanouae , Kelley, Nisbett , Valins and Weiner (1972) make use

of certain lIT concepts and measurement techniques in (primarily)

the single—system case. There is no reason, in principle , why the

techniques employed by SJT to study interpersonal conflict could

not be employed by lIT . The effects of different subjective scale

values and/or weights could be studied in exactly the same way.

Most important, the approach could readily examine the differential

effect of various integrative mechanisms (adding, averaging , multi—

- ~~— plying, etc.) on interpersonal conflict just as , for example,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Brehmer and I4~mmond (1973) examined the differential effec t

of the use of various fun ction forms in interpersona l con-

flict, and as Brehmer baa examined similar effects on interpersonal

learning. This is perhaps the easiest situation for integration

and potential cumulative information we shall encounter. (In

addition , interest in the n—system case could lead to the evaluation

of the role of equal weights [see methodology sectiooj in conflict

reduction. )

The single-system case: ~~~4ucing cohesion or confusion? In

this situation there is no environmental task “out there,” the

characteristics of which are independently known . Do you choose

to merge your company with this one or that one? Choose one or

the other course of action and you will never discover what the

outcome of the action not chosen would have been . In this case ,

the “r ight” choice will, never be empirically known because taking

one action ordinarily precludes the possibility of discovering what

a different action might have accomplished . (Einhorn has

considered the psychological implications of this situation in

detail.)

(Contrast the single—system case with the double—system case, in

which the right answer can be ascertained more or less readily; pro—

dicting the weather or the activity of the stock market or a horse race

provides examples. Cases involving interpersonal conflict and inter—

personal learning illustrate more complex situations that have

come under study by j ud~ nent researchers in which the right answer also

can be empirically determined.) But , all six approaches share a

comeon interest in the single—system case. Indeed, it is because

L - - -
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of the shared interest in this specific case that this attempt at

integration is being made ; this case provides the link between

Group I and II as well as within Groups. And it is here that

confusion is likely to arise over the intended scope (and function)

of various approaches. Therefore, at the risk of repetition, we

offer what appear to us to be important distinctions in scope

(and aim) with regard to this case.

1. rir and BDT offer descriptions not of what is taking place

but rather of what ought to be taking place and offer assistance

in reducing the gap between the two • DT and BDT declare that

their intentions are to help their clients “get their heads (or

preferences) straight,” or something similar. Careful delineation

of probabilities and utilities aggregated by the decision analyst

provide the remedy (see, Keeney, 1977, for a detailed, worked out

example). Although probability assessments are treated with some

sophistication and steps are often taken to straighten out logical

flaws, no specific remedies other than those based on “clinical”

experience are offered. (This is particularly true with regard to

interpersonal dispute over probabilities and utilities, in regard

to which discussion (I) is offered as remedy.)

2. PDT is primarily interested in explaining why departure

from rational choice occurs in situations where probability assess—

ment is pivotal, and on the basis of these explanations offering

remedies (debiasing techniques) for the biases observed. Note

that PDT offers remedies based directly on its empirical research.

Thus it offers specific debiaa ing remedies f or the specific biases

it discovers in the single—system case. PDT, does not however,

_ _ _ _ _  
5 - - - 
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address the double—system case in which answers are empirically

produced. (Answers are produced through calculations based on

statistical logic.) Nor does PDT address the n—system case,

although it would not find it difficult to do so. Indeed, its

psychological orientation and concepts (availability, etc.) offer

strong suggestions as to the source of difficulties in inter-

personal learning and interpersonal conflict. Thus, the potential.

scope of PDT does include the n—system case. And if one recalls

the work in the area already carried out by SJT and the similar

potential for work by lIT, a strong case could be made for the

argr~ ent that such work should be pursued because of the coinple—

mentary character of that work. This opportunity for cumulative-

ness should not be overlooked.

Domains of behavior of theoretical interest. There is one

further question that can be addressed to the intended scope of

various approaches: insofar as they intend to be descriptive or

explanatory, what is it that they intend not to describe and/or

explain? Do these approaches intend to limit their descriptions

end/or explanations in any way? Although these approaches seem to

be limited to certain domains of behavior and in the breadth of

their intentions, they are not specific about their boundaries.

For example, with the exception of AX none of these approaches

include concepts that apply to domains of behavior other than

cognition (although there is certainly room for Group I approaches

to claim an interest in motivation). No approach includes

theoretical. concepts that apply to states other than normal ones.

- - - -T - --.~ - -~ - -~~~~~~~~ 
-
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Thus, for ~~~~~~~ stress, affect, specific need—oriented states

are generally ignored, as are other processes (e.g., memory; but

see Hamilom & Pita’s, 1977, research on memory and judgment; see also

Tversky & Kahneman for references to memory in their work).

Gillis (1975) and H~~~ond and Joyce (1975) have shown how SJT can

be profitably extended to the study of the effects of psychoactive

drugs on j udgmmnt in the single—system , double—system and n—system

cases in populations of psychotic patients. But limits need to be

drawn, if only tentatively.

~

•1

~ _ _ _ _ _
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D. Intended Function

Introduction

What are current theories of judgment and decision making

supposed to do? What are their intended functions? Prescribe?

Describe? Explain ? Predict? Without knowledge of their intended

function, theories can hardly be compared . Unfortunately, judg-

ment and decision theorists have not always made their theoretical

aims entirely explicit. And they are also apt to be vague with

regard to the limits of competence of their theories . What sort

of competence do they disavow? What sort of agreement exists

among the six approaches with regar d to intended function? Is

everyone trying to do the same thing? Or to complement the work

others are doing?

Decision Theory

This approach focuses on decision—making from a prescr iptive

point of view only (see Keeney & Raiff a, 1976 , introduction) . Its

prescriptions are based on the utility theory developed by the

mathematician von Newmann and the economists Morgenstern and Arrow,

among others . In its recent development , Keeney and Raiff a (1976)

emphasize the point that the aim of DT is to elaborate the lOgiCal

entailments of subjective probability and utility theory and

extend them to a variety of circumstances by means of mathematics.

The criterion for the validity of the theory is its logical , mathe—

estical consistency . Once developed , the theo ry stands as a 

5- ~~-~~ - — —  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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logical structure for decision making; decision makers may then

use it in order to achieve the logical consistency provided by

the theory . The achievement of logical consistency is, therefore,

the reason for the use of DT in the real world.

DT makes no claim that it represents or describes the cogni-

tive activity (or information processing) of human decision makers .

Indeed, it is precisely because of the presumed departure of

decision “~~ing f rom the logic of decision theory that causes

decision theorists such as Keeney and Raiffa to insist that people ,

especially policy makers , should change their decision making

behavior to make it conform with the precepts of DT. Accusations,

therefore, that DT does not represent the cognitive activity of any

person does not deter decision theorists from developing new applica-

tions or pursuing the implications of a theorem. The emphasis is not on

what decision makers do , but what they should do. Explanations of

~~~ human decision makers deviate from the logic of DX is a matter

left to psychologists.

Although that point has been made many times, we repeat it

here because current criticism by psychologists of SEU theory is

directed precisely at its intended function, not its logical

structure. Thus, it is argued that however satisfying SEU theory

might be from a mathematical point of view, it is not useful as

a guide to decision ~*Idng because human beings do not behave In

accordance with the fund.ms’~tal assumptions of the theory. When,

j for rn~p1e, empirical evidence indicates that the premises of

I SEU theory do not repre sent actual. choice behavior, the validity

I
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of the postulates of the SEll theory is denied , and thus the

validity of the behavioral entailments of the theory is denied.

One might expect decision theorists to find such criticism to be

misdirected on the ground that it is based on a faulty interpre-

tation of the intended function of the theory. DX argues that

(a) if one must decide or choose, then an additive or multipli-

cative combination of expectations and utility is an appropriate

basis for decision or choice and (b) the logic of DX , as articu-

lated by mathematical analysis, provides the best guide for

reaching defensible deéisions. It is irrelevant, therefore, so far

as DX is concerned whether (unguided) behavior is in accord with the

axioms of SEll theory. What is important is that decision making

behavior should be in accord with these axioms. They further

believe that once the axioms are carefully explained, any reason-

ably intelligent person would want to change his behavior to be

in accord with these axioms. As a result, if and when psychologists

(or others) find behavioral violations of the axioms, decision

theorists dismiss such discoveries as irrelevant to their pur-

poses. Thus, for example, Raiffa (1968, p. 77) states:

“The following example will help to illustrate how intransivities

may arise in descriptive choice behavior and why in a prescriptive

theory of choice this type of behavior should be discouraged.”

In short , DX considers its axioms to be reasonable and desirable

rules for decision making behavior that everyone would want

to follow, once they understood them. DT thus disavows any

intention to provide explanations for why decision

_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  
______________________
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making takes the form others claim it does , for it has only

prescriptions for improving it. And that , they appear to be

saying, is enough. As a result , empirical challenges to the basic

postulates of DX have been ignored by ICeeney and Raiff a, and

management scientists in general.

But Cochrane and Zeleny (1973) are management scientists (or

operations researchers) who do not share this aloofness , and as

we shall see below, psychologists are in sharp disagreement with

it.

Behavioral Decision Theory

This approach intends (a) to descr ibe departures from optimal

decision—making In empirical detail (in contrast to DX) and (b) it

also intends to explain such departures in terms of both external

(task) and Internal (psychological) conditions . Perhaps the best—

known description of a departure from optimal decision—m~k4ng is

conservatism. This term signifies the putative failure of deci-

sion makers to revise their posterior subjective probabilities as

much as they should (as determined by Bayes’ rule for aggregation

of conditional probabilities in relation to hypotheses) upon the

receipt of new information, a (disputed) finding that led BDT

theorists to describe decision makers as “Conservative Bayesians. ”

Edwards made it clear in his ~~~~~~~ article of 1954 that

he considered the economists ’ theo ry of value and choice to be a

valuable guide for the empirical work of psycholog ists , and that

psychologists should carry Out empirical tests of the implications

of the theory rather than dispute its assumptions (Edwards &

I 
_ _ __ _ _
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Tversky, 1967 , p. 16). By 1967 Edwards was still. of this persua-

sion: “All these topics represent a new field for psychologists

in which a theoretical structure has already been elaborately

worked out (by economists : K. Eammond) , and in which many experi-

ments need to be performed” (196 7, p. 55) . That is , psychologists

should discover to what extent deductions from theories of choice

and preference are empirically true . Therefore, the intended

function of BDT is to reconstruct , if , as , and when need be , the

already worked out theory of decision or choice behavior, on the

apparent assumption that such theories intend to be and should be

a true description of the behavior of persons making decisions .

Such a confirmation or reconstruction of theories of choice

would place a powerful prescription for decision making in the

hands of decision analysts who could then provide “tools” for

decis ion makers . The culmination of the effort can be seen in

Edwards ’ paper presented during the 1977 meetings of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science at a symposium entitled

“Judgment and Decision in Public Policy Formation” (“Technology

for Director Dub ious : Evaluation and Decision in Public Contexts ,“

1978) . Rare Edwards refers to “. . .two relat ively simple tools ,

both currently in use , in contexts in which they obviously bear

on public policy , and could be used by public policy makers , but

so far have not been” (p. 73) . (A surprising statement in view

of Keeney & Raiffa ’s work with these same “tools .”)

It now appears that Edwards and his colleagues intend to

pursue the study of choic. behavior through empirical experimental

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~ -~~~~~~~ 5- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ---.~~~~~~~~~ -~~
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analysis within the Bayesian framework, and to pursue application

of their findings in conjunction with SMART—a simplified version

of MAUT .

[~~RE]

Psychological Decision Theory

PDT intends not only to describe but to explain the discrepan-

cies between human decision behavior and the fund*mental premises

upon which SEll DX is based. Indeed , the proponents of PDT have

made it clear that they believe that they , among others, have

already shown that the basic premises of SEll theory of decision

behavior are empirically false , and , therefore , that a dif ferent

description of human decis ion behavior should replace it (see

Kahneman and Tversky ’s, 1977, Prospect Theory paper , also Slovic,

Fischhoff & Lichtenstein , 1977). The proponents of the PDT

approach have carried out empirical research that , in their view,

and in the view of many others , not only shows that people do not

make decisions and choices in conformity with the precepts that

support DX and BDT , but explains why people do not. This research

has been shown to be a fruitful combination of theory and empirical

work in that new (or almost new) theoretical concepts have been

introduced and their explanatory value tested empirically.

The approach of PDT is the one psychologists would expect :

(a) idsntify some important behavioral phenomenon (e.g., departure

from optimal choice) , (b) adduce some psychological concepts (e.g.,

availability, reprseentativeness) to account for or explain why the

4 
_ _ _  
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discrepancy should occur , and (c) conduct experiments to test the

validity of the explanatory concepts. Thus , it might be said that

if (a) the intended function of BDT is to shift the study of

decision behavior from a logical path of research (that led to SEU

theory) to a behavioral path, then the intended function of PDT is

to move us from a sheerly behavioral path to a psychological path

that explains why decision makers behave the way they do. Rave we

now reached a different point from that described by Edwards when

he indicated that “a theoretical structure has already been worked

out”?

Not only does PDT offer to explain !! ~~ 
“people replace the

laws of chance by heuristics” they are now prepared to indicate

when people are apt to make this replacement . Although Slovic ,

Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein observed in 1977 that “heuristics

(PDT) may be faulted as a general theory of judgment because of

the difficulty of knowing which will be applied in any particular

instance” a recent paper (Causal Schemata in Judgments under

Uncertainty, Tversky & Kahneman, 1977) takes steps toward removing

that”fault,” thus: “Distributional data affect predictions when

(italic ours) they induce a causal model which i) explains the

base rate, and ii) applies to the individual case.” And condi-

tional statements are made, thus: ‘t Distributionai. information

which is not incorporated into a causal schema, either because it

is not interpretable as an indication of propensity or because it

conflicts with an established schema, is given little or no weight

in the presence of singular data.”

- -- .5-- - - - - -5- — — - - ----- _ _:_____ ,_..__ ___ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Certain predictions can also be found in earlier papers.

Thus, in 1972; “the representativeness heuristic is more likely

to be employed when events are characterized in terms of their

general properties; whereas the availability heuristic is more

likely to be employed when events are more naturally thought of

in terms of specific occurrences” (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972, p.

452). “When the generic features of an event as well as its

specific features are considered, both heuristics are likely to

enter into the evaluation” (Kahneman & Tversky , 1972, p. 452; italics

ours). In short, although PDT has not been explicit (so far as we

know) about whether its intended aim is that of prediction as well

as explanation, PDT is clearly well on the way toward that goal.

The clear aim of PDT to enter upon the enterprise of providing

psychological explanations of probability (and utility) judgments

has led to the sharp challenge of the validity and thus utility of

DX (a chAllenge that has been ignored, as we mentioned earlier).

In short, PDT argues that the logical path taken by DX, whatever

its value in other fields of operations research, does not lead to

a defensible prescriptive theory of decision making behavior.

It is important to note that PDT is rooted in decision theory

and that it still includes probabilities and utilities among its

central descriptive terms , and that one of its intended functions

is to evaluate the decision making behavior of subjects in terms of

opti.ality prescribed by a mathematical (statistical) model.

As noted above, evaluation largely takes place with regard to

the m e m e r  in which subjects assign probabilities to events . Thus ,

I
ii
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PDT intends to discover whether biases occur in this type of cogni-

tive activity. Since PDT claims that biases are highly prevalent ,

it offers suggestions as to how specific biases might be removed ,

an aim that has received the name of debiasing. Debiasing, it should

be noted, is a far different type of assistance than that offered

by DX and BDT.

The intended function of PDT with regard to aiding the decision

maker is perhaps best summarized by Slovic (1976 , p. 238) as follows :

Subjective judgments of probability and utility are
essential inputs to decision analysis. We still do not
know the best ways to elicit these jud gments. Now that
we understand many of the biases to which judgments are
susceptible , we need to develop debiasing techniques to
minimize their destructive effects.

The complexity of that task is also indicated , however;

Simply warning a judge about a bias may prove ineffec-
tive. Like perceptual illusions , many biases do not
disappear upon being identified.

And , indeed , Lichtenstein , Slovic, Fiscbhoff , Layman and Combs (1978) ,

have shown that debiasing is not a simple matter , and Kabneman and

Tversky ’s own work (1978) ha . not offered empirical proof of the

efficacy of their debiasing efforts. Shanteau and Phelps, however

(1977) show that some debiasing techniques may be carried out effectively,

albeit unwittingly, by laymen.

Transition

As noted in the sections on origins , moving f rom the POT

approach to SJT marks a move from three theories that have their

origins in economics to three theories that have their origins in

psychology. (Note: The academic origins of theories are not to be

-- -. -- -~-- —~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5- -~--~ ~~~~~rn - - —-~ -— . -
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confused with the academic origins of the authors.) And although

the first psychological approach (SJT) to be encountered on this

side of the conceptual watershed includes probabilisin in both

environment and organism as a basic premise, which, of course ,

links it to SEU theories , neither it nor the other two

psychologically—oriented theories include either probability or

utility as basic descriptive terms or as basic units of analysis

that require measurement. Neither probability nor utility are , as

Slovic put it with regard to decision theory , “essential inputs to

decision analysis,” once the conceptual watershed is crossed. As

might be expected, therefore, the intended function of the three

theories to be discussed next is different from the previous three.

Just how different is unclear and the reader should anticipate

transitions rather than abrupt changes in the conceptual terrain.

Generally, the three psychological theories are theories of

(quasi—rational) inductive knowing; that is, they are directed

toward the question of how human beings acquire or apply knowledge

under circumstances of ambiguity in the task. Ambiguity is always

present in the studies of problems that Group II theorists study,

for it is ambiguity that creates the knowledge problem. Ambiguity,

however , is described in different ways by different theorists.

Indeed, as we shall see, identification and description of the

sources of ambiguity is one main topic that differentiates these

theories . Group I approaches, on the other hand are generally

indifferent to analyzing, or theorizing about, the sources of

— 
ambiguity in environmental tasks (although PDT frequently points to

them).

—. — 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Social Judgment Theory

The intended function of this theory is to describe , but not

explain , human j udgment processes . In its formative stages (1955—

1970) of applying Brunewikian concepts to judgment tasks its

eff orts were directed toward social. perception (see e.g. ,  Hammond & Kern ,

1.959; Crow & Ra ond , 1957) . Since 1970 its efforts have been

directed less toward establishing the accuracy of its descriptions

than toward the usefulness of its descriptions for the policy maker ,

within , of course , certain boundaries of accuracy (see Haimnond,

Stewart , Brehmer , & Steinmnnn , 1975) . It should be noted , however ,

that at least one SJT researcher (Brehmer) does direct his efforts

toward explanations, both in the case of multiple cue probability

learning as well as interpersonal. learning and interpersonal con-

f l ict , and offers and tests hypotheses that are explanatory in

nature (see e.g., Brehmer, 1975). In addition, SJT intends

to provide guides toward the development of judgment (and decision)

aids.

There is no such thing as description without theory , of

course, and therefore there is an explicit theoretical as well as

tatheoretical. basis for the descriptions provided by SIT.

The strong emphasis placed on the problem of knowing (in

c~~trast to choice) and the explicit theoretical attention given

to the amviro~~~nt can be seen in the following quotation from

• S t a rt , lreh sr, and Ste{nmann (1975) :
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WHY IS JUDGMENT REQUIRED?
Knowledge of the environment is difficult to acquire because

of causal ambiguity—because of the probabilistic, entangled
relations among environmental variables. Tolman and Brunewik
called attention to the critical role of causal ambiguity in
their article “The Organism and the Causal Texture of the
Environment” (1935), in which they emphasized the fact that
the organism in its normal intercourse with its environment
must cope with nwnerous , interdepend ent , muitifo reu l relations
among variables which are p ar tly re levant and part ly irre le-
vant to its purp ose , which carry only a Uzrcited anount of
dependability, and which are or~’anized in a varz..ty of ways.
The problem for the organism, therefore, is to heow its en—
vironment under these comp lex circumstances. In the effort to
do so, the organism brings a variety of processes (generally
labeled cogni tive), such as perception, learning, and thinking,
to bear on the problem of reducing causal ambiguity. As a
part of this effort , human beings often attempt to manipulate
variables (by experiments, for example) and sometimes succeed—
in such a manner as to eliminate ambiguity. But when the var-
iables in question cwvwt be manipulated0 human beings must
use their cognitive resources unaided by manipulation or en—
per:nent. They must do the best they can by passive rather
than active means to arrive at a conclusion regarding a state
of affairs clouded by causal ambiguity. They must , in short,
exercise their j udgment. Human judgment is a cognitive acti-
vity of last resort.

It may seem odd to remind the readers of this volume of the
circumstances which require human judgment , yet it is essential
that we do so , for it is precisely these circumstances which
are so often om~itted from studies of human judgment. If we
are to understand how human beings cope with judgment tasks,
however , not only must such ambiguity be presant in the -condi-
tions under which human j udgment is studied , but causal ambi-
guity must itself be represented within the framework of a
theory of human judgment (kunsuik , 1952 , 1956; Ha ond , 1955).

The absence of the terms subjective probability , utility,

choice , and preference is apparent.

Informat ion Integration Theory

ItT is a psychological theory that intends to discover (cogni-

tive) psychological laws that intervene between stimulus and

response and thus explain, or at least account for , the relation

between S and R. lIT intends to describe human cognitive theory

(of which decision , judgment , and attribution are merely special

—4
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cases) in quantitative terms and to account for such activity in

terms of “cognitive algebra” (see Anderson, 1974, p. 84). More

specifically, lIT focuses on the organizat ion or integration of

information by describing the adherence to (or departure from)

various algebraic formulations such as additive equations , averaging

equations, etc., that are treated as “models” of cognitive func-

tioning. Therefore , a maj or part of the descriptive effort lies

in discovering which model “best fits” the relation between S and

L Does a model that adds , or averages , or multiplies its terms

“best fit,” i.e., best describe, best account for, the cognitive

activity of integrating information of any kind that takes place

under specified circumstances? Which , of such models , generally

“fail” as descriptive devices?

But if it is clear that lIT is a law—seeking endeavor , it is

unclear what generality it seeks . It surely is not in the scale

values assigned to the stimuli in any task—situation , nor is it in

the weights which subjects might assign to specific stimuli , nor

does it seem even to lie in the generality of the organizing

principle (integration rule) discovered——since Anders on and others

are prepared to find persons adding, averaging or multiplying

virtually any set of weighted, scaled stimuli (unless a previous

study has found one result or another) . We do not find predictions

of the appearance of any specific organizing principle other than

on the grounds of a precedent. Rather, the search for generality

seems to focus on a more general level. Thus, for example, in

Berkowitz (1974, p. 84) Anderson says : “The present survey has
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yielded considerable support for the operation of a general co~ni—

tive algebra in social judgment. Cognitive integration seems to

f ollow simple averaging , subtracting and multiplying rules far more

commonly than has been recognized” (italics added). (Was “adding”

— intentionally omitted?)

We draw the conclusion from these remarks (and others) that

for ItT , explanation and mathematical description converge , and

from that convergence emerges a psychological law—precisely as in

physics. Thus , if F — ma is a mathematical description of a rela-

tionship that can be applied to the behavior of a wide variety of

obj ects under a wide variety of conditions , it is also explanation ,

and it is also physical law. And in parallel form, if a specific

form of cognitive algebra is regularly found to describe with

precision the cognitive activity of a wide variety of people under

a wide variety of circumstances, then , just as in physics, that

specific form of cognitive algebra is explanation enough. And if

enough regularity is achieved over enough conditions , lawfulness

is achieved. - .

Theory and a specific form of methodology are so tightly

interwoven in lIT that it is difficult to separate them. One can

hardly escape the conclusion that at least one intended function

of LIT is methodological, prescription, namely to convince judgment

and decision researchers on methodological grounds that the problem

itself requires a certain method , namely, functional measurement. - -

Functional measurement is strongly related to psychophysical

measurement. Indeed , the intended function of UT appears to be 

- . - 

-
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that of applying a new and more complex form of the psychophysical

method of measurement to (somewhat) complex social , rather than

physical, data. (The SJT or Brunswikian approach , for example , is

dismissed as applying only to subjects’ use of physical stimuli;

see Anderson , 1974.) Many of the conditions examined by lIT for

their effect on cognitive activity include those employed in tradi-

tional psychophysics (e.g. , serial effects , anchoring , set size ,

contrast, etc.). And, of course, the large emphasis on stimulus

scaling, response scaling, the concern with the correctness of the

“Power Law,” and the general. respect for precision reflect the

intended function of this approach to discover the laws of “informa-

tion integration” that include not only traditional psychophysics

but social data or stimuli as well. Therefore , unless (a) other

approaches agree that they also are studying a more complex form

of psychophysics and develop their work accordingly or (b) lIT

shows that irrespective of what proponents of other approaches may

believe, their work is in fact only a variety of a more complex

psychophysics, then hIT will very likely find its results to be

nonacceptable to proponents of other approaches, despite strong

efforts to incorporate other theories into hIT via the techniques

of functional measurement.

Support for that general view can be found in the persistent

didactic tone in Anderson’s statements. Methodological admonitions

can be found in virtually all of the writings of hIT theorists,

and although the admonitions can only be admired from the point of

view of theoretical—methodological integrity, they are apt to be 

- - -  
- 
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less than fully welcome from the point of view of a theorist with

a different aim or conception of what the judgment and decision

problem is, or with a different evaluation of the psychophysical

method, multi—dimensional or not.

Admonitions that reflect the intended function of hIT can also

be found with regard to theoretical style, e.g., “Those who work

with models. . . find that they impose a far tighter conceptual

discipline than the more verbal formulations . Indeed , the attrac-

tiveness of verbal theories sometimes seems to reflect the verbal.

glitter of surplus meaning in the theoretical terms rather than any

iaplicationa.1. power in the theoretical structure. Balance theory

is a good example of unfilled promise. . .and recent work on social

attribution often seems to place undue weight on a clever theoretical

story” (Anderson , 1974 , pp. 85—86) .

It should be noted that this same sort of didactic , admoni—

tional t one can be found in Hammond ’s , and to some extent , Edwards ’

writings as well. We emphasize this tie between the advocacy of

theory and method in Anderson’s writings because of the clarity

with which it is expressed.

Att ribution Theory

The general aim of this approach is to describe and explain

the cognitive activity of persons as they attempt to describe and

explain the behavior of objects and events in their customary

habitat . Thus , it is intended to be the psychology of “common

sense.” And therefore , the locus of its intend d function is

virtually the same as in the case of SJT .

- _ _ _ _ _  

-
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More specific aims have been developed by Kelley and Jones

in what has now become “attribution theory. ” They intend to explain

— 
why persons attribute the causes of other persons’ behavior to

forces internal or external to them. AT differs from the two pre—

vious theories in that it is largely indifferent to quantification

of the data used as the basis of attribution, although this is not

a formal position and there are some exceptions (mostly related to

lIT or Bayesian work; see Fishbein & Aizen, 1975, for extended

example of the latter).

Despite AT’s recent (c. 1970) emphasis on the attribution of

internal vs • external causality , the general theory developed by

Heider (1958) is indeed a general theory; it disavows little with

regard to its explanatory domain , and very little, if anything,

with regard to matters it considers to be worthy of the attention

of those psychologists who are interested in behavior outside the

laboratory. Because it shares much of its aims with SJT further

discussion of the intended function of AT is deferred to the inte-

gration section.

Inte&ration

Group I theories. Among these theories we find several aims:

(a) to describe, (b) to explain choices of action and prt~ferences

for various states of the world, and (c) to provide decision aids

f or persons mairing such choices and preferences . Although different

emphases are placed upon (a) , (b) , and (c) by different Group I

approaches, it is not these differ ences in general aim that create 

-- ----~ 
- - - - -~~~~~~~
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the sharp division among them. Rather, it is differences at a more

specific level. For example , although DI is content to accept the

notion that unaided decision makers are less than rational, BDT

intends to describe departures from rationality. “Conservatism,”

of course , is the classical example . Note that EDT (Edwards) is

strongly committed to the Bayesian model with regard to probability

estimates in the SEIJ model and therefore intends to describe choice

or decision behavior in terms of the degree or form of departures

from the Bayesian model , rather than in terms of a model that fits

the behavior itself.

PDT approach is not satisfied with that aim. It goes further

in its explanatory effort than EDT in that it not only is concerned

with departures from optimality, or rational choice, but is con-

cerned with the psychological process that accounts for the sub-

ject ’s decision. Indeed, the results of PDT research challenge the

validity of the premises upon which DI and Bayesian EDT research

rests. And insofar as these challenges find empirical support they

may well result in the development of an entirely new “decision

theory,’ one that is based on empirical behavioral regularities

discovered in the psychological laboratory. (See Slovic , Pisebboff ,

& Lichtsnstein for a review of empirical studies that contest the

validity of the “. • .staggering SEU model. . .“(l977, p. llJ.)

T.n sum, there is a progression in intended function from (a)

PT which concerns itself only with the “best process ,“ (b) BDT which

examines and describes departures from the “best process” in largely

statistical terms, and (c) PDT which not only explains departures ,

_ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —
~~~~~
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but substitutes new descriptions, models or theories of how subjects

make decisions in place of the rational (SETJ or Bayesian) model

from which the subjects’ decision making behavior departs . Integra-

tion of these approaches within Group I may very well require a

classification of aims if complementarity is to be achieved , or

empirical test if the PDT approach continues its challenge to SEU

theory and Edwards ’ EDT.

Group II approaches. None of these approaches are prescriptive.

And although differences in intended function (to be discussed

below) exist , it does not appear as if any one approach is prepared

to deny the validity of any other approach with regard to its

intended function (in contrast with Group I approaches) . Thus, for

example , although SJT declares its primary function to be that of

description rather than explanation, it does not deny the validity

of the explanatory efforts of lIT or AT as explanatory theories of

judgnent (methodological questions aside). Indeed, differences in

intended function among Group II theories seem to be complementary.

Thus , for example,

(a) AT intends to explain the direction and locus of causality

(the distal variable of interest) in terms of the substantive

aspects of the person—environment interaction. (One indication of

this can be seen in Table II—D— 1 which reproduces the first page of the

subject index of “New Directions in Attribution Research,” Harvey ,

Ickes, Kidd , 1976).

(b) lIT intends to find the rules , or the cognitive algebra ,

whereby information regarding persons and circumstances are

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Table hI—D—l

Subject Index

A AWtudes (con(~L)
Ability and knowledge, 413—416 change of, 203—204, 206—214

Abillty/effort/chancc attri~utiona and dIssonance, 201—204
and helping behavIor, 320—331 effect of feelings states on. 271—289
and male-female performance, 339-341, and perceived freedom, 75-76

343-351 and soda! influence, 292 if.
and reinforcement, 105—108, 113—114, Attribution, Heider’s definition of, 4

117
Achievement motivatIon, 345 B
Action sequences In behavior perception,

236—239 B$isnCO principle
Actor—o bserver differences, 41.-43, 61-42. and attitude inference , 271—287

88—89, 186—189, 294—297,401—402 and relation to attribution , 10, 13—14,
Actor-partner differences , 362—365 16— 17
AWdiation, 209—2 10 Behavior modification , see Reinforcement
4.greasion Bias, att ributlonal, 322—323,428—429.438

and recIprocity , 250-254 Blame, see ResponsIbility
and social influence, 304-307 BOgUS feedback, see Feedback, falis

Altruism, see Helping behavior Break points In behavior sequences,
ANOVA cube, 406—417,431 227—23 1. 238. see a1W Unitization of

and correspondent inference theory, behavior
411—447

AnxIety, 148—154,158-161.405 c
and dIssonance, 200—215 Category-based expectancies, tee Expectan.
effect of, on task performance, 234—235 des
and emotional states, 143— 164 Causal schemata, 27 1—27 2, 427
of reactance, 249—250 Causal taxonomles, 259, 312—316, 337,

Attention, theory of, 179—182 358—362. 383—385.406-408
Attitudes Causal unit formstlon,m Unit formation

attribution of, and correspondent Chance outcomes
lnfssencss, 394- 398,406 explanations for. 105

L~. . - 
- 
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organized (or integrated) into an impression or judgment regarding

a distal variable (see , for example , Anderson, 1974 , p. 2),  thus

offering a formal mathematical description that provides the explana-

tion of the cognitive process involved in person—environment inter-

action. And Anderson finds at least some verbal formulations of

AT to be confirmed by empirical test.

(c) Since SJT intends to describe the behavioral consequences

(e.g. , conflict) that follow from the formal characteristics of

judgment tasks or situations (without imputing a lawful character

to them) , its aims are not challenged by the other approaches .

In short , whatever differences in aim might exist among Group II

theorists , they do not charge that any one of the other approaches

cannot possib ly fulfill its intended aim, nor that any other theory

is grounded in logically false or einpiricaily untrue premises.

There even seems to be a certain recognition of complementarity of

aim , if disparity in method , among Group II approaches . Yet it

must be said that the present coexistence is only that , and ~that

the relations among these approaches might best be described by

“aloofness ,” with the maj or exception of Anderson ’s effort (and

Mumpower’s unpublished paper).

Integration of Group I and Group II Approaches

There is no mistaking the fact that there are differences

between Group I and II with regard to intended function. The

critics], question is: Are these differences complementary , and,

if so, does their complementari ty serve to extend the domain

_ _ _  
——--
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covered by judgment and decision research? Perhaps equally

important: Do the differences require resolution?

The possibility of complementarity is raised by the persistent

use of different terminology by Group I and II approaches . Even a

cursory glance at the language of Group I and Group II theorists

shows that there is a far greater use of the terms “decision ,”

“choice,” and “preference” in Group I and a much greater use of

“judgment” and “inference” in Group LI. Is this a difference that

is significant? Do these terms imply Group I and Group II theorists

intend to study different aspects of cognition?

Knowing and choosing. No conventional distinction between the

aims of “decision theorists” and “judgment analysts” exists , so far

as we know. Bock and Jones (1968) did draw what appears to be an

appropriate distinction, thus :

Traditionally , the concept of a sensory continuum applies
to the subject ’s experience of a continuously variable
physical event which is called the stimulus. The sub-
ject ‘a response in comparing two such stimuli is usually
called a j udgment rather than a choice. This implies
that the subject has no personal preference towards the
out come of the trial , but is merely an objective observer.
This terminology carries into applied work when, for
example, we call the expert sensory tester a “j udge.”

This effor t toward discrimination was obviously doomed because

of its arbitrariness; why couldn’t a response comparing two stimuli

be called a choice, rather than a j udgment? The need for the

distinction apparently occurred to Slovic and Lichtenstein in 1971,

but they rejected it as a “tenuous” one. In the second sentence of

their well—known article they state that the “distinction between

jud gment and decision. . .will not be maintained here; we shall use
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these terms interchangeably” (p. 16 in Rappoport & Suj aners) . And

in their subsequent review, Slovic , F’ischhoff , and Lichtenstein

(1977) did not address the distinction between the two terms at all.

Zeleny , a decision theorist , vent further than ignoring the distinc-

tion; he argued that “It is misleading (italics ours) to try to

maintain the customary differentiation between human judgment and

decision making.” Although Zeleny (1977) does not indicate why he

believes the distinct ion is “customary ,” he indicates that it

leads to unhealthy separation and inbreeding in both
disciplines where an interaction would lead to mutual
enrichment and rejuvenation. Decision making can be
characterized as purposeful judgment , the j udgment
directed toward achieving a particular goal or goals .
The difference between judgments and decisions is purely
termonological——they both represent a process of innkin g
a choice (italics ours) among available alternatives.
Whether the purpose of such a choice is an action , an
expression or preference, or an optimization of some
criterion, it will influence the way in which the cor-
responding j udgment is formed. This is to say that
judgment as a form of information processing is not
being made per se, unpurposefully , with no specific
objective or criterion in mind.

But if Zeleny was prepared to find the distinction between judgment

and decision to be “misleading” and reduce them both to choice, he

and Starr thought it to be important to distinguish between the

terms “decision” and “choice” (Starr & Zeleny 1977) .

Thus : “when mostly attributes are involved, we tend to refer

to such situations as those of a theory of choice , while the cases
-

~ dealing with obj ectives may be referred to as a theory of decision

~~~~~~~ 
(italics in original p. 14) . But these distinctions dis-

appear because “In reality both the attributes and the objectives

are often involved in a mixed fashion. We shall refer to both of

L.  - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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these categories as criteria. Criteria are both the attributes and

the objectives judged to be salient in a given decision situation.”

The title of R. N. Shepherd’s talk at the AAAS meetings in 1962

(“Use of judgments in making optional decisions”) provides a further

illustration of the uncertain status of the distinction between

these terms: Could that title have just  as well read : “Use of

decisions in m~ k 1ng optimal judgments”? And it is indeed curious

to find Anderson (1974 , p. 2) explaining that greater interaction

has not occurred between lIT and AT because “much of the work on

integration theory has been outside social psychology , in decision—

mnlrfng (italics ours). ”

It seems clear that however convenient Slovic and Lichtenstein

might have found it in 1971 to dismiss the distinction between

these terms as “tenuous ,“ the question of different referents for

them needs to be examined more seriously than has been attempted

so far. We shall not make that eyn,nInation here , but we shall make

the distinction. We do so because we believe that it will serve

the cause of the development of a cumulat ive scientific discipline

by indicating that the work of researchers on both sides of the

conceptual. watershed may very well be complementary. Specifically ,

we believe that integration would be better served by instituting

that distinction because it will be useful in identifying the
— intended functions of the theories. For example. Theories of

choice, decision and preference (Approaches 1, 2 , and 3) aIm at

describing and explaining decisions to selsct, choose or to pre fer

one alternative (an object , an action , etc.) rather than another

L. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
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as a function of one ’s interest or goal. To be as specific as

possible, DT aims at discovering the “uondoaiinated” alternative (a)

in a set of alternatives. DT thus intends to identify and then

eliminate dominated alternatives from consideration. Once identi-

fied, “dominated” alternatives are of little or no interest to

decision analysts. The intended function of the theory, then , is

to prescribe , and aid in , the choice of the nondominated object

(or course of action , etc.) that follows from the expression of the

decision maker ’s utilities (as well as probabilities) . When the

choice is made, the task is finished; DT is not curious about why

persons should be less than rational.

Bayesian research , on the other hand , does have this curi-

osity , and it intends to show that Dt1s often select , choose or

prefer the alternative they shouldn’t prefer , if their proba-

bilities and utilities are what the decision maker says they are.

BDT offers ~ne “explanation” for this , namely , that people fail to

use the appropriate likelihood ratio , or fail to revise posterior

odds as much as they should upon the receipt of new information.

Although BDT is clearly different fr om DT in its effort to describe

the degree and general form of departures from accurate probability

estimates , it does not pursue the investigation of inductive knowing

beyond this interest. And therefore it can hardly make strong

claima to function as a general theory of knowing, as against its

strong claims to function as a theory of decision or choice or

preference.

-
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PDT can make a stronger claim to being a general theory of

knowing as well as a theory of choice , simply because of the wider

scope of its theoretical , explanatory concepts. And because PDT

studies a wider range of judgment problems than one observes in BDT ,

it might be argued that greater contact is thus made with an

empirical environment. Nonetheless , it is true that both BDT and

PDT study knowing only within the context of the biases in proba-

bility estimates of the correct state of affairs “out there.” And

although such estimates can be involved in knowing what ‘S “Out

there,” and therefore learning what such biases might be are bound

to be of considerable value to students of quasi—rational knowing,

they do not exhaust the cognitive activity involved in knowing.

But of course such information would be of critical value in any

SEU approach.

The above distinctions between BDT Bayesian research and PDT

(Kahneman & Tversky) are no doubt somewhat tenuous , but when the

watershed is crossed to the Group II approaches it is clear that we

are now dealing with an approach that emphasizes knowing or learning

about the environment in contrast to making choices about alterna—

tives or preferences. For judgment theorists see problems of

choice, action, end preferences for various outcomes of the world

as subproblems of the more general problem of knowing. The study

of knowing is thus p~opadeutic to the study of choice. Group II

theorists intend to develop a theory of knowing from which a theory

of decision i. produced . This highly general aim can clearly be

seen in all three approaches within Group II , none of which ascertain

—~~~~ __________________________ ______
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subjective probabilities directly from their subjects as a general

practice, and none of which are interested in utilities or rewards,

although all are perfectly prepared to accept or request probability

estimates or utility judgments in any special case. The primary

goal of judgment analysis, in short , is to describe and to under-

stand quasi—rational inductive knowing, rather than quasi—rational

choice or preference. And as we shall see below, this difference

in aim leads directly to a difference in the manner in which

researchers evaluate the performance of the subjects they study .

To summarize , one strong reason for maintaining the distinc-

tion between the terms decision and judgment is that it raises the

possibility that the different forms of research that are associated

with these terms may complement one another , and may thus broaden

the scope of the new discipline. Moreover, understanding the nature

of the contribution of each approach may lead to the cumulative

development of the discipline. Although we cannot consider that

possibility in depth in this study, it certainly should be pursued

with care in future work . And , as we turn to the matter of the

evaluation of subjects ’ behavior , we shall see that differentiating

the contributions of Group I and Group II approaches in this regard

also serves the possibility of complementarity.

Evaluating the subjects’ behavior. Differences in the intended

function of Group I and Group II theories become apparent when we

observe their attitudes toward the evaluation of behavior. In

Group I , evaluation of the subjects ’ decision behavior is carried

out with reference to the decision behavior of a mathematical model
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of rationality; the model is used to evaluate “correctness ,” or

subj ective optimality .~ This is also true for BDT ’s MAUT ; no

empirically correct answer need be available.

Bayesian research and PDT research move one step closer to

empirical, as against logical , evaluation of the subjects ’ per-

formance by calculating the correct answer to a decision problem

through the use of a statistical model (Bayesian in the first case ,

and both Bayesian and frequentist in the second) . Because the

results of evaluating the subjects ’ behavior have almost invariably

indicated sub—optimal performance, the use of decision aids of

various kinds has been recommended. Most recently, “debiasing” of

incorrect probability estimates has been attempted, in the hope

that if such biases can be removed in cognitive probability assess-

ments , then more nearly correct probability estimates (i.e. ,

answers that are more nearly compatible with those produced by

statistical models with strong logical and empirical claims to

truth) will be produced by decision makers . Thus , the c”l”(”ation

of the aim of ascertaining and evaluating the correctness of human

performance is the provision of a remedy for the inadequacy of chat

performance.

In contrast , on the other side of th. conceptual watershed,

SJT and AT evaluate subj ects ’ performance in judgment tasks in terms

of the achievement of an empirical criterion. (lIT foregoes evalua-

tion as a general practice, see Shanteau and Phelps , 1977) . Thus , the intenth

aim of SJT is to study he acquisition and use of empirical

knowledge (under conditions of environmental ambiguity, including

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ________ 
_ _ _
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uncertainty) , rather than to study the approximation of human proba-

bility assessment to optimal probability assessment , as in the case

of BUT and PUT. SJT ’s intended function, then , is to study cognitive

adaptation to an ambiguous (uncertain) environment • Thus, for

example , SJT studies multiple—cue probability learning in which the

evaluation of a subject ’s achievement of an empirically correct

answer is the critical component of performance. To be sure , that

performance is analyzed and often described in terms of various

statistical concepts ; nonetheless the correct answer with which the

subj ect ’s answer is compared is a tangible, empirical one , not

necessarily provided through calculation as in the case of Group I

approaches.

This point can be seen more clearly in SJT ’s studies of inter-

personal learning and interpersonal conflict ; the evaluation of

performance is in terms of empirical achievement of an outcome (a

second subj ect ’s response , and , of course , that response is not

under the control of the exper imenter) . Again , this does not mean

that statistical analysis cannot be employed after the fact in

order to analyze the components of the subject ’s achievement .

Th. same is true for AT; there is no reference here to optimal

choices , preferences , or probability estimat es; although the sxperi—

ments do evaluate the performance of subjects. Although empirical

correctness is not always emphasized, it can always be used as a

referent. point . The performance of subjects can thu s be evaluated

by shoving that empirically incorrect attributions (or inferences)

are made under certain conditions of social structure. It is the
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relation between (social) structural conditions and attributions

(inferences) that form the basic materials from which laws of

attributio nal behavior are to be constructed.

In short , the employment of different methods for evaluating

the subjects’ performance follows from the distinction between

choosing and knowing made above, and thus leads to further (tenta-

tive) support for the hypothesis that the Group I and II approaches

may be complementary.

But what about lIT? Is it not also complementary in form to

Group I approaches? Possibly, but it is more difficult to Be clear

about lIT in this context, for lIT is sharply different from the SJT

and AT in relation to evaluation of its subjects’ behavior.

lIT has indicated little, if any, interest in evaluating the

fit of various models of optimal behavior to empirical behavior.

As indicated above, lIT is wholly disinterested in the model or

process that the subj ect departs from and is solely interested in

the model that “fits ,“ or accounts for, the subject’s response.

Anderson (1974 , p. 66) makes this distinction clear when he states :

“In the case of the Bayesian model, there is no doubt that it is

wrong,” and “although various attempts have been made to ‘explain

conservatism. . . it is doubtful that there is anything to be

explained, since the effect exists only in reference to an admit-

tedly incorrect model.” In short, since the Bayesian model is

“wrong,” it should be abandoned as a contender in what Anderson

believes should be an effort to find the correct description or

explanation of human cognitive activity (however much interest~
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rational models might have for decision theorists). It should be

added that lIT gives no significant attention to the evaluation of

subjects’ performance in terms of the achievement of empirically

correct j udgments . In short, with the absence of an evaluative

component regarding subjects’ behavior in lIT, this approach appears

to supplement, rather than complement, either of the Group I or

*Group II approaches described above.

Therefore, we offer , as a hypothesis, the suggestion that II?

provides valuable information that supplements and thus adds to

the cumulative character of the new discipline, whereas other

approaches complement and thus tend to complete, or round out, the

character of the new discipline.

To sum up, the differences in intended function observed above

with respect to deciding and knowing are reinforced by the observa-

tions that Group I approaches generally, if not always, use

*The distinction may well be important and useful, therefore
we quote from the Random House Dictionary College Edition (1968) :

COMPLEMENT, SUPPLEMENT both mean to make an addition or
additions to something. To COMPLEMENT is to provide
something felt to be lacking or needed; it La often
applied to putting together two things , each of which
supplies what is lacking in the other , to make a complete
whole: Two statements from different points ~~ view ~~L
complement each other. To SUPPLEM~iT is merely to add
to; no definite lack or deficiency is implied nor is
there an idea of a definite relationship between parts:
Some additional remarks ~~~ supplement either statement
or both (p. 275) .
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different sources f or evaluating the performance of their subjects ’

cognitive activit y from those used by Grou p II approaches . Not

only do differences in sources of evaluation suggest that the

analysis of choice behav ior is the predominant aim of Group I

approaches , while the analysis of inducti ve inference regardin g

the envir onment is the predominant aim of Group II approaches , they

also suggest that Group I and II approaches complement one another.

Awareness of complementarity of these approaches, together with the

knowledge of the supplemental contributions of lIT, should increase

the likelihood that the new discipline will become a cumulative one.

Differential function of the single—system case. As pointed

out earlier (Scope), the single—sys tem case is the research situa-

tion that typifies research on judgment and decision making. It is

only this case that interests UT, and occupies the greatest interest

of BUT, PUT, and lIT as a situation for producing knowledge about

judgment and decision making.

However , SJT is not interested in the single—system case as

a situation for studying and producing knowledge regarding judgment ,

despite all the emphasis on the single—system case that has been

laid at the door of SJT (particularly by non—SJ T researchers in

naming it the “policy capturing” approach ; for an example, see

Slovic, Fiachhoff, & Licht.nstein, 1977) . Work within the single—

system case by SJT researchers is derived , or extrapolated , from

work in the other , wore complex cases involving MCPL, interpersonal

learning and interpersonal conflict (cases which the other

approaches tend to ignore because of their absorbing interest in

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ :..:
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the single—system case) . That is , having learned what they believe

they have learned from studies in these cases, SJT researchers are

prepared to extrapolate from their research in these cases to the

single—system case as a descriptive (not explanatory) effort , in

the interests of providing a useful remedy for the suboptiuiai. cog-

nitive activity they believe they have observed in studies of MCPL,

etc. But SJT (or probabilistic functionalism) has not indicated

that work in this single—system case is intended to be productive

of general explanations of judgment and decision making behavior.

Consequently , SJT researchers do not offer competitive descriptions

that are based on the single—system case , in contrast with UT , BUT ,

PUT and lIT (and possibly AT) .

A good example of the extrapolation of findings from cases

other than the single—system to the single—system case (and others)

can be f ound in the remedy or cognitive aid offered by SJT for the

less than perfect performance of subjects in cognitive tasks . The

remedy is offered in the form of what is called “cognitive feed-

back” (as distinguished from “outcome feedback”) by SJT theorists.

The extrapolation is straightfo rward. If subjects fail to perform

optimally or adequately in MCPL tasks, and if it is found (as it

is with respect to normal and psychotic persons) that the failure

is due to the inappropriate use of relative weights or function

forms relative to those in the task, then S.JT advocates that the

subject should be provided with pictorial, easy—to—grasp informa—

tion about them so that improvement in achieving the empirically

correct answer will become possible. 

--~~~~~~~~~ . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~:. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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In addition, this approach has been extrapolated to the

single—system case. That is, a person’s judgment policy is deter-

mined (i.e., described in terms of weights, function forms and

cognitive control) . Persons ’ policies are displayed for them

(cognitive feedback) so that a person may change his/her policy

under perfect control at the console. In short, it was the results

of research in the double-system case that were applied to the

single—system case—just the reverse of other approaches. (More

will be said about cognitive feedback below in connection with the

link between cognitive models and environmental models below; see

“Uses”)

lIT is deeply committed to offering descriptions (whether

these are elevated to the level of explanations or not) of cogni-

tive activity in. the single—system case, and it is the derivatives

from this case that are to be applied to others (say, group deci-

sion making), precisely the opposite manner of approach taken by

SJT. In any case, lIT is wholly disinterested In remedies; neither

suboptisiality, subachievement, nor remedies for these are of

interest to lIT researchers; finding the correct model to fit the

integrative process is the primary problem of interest to these

researchers.

We are uncertain about the AT approach. For although AT

researchers do not appear to be interested in the single—system

case at all, this conclusion may very well be incorrect, since

proponents may provide counseling to clients that is based on

results from certain experiments. Since the precise form of the

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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counseling , if it occurs, is unknown to us, we shall assuse that it

is irrelevant to our present purposes. We should only point out

that if such counseling does occur , the direction of extrapolation

of results would , in general , be similar to that taken by SJT ,

namely from the more complex cases to the single—system case.

There is one indication of change in AT that may well bear on

its interest in the single—system case. A recent article by Jones

and McGillis indicates that Al may have taken an entirely new turn

that will link it more closely to Group I approaches . These authors

(in Harvey , Ickes, & Kidd, 1976, p. 404) offer a version of Al

which they label “correspondent inference theory,” and describe it

as follows:

Correspondent inference theory is essentially a rational
baseline model. It does not stnn,ii~rize phenomenal
experience; it presents a logical calculus in terms of
which accurate inferences could be drawn by an alert
perceiver weighing knowledge , ability, noncommon effects,
and prior probability. But the role of the theory has
been as much to identify attribution bias as to predict
precisely the course of the social inference process.
In a similar vein, Edwards (1968) has stated regarding
decision theories that “they specify what an ideal
decision—maker would do and thus invite comparison
between performances of ideal and real decision—makers
(p. 34]. ” The theory cannot be invalidated by experi-
mental results any more than game theory can be invali-
dated by the choices of players in a prisoner ’s dilemma
game.

Note the references to Edwards ; this statement indicates more

than a recognition of comson interests • Jones and McGiilis go much

further and suggest that they are producing a normative or prescrip—

tive theory similar to decision theory or game theory . They also

say that “correspondent inference theory has a different goal than

attribution theory” (p. 406) . 

— —-— _ . . —_-—-— S -—-- S-__ .,. _S . - - - .-~~~~ . .
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To summarize: the single—system case may be the research

situation in which all approaches (except AT?) share a keen

interest , but it is clear that this situation is studied very dif-

ferently by different approaches because their aims are different .

Equally important , the remedies that different approaches offer are

different because they are directed toward different (putative)

cognitive deficiencies.

Does this situation imply complementarity and broadening of

scope? Or does it imply antinomies that must be resolved theoretic-

ally and/or empirically? We are not sure. Consider again Slovic ’s

comments regarding PUT:

Subjective judgments of probability and utility are
essential inputs to decision analysis. We still do not
know the best ways to elicit these judgments. Now that
we understand many of the biases to which j udgments are
susceptible, we need to develop debiasing techniques
to minimize their destructive effects.

The complexity of that task is also indicated , however , thus:

Simply warning a j udge about a bias may prove ineffec-
t ive. Like perceptual illusions , many biases do not
disappear upon being identified (p. 238) .

Would it not be reasonable for proponents of Group II

approaches to ask : If we still do not know the best ways to evoke

subjective probabilities , and if they are subject to so many

crippling biases when they are evoked , and if attempts at debiasing

are likely to be difficult to achieve at best , and ineffective at

worst, then why should not the efforts to aid the decision maker

that are based on ascertaining subjective probabilities be abandoned

in favor of other approaches? Perhaps subjective probabilities 
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(and utilities) are not essential inputs to the decision making

process . Perhaps the study of knowing is propadeutic to the study

of choice. Perhaps if one gains an understanding of knowing , in

the manner of Group II approaches , the remedy for inadequate cog-

nitive efforts will become , and indeed perhaps already has become ,

apparent.

I
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E. Principal Concepts

Introduction

One of the primary reasons for attempting to integrate

various approaches to human judgment and decision behavior is

that many different concepts seem to be employed by different

researchers to refer to the same phenomena. Moreover , the wide

range in terminology gives rise to the uncomfortable suspicion

that many authors may be using different words to refer to the

same concept. Equally uncomfortable is the suspicion that the

same word may be carrying different conceptual and operational

meanings for different researchers. Does the Bayesian researcher’s

“datum” have the same meaning as the lIT researcher’s “stimulus”?

And does “stimulus” have the same meaning as the SiT’ s researcher’s

“cue”? Most important , does the concept of uncertainty convey the

same meaning to all researchers in the field of “judgment and

decision under conditions of uncertainty”? As we have seen

earlier there is doubt as to whether judgment and decision should

be used interchangeab ly . What about “uncertainty”?

In this section we will not try to settle such questions by

references to operational definitions; these are discussed in the

Procedure section. Rather , we shall consider at a conceptual level

the principal concepts used by the six approaches .

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .- —~~~i;: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Decision Theory

The major concepts in DT are , of course , decision, choice,

preference, and probability, utility, and aggregation. Both

probability and utility are treated as j udgments that are pro-

duced in response to special circumstances (e.g. , lotteries)

presented to the decision maker by the decision analyst. Such

circumstances are intended to permit the measurement of each in

ordinal (i~ not interval or cardinal.) form. Ideally , if a decision

maker’s preference is larger for one alternative than another , it

will, be as a result of the mathematical, analytical aggregation

by the decision analyst of the separate probability and utility

jud gments made by the decision maker.

Consider first the probability judgment. Note that it is

a dependent variable that is ascertained directly in response to

specific circumstances. It is essential to note the role of

probability (and thus uncertainty) as a dependent variable of

primary importance in UT for two reasons : (a) it has been carried

into the work of BUT and PUT in this form , and (b) it has not

appeared in this form (except adventitiously) in Group II

approaches . As a result , the role of probability as a psycho—

logical concept is different in these two general approaches.

Much the same can be said for the concept of utility. It is

also a metatheoret~cal proposition within DT that the utility of

an alternative exists in the mind of the decision maker and it is

assumed that it is essential to obtain a direct measure of it.

In contrast to the concept of prob ability , DT and all other

____ ~~~~~~~
. 
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approaches employ the concept of utility in much the same way,

although other approaches may not employ it in every situation.

The aggregation of p robabilities and utilities is the cogni-

tive activity of the decision maker that combines, integrates or

organizes the probabilities and utilities associated with various

alternatives. DT is prepared to use either additive or multipli-

cative methods of combination , depending upon certain conditions .

DT researchers have indicated considerable interest in scaling

and transitivity, and indeed , their interest in these matters

attracted the attention of Edwards and other psychologists (e.g. ,

Coou,bs ; see also lIT) . In addition , the mathematical consequences

of nonindependence interest UT researchers. (Keeney & Raiffa ,

1976 , devote some space to these problems (17 page references in

the index , plus several other references to “conditionality”].)

Nonindependence , rather than scaling, is apt to catch the attention

of psychologists interested in the question of how people cope with

“causal texture” (cf. SiT and AT).

The importance of the concept of independence—dependence can

also be seen by consulting the Index to Keeney and Raiffa (1976)

and noting the entries under “Assumptions ” : These are

additive independence , 230 , 295

conditional independence , 333

group preference , 536

par stric dependen ce, 259

preferential independence , 101, 284

state dependence , 21,4, 502
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utility independence , 226 , 284

verification of, 191, 276, 382, 398, 452

additive independence, 263

preferential independence , 299

risk aversion , 192

utility independence , 264 , 299

Perhaps the most important development in UT is with regard

to decisions involving multiple , rather than single, objectives.

Objectives , in turn , are defined in terms of their attributes.

Thus , “the Postal Service objective ‘minimize total transit t ime

for a given category of mail ’. . .was measured in terms of the

attribute ‘days” (Keeney & Raiffa , 1976 , p. 34) . As a result

multiple attributes must be considered , and , therefore, noninde—

pendence; in short , trade- of fs must be expected. All of these

concepts are also found in BDT.

- 
Behavioral Decision Theory

UT and BUT share essentially the same mathematical logic and

the same concepts (decision, choice, preference) as major end—

terms , as well as sharing the concepts of subjective probability

and utility (as dependent variables) and , of course, both include

aggregation as a concept that refers to the combination of them.

And as in UT , BUT takes it as a inetatheoretical proposition that

uncertainty exists in the mind of the decision maker and , there—

fore , it is essential to obtain a direct measure of it. This is

doue by requesting Ss to express their uncertainty in terms of a

probability scale, odds, a likelihood ratio etc. Explanations

¶ 

.
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for , or descriptions of the source(s) of uncertainty in the mind

of the decision maker are not an integral part of the BDT approach

and , therefore, no detail is provided by BDT on this matter

(although there is some indication that if such explanations were

offered they would be similar to those offered by SiT ; see Edwards ’

introduction to Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1971) .

EDT also accepts DT’s metatheoretical proposition regarding

the need for the concept of utility and attempts to measure it (as

Edwards put it: “what’s at stake and what are the odds”?),  but

without the detailed concern traditionally exhibited by UT.

All, or almost all, of the concepts mentioned above in

connection with UT have been investigated empirically by BUT.

Note that these concepts are inherited from economic theory and

Bayesian probability theory , not psychology , and , therefore,

empirical work should carry implications for the use of the theory

by decision analysts—or so the BDT’s think. Thus, in empirical

Bayesian research, we find such concepts as conservatism, the

diagnostic impact (of a datum or event), conditional dependence,

unconditional hypothesis, independence of data, (mis)perception,

(mis)aggregation, and diagnosticity, etc. All these terms were

developed in the course of the research on departures from

Bayesian optimality ; e.g., why the conservative bias? In order

to see the descriptive function of these terms we briefly consider

the typical Bayesian research paradigm.

The subject La required to observe a datum or event (drawn

from a population of data or events) , make an estimate of the

____________________________  -_  - - J
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probability that it was produced by a given source; observe a

second datum , at which point the subject revises whatever prior

probabilities (or odds) he held prior to observing the datum, the

extent of that revision providing a measure of the impact of the

datum on his posterior probabilities (and thus the subject’s

evaluation of the diagnosticity of the data) , in addition to which

the subject may aggregate all the information ha has acquired up

to this point and instead of revising his posterior probabilities

may be requested to evaluate the likelihood ratio regarding the

population which produced the event. Semipsychological concepts

have been introduced into those Bayesian experiments where learning

is involved (e.g. , pay—offs and feedback) both of which were

introduced in the effort to discover whether subjects could reduce

their “conservatism” and thus behave (i.e. , revise their esti-

mates) more nearly in accord with the “behavior” of the (optimal)

Bayesian model. None of these concepts are in jeopardy today in

the sense of being considered wrong or useless , as for example

“fractional anticipatory goal response” might be considered. But

their value as descriptors of significant psychological, processes

is being questioned by PUT and lIT.

[MORE]

Psychological Decision Theory

This approach also includes the concepts decision, choice,

and preference, as well as subje ctive probabilities and utilities

because the point of departure for this approach is also SEU theory. 

- -  ~~~~~---~~~~~~~ _ ~~~-- -
-
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In addition, we find the term “heuristics,” used to describe

various rules of thumb used by subjects to decide the correct

answer to a problem involving a statistical inference. And it

may well be that it is these heuristics that interfere with the

rational use of information, and for which UT seeks to provide a

remedy.

Uncertainty continues to be conceived of as a pervasive state

in the mind of the decision maker , and PUT also assumes that this

state of mind also is to be ascertained directly in the form of a

probability estimate (or choice) in relation to a set of task

conditions, although, as we shall see, these conditions are far

different from those employed by UT or BUT. Similarly , no detailed

theoretical analysis is offered as to why such uncertainty should

exist. Judgment tasks are described in statistical terms , although

no special group of statistical concepts is emphasized (as in the

case of BUT’s predilection for Bayesian concepts); rather, PUT

theorists rely on the entire repertoire of statistical theory and

employ various methods to evaluate the optimality or correctness

of any given heuristic putatively used by a decision maker.

The major significance of PUT (and the reason why we have

assigned it the name we have) is that in this approach we meet for

the first time the use of psychological (in contrast to statistical)

concepts to explain the departure of the behavior of human decision

makers from optimality. These concepts, moreover, are not trans—

ported from research conducted in other areas and applied post hoc

(e.g., “cognitive strain”) but are derived directly from research 

.
- 
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on judgment and decision making. Included are such concepts as

availability, representativeness, and anchoring. Some of these

terms have been used before in traditional psychophysics (anchor-

ing) , in cognitive psychology (availability; cf. Bruner, Goodnow

& Austin , 1956) , and some are new (representativeness).

One of the more recently introduced explanatory concepts is

that of causal schemata, thus, “the impact of evidence (cf. “impact

of a datum” in Bayesian research; au) on intuitive jud gments of

probabilities depends critically on whether it is perceived as

causal, diagnostic or incidental” (Tversky & Kahneman , 1977). The

use of statistical referents (see Il/C above on evaluation) is

illustrated by the subsequent statement: “base—rate information

(italics ours) which is given a causal interpretation affects

judgments, while base—rate information which cannot be interpreted

in this manner is given little or no weight” (italics ours). Thus

the above statement not only signifies PDT’s employment of statis-

tical logic (i .e. ,  base rate) to evaluate a subject ’s use of

information, it also indicates the universal (n — 6) resort to the

psychological concept of weight; apparently no approach can do

without it , although AT makes uncertain use of it. (Equally

significant , no approach has given attention to its theoretical

status, except possibly Kalmeman & Tversky in Prospect Theory.)

The employment of the concept of weight by PUT thus provides a

link between PUT and other approaches . For althoug h the independent

variables (or factors) that are believe d to affect judgments of

probability are different from those considered by UT and BUT, 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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nevertheless, the critical question in PDT is still directed toward

the differential “impact of evidence on intuitive judgment of

probabilities.” In other words, how much weight for a given “input”

of what type? (This point is developed further in the Integration

section.)

As noted above, the independent variables that PUT considers

to be determinants of “differential impact” or evidence, or to

determine the “weight” that is assigned to different varieties of

it, constitute a different class of variables than have been used

by UT or EDT. The major difference is that the data presented to

the DM is described by PUT not only in formal (i.e., statistical)

terms , but psychological ones. For example, “the ordering of

events by their subjective probabilities coincides with their

representativeness” (p. 431, Kahueman & Tversky, 1972). Repre—

sentativeness (a psychological concept) therefore explains the

magnitude of subjective probability judgments. But what is

“representativeness”? This t erm is defined in terms of the degree

to which an “uncertain event or a sample is 1) similar in essential

properties to its parent population; and ii) reflects the salient

features of the process by which it is generated” (p. 431,

Kahneinan & Tversky , 1972) (italics ours). “Similarity” is given

detailed treatment by Tversky (1977) in a paper devoted only to

that topic but that material need not be discussed here. Clearly ,

however , “similar” end “salient” are subject—oriented terms .

Because terms such as “similar” or “salient” are subject—

defined , they are members of a class of organism—centered
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definitions. These terms are used to represent some of the varia-

bles that affect judgments of probabilities . And it is these

variables that give a priori meaning to the concept of weight , and

thus explain why this piece of evidence is ignored and that piece

of evidence is not. In addition , different organism—centered terms -

introduced by PUT (seem to) belong to different classes. For —l

example representativeness appears to be an organism-centered

definition of an obj ect—attribute, whereas availability seems to

refer to an organismic process (as does anchoring) . (This point

is also discussed in more detail in the Integration section.)

Transition

The shift in orientation between Group I approaches and Group

II approaches may be seen in the changes in the names of principal

concepts we shall observe in use as we move across the conceptual

watershed . No longer are such terms as probabilities and utili-

ties employed as primary theoretical concepts , and no longer is

it taken f o r  granted that these concepts should be translated

directly into measurable quantities. Nor is it found necessary

to attack the validity of the DT approach by showing that persons

do not cope with subjective uncertainty as they should. In only

one of the three approaches (SJT) is uncertainty treated as a

major concept and it is given far different treatment here than

in Group I approaches.

New terms will be encountered among Group II approathes~ for

example , cue, stimulus, percept, and information are used to 

— ——
~~~~~~
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describe inputs to the organism, and concepts such as organizing

principle, integrat ion, inference and attribution are used to

describe the cognitive activity of a “subject ” or “organism” or

“knower” rather than a “decision maker. ”

The concept of a watershed, rather than a gap or barrier,

is particularly useful with regard to the principal concepts used

by different approaches since the change from Group I to Group II

is far from abrupt. Some terms (cue or stimulus, for example) are

apt to have a broad range across nearly all approaches whereas

others are highly restricted (e.g., ecological validity) . The

transition from Group I to Group II implies a continuous , if

uneven, change rather than a sharp change in approach ; the change

is there , however , and it ’s recognizable.

Social Judgment Theory

SJT is the first approach to be encountered in moving across

the conceptual watershed between Group I and II approaches because

of the great emphasis on the concept of uncertainty that it shares

with Group I approaches. As noted above , however , there is a

clear difference in the function of this concept in Group I

approaches and in SJT. For SJT postulates the emergence of uncer-

tain (probabilistic) behavior as a function of an uncertain and

generally ambiguous environment • And although SJT might find it

advantageous in some circumstances to request subjects to make

judgments about probabilities (parallelling the work of Group I

approaches) such j udgments simply constitute one instance of the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_-_ - 
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general class of judgments. (The same is true for lIT and would

be true for AT if it requested probability j udgments from its

subjects.)

The concepts of value and utility (as these terms are used

in Group I approaches) play almost no role in SJT. As in the case

of probability judgments , utility judgments are simply one member

of a class of judgments. Far more emphasis is placed on achieve-

ment, that is, the correct attainment of the distal variable, and

that emphasis points to the fact that the fundamental conceptual

paradigm for SJT is not the single system case (as it is for DT,

PUT, and lIT) depicted in Figure II—C—l , but the double—system

case in Figure II—C—2.

Uncertainty, therefore is inferred from the semierratic

behavior of the organism as it attempts to cope with a semierratic

task; it is not ascertained directly by requiring the person to

make a judgment of probability values , or choices between lotteries

(see the large series of studies carried out by Brehmer and his

colleagues on MCPL) . If probability j udgments are requested at

all by SJT (or lIT , or AT) such judgments are treated merely as

another instance of a general class of inferences about a not—

directly—observable state; uncertainty is inferred from inferential

behavior in this case as well as others. In short, when Group I

investigators study uncertainty, they use techniques to evoke

persona’ subjective feelings about their uncertainty , whereas when

Group II investigators study uncertainty they observe its occur-

rence in the behavior of their subjects. So far as we know, the

-

Ii 
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significance of this distinction in the role of probabil ity and

uncertainty in judgment has never been explored.

The following paragraphs taken from the most recent statement of

the general principles of SJT are provided for the sake of convenience.

BASIC CONC~~TS

RELATIONSILrPS: THE FL/NDAMENTA~ UNITS OF COGNITION

The fundamental concept ordinarily employed to describe an
environmental “input” to the organism is the stimulus. That
concept is rejected here . Although both Tol.man and Brunswik
used this term, they did not make a complete conceptual cam—
mitment to it; both argued tha t the objects and events
apprehended by an organism do more—and less—than “impinge”
upon it. Not only does the organism cognitively act on the
“input ,” but the perceived object carries implications for
other objects. That is why Tolman ’s position was labeled an
S—S theory (that is, a “aign—significate” theory) and con-
trasted to an S—R (stimulus—response) theory by competing
theoreticians of his t ime. And that is why Brunsvik used the
word “cue” to refer to various dimensions of the perceived
world . Both these terms , “sign—significate” (or as Tolman also
put it, “sign—Gestalt”) and “cue ,” have in common the notion
that the raw materials of perception point outward from the
organism toward various aspects of the person ’s ecological
surroundings. And whereas “sign—significate” and “cue” point
outward from the organism to the environment, the concept of
stimulus points inward. It is for this reason that S—R the-
ories in general do not include concepts relating to the en-
vironment and that S—a judgment theories, in particular, do
not include concepts referring to the properties of judg ment
tasks (see, for example, Anderson, 1971).

Because “cuss” and “sign—significates” point outward, they
involve a relation between two variables—proximal and distal,
the given and the inferred. Choice of that relation as the
fundamental unit of cognition has profound consequences , of
course , and it was this choice that eventually led Tolman to
introduce the concept of the “cognitive map” in 1948; he ar-
gued that cognition involves a subjective representation of
the interrelations of goal paths in the organism ’s environment.
Brunsvik went further; he demanded a more detailed analysis of
the environment and a less detailed analysis of the organism.
Thus, for exampla , he remarked~Both organism and environment will, have to be seen as

systems, each with properties of its owe. . . . Each
has surface and depth , or overt and covert regions.

It follows that, much as psychology must be
concerned with tha texture of the organism or of its
nervous properties and investigat, them in depth , it
mus t also be concerned with the texture of the environ—
meat [1957, p. 5).
Brunswik’s admonition to psychologists to “be concerned

with th. texture of the environment” gives clear direction to
th. student of human j udgment; his first step must be to learn
about and to understand the texture (and by that we mean the
causal ambiguity) of the relationships among variables in the
tasks which require human judgment. (The methodological
corollary i. that such ambiguity among relations must be re-
present ed in ths j udgment tasks ussd to study human judg ment.)

. -  
~~~~~-
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PPJNC IPLE OF P~(RALrZZ CONCEPTS

As can be seen in the above quotation, Brunewik indicated
that organismic and environmental systems should be described
in symmetrical terms. That symuetry is represented in what
Brunswik called the “lens model” of behavior indicated in
Figure 1. (Space does not permit more than a cursory reference
to the conceptual implications of the lens model; the best of
several original sources is Brunswik’ a “The Conceptual Frame-
work of Psychology,” 1952; a secondary source which presents
part of what is contained in several original articles is
}~ammond’s The Psycho logy of Egon Brunswik, 1966.)

ACHIEVEMENT f (s)

/7i:~~~~N\
CRITERION Y~ ~~ JUDGMENT

VAL IDITY (4,,J CUE UTILIZATION (4,,)

CUES (Xj )

Brtmawik’e i4ns model.

As Brunswik describes the lens model , it becomes clear that
he employs a principle of parallel concepts, for each concept
on one side is paralleled by a similar concept on the other.
•Thus, cues on the task, or ecological, side vary in ocol.ogicai
validity, and on the organismic side there is variation in cue
utilisation by the subject. And just as the relations between
cues and distal variables on the ecological side may assume
various (l~near, curvilinear) fo rms, according to the principle
of parallel concepts, the relations between cues and jud gments
may also assume various function forms on the organismic side.
The investigator has similar interests with regard to both sets
of variables: to what extent ecological validities are matched
by cue utilization and to what extent ecological function forms
are matched by subjective function forms. Social j udgment

F theorists are also concerned with the extent to which the
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principles of organization that control the task system are
reflected in the principles of organization that control the
cognitive system of the subje ct.

It is the principle of parallel concepts , therefore , that
produces the symmetrical relation between the descriptive terms
applied to the organismic system and to the environmental sys-
tem, and it is this principle that is responsible for the fact
that Social Judgment Theory (SJT) includes a set of concepts
which apply to task systems as well as person sfstena .

DISTINCTION BE1VEEN SURFACE MD DEPTH

This distinction is essential to SiT. 1. derives from the
proximal—distal separation in perception theory and thus refers
to the separation between what is given and wha t is inferre d .
Surface data are (given) cues to (inferred) depth cow!Ations
in the judgment task. By virtu e of the principle of parallel
concepts , this distinction also applies to organismic judg ment
systems (see Figure 1). Separation of surface and depth is
critical to any theory of judgment (or inference ) , for it
raises the question of the properties of the region that inter-
venes between them. Because of the importance of this region,
we have named it the zone of ~vnbiguity .

The Zone of Ambiguity

The region between dep th and surface variables in a given
judgment task involves the relations between cause (depth) and
effect (sur face) . Because a single effect soy be produ ced by
several causes, as well as because multiple effects may be pro-
duced by a single cause , there is ambiguity from cause to ef-
fect and effect to cause. Because causes say be related, and
because affects are interrelated the network of task rela-
tions can be said to be entangled. Moreover, causal ambiguity
is produced because (1) surfac. data are less than perfectly
related to depth variables, (2) functional relations between
surface and depth variables may assume a variety of forms
(linear, curvilinear) • and (3) the relations between surface
and depth may be organized (or combined) according to a variety
of principles (for example , additivity or pattern ) . These
circumstances give more specific meaning to the term “causal
texture ,” or causal ambiguity.

In short, causal ambiguity within the zone of ambiguity is
th. source of the human judgment problem, as well as a source
of th. misunderstandings and disputes that occur when judgments
differ .
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Information Integration Theory

This approach takes us further in the direction of a tradi-

tional psychological approach. Measurement of probabilities ,

utilities and the analytical aggregation carried out by the deci-

sion analyst are activities far removed from the principal business

of lIT , that of discovering lawful relations between stimulus and

response in circumstances involving cognitive activity. The

character of lIT can be seen in the names of its principal psycho-

logical concepts . These are stimulus, response, information,

integration, valuation, and weight. The concept of discounting

takes on a special significance because it relates to (conflict ing)

cue interdependency. Thus (as in the case of SJ’r) , Information

Integration Theory omits subjective probabilities or utilities

from its fundamental descriptive terms , nor does it argue for the

superior logical status of any specific aggregationa.1. rule ,

organizational principle, or integrative mechanism to be applied

to the weighted , subjective scale values of stimuli. Information

integration mechanisms are given a prominent place in this approach

and the generic term cognitive algebra (e.g., adding , averaging ,

multiplication, etc.), is used Lu contrast to some single analytical

I ——.— - - 
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mechanism such as the Bayesian rule in DT , or the pervas ive addi-

tive principle in M&UT . Additionally , lIT refers to responses of

th. organism or subj ect (not a decision maker) which must be

subject to the same scaling analysis as are stimuli.

lIT may be further discr~~~nated from SJT by lIT ’s omission

of uncertainty (and its d.rivar.ive, probability) from its list of

fundamental concepts . Thus lIT moves further from General Approach

I than SiT in that (a) uncertainty is not a fundamental part of

its conceptual system, (b) it does not emphasize inductive infer-

ence as an epistemologica.1. function, nor (c) include detailed

consideration of the environment as a source of cognitive uncer—

tainty.* When IlTs use the term judgment it is in its psycho-

physical sense (as in judging the weights of hefted objects) but

judgment is apparently also intended to carry the same meaning as

“inference,” as in the inference of a distal , impalpable state of

aff airs . Additionally , the term “impression” is often used to

refer to the more general (distal) cognitive activity of inference

(thus , “impression format ion” in studies of forming impressions of

personalities) , but lIT apparently sees no compelling reason for

distinguishing among the terms j udgment , impression , inference or

attribution; and the terms choice , or preference are simply

considered to be instances of inference.

*Unhappily, Life is multidimensional for judgment and deci-
sion researchers also as well as for their subjects ; there are
other dimensions on which lIT is closer to Group I approaches than
sJ’r.

—
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Att ribution Theory

The key concept, of course, is attribution. As indicated

above this term is directly translatable into a special case of

the term inference or judgment (see Harvey , Ickes, & K.idd, 1976 ,

p. 4 for Heider ’s definition of attribution). It is Important to

note that choices of action or preference for friends , say , follow

f rom different attributions; AT is , however , primarily concerned

with causal attributions (or , inferences about causality) .

The concept of probability does not play a large role in this

approach. Indeed , although the originators of AT (Heider) and SiT

(Brunawik) shared not only a mutual. intellectual respect (and

f riendship) , frequently cited one another ’s work , and were particu-

larly interested in “causal texture ,” probability is simp ly subjec-

t ive uncertainty arising from ambiguity in Heider ’s theory . It

does not receive theoretical treatment as it does in Brunswik’s

work. “Probability” f or example is not indexed in Heider ~~8 book ,

nor is “uncertainty,” or “weight ,” although “mediation , ambiguous”

is. But it is organizational, not statistical structure that

creates ambiguity for Heider , not relative frequencies of the

co—variation or co—occurrence of events (see pp. 35—44 in Heider ,

1958) . And the same is true for contemporary AT. Although one

might say that one finds in Reidsr a “grudging” acknowledgement of

the “gra in of truth” in Brunswik.’ a probabilistic argument, that

acknowledgement is overwhelmed by the return to the search for

I
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invariances in the environment (see especially Heider, p. 44); the

search for psychologically def ined cues that are “structurally

saf e” (our term) and thus afford stable reference points in social

circumstances. And despite numerous opportunities for contemporary

attribution theorists to link their arguments to judgment and decision

research, such links almost never occur, mainly, we believe, because

of the probability approach taken by these researchers, a conclusion

also reached by Fischhoff , 1976. (For a particularly clear example

of a missed opportunity, see Wortman in Harvey, Ickes, & Kidd , 1976;

f or examples of links, see Jones & Davis, 1965; Jones & McGillis,

1976; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975.) Utility is a different matter ; it is

given considerable importance by AT, but it is discussed in terms of

valence or value.

Despite his aversion to a probabilistic approach, Heider is

keenly aware of the role of interdependency among cues in creating

ambiguity. In a section entitled “Economy of interpretation——

redundancy,” he says (pp. 51, 52):

Economy of inserpresadon—redundancy. We have seen that a
stimulus which is ambiguous as long as it is given singly, may become
uneqmvocal with the addition of fnxther data. It is important to
stress that this specificity is established through the meaningfulness of
the integrated perceptual field. But of two equally meaningful integra-
tions, the one that is less complex, the one that requires fewer assump-
tions, fewer data in general, seems in general to be preferred. This is
sometimes referred to as the principle of parsimony, a principle well
known in the philosophy of science, and which may have its analogue
in perception.

It is sometimes said that the obj ective of science is to describe nature
economically. We have reason to believe, however, that some such process
of parsimonious description has its beginnings on a fairly naive perceptu al
level. . . . It appears likely that a maj or function of the perceptual machinery
is to strip away some of the redundancy of stimulation, to describe or
encode mcoming information in a form more economical than that in which
it impinges on the receptors. (Atmesve, 1914, p. 189.)
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Now to illustrate economy in perception. Let us
assume that stimulus x is ambiguous, that it could be inter-
preted as mediating either a or b, two different features z-~~
belonging to the distal sphere, i.e., the environmental i’
world. In the same way stimulus y could be seen as y
b or c. If x and y are given together, they can be c
“explained” by the hypothesis “b is there,” or by the
hypothesis “a and c are there.” The first hypothesis is “cheaper”; it
refers the stimuli to only one underlying entity, whereas the second
hypothesis assumes two entities
The same principle can be applied if two of several meanings

underlying ambiguous data imply each other. For in-
a stance, suppose that x means a or b, that y means c or d,

and that b and c imply each other mutually. Then, if
b x is interpreted as b, it also transmits the information that

c is there, since b implies c. Or, it is a simpler hypothesis

,

__ _ c to interpret zy as bc than as ad , since a and d are two

~~~~ independent facts and bc makes an integrated group and
d contributes only one fact according to the restrictions of

the system. It will be seen that the first example above
in which two meanings are identical is really just a special case of
this one.

(Reider ’s discussion of one hypothesis being “cheaper ” than another

and thus more likely to be used can be related to Tversky and

Kahneman ’s “Causal Schemata .” Also recall the extensive reference to

“independenc e” in Keeney & Raif fa ’s assumptions mentioned above.)

Curiously, the concept of cognitive organization (or aggre-

gation or integration) is not indexed by Heider, nor does it seem

to be singled out for analysis by AT, although one somehow gains •

the impression that the process of cognitive organization has a

large role in AT , possibly because of the emphasis on “structure.”
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In the second phase of the development of Al we find that

Kelley gives considerable attention to both interdependency (as we

noted was the case with Reider) as veil as the integrative process

(not addressed as a maj or topic by Heider (but cf. Anderson’s

assistance provided for AT in Berkowitz, 1974]).

Def inite recognition of the entangled nature of task dimen—

sion.s can be found in Kelley’s (1973) statement on attribution

theory. For example , “our attributor . . .sometimss treats.

causes . • .as being interdependent. . .“ as do scientists ,

although the latter “know that causes do not occur independently

and in ail combinations. We conduct experiments precisely for

the purpose of creating such circumstances . . . .At the same t ime ,

we know that such separation and independence are not character-

istic of real—life. . . . It seems reasonable to assume that the

lay attributor shares this awareness of the possible inter-

dependence among causal factors. . . .“ Moreover, “if and when

the layman makes such assumptions, the inferences he will draw. .

will shift in a drastic maimer” (italics ours) .

In K U.ey’s version of the theory, persons cope with the

difficulties of entangled task dimensions by applying the prin-

ciples of the orthogonal components design (called the “ANOVA

cube” by Jones & McGi llis , 197 6) . Thus, Kelley asserts that the

orthogonal components design is the basis of ordinary human

inference , or “common sense. ” That is , (unaided) human inference

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — --~------- — ------ -———- —-- —~- ---—— -— ~—-  —~~
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follows , or attempts to follow, the logic of modern experimental

design (in effect , Mill’s Canons) in coping with the inference

problems of everyday life.

Ther e is some recognition by Kelley (p. 31 f f . )  of the

asymmetry between the nature of the inference t ask and the cogni-

tive processes he believes are brought to bear on it. We are

left , however, only with the warning that the asymmetry “poses a

problem for a complete theory of the attribution processes” and

its associated methodology.

Since Jones has bean a leading contributor to AT, it should be

mentioned that he and McGiilis present a Chapter in Harvey , Ickes,

and Kidd (1976) entitled “Correspondent Inferences and the Attribu-

tion Cube. ” They indicate that “correspondent inference theory”

is “essentially a rational baseline model” (p. 404 in Harvey ,

Ickes, & Kidd) anti thus bring it near to Group I approaches . The

Figure II—E— l on the page following indicates that Jones and

McGillis are prepared to see the attribution process in proba-

bilistic terms closely associated with the Bayesian view. If

“correspondent inference theory” as depicted in Figure II—E—l were

to become an integral part of AT the latter would be changed

significant ly.

Integration

Integration within Group I approaches. Integration within

thes . approaches Will require some direct efforts by those working

within the framework of decision analysis to come to grips with

what appear to be significan t antinomies • On th. one hand , Keeney 

- -—~~~~~~-- ---~~~~
--.- - - - -- -
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and Raiffa ’s 1976 book was awarded a major prize by the Operations

Research Society of America (ORSA) , and thus endorsed as a highly

valued representation of decision theory by their peers . On the

other hand , the validity of the principal concepts in this book

has been sharply challenged and the value of the approach seriously

called into quest icn by Kalmeman and Tversky , other PDT ‘s (see

Slovic , Fischhoff , & Lichtenstein , 1977) and other operations

researchers (Cochrane & Zeleny , 1973) .

The following paragraphs provide some indication of how

probability and utility were seen at the beginning of the merger

between economics and psychology and how they are seen now:

1. Subjective probability

a. Edwards (1961)

In 1954 it was already clear that expected
utility maximization models were unsatis-
factory and that the crucial necessary
change was to replace objective with sub-
jective probability in such models . But it
was by no means clear what a subjective
probability is. In 1960 it is clear what a
subjective probability measure is , but it
seems unlikely that subjective probabilities
conceived as measures are any more adequate
than obj ective probabilities in the face of
the data. Less restrictive definitions of
subj ective probability , which do not require
them to be measures in the sense of measure
theory but which still preserve a form of
the SEU model, are in much the same state of
ambiguity and ill -definedness as in 1954.

b . Slovic (1976 ; p. 238)

Subjective jud gments of probability and
utility are essential inputs to decision
analyses. We still do not know the best
vay8 to elici t these judgments. Now that
vs understand many of the biases to which

L - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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these judgments are susceptible, we need to
develop debiasing techniques to minimize
their destructive effects .

2. Utility

a. Edwards (1961; p. 67)

In 1954 there was general agreement on what
utility is and that it can be measured , but
no real agreement on how to measure it. In
1960 there is at least a conceptually adequate
method (assuming a SEU model) —but some doubt
about whether a SEU model , and therefore any
measurement methods based on it , can stand up
to these facts.

There is no indication by Raiffa in 1968 that the

concept of utility as he employs it (as a choice

between lotteries) “can stand up to these facts .”

Nor is there any concern about this indicated by

Keeney and Raiffa roughly 10 years later . Should

there be?

b. In 1973, at least some decision theorists thought

decision theorists ought to pay attention to the

“facts” produced by psychological research . Thus ,

Cochrane and Zeleny in their introduction to the

proceedings of the 1972 conference wrote (p. xiii):

The results of psychologists and other social
scientists—that individuals and groups do
have multiple goals , none of which can be
pursued to the complete detriment or sacri-
fice of the others-—have been ignored . Even
further , these goals often change not only in
the course of time but also in the course of
their pursuit. Finally, these goals are
certainly not independent of the means used
to pursue them. The tradition al utility
approach , suggesting that the alternative
with the highest ut ility Will be chosen , is 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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not of much help under such conditions .
About the only property this simple idea
has is transitivity. Transitivity , however ,
is not the behavior people manifest when
facing situations characterized by multi—
att ribute consequences .

The references to “the results of psychologists

and other scientists” and the reference to “the

behavior people manifest” suggest that these authors

believe that there is an interface between DT and

the research carried out by behavioral scientists.

But it does not appear that the issues that divide these

approaches can be settled by resort to empirical test. Keeney and

Raiffa are no doubt aware of the challenges to DT from PDT (and

BDT as well) , but DT is not an empirically—oriented approach , and

therefore, the issues are not likely to be met head on empirically.

Rather , they axe more likely to be left in the realm of argumenta-

tion until the issues involving intended function , limits of

competence and the relation between logic, behavioral and psycho-

logical knowledge, and practical application are examined in

detail. At this point in the development of these three approaches

it appears to be more useful to examine their methodological

Implications (see Methodology section below).

[MORE ]

Integration within Group II. The principal concepts employed

by Group II approaches imply different metatheories concerning the

knowledge process . For example Sfl metatheory describes an

organism, all organisms , in their cognitive efforts to achieve

stability (and thus survival) within an environment that is
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“semi—erratic.” Therefore, in its largest sense it lays the

groundwork for a theory of cognitive evolution. It does this by

providing concepts that permit the description of cognitive tasks

that test the organism’s ability to achieve stability. These

task—descriptive concepts are not only of grand theoretical

interest , however; they turn out to be of considerable practical

interest because they show the ecological task conditions under

which human beings (and other animals’) achievement will be high

or low. Thus , ecological analysis indicates that man functions

well “as an intuitive statistician” when perceiving (in the correct

use of the word), and much less well when making quasi—rational

judgments that involve thinking as well. (The corruption of the

word perception by judgment and decision researchers has not

helped their scientific work.)

The same problem was addressed by Heider. He also theorized

about cognitive achievement in the real world and tried to incor-

porate and do justice to the structural complexity, the ecology,

of that world in this theory . As a result of (a) a common interest ,

and (b) an agreement on the environmental circumstances that create

the obstacles to achievement , a general set of concepts was

created that makes constructive integration a reasonable and

worthwhile aim.

Much of what has been done since the publication of Brunawik ’s

major work in 1956 and Heider ’s in 1958 has been directed toward

the investigation of the emp irical worth of these approaches .

Th. work following f rom Brunswik (as represented by SJT ) has on

-
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the whole, been far more quantitative in character , and less

psychological , by far , than the work that has followed from

Heider. Reconciliation of those different emphass a -rould go far

toward a “third phase” that could contribute to creating a cumu—

lative discipline of judgment and decision n~afrfng.

Curiously , that “third phase” of integration might be said to

have already begun with Anderson ’s 1974 paper. Anderson ’s quanti-

tative formulation of some of Heider’s hypotheses and work within

the general spirit of Al is set forth in Berkovit; (1974). Yet,

as noted earlier , this effort has been ignored (at least in the

most recent compendium) by attribution theorists. Since the

reduction of verbal formulations to quantitative ones is ordi-

narily rejected on metatheoretica.1. grounds , one might suppose that

Anderson ’s efforts toward integration have already been set aside

by attribution theorists. In our view, that would be unfortunate

inasmuch as previous efforts in this regard appeared to be fruit-

ful. For example , in 1969 attribution theorists Jones , Kanouse,

Kelley , Nisbett , Valins and Weiner produced a volume which

contained numerous references to lIT ; mor eover , they actually used

III’s functional measurement in their research and employed many

of III ’s principal concepts . It is strange that Anderson does not

reference that work in his effort toward integration in 1974.

Perhaps this sort of unevenness and distressing lack of cumulative

work is to be expected until metatheoretical similarities and

differences are ironed out between these approaches. It is diff i—

cult to see, for example, how AT ’s original emphasis (from Raider)

_________________________________
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on environmental structure and the ambiguity it produces, are to

be reconciled with lIT’s indifference to this matter. But on the

positive side, if the phenomenological. aspects of AT can be

successfully represented within the concepts of subjective scale

value, weight , and cognitive algebra, then integration may proceed ,

with AT providing the psychological flesh for the quantitative

bones of III.

Integration of SJT and lIT may prove to be easier precisely

because SJT is more quantitative in character than AT and thus

differences between SJT and III will be easier to detect ; quanti-

ficat ion will make empirical test easier. Metatheoretical differ-

ences may preclude such tests , for different metatheories give

rise to different concepts, methods and procedures.

The metatheor y of psychophysics places man in a Newtonian

world in which there are (largely) independent, orthogonal physical

dimensions of space, time and mass to which man reacts . Since

physical dimensions are critical , psychological measurements should

be made in par allel with them; hence the work on subjective scaling

of physical , or more broadly , independently- defined dimensions.

The metatheory of Brunavik and Heider , on thb other hand , places

man in a T)arwinian world of flora and f auna; interdependence is

the critical characteristic of this world to which man adapts,

rather than reacts. Study of the single—system case is sufficient

for the study of reaction; study of adaptation requires the double—

system case. The quantitat ive (mathematical) psychologist is

(usually) interested in the single—system case in which orthogonal
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dimensions are emphasized , therefore, subjective scaling (i.e.,

of psychophysical relations) assumes considerable importance.

But the Brunswik—Heider view finds that the physicists ’ world

(described in terms of the c.g.s. system) is not the appropr iate

world for the study of psychology . The distinction was made in

this way by Brunawik (1956) :

Many of the environmental stimulus variables mentioned
by psychologists , such as “physical size” or “physical
color ,” seem at first glance simply to be t aken over
from physics or chemistry . Others , such as “food , ”
“ait—upo n—ableness” (William J ames) , “ likability of
a person,” etc.,  are obviously conceived with an eye
to potential effects upon organisms . . - .Upon closer
inspection , however , even the former often reve al
psychological entanglement when they appear in the
context of a psychological experiment. For example ,
the “sizes” of physical objects (more precisely , of
physicist ’s objects ) are in fact to be specified as
“sizes of obj ects of attention, i.e., of potential
manipulation or locomotion, of a certain human being”

It is the type of organism -centered specifying
redefinition mentioned above which may be summarized
by saying that stimulus variables are “ecological”
rather than purely “physical” or ”geographic” in
character.

In addition to the departure from the physicists ’ definition

of object s and their subj ective scaling, emphasis on the ecological

world leads to interdependence and thus intersubstitutability of

information and the ability to use such information, as is shown

in the following paragraph from Hammond ’s 1955 paper quoted by

Heider (p. 29) to indicate the congruence between Brunswik (SJT)

and Ra ider:

Observers of the state of anger may agree that such
a state exists (i .e. ,  high reliability may be
achieved) ,  but they may not be able to communicate
the basis for their decision . . . .(Hammond , 1955 ,
p. 257) . (Consider] the clinician (who] is

_ _
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att empting to discover the patient ’s motive . The
patient substitutes one form of behavior for
another as he attempts to achieve his goal (equi—
finality). The clinician perceives these behavior s ,
as they substitute for one another , as cues which
also substitute for one another (equipotentiality) .
Because of vicarious functioning, then , the clinician
is hard—pressed to point at , to communicate , the
basis for a decision. . . .Vicarious functioning.
lies at the heart of the privat e quasi—rational
nature of the clinical decision (Hammond , 1955 ,
p. 258) .

It is these metatheoretical principles that move prob a—

bilistic functionalism (and SJT ) away fr om the single—system case

and the necessity for subjective scaling t aken for granted (as it

should be) in the metatheo ry of psychophysics . Instead , proba-

bilistic functionalism looks at survival and adaptat ion and those

cognitive strategie s taken to achieve rapport with the distal

layers of the environment. Thus , for example , the Lens Model

Equat ion (see Kaplan & Schwartz , 1975) in its most general form

reads as follows:

r G R Ra e s

where r a is the correlation between the person ’ s judgment and the

empirical “answer” or response or distal variable of the environ—

m~ 1t , C is th. cor relation between the person ’s judgment and the

response or distal variable of the environment corrected for the

inconsistency or uncertainty or lack of control in either , R is

a measure of the control or uncertainty in th. environment and

r.fl.cts the fact that for Brunswik and Raider (and 331) the

environment is an active , semi—erratic medium. R~ is a measure

of cognitiv , control.
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The important point to be observed is that this equation shows

that 531 is interested in a relation (ra) between two systems, not

merely the response of one system, as is the case with Group I

theories (including PDT) and III. And this can also be shown to

be the case for AT.

Integration of Group I and Group II Approaches

There is one point of departure that may well serve to inte-

grate these three approaches and provide a means for a cumulative

effort , and that is Brunswik’s lens model (see above p. II/C/3).

It is so much a part of Heider’s work that it might have deserved

the term “Brun awik—Beider lens model. ” And a similar “model” has

been used by Anderson (1970) and Shanteau and Phelps (1977; see

Figure II—E—3) . At the risk of appearing “imperialistic” we shall

t ry to make use of the lens model as an integra tive device .

A casual glance through Heider ’ s 1958 book shows his constant

use of lens model diagrams to show both vicarious mediation of

information on the part of the environment and vicarious functioning

(interaubstitutable use of information) on the part of the subject.

In his book “An Introduction to Attribution Processes” (1975)

Shaver offers the diagram presented below (Figure II—E—2) on the

third page of the first chapter after the introduction.

Although Shaver ’ s replica of the lens model is not precisely

accurate , it serves well the purpose of indicating a basic platform

of agreement. Shanteau ’s “lens model” indicates similarities , but

differences as well; the reader will observe that the environmental
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flistal Mediation Proximal Neural Constructive Final

Stimulus Stimulus Encoding Process Percept

FIgure 2.1. The Brunswik lens model of perceptIon (1934) shows
the course of perception from the distal stimulus in the real world to
the final percept in the phenomenologiCal world of the percelver.
(Mapted from Holder, 1958.)

Figure II—E—2

Oct’rn~ Optvnoh Objectiv* SttiU.n S,&~ectiv. Ps~aOogic~ O~wveø
Res~ore. COmbmct,on R,je V~~ eS ~ put V~ uea Combv~t~~ Rul e Pesp~~s,

V V 

~~~
- -(i:)- ~: 

V V

(~). .~~~~f~b 7~~~ J 4— *~ i-.- —0 s, — --4~ P • sJJ — -+

/
PRED$CTIO N PROCESS

Fig . 1. General jud ~ment diagr ~,r illustrating Prediction
analyses (on the left) and Pr ocess analyses (on the right) .  Circled
stimulate inputs (Sj ) ~ ‘e ocqiron to both Pr ediction and Pr ocess.
Capita l letter. on the Pr ediction side repr esent objective values;
a,rall letters on the Process side repr esent p sychologica l values .
Msimric subscr ipts (e.g. , X~) refer to individua l dimensions, where-
as al phabetic subscripts (e.g. , X~) refer to dimensions in general.

Figure II—E—3

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ - - - - -~~~~~~~~—-
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segment of the lens model is absent, and that it is replaced by

an optimal model of the psychological process. These diagrams

can be taken seriously ; they indicate the different emphasis in

the double— and single—system case , and they illustrate the common

emphasis on ambiguity arising from multi—dimensionality and thus

multiple mediation of environmental information, a matter of

concern to all Group II approaches.

In short , the integrative value of the lens model lies in its

clear depiction of (a) the organism ’s effort to organize or inte-

grate or combine or aggregate (b) various inputs or stimuli or

cues or pieces of information or evidence or data , that (c) are

more or less inter—related or interdependent Into (d) a judgment

or choice or preference or decision or impression or attribution

about (e) something not iimnediately given.

Aside f rom the clarity of the depiction (easily seen to be

related to the decision tree of Group I approaches) the lens model

points to two concepts , (a) a cue or stimulus (etc.) and (b) the

weight attached to it , and these two concepts offer integrative

potential. As an example of that potential. we shall try to inte-

grate the approach taken by PDT with other approaches by using the

concepts of cue and weight as the point of depar ture. Our aim is

to classify the principal concepts that PDT introduces to explain

what a prob ability estimate will be and to predict which heur istic

will affect the judgment and make it what it is. (Our description

will omit constant references to “appears to be” and “apparently ”

- - - ----~~-- -— - — — - - - --~~ — ~~~~~~~~ — 
_ _ ___ I_ __ _ ____ _ 
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in order to save space ; the reader should understand , however ,

that our treatment is tentative.)

According to PDT , a person ’s jud gment of a probability is

influenced (moved up and down a probability scale) by the differ-

ential weight of various pieces of information. The general

psychological, principle(s) that control the manner in which these

weighted pieces of information are combined is (are ) not specified ,

therefore , we write

J — f(w~)

simply to indicate that this aspect of other judgment theories

(e.g. , J — Ewixi) is absent . (See also Shanteau & Phelps ’, 1977 ,

comment on the absence of conceptual treatment by PDT of organizing

principles.)

PDT indicates that the meaning of weight can be found in the

variab les that affect its magnitude . These variab les are of three

kinds:

1. objectively defined statistical variables (such as base—

rates or [comparative] relative frequencies of the occurrence of

objects or events) . Results of experiments that indicate the

impact of these variables (e.g., “base rates are given little

weight when. . .“) lead to the evaluation of the cognitive activity

that leads to probability judgments. PDT generally employs

prob lems or cognitive tasks for subjects in which hard statistical

data (interpreted as probability axioms insist they be interpreted )

provide “cues” for the subject who is required to infer the correct

state of affairs. It is important to note that such cues have one
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important characteristic: they are generally perfectly (eco-

logically) valid cues • In other words , they are “univocal” cues

(in contrast to “equivocal” cues which generally characterize the

psychological cues that confront hard statistical Informa t ion ,

e.g. , a base—rate).

Such objective , or “axiomatically safe” cues can be set in

analogy to perceptual cues that are “geometrically safe” cues to

size or distance (e.g. , those used in the - study of optics) . Com-

plete reliance on univocal cues (cues that are perfectly ecologic-

ally valid) produ ces perfect achievement in either case. Under

ordinary circumstances , however, persona do not have access to

geometrically safe perceptual cues , unless they are provided by

technological aids such as range finders , etc. (That is why per-

ception is as interesting a problem as j udgment.) And , to continue

the analogy , we might ask to what extent persons have access to

“axiomatically safe” cues such as base—rates under ordinary circimi—

stances. Although one can easily imagine that policy maker DMa do

have ac cess to such cues , indeed , often have them thrust upon

them, PDT research strongly indicates that they do not use them

(as they should) when such cues must compete with certain sub-

jectively defined cues, of which PDT has identified one or more.

(See Lichtenstein , Slovic , Fischhoff , Layman and Combs , 1978 for

indications of disparities between actual rates of occurrence of

lethal events and j  udgisenta of their occurrence. )

2. subjectively defined attributes of an obj ect (such as

“representativenes s”). In addition to repre sentativene as , a

-  
~~~~~ TTT~~~~T 1~~1~~~~~~~~~~
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further set of object—attributes has recently been introduced by

POT ; thus , “the impact of the evidence depends critically on

whether it is perceived as - causal , diagnostic or incidental”

(Tversky & Kahneman , 1977) . “Specifically , we hypothesize i) that

causal data has a greater impact than diagnostic data of equal

informativeness, and ii) that incidental data are given little or

no weight , in the presence of causal or diagnostic data.” Dat a

from the empirical analysis of the operation of these psychological

variables thus provide the basis not only for (a) describin& and

thus (b) comparing actual probability judgments with optimal judg-

ments , but also (c) explaining why the departures from optimality

occur , and (d) predicting when they will occur .

The reader will , of course , want to raise the methodological

question of the a priori status of these organism—centered defini-

tions. We mention in passing that these are always defined in

terms of plausibility arguments rather than in terms of empirical

operations . That is , PDT researchers rely on the reader ’s willing-

ness to agree that it is plausible to assume that a given set of

circumstances is more representative than another , or that a given

set of conditions implies causality whereas another set implies

diagnosticity rather than carrying out experiments which provide

independent evidence of subjective representativeness, etc. Few

would dispute the plausibility of the assumptions made in the

experiments, but it must be noted that (a) plausibility arguments

do not have the status of empirical evidence , (b) the (somewhat

indistinct) road of advances in psychology is littered with the

- 
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wreckage of plausibility arguments, and (c) that it may well, be S

difficult to ascertain organism—centered definitions of these

variables in the more ambiguous circumstances of real world (test)

questions.

Be that as it may , as indic*ted above , few would (and indeed , S

no one has) dispute(d) the plausibility of the operational defini-

tions of these organism-centered variables in any specific case,

nor have the psychological definitions received any criticism; a

matter to which we turn in a moment .

Before turning to the third class of variables , we should

note that the research method used by POT is similar to that used

by Group II approaches , namely , to “confront” various types of

cues with one another in order to discover their relative weights

under various conditions • POT frequently pits obj active cues such

as base rates against subj active cues such as representativeness.

That is , the task is presented in such a way that it offers the

subjects a choice between “axiomatically safe” cues (e.g., base

rates) and “psychologically safe” cues (such as personality data)

(Note: the terms “axiomatically saf e” and “psychologically safe”

are introduced by the authors , not POT researchers].

The general results of these “confrontation” studies that are

emphasized by POT indicate that “axiomatically safe” cues are

ignored in favor of “psychologically safe” cues • Recent efforts

(“causal schemata”), however , are more specific and indicate

under which conditions each type of cue will carry how much weight. 

~~-S  - _
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Confrontation studies of this sort have a long history in

psychology, particularly in perception, where various types of

cues are pitted against one another. (See Brunswik’s, 1955, use

of the term “diacritical confrontation.”) And the effort toward

cumulativeness may well be served by translating the term 
S

“heuristic” (valuable as it may be) in this way . The danger in

such a translation is clear ; a heuristic is a device , a “rule of

thumb ,” thus it implies more than a cue—which is a “hint .” A

heuristic implies a strategy, a cue implies an “input.” Whether

POT has developed concepts that refer to strategies or cues is

considered in more detail below. Here we turn to a different type

of heuristic.

3. types of cognitive processes (such as “availability” or

“anchoring”). Data f rom the empirical analysis of the operation

of these psychological variables also provide the four functions

of (a) describing, (b) compar ing, (c) explaining, and (d) predicting

(indicated above).

Separating these three classes of variables is not easy.

Although objective denotation of statistical variables is simple

enough , and therefore easy to separate from the two subjectively

defined classes of variables , separation of the latter is not so

simple, yet separation does seem to be required. In particular,

separating the denotation of attributes from process variables

S is not as easy as one might hope , althoug h the at t empt at separa-

tion wee made by POT at the outset . Thus , availability was

described at the time of its introduction (1973) as “associative

S ~~~~~~~— - ~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- _ - -~~~---
- -
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distance,” to be contrasted with representativeness, which was

described as “connotative distance” (p. 208) : “one estimates

probability by assessing similarity or connotative distance.

Alternatively, one may estimate probability by assessing availa—

bility or associative distance.” That distinction indicates that

we have two types of “distance,” and the distance appears to

apply to obj ects , that could perhaps be scaled in these terms.

Thus, we are dealing with attributes. But we could not find this

distinction appearing again. There are , however , numerous refer—

ences to representativeness as a quality or attribute assigned by

the person to independently real objects or processes : Example :

“Which is more likely? This series (HTTHTH) or this series

(HHRTTT) ?” Persons say the former because it subject ively ‘best

represents both the population proportion (1/2) and the randoaness

of the process’ (plausible reasoning) . That is , representative—

ness is an attribute of these processes and can be used as a cue

when inferring the likelihood of the occurrence of either process.

Availability, on the other hand , is described as the ease with

which the relevan t mental oper ation of retrieval , construction or

association can be carried out (1973 , p. 208) . Availability

therefore refers to the process of recall: some objects or events

are more available , however , becaus e of their special characters—

tics, notably their “associative bonds. ” “The availability

heuristic exploits the inverse form of this law, that is , it uses
S 4 the strength of association as a basis for the judgment of fre—

quency. In this theory , availability is a mediating variable,

- --- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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. 
rather than a dependent variable (see above) as is typically the

case in the study of memory” (p. 209) . Here we encounter diffi-

culty; availability refers to the ease with which a “mental

operation. . . can be carried out in memory” as a result of the

association between obj ects (or processes) . But the associative

distance between obj ects can also be thought of as an attribute

of an object or objects , and thus can be considered to be a cue.

Indeed , Tversky and Kahneman refer to it in just those terms:

“Availability is an ecologically valid clue for the judgment of

frequency because, in general, frequent events are easier to

recall or imagine than infrequent ones” (italics ours , p. 209) .

Although this definition was later changed to read : “availability

is a useful clue becaus e instances of larg e classes are recalled

better ,” the point r~~~ lns. In this usage availability refers to

an attribute of independently real objects , as well as to the

process of recall itself.

The uncertainty surrounding the conceptual status of availa-

bility can be seen more clearly by using the concept of “anchoring”

as an anchor. Anchoring is clear ly a psychological process ; it

is not an attribute of an object (as is representativeness) .

There are other points at which integration might be achieved

through the use of the “lens model analogy” that go beyond the

concepts of cue and weights attached to them . Thus , for example ,

a central concept in SJT is “cognitive control” ; it refers to the

control persons can exercise in the execution of the knowledge

they may possess (a concept that has turned out to be of particular
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value in GillS’ application of SJ’~ to the judgment processes of

schizophrenics and the dif ferential effects of various psycho-

active drugs ; see Hammond & Joyce , 1975). SJT explains variations

in cognitive control as due largely to environmental circumstances

(mainly uncertainty) . But Tversky’s treatment of choice as

elimination by aspects (1972) includes the following paragraph

which suggests a different (internal) source of decreased cogni-

tive control.

The EM model accounts for choice in terms of a covert
elimination process based on sequential selection of
aspects. Any such sequence of aspects can be regarded
as a particular state of mind which leads to a unique
choice. In light of this interpretation, the choice
mechanism at any given moment in t ime is entirely
deterministic; the probabilities merely reflect the
fact that at different moments in time different
states of mind (leading to different choices) may pre-
vail. According to the present theory , choice proba-
bility is an increasing function of the values of the
relevant aspects. Indeed , the elimination—by—aspects
model is compensatory in nature despite the fact that
at any given instant in time, the choice is assumed
to follow a conjunctive (or a lexicographic) strategy.
Thus, the present model is compensatory “globally” with
respect to choice probability but not “locally” with
regard to any particular state of mind.

Whether the use of the lens model as an integrative device

will be found to be acceptab le remains to be seen , and whether

the lens model analogy can be usefully pushed further into the

domain of Group I approaches than POT , also remains to be seen.

We shall point to that possibility in our discussion of the loci

of the concepts employed by various approaches.

-_____ _ _  -~~~~~~~~~~ --~~~~-- - - - - -- _ -
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~~~. Loci of Concepts

Introduction

In this section , the concepts employed by j udgment and deci-

sion making theorists are described in terms of their location

within a reduced form of Brunswik ’s “lens model” diagram. Our use

of the lens model diagr am does not , of course , imp ly that the reader

must become immersed in , or coumiitted to , the Brunswikian framework.

We use the diagram simply because it is broad enough to accommodate

the concepts employed by all six approaches , and thus serves as a

useful device for locating redundancies as well as gaps in our

theoretical efforts . Thus , for example , the Figure II—F—l indicates sev-

en areas of the judgment and/or decision process to which theo-

retical concepts can be applied .

In what follows we shall attempt to indicate the extent to

which the six approaches have developed concepts (or have assigned

theoretical importance to) each of the seven areas ind icated in

Table II—F—l.

S Table LI—F— l

1. Refers to problem of selecting the cues that enter into a
S jud gment

2. Refers to problems of subjective measurement and intuitive
evaluation of data; turning “soft ” data into “hard” data

3. Refers to prob leum of subjective use of objective , “hard”
data; scaling

4. Refers to problems involving ecological and subjective inter—
correlations among cues

S S -
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Table II— F—l cont inued.

5. Refers to problems involving subjective weights ; function
forms

6. Refers to problems involving principles of organization,
e.g., additive or configural principles, cognitive control

7. Refers to problems involving feedback .

Decision Theory

This approach locates its concepts centrally; there are no

theoretical concepts that refer to what is now called the “pro-

cessing” of inf ormation prior to the person ’s expression of a

subjective probability. Jud~ments of probability are the result

of prior knowledge gained from experience , education , theory , etc.,

prior to the evocation of the probability judgment. For example ,

when the decision make r offers a subjective prob ability (p) that an

event (e) will occur , s/he is offering a complex judgment based on

information that is somehow organized into that j udgment . Decision

theorists , are , of course, prepared to decompose, indeed, to urge

the dccc ~osition of “larger” subjective probabilities (and 
S

utilities) into “smaller” ones by means of decision trees , that is ,

to “divide and conquer .” But there is no theoretical attention

given to the process by which past or present information , or data,

is transformed into subjective probabilities , nor to the piocees by

which such division is made. In short , processes or items 1 through

5 are not given theoretical attention. Careful procedural attention

is given , however , to the matter of obtaining and measuring, i.e.,

calibrating, the decision maker ’s probabilities and utilities based

_ _ _ _ _  ___ - S 55 ~~5 5 ~~~~
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on the acceptance of a metatheory regarding psychological measure-

ment shared with BDT , POT and lIT (but not SJT or AT; see below) .

Such procedures (e.g., the use of lotteries) are justified on

either (a) pragmatic grounds (“ this works better than that , at least

in my experience”) or (b) theoretical—logical assumptions about

measurement. There is no explicit theoretical concern for the

objective world of event—frequencies and utilities and the process

by which these give rise to subjective probabilities.

Finally, the decision theorist “knows” that the central cognitive

process of aggregation of probabilities and utilities is nearly always

nonoptimal by any prescriptive criterion. Without considering the

wide variety of possible forms that psychologists have imagined

cognitive activity might take, the decision theorist prescribes the

optimal form and substitutes it for whatever actual form (or forms)

it (or they) might be, and thus “aggregates” the probabilities and

utilities for the decision maker .

In short, all the major concepts employed by the decision theorist

are located centrally. The activities of decision theorists are directed

toward developing measures of these central concepts, with little or no

regard for psychological research that might bear on proximal—central

relations or procedures used to measure them.

Research, therefore, is logical—theoretical rather than

theoretical—empirical; it is devoted to the development of the

mathematics of the prescriptions for various types of problems.

Empirical work is given over to applications that consist of case

histories indicating the usefulness of certain step . (e.g. , divide
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and conquer) toward rational decision making. Although the extent

of that work is impressive (see Keeney & Raiffa, 1976) , it is not

evenly distributed over the major concepts . As Keeney and Raiffa

note in their Preface (p. viii) DT has given far more attention

to the “uncertainty phase” (that is , the ascertaining of probabili-

ties and the development of axioms of probability theory) than to

the “value or preference side of the picture.” Both concepts have

received considerable theoretical attention elsewhere, however;

probability mainly from mathematical statisticians , utility mainly

from economists. We do not include these theoretical efforts as

part of the present discussion, however, because the theoretical

differentiations in that literature have little relevance to the

present work of DT.

Behavioral Decision Theory

The work carried out Wi thin this approach is best understood

if research and application are separated.

Resear ch. Many of the concepts employed by researchers in this

approach f low from the Bayesian model of organizing data concerning

events into a probab ility judgment about the truth or falsity of

hypotheses. As a result , the research includes concepts that refer

to (a) events on the periphery of the organism (e.g. , a “datum”),

(b) concepts that refer to the translation of external data into a

S judgment of a probability regarding the likelihood of the truth of

a hypothesis , and , of course , (c) central concepts of judgments

of subject ive probability and (d) their revision (with or without
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feedback) . Bayesian researchers construct decision tasks and S

manipulate the parameters of such tasks (in contrast to DT research—

ers) , and therefore they employ a set of concepts to des cribe the

task circumstances. These include prob abilities , events , situations

(e.g. , “stationarity”) ,  and relations between events (e.g. , depend-

ence) as noted above. In particular , Bayesian research includes the

concept of “optimality” with regard to the subject ’s behavior;

“optimality” is evaluated in terms of the extent to which the

subject ’s (posterior) probability judgments about the truth of a

hypothesis approach those produced by the Bayesian model provided

with the same data. Because (a) the paramters of a task are

specified and manipulated, and (b) a criterion regarding the

achievement (Bayesian optimality) of a subject is provided , Bayesian

research may be said to be conducted within the framework of the

“double—system” case (the task constituting one system , the subj ect

constituting the other) . Therefore , insofar as Bayesian research is

concerned , the above single—system lens model must be extended to

include the “second system” that represents the task as in the

original lens model diagram. Thus Bayesian research studies learning

and examines feedback . (See relation to SJT with regard to cognitive

feedback.)

There are (a) distal (causal.) categories (H1, H2 ... H~)~ (b)

objective descriptions of cues (e.g., chips) (proximal stimuli) ,

and (c) there can be conditional dependence , etc. between cues , and

(d) cue utilizat ion can be observed in the “impact of a datum”/per

event , as well as (e) organizational princip les imputed (as a

SS-~~- - - - -~~~-~~~~~ - - -- S _ _ _
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hypothesis) to the subject , such principles in the form of a “like-

lihood ratio” or Bayes ’ theorem. And it is the comparison between

the Bayesian “likelihood ratio” (or some other aspect of Bayes’

theorem) and the subject ’s likelihood ratio (or other response) that provides

a measure of the subject ’s achievement as an “intuitive statistician”

or adaptive cognizer under conditions of uncertainty.

Thus, it appears that the research paradigm employed by BDT and 
-

Bayesians regarding the “extraction of information” or regarding

the accuracy of the estimation of posterior probabilities, or etc.,

is one which explicitly employs theoretical concepts that apply to

all seven areas of the diagram. It should be noted , however , that

all of the concepts converge on a single end term (or response)

namely the expression of a probability judgment.

(I~VRE on cascaded inferences I
Application. The distribution of theoretical concepts in the

application of Bayesian theory is not as clear as in the research

situation because application includes MMJT . First , we observe

that MMJT has been applied to two sets of task circumstances (a)

the n—system case in which the multiple systems are several deci-

sion makers without a known task system (in cont rast to the situa-

tion described above in which the two systems include one decision

maker and one task) and (b) the single—system case in which there

exists only a decision make r , the task parameters being unknown.

We discuss the n—system case first.

Here we follow Gardiner and Edwards (19 75) in their descrip-

tion of the application of MA UT to social decision making in which

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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it is assumed that interpersonal and intergroup conflict will occur.

Leaving no doubt about the importance of this application the authors

say (p. 35) that “We consider the idea of resolving value conflicts

at the level of decision rules (rather than at that level of indi-

vidual decisions) to have the potential of revolutionary impact on

land—use management—and many other public—decision contexts as veil.”

The outline of the process of application of MAUT indicates

f our main phases.

Phase 1. Definition of the nature of the problem and its

dimensions. This step is primarily substantive. It refers primarily

to the specification of the attributes (cues , in Figure Il—F—i)

that the decision makers want to consider; item 1 in Figure II—F— l.

Phase 2. Probability evaluation. This step is one of

extracting a prob ab ility judgment. Gardine r and Edwards say (p. 10)

that “other names used for the same process in other contexts are

diagnosis, intelligence evaluation, dat a gathering end so on. ” But

the “output (i.e. , response or j udgment) is a set of posterior proba-

bilitie s of states ” in all cases. They also indicate that “less

formal judgments of probability . . .and such formal ones as the

acceptance or rejection of statistical hypotheses , also fit here and

might be substituted for the Bayesian version of the process .”

Probability evaluation is evidently a cognitive process that

intervenes between (a) the subject ’s observation of the several

attributes of various obj ects and (b) the subject ’s response that

indicates the probability of occurrence of various “stat es. ”

- S~~ --  SSS ~~
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Thus if Step 1 refers to dimensions (cues , attributes; item 1

of Figure Il—F—i) , Step 2 referø to the j udgment (item 6 of Figure

II—F— l) of the probabilities of occurrence of the sta tes so des-

cribed.

Phase 3. Outcome evaluation (SMART). This step refers to “the

attachment of values. . . to outcomes . ” Part of what makes the

process difficult is the fact that outcomes include “a multiplicity

of value dfmen~ ions. . .“ which “presents a multiplicity of problems” S

(p. 13) . Thus , the pro cess of outcome evaluation parallels the

process of prob ability evaluation. (See also SJT) . Gard iner and

Edwards make it clear that Without the assistance of a MAUT decision

analyst , ordinary decision makers confuse these two processes ; a

decision analyst separates these processes , however , and combines

them analytically and thus produces a rational choice for the deci-

sion maker .

As in prob ability evaluation , a set of at t ributes (dimensions)

characterize each of a number of outcomes. And as in the case of

probability evaluation , direct estimates (of amounts of probability

in the case of probability evaluation , of amounts of importance in

the case of outcome evaluation) are obtained simply by asking the

decision maker for them (in contrast to DT ’ s more complex method

of requiring the decision maker to choose between lotteries , or

SJT’ s method or lIT ’s method of extracting them post hoc).

Interdependence between cues. (Item 2 , Figure Il—F— i) . Inter—

S dependence of cues or data is of consider ab le theoretical importance

to MAUT. Two types of interdependence are acknowledged within the 
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SMART approach (interdependence is given detailed analysis in

Bayesian research by Edwards and his colleagues) . One type of

interdependenc e is tha t of value dependence , the other is called

environmental interdependence. (Note: Gardiner and Edwards

call this “value—independence” and “environmental—interdependence” ;

p. 20.) Since values are entirely subjective and environmental

facts are objective (i.e. , measured independently of the decision

maker) this distinction can be represented in Figure lI—F—i as the

distinction between obj ective and subjective intercorrelations . As

Gardiner and Edwards observe (p. 20) these may not match.

Therefore , MAUT (in the form of SMART) approaches the problem

of ascertaining (or externalizing) utilities or values precisely as

it does probabilities. That is , from a theoretical point of view,

in both cases it specifies cues , their interdependencies , their

differential utilization and their organization.

Psychological Decision Theory

Because the POT approach takes the SEU theory as its point of

departure, its fundamental concepts are probability, utility, end

(although seldom mentioned) aggregation. But the POT approach has

argued that the empirical, evidence indicates that the departures

f rom opelmality begin with systematic errors in estimating proba-

bilities (including randoaness) and that these systematic errors

are explained by psychological, concepts such as availability,

representa tiveness and anchoring (see Principal Concepts for defini-

tions) .

- 
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I
As noted above , all of these concepts are explanatory , rather

than descriptive. They explain why some cues are over— or under-

utilized , and thus explain why jud gments are often found to be in

error. These concepts are directed toward the formal aspects of

the judgmen t task as well as substantive aspects of the task. That

is , Kahnemen and Tversky have pointed to situations where the

statistical properties of- the judgment task themselves give rise to

errors of j udgment because of their (un) representative character,

as well as situations where the substantive materials of the task

give rise to errors of j udgment becaus e of their (un)represen tat ive

character.

Because of their explanatory character , these concepts cover

three major aspects of the j udgment process : (a) cue— utilization ,

(b) weight, and Cc) central processes . That is , availability , the

cent ral activity, explains why certain cues are weighted more or

less heavily in any specific situation. (Approaches that are

largely descriptive do not make such links.)

Areas of the lens model diagram (Figure Il—F—i) that are

affected by these explanatory concepts are (a) cue selection, (b)

subjective use of subjective data , (c) subjective use of objective

dat a , as well as (d) cue—utilization (weight) and (e) central

processes. It should be mentioned that although these con-

cepts clearly refer to central processes they do no t address

the matter of organizing principles—— the form of aggregating

or integrating data into a jud gment . No examination of

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~SS
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learning has been undertaken by POT and it has therefore not

addressed the problem of feedback.

(MORE]

Transition

Theoretical concepts within the first three approaches to

which the probability—utility—aggregation premise is basic can be

found at all critical points of the lens model representation of

the jud gment process . There are large differences among the three

approaches , however. DT offers the least coverage , whereas BDT

(Edwards) provides concepts for each of the seven processes consid ered

in the diagram. Although the POT approach does not treat each of

these points as explicitly as BDT , its explanatory efforts add to

the focus of the coverage it provides .

Social Judgment Theory

This approach includes theoretical concepts that apply to all

seven areas of the lens model diagram (as in the case of BDT) .

Second orde r concepts ( e .g . ,  false agre ement) also appear in connection

with research on conflict.

One point deserves special mention, however , and that relates

to Item 3 on the lens model diagram , namely subjective use of

objective data , that is , the scaling prob lem of traditional psycho-

physics. SJT does not t reat this problem theoretically in the

traditional way. (As will be seen , lIT gives careful. attention to

this problem; see Principal Concepts , Integration Sect ion for

further discussion.)

~~~~~~~~S S S - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ S~~ 5~~~~~S • S -~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --~~~~ - ~~~~ - ~~--— - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(MORE on this]

In addition to applying theoretical concepts to the seven

area s of the single—system case , SJT includes severa l, overall con-

cepts that apply to the double—system case (e.g. , zone of ambiguity ,

causal texture , etc.) and gives special emphasis to the concept of

feedb ack with regard to learning to improve judgments (as does

MA UT) and with regard to the difficulty if not impossibility of

improving achievement in the absence of such feedback.

SJT also has developed theoretical concepts that apply to the

processes of interpersonal Learning (both from and about others) as

well as to interpersonal conflict .

Information Integration Theory

This approach has by and large restricted its work to the

single—system case although there have been demonstrations of its

ready applicability to learning and to group ju dgment making.

Primary emphasis has been given to the concepts of (a) valuation

(item 4) ,  (b) weight (item 5) and Cc) integration (organizing prin-

ciple) (item 6), although all other aspects of the lens model

diagram have been dealt with in some form (e.g. , item 2 , subje ctive

intercorrelation among cues , has been treated in terms of “dis-

counting ”) .  And within these three maj or concepts , the organizing

princip le , or integ rat ion process , has received greatest emphasis.

Within the framework of the single—system case depicted in Figure

Il—C— I, then , theoretical concepts applying to six areas can be

found. The major omission is that of feedback; no theoretical
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analysis of the concept has appeared as yet , presumably because the

major emphasis lies in the study of the single—system case.

Specific and detailed treatment is given to peripheral ,

mediating, and central phenomena. lIT empioys a variety of concepts

concerning peripheral (i.e., stimulus) data, some f rom psychophysics

(e.g. , contrast) , some f rom social psychology (e.g., change of

meaning) .

Treatment of mediating processes (“cue” utilization) is given

less theoretical treatment but it is cer tainly there in principle

in the concept of weight .

Central processes are described wholly in terms of organizing

or integrating functions that can be descr ibed algebraically (e.g. ,

data are added , averaged , or multiplied) .

(MORE ]

Attribution Theory

It is easy enough to document the assertion that Heider ’s

app roach includes concepts that apply to all seven areas of the

single-system case. In addition , this approach also includes , and

gives detailed treatment to , one aspect of the judgment and deci-

sion problem none of the other approaches do and that is the effect

of the subjects ’ action on his attributions, inferences , judgments

and decisions, as well as the reverse. But little or nothing is

said about weight, an omission that very likely follows from the

lack of quantitative emphasis. Note that when Anderson ’s functional S

measurement is applied to AT (see above) the concept of weight is

readily employed .

- -  
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S Integration

If a lens model diagram were to be constructed showing the

loci of all the theoretical concepts employed by the six approaches

consider ed here , it would indicate that all seven areas in the

diagram would be covered by concepts from at least two approache s ,

with the exception of the n—system interpersonal conflict situation ,

and even here, the scarcity of concepts is more a matter of benign

rather than deliberate or antagonistic indifference. (Indeed , as

Mumpower (1976], has shown there is considerable overlap between

AT and SJT in the case of interpersonal learning.) Therefore, if

one assumes that the lens mode]. diagram (Figure II—F—l) does in

fact adequately depict the major aspects of the j udgment and/or

decision making process , then it may be said that all aspects of

this process have rece ived, at the least , some descripti on , and on

occasion, some explanation. Redundancies, rather than omissions ,

characterize the situation.

The next question, of course , is: Can these hetero geneous

concepts be “ integr ated ,” or somehow mer ged into a single , semant ic—

ally unified set of concepts , or are ther e antinouiies among them

- : that must be settled either by further analysis of their meaning

or empirica l. teat.

An example of the unification is this : BDT researchers recog—

nize and give due importance to the concept of interdependence

among attributes . SJT res ear chers also emphasize the importance

of what they call the “ecological intercorrelation ” among cues.

Deciding that the Bayesiana “conditional dependence ” should be

- 
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applied to the interdependence among categorical or nominal attri-

butes , while “ecological inter correlations” should be applied to the

S 
interdependence ~~~ng obj ective cues or variables and recognizing

that both terms refer to the contingencies or covariation between

objective variables would be a simple matter of convergence. (The

same would hold for AT .)

Ant inomies are another matter • For example , when Kahneman and

Tversky (1972 , p. 450) assert that “. . .man is apparently not a

conservative Bayesian : he is not a Bayesian at all” we have an

antinomy that must be resolved analytically or empirically.

But this is not an antimony that extends beyond a contradiction

in explanatory or descriptive statements of theoretical content.

We are not observing a theoretical dispute about whether some aspect

of the judgment process should be or must be elhn {nated. Such a

situation does not seem likely to develop in the near future.

That conclusion may resul t from our present use of a coarse

theoretical framework, however. Future analyses that use a finer

method of description and comparison may find such intractable

antimonies regarding scope. At present , however , we conclude that

(pride of authorship aside) it would not be difficult to move

toward a cumulative discipline by developing a semantically unified

theoretical framework.

~~~~
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G. Intended Uses of Research Results

Introduction S

It may appear strange to include this topic in a discussion of

theory. But all of the Group I approaches and at least one of the

Group II approaches (SJT ; possibly lIT also , see Shanteau & Phelps ,

1977) have made it clear that they intend their work to be used not

only by other scientists but by policy makers, and , indeed , by anyone

who has to make a decision of more than trivial consequence. There-

fore, we need to discover to what extent these approaches have been

directed toward jud gment and decision making in the real world as

against the laboratory . For example , it is generally acknowledged

that in the real world , task variables (as they are ordinarily

des cr ibed by the judgment maker or decision maker) are interdependent.

But including such Lnterdepe ndencies in empirical resear ch creates

severe problems of interpretation and it is seldom done. One ques-

tion that can be asked, therefore , is to what extent such inter-

dependency is included within the theoretical framework of those

approaches that intend to apply their work to the real world. A

second qu.at~on that follows from the first is: what theoretical

guidance is provided for dealing with , for example, interdependencies

among task variables? Put otherwise , how does theory guide method

in application, if , indeed , it guides it at all? In addition , all

but two approaches (lIT , AT) have indicated their interest in S

developing “aids” for the policy maker and/or decision maker. To

S 
~~~~~
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what extent and in what way do the concepts included in these

theories direct the construction of such “aids?” And to what extent

are j udgment aids different from decision aids? These questions

cannot be answered properly in this report but they deserve an

answer; we need to know whether theo ry and the results of basic

research control application , whether application proceeds inde-

pendently, or whether , in fact , the distinction between basic

research and application can be made at all in the study of judg-

ment and decision making.

Decision Theory

The mathematical research that elaborates and extends the

logical entail ments of SKI.! theo ry is intended to be used to aid

decision makers to achieve a better procedure for reaching deci-

sions. “Better ,” of course , is defined in terms of the approxima-

tion of the procedure to the axioms of DT. It follows that if the

decision procedure can be justified in terms of the mathematical

logic of DT , and if it is followed, the decisions themselves will

be better. In short , the use of DT , decision theorists argue, is en-

tirely justified by the logical consistency of the mathematics that

supports the prescriptions it offers to decision askers.

Although it is obvious that DT is thus prepared to defend the

objectives it seeks , it is uncertain whether DT would argue that it

does not matter much how logical. consistency is achieved . Is there ,

for example , a proper ~~~unt of persuasion and an improper amount?

If so, how much persuasion is improper? But it is almost certainly

- - 
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true that DT would argue that the application of DT should be

postponed until the research is done that will tell us whether

indeed it does matter how logical consistency is achieved. DT ’s

primary consideration seems to be directed toward reducing the

likelihood that the probabilities and utilities are those of the

decision analyst rather than the decision maker . And that seems

to be entirely a matter of personal technique.

Operational questions aside , however , it is clear that the

theory that supports the aims (not the specific tecbniques) of

decision analysis does have a strong directive influence; it cer-

tainly tells the decision analyst what information s/he might get

under specific circumstances and , very often , what approximations

are satisf actory under specific circumstances.

Behavioral Decision Theory

BDT theorists see two uses for the results of their research:

(a) descriptions and explanations of decision making behavior that

will find a place in the basic science section of psychology, and

(b) the development of procedures (decision aids) that will enable

decision makers to make better (i.e. , logically defensible) deci-

sions . It is only with regard to (a) that the efforts of the behavioral

decision theorists differ significantly from the efforts of the decision

theorists.

S Basic research uses. BDT efforts are generally directed toward

“do people do this or do that?” questions . Do people aggregate

probabilities and utilities by adding or multiplying them? To what

extent do people organize informat ion and act on it cognitively
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(intuitively) as if they were Bayesian statisticians? In general,

departure from the Bayesian model are of central interest.

Application. The results of Bayesian research have been

applied in a variety of decision mAking situations (see , f r  example ,

Edwards, 1972; Fryback, 1974; and Edwards , 1978) . Present uses of

EDT involve SMART (see Gardiner & Edwards in Kaplan & Schwartz ,

1975) . Bayesian research is hardly mentioned in that application ,

although MAUT is described in detail. The same is generally true

with regard to the use of SMART in evaluation research ; the results

of Bayesian research do “tot bear directly on the use of SMART . In

Gardiner and Edwards (1975), for example , there is little reference

to research regarding the number of dimensions employed , how weights

are to be ascertained , methods of coping with j ute rdependencies ,

etc. (points which are discussed in detail in the Procedures section) .

Nor is there any reference to any research dealing with interpersonal

conflict.

In short , althoug h BDT differs from DT in that it carries out

empirical behavioral research , the results of that research are not

oft en brought directly to bear on efforts to aid the decision maker .

Perhaps this omission is more apparent than real , however , and

reflects the style of the presentat ion.

Psychological Decision Theory

* 

Until Kahneman and Tversky ’s article in Management Science (in

press) , it could be fairly said that although PDT had pointed to the

t 
fa.Uibilities rooted in human judgment and decision malr(ng, PDT had

F 
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not indicated what remedies should be applied. Remedies are indi-

cated in the Management Science article , however , and it is clear

that these are developed directly in response to the “biases” that

these authors and others have found in their research. In short ,

having found certain biases, they offer “debiasing” procedures .

These are entirely statistical; for example, “To correct for

nonregressiveness, the intuitive estimate should be adjusted toward

the average of the reference class. ” Thus , PDT offers logical

mechanics to guard against the use of psychological mechanisms.

As noted earlier , however , PDT has yet to develop theory

regarding central, organizing principles and does not address the

,,roblea of interdependencies among “inputs .” Since no mechanisms 
F

for dealing with these are offered , it is probably fair to say that

theory and assistance proceed in parallel fashion.

There is no empirical proof of the utility of the remedies

of fered by Kahneman and Tversky in their Management Science article

and in one sense none is needed; the statistical logic offered has

a better claim to truth than the “psychological logic. ” In another

sense, however , proof is needed as it is in the case of other dcci—

sion aids. Can it be used? Will it be used?
S 

Lichtenstein, Slovic , Fischhoff , Layman, and Coiths (1978)

attempted to debias their subjects without success . In this case ,

the debiasing method was used ; it simply didn ’t work. But since

this was an initial attempt, one can only conclude that debiasing

that is not simply application of statistical techniques may require S

hard work. Be that as it may , it is clear that efforts to debias 
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decision makers follow directly f rom the results of basic research

as well as the logic of DT.

Transition

The conceptual distinction between judgment and decision that

was made above (see Intended Functions of the Theories) can be seen

in its operational form in the differences in the construction of

“decision aids” within Group I and “cognitive or jud gments aids”

constructed within Group II. S

Social Jud gment Theory

As anticipa ted , Group I provides decision makers with informa-

t ion about their subjective probabilities and utilities (a) in the

“divide and conquer” approach to a decision tree (DT), (b) in SMART

or MAUT (EDT) , and (c) in debiasing (PDT). Group II judgment analysts

(represent ed only by SJT) , on the other hand , provide policy makers

with information about relations between their judgments and cues,

as well as informat ion about other persons’ judgments in relation to

task properties. SJT insists upon such cognitive feedback because

such relations are argued to be the basic unit of knowing; indeed,

SiT insists that such cognitive feedback is the only means of

inductive lear ning, inside and outside the laboratory . Thus it

might be concluded that decision aids that deal with probabilities

and utilities address themselves to the results of inductive

knowing, that is, cognitive state of an individual subsequent to
p

the acquisition of knowledge, whereas judgment aids address

_______________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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themselves to the sources of those probabilities and utilities,

such sources being described in terms other than probabilities and

utilities.

As noted earlier SiT derives its arguments for its form of an S

aid for j udgment from the results of theory and research regarding

the double and n—system cases . The clearest examples of the

insistence of the SiT theorist upon environmental representation in

j udgment research can be seen in the recent development of judgment

aids that link environmental, models with models of judgment systems

(see, for example, ‘ond , Mumpower , & Smith , 1977 ; Hammond, Klitz,

& Cook , 1977) .

These two worked—out examples are intended to show that neither

set of modelers (environmental systems modelers or cognitive

modelers) can work effectively in isolation, and that the policy

maker must have access to both models and their interactions if s/he

is to be successful. This argument , of course , follows directly

from Brunswik’s admonitions that

Both organism and environment will have to be seen
as systems, each with properties of its own. • .Each has
surface and depth , or overt and covert regions . . . .It
follows that, much as psychology must be concerned with
the texture of the organism. • .it must also be concerned
with the texture of the environment (1957 , p. 5.).

Until the advent of the computer model of the environment this

admonition was honored more in its breach than in its execution,

mainly because of the technical difficulties of bringing the

environment under control. Computer models can effectively solve

that problem, however, and can bring the interact ion between policy

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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makers and the complexities of their environment under control. It

is in this way that SiT follows the above metatheory regarding

organisms and environment in its effort to aid the policy maker.

Information Integration Theory

This approach has generally stood aside from the matter of

application. The only example that we know of is that provided by

Phelps and Shanteau (1978) regarding the judging of animals. Even

in this case however, the investigations seemed more interested in

testing the descriptive accuracy of various models than in providing

a judgment or decision aid.

Attribution Theory

Although AT clearly intends that its re8earch results are used

to develop genera]. laws of inductive(?) knowing or inferences about

the locus of causality, and although there are no direct efforts to

apply the results of AT research to specific problems in the real

world , nor are there attempts to develop “attribution aids ,” there

is an implicit suggestion that the results of AT research can be

(or at least will be) directly applicable to behavior in the real

world. Indeed, because of its social, rather than physical, char-

acter , the empirical work in AT implies that the results grow out

of or are based on simulations of the real world and are thus

directly generalizable to it. The realization of these aiiis seems

to be far in the future, however.

______________ IS5- S~ 155S 5-5 55 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5~~~~~~~ 5 - 5  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 5 
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Integration

-
S The intended uses of the research results produced by decision

analysis (Group I) and judgment analysis (Group II), although

different, are not highly divergent. Group I intends its theory to

be useful to decision makers in general and policy makers in par-

ticular; SiT, Dl, BDT , and PDT also clearly ask their theory to be

useful, to guide them toward producing results that not only con—
S 

tribute to knowledge about the psychology of information processing,

S but also contribute toward the development of aids for policy makers.

All four approaches want to be able to point to theory—based ,

research—based, applications . But there are maj or differences

between and within and between these four approaches that follow

S from their theoretical (and metatheoretical) orientations. To what

extent can these differences be resolved and/or set aside in the

development of aids to the policy maker?

We offer only one suggestion: if judgments and decision pro-

cesses can be usefully separated with regard to their intended

theoretical function (as described above) then they may be usefully

separated with regard to their pragmatic function. That is, Group

I approaches may aid the policy maker to explicate his probabilities

and utilities and to organize these in a logical manner , thus

avoiding the biases and fallibilities of unaided cognitive efforts , S

whereas Group II approaches may aid the policy maker to see sources

of these probabilities and utilities, and to see the relations

between various judgment policies and their implementation in a

-5 5  - -  -55 5-. -- ~~~~55-5-— - - 5- -- - - -S . — - - - -i- 
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world simulated by models that vary in their “hardness ,“ or

analytical strength.

The costh ination of these two approaches to providing aids for

the policy maker (or decider) demands exploration , theoretically

and methodologically, as well as empirically. The creation of a

useful judgment and decision environment for policy makers and

other deciders deserves immediate attention.

[~vRE !]
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Addendum to “Intended Uses of Research Results”

C1~ im~ for the Value of Various Approaches

In the course of our study of the different approaches, we

frequently encountered claims of benefits on behalf of tho8e

approaches. This was particularly true for those approaches that

have been used outside the laboratory. We have collected and cate— S

gorized many of those claims in the belief that such claims can 5

serve as useful criteria for evaluating and comparing the different

methods and procedures, although we have not yet undertaken that

task , however. At the very least , these claims indicate important

psychological issues which need further exploration in the context

of judgment and decision making. Almost all proponents , for example ,

claim that their respective methods are useful for teaching novices

how to arrive at better judgments, or how to resolve group conflict

about a decision. The most striking feature of the list of claims

is that seldom have these claims been verified experimentally ;

rather they rely on references to case histories .

The categories in the list below are not always mutually

exclusive (that may be impossible and undesirable anyway) and the

list is undoubtedly incomplete. We have only included those claims

seen in print ; often a direct quotation making the claim is pre—

sented. Because the claims of the approaches (at least for Dl ,

BDT, and SiT) are so similar and because we would be surprised if any

approach would deny that its method could produce such benefits,

5S
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we do not indicate the sources of the quotations; representatives

from each approach are encouraged to try to identify their own

claims—as well as others I

Claim 1: Aid to clear thinking

Almost a.U claims fall into this category, but not everyone is

explicit in claiming that a decision maker ’s (DM from now on)

thinking will be improved. Examples: “a framework for straight-

ening out one’s mind,” “creating cognitive aids for human judgment ,”

“extending the limits of human judgment.”

Claim 2: Educates the DM

Whether or not these methods help DMa think bette’- - almost

everyone claims that such methods make the DM wiser about his

particular problem. “There is educational value in asking more

specific questions, getting specific utility functions , and so on.

It sensitizes the decision maker. . .“ Below is a list of more

specific education~1 claims.

a. Makes hidden assumptions and implicit tradeoffs explicit

“. . .we should not underestimate the important intellec-

tual and emotional impact that arises when we are forced to

express vexing tradeoffs in unambiguous terms • “ “. . .help

asi’~gsmsnt articulate some of its basic assumptions.”

b . Forces full consideration of all consequences of a given

act lam.

~ .~s4uct em experiment or do an opinion survey if there

. eo ~~~sctation that action will be altered by the

L — - --
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information obtained? “Explicit definition of the possible

outcomes tends to prevent this conmon trap .”

c. Identifies what is important for making decision and where

more information is needed.

“E,r*mfn ation of value of information in a decision context

helps suggest the gathering , compilation , and organization of

data from new sources.” DM “can come to grips with the critical

determinants of his decision. ” Causes DM to “grapple with

f undamental issues .”

d. Identifies what is not important for making the decision .

This claim is obviously a by—product of (2c) . DM can avoid

wasting time on either facts or values that really have no

impact on the decision. Usually this is accomplished via

sensitivity analysis .

e. Forces explicit recognition of uncertainty.

DMa oft en either do not understand or try to duck issues

of uncertainty . Analysis forces DM to deal with uncertainty.

f .  Understanding of the complete problem.

“the detailed quantitat ive work in doing the full—scale

study probably helped the 1DM] to better understand the quali-

tative implications of the prob lem, and it was this qualita-

tive understanding that helped him influence the governmental

officials.” Forces DM “to scrutinize his prob lem as an organic

whole.”

1~~~ - -
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Claim 3: Communication

“executives most satisfied with the approach valued it as a

vehicle for coimnunicating reasoning amongst decision makers. ” A

number of good outcomes are presumed to foU’i~, from this improved

S communication.

a. Advocacy , defense or decision

“helps DM defend and conmumicate his decision . . .makes

point that decision was not frivolous and that all factors were

considered.” “provide an effective basis for the justification

of a particular recommendation.”

3b. Conf lict resolution , reconciliation

This claim is made for virtually every approach that aims

at application! However, j ustifications for this claim often

are rather murky—conflict resolution seems to happen as a

by—p roduct of the improved communication . “useful as a

mediating device. . . can quickly focus on those issues on

which they have fundamental disagreements. . . .will sharpen

the specificity and sophistication of the arguments” “Can

spell out explicitly what the values of each participant are ,

show how much they differ , and in the process can frequently

reduce the extent of such differences.” “isolate and quantify
S 

differences of opinion among experts”

c. Teaching S

“The documentation of an analysis can serve as a briefing

repor t for a new DM. ” Judgment and decision analysis are
S frequently alluded to as valuable teaching devices for such

I

— ~~~~~~~~~~~ ..~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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diverse disciplines as medicine, airline piloting , and live-

stock grading!

d. Explanation and intellectual discussion.

Even if there is no hot conflict , analysis aids an intel—

lectual, non—emotional discussion of critical issues facing

society, “can be meaningfully discussed by experts and laymen ,”

“it is easier to discuss the issues with our colleagues.”

Claim 4: Policy focus (variable) rather than Specific—Action 
S

(object) focus

All approaches , in one way or another , claim that their methods

and procedures promote a policy focus , “shift the DM’s attention

f rom specific actions to the values these actions serve.” The

advantages of so doing include the following.

a. Saves time , money , and unhappiness.

“eliminate the need for costly t ime—consuming case—by—case

adversary or negotiating proceedings.”

b. Easy to adapt to new information or changing values.

S “provides a framework for contingency planning and for the

continuing evaluation of new facts that is necessary as the

dynamics of a problem unfold ,” “such policies can easily be

changed in response to new circumstances or changing value

systems ,“ “provides the opportunity for cumulative knowledge.”

c. Easy to pass on to next administrator.

Really same claim as Teaching (3c) and Adapt to New Circum-

stances (4b) .

- 5 5 5 • 5  S~5 ~~S~S S - S5 ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5-~~~ 5~S5-~~~~~~~~~ ~~5 S S 5 ~~~~S
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d. Inform those affected by policy.

“Such policies can be easily , efficiently , and explicitly

disseminated ,” “by publicizing a set of values , a decision

making organization can in effect inform those affected by its

decisions about its ground rules.”

Claim 5: Fact—Value [Probability—Utility) Separation

“distinguishes the DM ’s preferences for consequences , including

his attitudes towards risky situations, from his judgments about

uncertainties,” “separating judgments of probabilities from those

of values permits rational analysis.” Some of the advantages that

follow from this separation include:

a. To each his own.

“The separation phase permits elected representatives to

function exclusively as policy—makers, and scientists to

function exclusively as scientists .”

b. Easy to integrate information from experts .

“each expert can give testimony in an unambiguous quanti-

tative manner that can be incorporated in the overall analysis,”

“formal f ramework makes it easier to incorporate the opinion of

another expert.”

Claim 6: Syner4istic effect, creates new solutions

“aid in generating creative alternatives,” “there is always
th. possibility that these analyses will uncover new insights that

result in a different alternative——one that is perceived as better

than any of the original alternatives.”

(~~ RE1
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A. Introduction S

This section analyzes the six approaches to judgment and dcci- 
S

sion making with respect to their methodologies . The distinction

between methodology and procedure (the latter being the topic of the

next section) is sometimes nebulous . We have tried to include in

methodology those issues which pertain to strategic choices for

testing or imp lementing a j udgment and decision theory and to reserve

tactical choices for the procedures section of this report. For

example , the decision to analyze group or individual data is a stra-

tegic choice and is discussed in this section, while operational

definitions of the key concepts identified in the previous section

on theory are included in the procedures section rather than here.

Of course, there is inevitably some overlap so please excuse a few

redundancies in our quest for systematic coverage of the important

dimensions on which the six approaches can or do vary .

The organization of this section is much the same as that of

the preceding section: each approach is described in terms of

theoretically neutral dimensions and an attempt at integration

follows the descriptions for each dimension. The dimensions to be

considered are the following.

B. Idiographic vs. Nomothetic Analysis

C. Sampling Domains (e.g. , subjects ,, objects , tasks)

D. Stimulus—Object Decomposition

—.5— : — ~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~ ,L~~~~~_ 
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E. Judgment Decomposition

F. Methods of Partitioning the Decision

Our attempt at integration will involve the same steps employed

in the theory section: (a) denotation of similarities and differ-

ences (b) denotat ion of antinomies requiring empirical, Logical, or

conceptual reconciliation; and (c) steps toward reconciliation when-

ever possible .

a 

_ _ _ _
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_ _
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B. Idiographic vs. Nomothetic Analysis

Introduction

In the prototypical judgment and/or decision tasks used in the

six approaches , there are m object—judgments from n judges . This

yields an n x m matrix of obj ect—j udgments which may be analyzed

using idiographic methods, nomothetic methods, or a combination of

both. The choice of either an idiographic or nomothetic analysis

is extremely important methodologically because it strongly con-

strains other aspects of study design and limits the generaliza—

bility of the results. Before describing each approach’s charac-

teristic methodological choice, we briefly describe the four main

alternatives.

Purely notnothetic. For the purely nomothetic alternative, n

(the number of judges or subjects) is generally large, and in (the

number of object—jud gments per subject) is small (possibly in 1).

The ultimate judgment, result, or test statistic is the average

judgment across subjects. If in is greater than 1, then the different

object—judgments are treated as replications so that there are in

average judgments. That is, the n x in matrix is collapsed into a

single row of object—judgments and differences between judges are

treated as random error .

-5- —- — - -  - —5 5- 
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Pure idiographic. The purely idiographic alternative is obviously

the opposite of the purely nomothetic one; n is generally small (po s-

sibly n 1) and in large. The quantitative result is the average judg-

ment for each person or a sununary measure for each person ’s set of

judgments indicating whether or not the judgments f i t  a particular model

or not or separate model parameter estimates for each individual.

These measures may be statistical deviations from a model (e.g. ,

R2 F for an interaction term) or a nominal code (e.g. , 1 “show

bias ,” 0 — “no bias”). If n is greater than 1, then the different

subjects are treated as separate replications so that there are

a average judgments, summary measures, or parameter estimates——one

for each subject. That is, the n x in matrix is collapsed into a single

column and differences between object—judgments (or deviations of

those judgments from a model) are treated as error.

Idiographic /nomothetic co mb ination. For this combination of

approaches, both n and in tend to be reasonably large (althoug h tha t is

not essential). The critical point is that the idiographic analysis is

done first and tI’e results are then averaged across subjects in a nonio—

thetic analysis. Model fitting, parameter estimation, statistical tests,

etc . are carried out separately for each judge or subj ect and it is

those values , rather than the raw judgments, that are averaged or counted

(e.g., “X%violated additivity ”) across subj ects. in this case , the a x in

matrix is collapsed into one column and then into a single indicator.

The main distinction between the purely idiographic and the idiographic/

notnothetic approaches is that in the former results for different

- - 5 - - 
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individuals are viewed as complete, independent replications (in

the same sense that one whole experiment replicates another)

whereas in the latter results for different ind ividuals are averaged

together in order to define a “composite” subj ect.

Nomothetic/idiographic combination. The name of the alternative

strains the meaning of “idiographic” but because the sequence of steps

in this alternative is exactly opposite to that of the preced ing

“idiographic/nomothetic combination” the label seems appropriate. Both

a and in also t end to be reasonably large in the nomothetic/idiographic

combination. However , the order of the nomothetic and id iographic steps

is reversed . The first step is to average judg ments across subj ects and

then to submit those average judgments to further analysis (such as fit

to a linear model) . Model f i t t ing , parameter estimat ion , statistical

tests, etc. are done only for the aggregate judgments. In this case,

the n x in matrix is collapsed into one row and then into a single indicator.

We now turn to a classification of the characteristic methods

of each of the six approaches into one or more of these prototypical

methodological alternatives.

Decision Theory

The primary methods of DT are easily classified into the pt’rsly

idiographic category. In most cases there is only one judge or

decision maker so that there is no opportunity for nomothetic

analysis. This methodological choice obviously derives from theory. 
S

Because probabilities and utilities (the important parameters) are

pres~~~d to be personal and subj ective there is no expectation that

differences between people are due only to random error as is

required by the nomothetic approach . Rather the expectation is that

people will have different parameters and thus their j udgments will

- - — - - - -- - - - -  — -— — -—— — - - - - - — -
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require individual analysis. Nomothetic analysis simply makes no

sense in the context of the theory.

The one minor exception to the pure idiographic method is

Keeney and Raiffa’s treatment of group decision making. The “supra

Decision Maker” model (see Chapter 10 of Keeney and Raiffa, 1976)

for aggregating individual utilities into a j oint decision is an

example of the idiographic/nomothetic methodological approach.

Individual utility functions are determined first and then combined

into a single utility using the Decision Maker’s weights for each

individual. However , this method does not seem to have been used

in any applications.

Behavioral Decision Theory

A variety of methodological approaches have appeared in the

work of BDT. The earliest studies within this tradition relied S

mostly on the purely idiographic method (e.g., Mosteller & Nogee,

1951; Edwards, 1953, 1954; Davidson, Suppes, & Siegel, 1957). In

these studies there are generally separate results , figures ,

analyses , etc. fo r each subject (or at least for a selected sample

of subjects) .

The “conservatism” studies of probabilistic information

processing often abandoned the pure idiographic approach for the

nomothetic/idiographic combination. For examp le , in the three

experiments reported in Phillips & Edwards (1966) the probability

S 
estimates from several (5 to 12) subjects are averaged and th~~~~~

those average estimates are compared to the probabilities predicted

-0~
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by Bayes’ Rule. Parameter estimates follow the aggregation across

subjects (e.g., in the equation a
1 

— LCa0 the parameter c is esti—

mated only for the group data) .

Finally , the most recent work on MAUI (the SMART method des—

cribed in Gard.iner & Edwards , 1975) has returned to the use of the

idiographic approach (see their Figure 5) although some nomothetic

results are also reported (see their Figure 6).

Psychological Decision Theor3

The work within POT also exhibits a variety of methodological

approaches; it is not unusual for both idiographic and nomothetic

methods to be used in the same study. To complicate matters further

it is often difficult to categorize some POT methods as being either

idiographic or nomothetic.

Recent experiments on “prospect theory” (Kahneman & Tversky ,

1977) provide good examples of POT ’s use of nomothetic methods. The

following is a typical result from that paper in which subject

behavior is compared with SEll predictions.

Percent selecting gamble A over gamble B: 67%

Percent selecting gamble A’ over gamb le B ’ : 22%

The gambles are constructed so that in order to be consistent with

SEll axioms , a choice of gamble A implies choice of gamble A’ and a

choice of gamble B implies choice of gamble B’ (as well as both

converses) . Subject behavior is apparently not in agreement with

such implications because a majority choose A in the first pair and

B’ in the second pair. This is the nomothetic approach because 
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there is never a count of exactly how many individuals switch from

S A to B’ or B to A’ (in the present example the proportion of

individuals violating the SEU predictions could range f rom a low of

45% to a high of 89%) .

On the other hand , Tversky and Kahneman (1977) in their paper

on “Causal Schemata” use an idiographic/nomothetic combination using

the same two—choice paradigm as employed in the prospect theory

studies . Instead of reporting choice percentages for each pair ,

they report “A large majority of our subjects (56 or 68) stated

that P(A/B) > P(A/~ ) and that P(B/A) < P(B/~ ) ,  contrary to the laws

of probability” (p. 10). This is idiographic analysis , for it is

clear that most individuals do indeed make simultaneous , contradictory

choices.

The methods of the heuristic studies (e.g. , Kabneman & Tversky,

1972 , and Tversky & Kabneman, 1973) are not so easily classifiable.

Classification is difficult because although the typical study

involves large subject samples with only one subject—judgment or

choice per subject—the usual large n , small in pattern characteristic

of nomothetic methods——the data are often (but not always) analyzed

using an idiographic/nomothetic combination. That is, on the basis

of a few responses (and often only a single response) each individual

is categorized as either exhibiting or not exhibiting the given

error or bias and then the numbers in each category are counted.

For example, in Tversky and Kahneman (1973) 105 of 152 subjects

S evidenced an availability bias by incorrectly believing that more

words had a given letter in the first than in the third position
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for a maj ority of five letters ( K L ,N ,R I V). It should be noted

that in such idiographic/nomothetic combinations in heuristics

experi~~nts , statistical tests are applied only to the nomothetic

part although in principle there is nothing to preclude statistical

analyses for each individual. For example , in the above letter

frequency problem, the null hypothesis (that a subject is equally

likely to choose first or third position as more frequent for any

given letter) can be rejected (at p c .05 , one—tailed) for only

those individuals who choose the first position for all five letters.

Still other heuristics studies use pure nomothetic u~ thods. For

example, the fact that sample size is ignored in estimating subj cc—

tive sampling distributions is demonstrated in Kabneman and Tversky

(1972) by between—group comparisons .

Finally, there are many PDT studies which use pure idiographic

methods . In contrast to the nomothetic experiments which demon-

strated systematic violations of SEU axioms and the consequent need

for Prospect Theory, Kahneman and Tversky estimate the parameters for

their theory (uncertainty weights and value functions) separately

for each individual. Tversky (1967, 1969 , 1972a) also employs the

purely idiographic methodology (e.g., see Figure 10 in Tversky ,

1967) as well as the idiographic/nomothetic combination (see Table 3

in the same source).

Social Judgment Theory

Proponents of SJT specifically advocate the use of the idio-

graphic method. Because different individuals may use cues in

different ways (i.e., different weights and function forms) it

makes no sense to average judgments across individuals or to fit
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one set of parameters for data from a group of individuals. Thus ,

in the typical study separate weights and function f orms are esti-

mated for each individual, and a separate measure of fit (B2) is

computed for each person.

A number of SJ~ studies also use the combined idiographic

nomothetic methodology. Summary measures (B2 , G) for each individual

are averaged within groups in order to assess the effects of such

between—group manipulations as cognitive vs. outcome feedback

(Adelman , 1977), linear vs. curvilinear function forms in MCPL tasks

(Brehmer , 1974 ; Hammond, 1971) and correlated vs. orthogonal cues in

interpersonal learning (~umpower & Hammond , 1974).

The recent use of cluster analysis (Rohrbaugh , 1977) to group

individuals with similar judgment policies is also an idiographic/

noiziothetic combination.

Information Integration Theory

The work within lIT is difficult to classify as idiographic

or nomothetic or a comb ination. Anderson (1974) explicitly advo-

cates within—subject designs , but in such designs j udgments from

different individuals are still averaged when the model is tested

and parameters are estimated. Thus, in most lIT studies only group

(i.e., nomothetic) analyses are reported . However , reports of those

studies usually also include a disclaimer to the effect that indi-

vidual (idiographic) analyses confirm the nomothetic results. For

example, Shanteau (1975) states:

I L
~ j_ .
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All the results reported up to this point have been
based on group data. However , it is well known that
group analyses can mask model discrepancies for indi-
vidual subj ects (see , for example, Shanteau & Anderson,
1969) . Accordingly, each of these studies was also
analyzed at the single—subject level. For the most
part, these analyses have substantiated the group
results in support of the multiplying model. Where
discrepancies have occurred , they tend to be small
with no consistent trends (p. 118) .

When group analyses might mask important individual differences then

lIT investigators do use idiographic analyses and report separate

parameter estimates for each subject or a representative sample of

subjects (e.g., see Shanteau & Nagy, 1976) . It seems reasonable to

conclude therefore that lIT prefers nomothetic (actually noaothetic/

idiographic combination because the averaged j udgments are further

analyzed in terms of a model) methodologies but is quite willing to

use idiographic methods when the data indicate that group analyses

are inappropriate. The preference for nomothetic methods stems

from convenience (group analyses are much easier to report) and

f rom statistical considerations (grouped data have larger degrees

of freedom and much greater statistical power for detecting model

deviations).

Att ribution Theory

Almost all attribution studies use nomothetic methods. In some

studies (e.g., Jones, Davis , & Ger gen, 1961) the subjects make only

one jud gment so that idiographic analysis is impossible. For those

studies in which subjects do make multiple judgments (e.g. , Weiner

& Kukia , 1970 ; Frieze & Weiner , 1971; and many other studies

reviewed in Frieze , 1976) , nomoth stic methods are used exclusive ly .

~ 
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If one looks very hard an occasional. idiographic analysis can be

found in AT studies. For example, Jones and Goethals (1971, p. 36)

report the percentages of their subjects using various distinct

strategies in an impression formation task—an example of the

idiographic/nomothetic combination. However, even in studies of

“individual differences” in attributions (e.g., see Frieze, 1976)

nomothetic analysis is the overwhelmingly predomfn~iit choice of AT.

Integration

Unlike many of the other theoretical and methodological dimen-

sions considered in this report, the distinction between Group I

and Group II approaches is not reflected in the choices of idio—

graphic or nomothetic methods. Instead both types of methodologies

are found in each basic approach. In terms of this issue , we can

match each Group I approach with a corresponding Group II approach.

DT and SJT generally depend on idiographic analysis; BDT and lIT are

the most likely of these six approaches to use nomothetic/idiographic

combinations ; PDT often uses and AT almost always uses nomothetic

methods ; and BDT , PDT, SJT , and LIT all sometimes use the idiographic/

nomothetic combination. So the use of all four methods can already

• by found on either side of the conceptual. watershed.

Is further integration necessary? We think so , for of ten the

choice of an idiographic or nomothetic method is based on conveni—

• ence or tradition rather than an any conceptual or logical analysis

of which method is more appropriate for studying or measuring

judgments, preferences , and decis ions. Only SJT and lIT have

-7.-
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thought the issue important enough to advocate which method type

should be used in what sItuations . (One might also argue that the

issue is moot for Dr .)

This report is not the place for the complete conceptual

analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of each method type, but

we can suggest a few of the important issues.

(1.) Group analyses can yield very misleading indicators of

individual behavior. Grouped data may fit a given model even though

the judgments of every individual do not, and grouped data may not

fit a model even though the data from all individuals do fit that

model. As Tversky (1972a) has noted :

most studies [of preference , choice , and j udgment] report
and analyze only group data. Unfortunately, group data
usually do not permit adequate testing of theories of
individual choice behavior because, in general, the
compatibility of such data with theory is neither a
necessary nor a sufficient condition for its validity
(p. 291) .

Shanteau and Anderson (1969) have empirically demonstrated such

problems and hypothetical examples are easy to construct (e.g., see

Luce , 1959 , p. 8). This consideration obviously favors the use of

idiographic methods. Decision tasks involving different value

structures across individuals are more likely than judgment tasks

to reveal differences between nomothetic and idiographic methods.

For example, most instances in which lIT has reported purely

idiographic results have involved preferential choice (of sandwiches,

of dates, etc.) rather than knowledge judgments. However, it is quite

possible for group analyses to hide important individual differences

in judgment tasks as well. Thus, any approach using nomothetic analysis

should be aware that the “group” model derived from such analysis may

. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _
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apply to none of the individuals in the group when considered separately;

ideally any nomothetic analysis would include specific methodological

checks against that possibility.

(2.) The strength of any conclusions is affected by whether

nomothetic or idiographic methods are used. Unfortunately there is

• at least one consideration which favors the nomothetic and one that favors

the idiographic. With an idiographic method, analysis is concentrated

on a few individuals and one is never sure how representative the resulting

parameter estimates and model fits are of the general population; thus

populational generality may be stronger with nomothetic methods. On the

other hand, with a nomothetic analysis we are never sure that the

results apply to any one individual; that is, situational generality

may be stronger with idiographic methods. For example, in the example of

nomothetic data from Kahneman and Tversky (1977) discussed above while the

majority of subjects selected A from the first pair and a majority of

subjects choose B’ from the second pair, it does not follow that a majority

of the subjects selected both A and B’ thereby violating the SEU

axioms. In this instance , as few as 45% of the subjects may have

made this joint choice , or as many as 89% • If the actual percentage

were closer to the higher value , then an idiographic analysis would

have produced a much stronger conclusion relatively iisnune to

methodological second—guessing.

(3.) Presenting multiple judgment or decision casks to each

subject may create demand characteristics which altar the judgment

process being studied. This is particularly a problem for certain

AT experiments which use elaborate manipulations and scenarios .

For example , most subjects would have been abl. to infer the manipu-

lation in the Jones , Davis , and Gergen (1961) study had they been

-.------- • ~ - --- -~~~~~~~~~~ • -~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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able to listen to more than one of the recorded interviews. While

some investigators using multiple jud gments dismiss the demand

problem (e.g. , Anderson, 1974 , claims many of his experiments which

controlled for demand characteristics and those that did not pro-

duced the same pattern of results) , remarkably little formal

research attention has been devoted to this issue. The dilemma

facing any investigator is aptly stated by Ostrom , Werner , and Saks

(1977).

One of the difficulties in drawing conclusions in the
present experiment is that parameter estimates were
obtained on a group wide basis rather than for indi-
viduals. This resulted from the decision to counter-
balance stimuli across set sizes on a group basis
rather than on an individual basis . If parameter
estimates are desired on an individual basis , it would
require having each subject see all stimuli in all set
sizes. Each stimulus item, then , would be seen more
than once by each subject . Whether or not this design
alteration would change the processes involved in
j uridic j udgments is unknown at present.

It is probably obvious by now that we favor , primarily because

of (1.) above, the purely idiographic method or the idiographic/

nomothetic combination. But within the combination , the investi-

gators still must decide on the relative emphasis to be placed on

the idiographic and nomothetic parts. Thus, the strength and type

of the idiographic analysis may be very weak and nonstatistical

(e.g., classification of individuals on the basis of one response

in some PDT experiments), strong and nonstatistical (e.g., examina-

tion of all an individual ’s many choices for consistency with each

other and with Dr axioms), or strong and statistical (e.g., statis—

tics], analysis of an individual’s many judgments using regression
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or ANOVA techniques by SJT and lIT). The subsequent nomothetic

statistical test may then involve relatively weak, nonparametric

techniques or more powerful ANOVA methods. Such choices for both

the idiographic and nomothetic stages raise immediate questions

(which we do not try to answer here) . Should formal statistical

tests be employed for both stages? If so, what is the effect of

“double” statistical tests on the experiment—wide significance

level? Should the idiographic test be very liberal (say , p < .30)

and the nomothetic test be more conservative (the usual p < .05) ,

or vice—versa , or should the respective significance be equal ? And

how would a Bayesian statistician analyze idiographic/~zomothetic

data?

The issues discussed above are just a sampling of the considera-

tions involved in making a choice between idiographic and nomothetic

methods or their combinat ions. A more complete integration of the

six approaches will require further analysis of these and other

related issues. Agreement on the idiographic, nomothetic choice may

well be the most critical methodological issue for the integration

of these approaches (e.g., Brunswik, 1952, raised it to an all—

important issue). While awaiting a resolution , it seems important

that practitioners of the various approaches be aware of the

consequences of the choices they are making when they select an

Ldiographic or nomothetic methodology .

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
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C. Sampling Domains

Introduction

The choice of sampling domains is related to but not redundant

with choice of idiographic or nomothetic methods. For example ,

large samples of subjects are usually associated with nomothetic

methods but do not preclude idiographic analysis. Here we examine

the sampling domain choices of the six approaches. No j udgment or

decision study presents one object to one subject in one task , but

the different approaches do vary in the size of the samples or number

of replications allotted to each domain of subject, object and task.

The size of sample for any of these three domains obviously

affects the generalizability of the results. Often there

is a tradeoff: using many objects or tasks in a study

inhibits sampling many subjects and vice—versa. We can

see that this methodological choice is important by examining

instances in which different sampling strategies have been applied

to the same jud gment problem. For example , Cliff (1959) found that

a multiplying model described the j udgments of adverb—adjective

combinations. Cliff used large samples (about 200) of subj ects

and small samp les of adverbs and adj ectives (about 40 combinations

in each experiment) . McClelland (1974) studied the same jud gment

task using a contrasting sampling strategy——small sample of subjects

(21) and a large sample of judgment objects (over 200 adverb—

adjective combinations) and found serious violations of the

- —  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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multiplicative model. Clearly , differences in sampling strategies

can dramatically influence the conclusions obtained .

Table III—C—l indicates the characteristic sampling domain

choices of the six approaches. “Subjects” refers to the number of

subjects or decision makers sampled (we use the word “sample” very

loosely and do not restrict it to “random” samples) in any one

study. “Obj ects” refers to the number of objects presented to or

j udgments required of any one subject within the context of one

task. We have divided tasks into two domains——substantive and

forma l variations (this distinction was first suggested by Hammond ,

1966). “Formal” variations pertain to changes in task structure

(e.g., intercorreiations among cues, redundancy or inconsistency of

information; type of response scale) independent of substantive task

content (e.g., judging people, lifting weights, or establishing

land—management policies). Unlike object and subject sampling , task

sampling generally takes place across studies rather than within.

Below we briefly justify each entry in Table III—C—l and indicate

the nature of the particular sampling strategies.

Decision Theory

The methods of DT are usually applied to a single decision

maker in any one study. There are exceptions (e.g., Roche , 1971)

F but the norm is certainly for subject samples of one. The emphasis

in DT is on collecting as much information from that single dcci—

sion maker as is necessary to construct the required probability

distributions and utility functions . This method may requir e
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Table Ill—C—i

Sampling Domains of the Six Approaches

Subjects Objects Tasks Tasks
Substantive Formal

DT No Yes! Yes Some

BDT Some Yes Yes Some

PDT Yes Some Yes! Some

SJT Some Yes Yes Yes!

iTT Some Yes Yes ! Yes

AT Yes! Some Yes Some

Note: ! indicates ar~ unusually strong emphasis on that sampling domain.
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hundreds or even thousands of j udgments and decisions (see Keeney,

1977 , for an example of an extensive interview with a single person) .

Across studies , DT methods have been applied to an impressively

diverse sample of substantive tasks (see Chapters 7 and 8 of Keeney

& Raiffa, 1976). Finally , there is some variation of formal task

properties in terms of the type of response required. For example,

to test the validity of the axioms , the decision analyst may present

pair comparison choices, request indifference j udgments , or explain

the axiom to the decision maker and ask the decision maker to evalu-

ate its validity directly. However, selection of formal task

characteristics seems to depend on the situation and convenience

and there are no studies evaluating the effect of such formal task

variations.

Behavioral Decision Theory

Studies within the context of BDT generally use more than one

subject, but sample sizes are typically not large. On the other

hand , samples of stimulus objects tend to be quite large. For

example, in Phillips and Edwards (1966) there are from 5 to 12 sub-

j ects per experimental group and in Experiment I each subject made

480 judgments . This same pattern of small subject samples and large

object samp les is repeated in many other EDT studies (e.g., Fryback ,

1974 ; Fischer , 197 7) .

Across experiments , BDT studies have investigated a wide

variety of substantive tasks (e.g., military intelligence, medical

diagnosis) although some of the early experiments showed little

substant ive task sampling by concentrating on gamblin g and buokbag—
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and—poker—chip tasks . Formal task characteristics are also some-

times varied although this does not seem to be a particular interest

of the BDT approach. Examples of formal task variations include

different probability response modes (odds vs. log odds; bounded vs.

unbounded response scales) , scoring rules (linear , quadratic,

logarithmic) , hypothetical vs. real gambles , and wholistic vs.

decomposed SI4AP.T judgments. Work in progress comparing different

formal methods for assessing the same multiattribute utility struc-

tures can also be classified as formal task sampling.

Psychological Decision Theory

The recent studies within POT (heuristics and prospect theory)

reverse the pattern of BDT with respect to subject and object

— sampling. That is , typical PDT experiments use rather large subject

samples with only a few judgment s collected from each subject . For

example , in Kahneman and Tversky (1977) each subject made at most 12

choices and each choice problem was jud ged by f rom 66 to 115 subjects.

The heuristics studies show the same pattern , but a few nonheuristic

studies switch the relative emphasis on subject and object replica-

tion. For example, Tversky (1967) used only 11 subjects with 225

responses per subj ect.

The sampling domain receiving the greatest emphasis within the

heuristics studies is the substantive task domain. These studies

illustrate the heuristic biases (representativeness , availability,

anchoring with adjustment, etc.) in a wide variety of substantive

tasks (e.g., judging occupation types , guessing letter frequencies ,

_ _  
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estimating binomial sequence relative likelihoods , and answering

almanac questions). In fact , the point of such studies seems to

have been to demonstrate the ubiquity of heuristics in all judgment

and decision tasks.

In contrast , PDT studies have usually not varied formal task

characteristics. However , those f ew studies which have done so

provide dramatic evidence of the consider able impact that formal

t ask variations may have on empirical results • Because those

studies figure prominently in our integrative couments to follow,

we consider several of these studies in some detail.

Kahneman and Tversky (1977) presented subjects with pairs of

paired choices between gambles such as the following problem illus—

• crating the “isolation” effect.

1. In addition to whatever you own, you have been given $1000.

You are now asked to choose between

A: (win $1000 with probability .5) or

3: (win $500 for sure) .

2. In ad~iition to whatever you own , you have been given $2000 .

You are now asked to choose between

A ’: (lose $1000 with probability .5) or

B’: (lose $500 for sure) .

According to the SEU axioms , these two choices are equivalent

because in either case the effective choice when viewed in terms

of final consequences is between

• A ” : (win $2000 with probability .5; otherwise win
$1000) and

B” : (win $1500 for sure) .
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This formal variation——the appearance but not the substance of the

gambles changes from A to A’ and B to B ’—— reverses the preference

of the majority; the majority prefer B to A and A ’ to B ’ (but see

the caution in interpreting this result in the discussion above of

idiographic vs. nomothetic methods) .

Lichtenstein and Slovic (1971) used a bidding procedure to

obtain their subjects ’ maximum buying price (MBP) for a number of

gambles. These same subjects were also given the opportunity to

choose that gamble (from the same set) which they would most like

to “own” or to play. Contrary to axiomatic predictions , for many

subjects the gamble with the highest MBP was not the most preferred

gamble in the choice task! That is , the formal task variation——

changing the response mode from bidding to choosing—resulted in a

different preference. A detailed attempt by Grether and Plott (1978)

to explain this result as an artifact only succeeded in confirming

the original Lichtenstein and Slovic result.

Finally , Tversky (1967) found that utility assessed in risk—

less situations systematically differed from utility measured in

risky situations. Risky utilities exceeded the corresponding risk—

less utilities (again contrary to SEU axioms) at all points for all

but one subject. Again , a fo rmal change which theoretically should

not have changed behavior did in fact do so.

Social Judgment Theory

• The clear preference of SJT is for small sample sizes (1 to 10)

and moderate object samples (20 to 50) . In recent policy applications

of SJT “subject samples” have consisted of all members of small,
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identifiable groups (e.g. , city co~mcil members , labor—management

negotiators in a specific disput e, state cabinet officers) . A few

survey applications of SJT (e.g. , Rohrb augh , 1977) have involved

several hundred subjects but these studies are the exception . SJT

has also been applied to a variety of substantive topics including

clinical j udgment , perception , probability learning, and public

policy. Tho diversity of topics within the public policy domain is

very similar to the variety of substantive applications of DT.

More than any other of the six approaches , SJT emphasizes and

employs extensive sampling of formal task characteristics. In fact

in many of the MCPL studies the emphasis is so much on formal

properties (linear vs. curvilinear function forms , inter correlated

vs. orthogonal cue sets , etc.) that the specific judgment task

includes a substantive topic only for the purpose of holding the

interest of the subject .

Information Integration Theory

In most lIT studies there are moderate—sized samples of both

objects and subjects. Typical sample sizes are 10 to 15 subjects

and 9 to 25 judgments per subject . As with POT , the important

sampling domain for lIT is the domain of substantive tasks . lIT in

an attempt to show the wide applicability of cognitive algebra , has ,

it seems , applied its methods to the widest variety of substantive

tasks of any of the six approaches. Examples include perceptual

[ illusions , impression formation , jury decision making , and livestock

judging. In fact , lIT has even been applied to characteristic

- —.
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substantive tasks of several of the other approaches : Shanteau ’s

(1970 , 1972) experiments on the probabilistic information processing

tasks of BDT and Anderson ’s (1974) attribution studies . Formal task

properties have received less but still important attention within

lIT. Formal task variations include studies of order effects

(primacy—recency) , redundancy, inconsistency , etc. Notice , however ,

that these analyses of formal task properties refer to the stimuli

proper , not to the structure of the task.

Att ribution Theory

Most studies within the tradition of Al’ have used rather large

• subject samples (e.g. , 258 in Weiner & Kukia , 1970) , and very small

obj ect samples (e.g. , 118 subjects judged a single object—person in

Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). Not only does each subject often receive

only one judgment object or stimulus condition , but even between

groups there is usually only a limited number of different stimuli

presented. There are exceptions ; some of the Weiner experiments

have used obj ect samples comparable to those used by SJT or lIT

(e.g. , Frieze & Weiner , 1971, presented 54 combinations of informa—

tion to each subject for j udgment) .

AT has investigated a variety of substantive tasks but often

the purpose of this variety seems to have been more to provide

interesting (for social psychologists) experimental contexts than

to show generalizability of attribution processes over substantive

areas . Some of the work on self—attribution has purposely sampled

a number of topics (obesity, insoimia, psychotherapy).
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With respect to formal task variations , Kelley ’s covariation

principle leads directly to an interest in the effects of informa-

tion consistency (a formal property) across occasions , objects , and

actors . Thus , McArthur (1972) may be viewed as a study of the

effects of formal task variations. Order effects in sequential

presentation of information is one formal property that has been an

important empirical topic within AT (e.g. , Jones & Goethals , 1972

Frieze , 1976) . Otherwise, there seems to be little attention devoted

to formal task sampling in AT (although we are not sure that manipu-

lations of perceived decision freedom , success vs. failure ,

behavioral desirability , etc. should not also be considered formal

variations) .

~t)RE]

Integration

Th. high frequency of “yes” and “some” in Table III—C—l indi-

cates that in the sense that all approaches think sampling in all

four domains is important integration is already taking place. We

suspect that the picture is even better than indicated by the table.

• Our first table had very few yes ’s and m any more no ’s but the more

we looked the more we found evidence for samp ling in all domains by

• all, approaches . Probably more indicative of the differences (if
• any) between the six approaches in their choice of sampling domains

are the exclamation marks in Table Ill—C—i which indicate the domains

receiving the greatest emphasis (eithe r empirically or theoretically)

• within each approach.
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Particularly striking is the full column of yes ’es under the

“Substantive Tasks” heading in Table Ill—C—I. As a body , these six

approaches have investigated an impressive variety of substantive

topics in the context of judgment and decision prob lems. The

diversity is so great—from economics to psychotherapy—that it

seems as if virtually every important topic in the social sciences

can or has been interpreted as a judgment or decision prob lem by one

of the six approaches .

(}VRE] ’

The differences that do exist are (a) the relative emphasis on

subject vs. obj ect sampling and (b) the perceived necessity of

f ormal task sampling. We comment on each of these issues in turn .

We emphasize that all approaches use both multiple subjects

(with the possible exception of DT) as well as multiple judgmen ts

(or choices or whatever) per subject. From Table IhI—C—l it is

clear that DT , BDT , SJT, and lIT place more importance on obj ect

sampling whereas POT and AT devote more attention to subject

sampling. (Again we note that these differences in relative

emphasis are mostly independent of whether an approach uses idlo—

graphic or nomothetic methods. The only dependence is that very

small samples of either subjects or objects inhibit , respectively ,

nomothetic or idiographic analysis; yet many studies in all

approaches use sufficient sample sizes for either analysis type.

Within the four approaches emphasizing object sampling we find the

use of both nomothetic/idiographic and idiographic/nomothetic

combinations.) This issue certainly deserves additional theoretical
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and empirical work from the six approaches because varying the rela-

tive emphasis on subject and object sampling can change the results

and conclusions obtained (as in the case of the Cliff and McCleUand

studies discussed above) .

(14)RE]

Systematic variations of f ormal task properties across the six

approaches is spotty. Only SJT emphasizes the importance of such

variations and we gave most approaches only a “some” under the formal

task heading of Table III—C—l. Further , although the same substan-

tive topics appear in studies across approaches (e.g. , gambling

tasks in DT, BDT , POT , and lIT ; impression formation tasks in SJT ,

lIT , and AT) , experimentation on any specific formal task variation

is generally limited to only one approach . Such specificity is

partly due to the theoretical bases of each approach for often the

language necessary to describe any given formal variation is unique

to one approach. For example, the formal equivalence of gambles in

terms of final consequences as studied by Kahneman and Tversky

(discussed above) only has meaning within the Group I approaches

which have their origins in axiomatic utility theories (DT , EDT, &

POT) and, for another example , variations of intercorrelation

patterns among informational cues as studied by SJT are really only

describable within the theoretical framework of SJT (and possibly

AT).

Is it import ant to seek a resolution of the differences in

formal task variations sampled by the various approaches? We think

so if for no other reason than most studies which have studied
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formal task properties have found them to have significant and often

dramatic impacts (e.g. , Mumpower & Ha ond , 1974) . (Of course , it

is possible that many investigations of such formal manipulations

which did not find effects were not reported.) Reactions to the

existence of such potent formal manipulations have been extremely

varied . For PvalDple, Coombs and Bowen (1971) dismiss effects due

to different formal presentations of equivalent gambles as rather

uninteresting “display effects” not central to basic theory. Con-

versely, Kabneman and Tversky (1977) and Tversky (1972a, 1972b ) use

such effects as a basis for discarding old theories and building new

ones (prospect theory and elimination—by—aspects , respectively) .

(~ )BE ]

One formal task property that varies across approaches—the use

of judgment ratings vs. pair comparison choices or rank order—

deserves special attention. The Group I approaches (DT , BDT , and

POT) with their decision theory origins tend to use choice methods

for collecting data; that is , the subject or decision maker is

confronted with various alternatives (often only two at a time) and

must indicate either his preference or indifference among these

alternatives. On the other hand , the Group II approaches (SJT , lIT ,

and AT) usually have the subject make ratings on numerical scales

(often presumed to have interval scale properties). There are of

course exceptions to that general rule such as probability estimates

in EDT Bayesian studies, choice problems in lIT studies (e.g. ,

Anderson & Alexander, 1971) , and “direct preference measures ” in

Dl’, but let us proceed with the basic argument. Given such a split

-~~~~~~~~ 
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in basic methodology , the results of Lichtenstei n and Slovic (1971)

and Grether and Plott (1978) which show that maximum buying prices

(akin to worth ratings) and choice preferences do not give the same

results are extremely disturbing , and represent an important barrier

to the integration of judg ment and decision approaches . Tversky

(1969) also suggests that considering alternattves singly (as in

the case for ratings) versus alternatives in pairs (as for choices)

may activate different evaluation processes (e.g. , additive vs.

additive difference models) producing different results .

The Lichtenstein and Slovic and Tversky results are extremely

troublesome for any attemp ted integration of the Group I and II

approaches for they mean that the methods (as veil as results) of

one of the two groups may not be transferable to the other . For

example, must we ask whether SJT rating methods when applied to

choice and decision problems (as in Hammond & Adelman, 1976) actually

select the most “desirable” outcome (with desirable being defined

in terms of a choice methodology) ? We need to answer that and

similar questions for the other approaches before a true integration

is possible. We should note , however, that Shanteau (1972) obtained

the same results using preferential choice ratings (i.e., subject

rates his preference for one alternative over another) as with

subjective—worth judgments of single alternatives. Similarly,

McClelland and Rohrbaugh (1977) found the same violations of the

Pareto axiom regardless of whether subjects rated or ranked poten—

tial arbitration decisions.

(?~RE]
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The potency of formal task variations, particularly as com-

pared to the seemingly minimal effects of substantive task varia-

tions, suggests that formal task properties require greater atten-

tion from all approaches. Conversely, the generalizability of both

methods and results over such a diverse range of substantive topics

indicates that substantive sampling need no longer be a goal in

itself. Further work on formal variations would certaintly aid the

work of integration.

The prevalence of effects due to formal task variations also

bears on an important theoretical issue. It argues that the models

of the various approaches are more models of the formal tasks (or

at best of the task—judge system) rather than models of people’s

judgment process. Brunsvik (1952), Brehmer (1969), Edwards (1971)

and Dawes (1975) among others have discussed the possibility that

our models primarily model the task. If such is the case, then

differences in the formal properties of the jud gment and decision

tasks used by different approaches are much more than just  methodo-

logical idiosyncracies. Rather , these formal task differences may

be the key barriers to effective Integration; a resolution of such

differences (e.g., a theory of both choices and j udgment) is funda-

mental for any attempt to find common ground across judgment and

decision approaches.

IMORE ]
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• D. Stimulua—~~ject Decomposition

Introduction

Each approach must make a methodological (as well as procedural)

choice about the form of the stimuli or objects to be presented to

the subjects or judges. We identify the following three distinct

methodological choices for stimulus—object decomposition .

Whole, non—decomposed objects. In this case , the subject sees complete

real objects as opposed to the hypothetical, abstract stimuli to be des-

cribed below. These objects may be relatively simple (e.g., a photograph)

or extremely complex (e.g., a description of the procedures and results

of a psychological experiment as in Nisbett & Borgida, 1975, or a

complete scenario recorded on tape as in Jones, Davis, & Gergen ,

1961) . For there to be any interpretable results, the objects must

be decomposed into relevant variables, attributes, cues, etc. How-

ever, these prior conceptual decompositions of the stimuli are not

apparent to the subject.

Schematic stimuli. The obvious alternative to presenting complete

objects is to display a conceptual decomposition of these objects to the

judge in schematic form. That is, the stimuli are described in terms of

• the key variables, cues, etc. that are of interest in the study.

So instead of a real object, the subject j udges (or selects between

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  —
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two, etc.) only a “profile” that may correspond to a real object or

may be hypothetical.

Variables as stimuli. The ultimate decomposition is to ask the

judge to respond directly to the variables of interest without ever

presenting any real or hypothetical objects.

A brief example may help make these three distinctions clear.

• To study the jud gments or decisions of a high school student

evaluating undergraduate colleges , we can construct three different

basic kinds of tasks corresponding to the three methodological

choices described above. For the whole obj ect approach , we could

ask the student to rate , rank order, or whatever various colleges

and universities after visits to a number of campuses or after

viewing films about each institution. In the schematic approach ,

we would ask for responses to colleges described on a number of

variables such as student/teacher ratio, number of students , size

of library , and quality of football team. Except for profile values

across those variables the colleges would be otherwise unidentified

and the profiles may or may not be based on real colleges . Finally ,

we might ask the student to indicate directly which of those van —

ablee are important for the decision and which are not or to rank

order the variables without presenting descriptions of any real or

hypothetical college on those variables.

While we think the three types of decomposition are mut ually

exclusive , we make no claim that they are exhaustive. They do seem
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to cover the methodological variety among the six approaches and

we now turn to a description of each approach ’s methodol3gical

choices with respect to stimulus decomposition.

Decision Theory

Decision analysts almost always pose their questions to the

decision maker in terms of schematic objects, especially in multi—

att ribute applications . There are two distinct types of schematic

decompositions employed within Dl’. The first is decomposition of

an alternative into probabilities and outcomes. For example , in a

medical context, a decision maker might be asked to consider a

given surgical option described in the following schematic form:

Surgical Option X

Outcome Probability

Complete recovery .50

Recovery with disability .30

Death .20

The second is decomposition of all outcomes into many attributes.

For example, different sewage disposal alternatives might be des-

cribed in terms of costs, water pollution, land pollution, and air

pollution. It should be noted that such schematic mui.tiattribute

decompositions used in the assessment of utility functions are

almost always hypothetical (i.e., they have no real referent) and

often very implausible (e.g. , a profile with maximum values on all

attributes but one with a minimum value on that one).

L~ •~~~~~~~•• •• 
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Behavioral Decision Theory

Various experiments within EDT have used all methodological

choices for decomposition ; the following examples demonstrate this

methodological variety. In Fryback (1974) , undecomposed stimuli

consisting of intravenous pyelogram films were presented to radi-

ologists. Gardiner (1974) used schematic stimulus profiles

(hypothetical coastal developments described in terms of number

and density of dwelling units , feet f rom high tide line , etc.) as

well as direct present ation of the variables only , to be used for

importance rat ings and rankings.

Psychological Decision Theory

In the heuristics experiments, the subject usually receives a

rather complex, undecoumposed stimulus——for example, the “person-

ality” descriptions in the base rate studies (Kahneman & Tversky,

1973) . Certainly , the important variables which differentiate

stimuli are not apparent to the judge . (But see Lichtenstein ,

Slovic, Fischhoff , Layman & Combs, 1978, for an explicit attempt

to make subjects aware of the representativeness and availability

variables on which their stimuli varied.) In other studies, how-

ever, Tversky (1967, 1969 , l972a) has used schematic , decomposed

stimuli in which the differences between objects (or profiles)

were purposely made quite clear to the subject.

~ I

k
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Social Judgment Theory

Early SJT studies often used real objects of considerable

complexity (e.g. , Hammond & Kern, 1959, had medical students judge

various characteristics of 36 patients from sound motion pictures

of patients being interviewed) . In order to analyze the results

of such studies , the complex stimuli were sometimes decomposed by

having other subjects (sometimes experts) rate the real obj ects on

a number of dimensions (see L. McClelland & Auslander , 1978 , for a

recent example of this techni que) .

In contras t , recent SJT studies (see Hanin ond , Eohrbaug h ,

Mumpower, & Adelman , 1977 , for many examples) have used schematic

stimuli almost exclusively. The subject in a typical experiment

j udges a series of “profiles” which are descriptions (usually

numeric) of an obj ect on a number of variables or cues . These

profiles may be descriptions of either real or hypothetical objects .

In selecting or constructing these profiles , SJT emphasizes that

the set of schematic stimuli should be representative (in terms of

formal properties such as means, ranges , and intercorrelations) of

the real objects the subject is likely to encounter in the environ—

ent.

Information Integration Theory

The typical methods of lIT are difficult to place into one of

our thr ee categories . Many lIT studies have certainly used complex ,

real stimuli such as photographs (Lampel & Anderson , 1968; Shanteau

& Nagy , 1976) and paragraph description. of events dur ing the terms

of each U. S. President (Anderson, 1973) . However, the systematic

_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~
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fashion (i.e. , factorial design) in which such stimuli are combined

with each other or with other stimulus components (e.g. , trait words

or probability phrases combined with the photographs) suggests that

such stimuli are more like a priori schematic decompositions than

whole, undecomposed objects. These Ill’ decompositions differ from

the schematic profiles of other approaches in that only nominal

levels are specified for each variable in contrast to the numerical

profile descriptions used by Dl’ and SJT. It should be noted that

one of the advantages of liT ’s functional measurement methodology

is its ability to measure the subjective values of such stimuli

without the necessity of prior numerical decomposition. Therefore ,

it seems that the methods of lIT are best described as being in

between the whole object and schematic profile approaches.

Att ribution Theory

Of all the six approaches , AT uses the most complex , undecom—

posed obj ects. The subjects often respond to elaborate scenarios

(recorded on tape or acted live) in which the important variables

are purposely not apparent . When schematic stimuli are used they

are often like those used by lIT; that is, levels of relevant van —

able. are defined nominally. For example, Weiner and Kukla (1970)

defined student profiles in terms such as “has ability, did not

expend effort , has a borderline test result ,” etc. and generally

j there are only two nominal levels for each variable (e.g. , has

ability vs. does not have ability) .

I
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Integration

The brief review above clearly demonstrates that all six

approaches have sometimes used schematic, decomposed obj ects as

stimuli. Such similarity across approaches should not be surprising

for as many have noted , including Shanteau and Phelps (1977) ,

“decomposition may well be the common foundation for judgment

analysis.” But “common” is still not “identical” and an important

methodological difference does exist among these approaches . That

is , lIT and AT use what we might label “minimal decompositions”

while the other approaches favor (at least when they use schematic

decomposition) “maximal decompositions .” The lIT and AT decompo-

sitions are minimal in the sense that the stimulus presented to the

subj ect still contains more or less real objects (photos, para-

graphs) and specification of the levels of variables is at most

nominal. Nominal levels are minimal because it is still the sub-

jects’ task to decide which level is more than another as weLt as

how much more. For example in an lIT impression formation experi-

ment the subject must decide , say, whether “methodical” or

“organized” is the more likable trait .

In contrast, the maximal decompositions used in Dl’, and in

some EDT , PDT , and SJT studies involve the presentation of rela—

tively abstract stimuli which contain few if any components that

L 

could be considered as real objects. Instead , the schematic

stimuli or profiles of these approaches describe objects mainly

in terms of numerical values on specified variables , attributes ,

or cues. For example, in the Mexico City Airport study (Keenay ,
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l973a, and deNeufville & Keeney , 1972) describe alternative airport

siting plans strictly in terms of numerical quantities such as

cost , access time in minutes , number of aircraft operations per

hour , number of people displaced by development , etc. There is

clearly no ambiguity about whether one level of an attribute is

“more than” another level (of course, the decision maker still

decides which level is better).

We are not prepared to argue here whether minimal or maximal

decomposition of the schematic stimuli is more appropriate for work

in j udgment and decision making. Most likely both are necessary in

the complete approach and the choice depends on situational con-

straints as well as purposes for research of application. For

example , minimal decomposition is obviously the preferred mode if

the purpose of a basic research study is to discover empirically

how people interpret information from real objects. On the other

hand , if the purpose in an application were to prevent decision

makers from using irrelevant or improper variables (e.g., “Is this

potential airport site near to the property I own?”) to evaluate

alternatives , then maximal decomposition which makes explicit or

eliminates such variables would be chosen. We suggest therefore

that any integrated methodology for j udgment and decision making

must be able to employ both types of schematic decomposition.

While there seems to be agreement on the usefulness of some

type of schematic decomposition, there is less agreement on the

presentation of whole, nondecomposed objects or on the use of vari-

ables as stimuli. The choice to use decomposed vs • whole

•—
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stimulus—objects is closely related to the choice of idiographic

or nomothetic methods. Approaches using real , complex stimuli

(such as AT) tend to favor nomothetic methods because of the diffi-

culty in constructing many stimuli while idiographic methods based

on many judgments of different objects virtually require the use of

easily constructable and repeatable stimuli.

(MORE]

Only EDT within the context of the SMART methodology (see

Gardiner & Edwards, 1975 , or Edwards, 1978) advocates the direct

rating of variables in j udgment and decision tasks. The claim is

that the methods and procedures involved with presentation and

analysis of whole objects or schematic stimuli are more complex

than simply having the decision maker rank order and rate the

import ance of the key variables or attributes. Gardiner and Edwards

argue that greater methodological complexity is not warranted

because most of the models of j udgment and decision making are

insensitive to error in the estimation of parameters (but see

McClelland, 1978,for a cautionary note about this supposed

insensitivity).
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I. Ju4gment Decomposition

Introduction

Whatever methodological choices are made with respect to

stimulus—object decomposition, each approach must also decide how

to decompose the judgments (or choices or preferences) during

analysis . In general , all six approaches are remarkably similar

with respect to j udgment decomposition as all approaches analyze

judgments in terms of weights (for each variable represented in the

real or schematic stimulus) and function forms (which represent the

relationship between objective levels of a variable and the person ’s

judgments). (The names “weight” and “function form” are not used

of course by all approaches but all approaches use concepts with

essentially the same meaning; see the Theory section of this

report.) However, the similarity ends there , for each approach

uses quite distinct methods and procedures in order to decompose

responses into weights and function forms . We briefly examine the

methods of j udgment decomposition employed by each approach .

Decision Theory

DT (in either its imidimensional or multiattribute forms) is

based on a set of axioms which specify a set of conditions which

must be satisfied before it makes sense to decompose a set of

j udgments into weights and function forms . Thus much of the Dl’

data collection and analysis methods and procedures are devoted to

testing those axioms. What to do when the axioms are violated is

T~ T~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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not entirely clean ; sometimes other variables or combination rules

can be found which remove the violations while other times the

decision maker is reeducated so that his judgments no longer vio-

late the axioms. The important methodological point is that the

decomposition does not proceed until it has been verified that the

axioms are reasonably appropriate for the given context • Once the

axioms are checked choice and indifference procedures (described

later in the procedures section of this report) are used to determine

the actual weights and function forms .

Behavioral Decision Theory

Gardiner and Edwards (1975) recognize that their SMART methods

and procedures depend on several assumptions (axioms). For example,

they discuss the “value independence” assumption but unlike Dl’ do

not consider its formal test in the data to be important . Indeed ,

in the dat a which they do collect (direct importance ratings of

attributes) such tests would be impossible. They dismiss the need

for such tests by appealing to the robustness of linear models and

by criticizing the inconvenience in the methods and procedures of

the other approaches. Because of this orientation BDT takes the

most direct approach to assessing the weights and function forms——

the judge directly estimates the weights on a ratio scale and linear

function forms are imputed after the judge specifies minimum and

maximum values and the direction (positive or negative) for each

attribute.

I

4.
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Psychological Decision Theory

As yet prospect theory of the PDT approach has not been

formally tested; it has only been proposed as an explanation for the

systematic violations of SEU axioms which have been observed. Thus,

although Kabneman and Tversky (1977) present an example of a decom-

position (see their figure 4), it is not yet clear what methods

should be used to decompose choices into the uncertainty weights

and value functions which are the key components of prospect theory .

Tversky (1967) used conjoint measurement to check the suitability

as well as to produce the decompositions of his subjects’ j udgments

of risky and riskless alternatives. Other works in the PDT tradi-

tion (e.g., Slovic & Lichtenstein) have used decomposition methods

very similar to those of SJT which are described below.

Social Judgmen t Theory

Multiple regression is the decomposition method of SJT . Statis-

tically determined beta weights estimate the judgment weights and

function forms are derived by adding power terms (e.g., X2) to the

regression analysis. Unlike Dl’ there are no axioms which must be

satisfied in order to justify decomposition. Instead the adequacy

of the decomposition is assessed post facto by examining the R2

obtained from the regression. The advantage of this method over

DT is that collection of data does not require that the judge

satisfy any particular axioms. The disadvantage is that the inter—

pretation of a low R2 is ambiguous. A low value may be due either

to inconsistency by the judge or to the inappropriateness of that
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particular decomposition (e.g., use of wrong variables, combination

rules , etc.). This ambiguity is recognized by SJT and methods for

its resolution are indicated in Hameond , Stewart , Brehmer , and

Stelnmann (1975) .

Information Integration Theory

The methods of lIT have in c o n  with SJT the use of a statis-

tical procedure for the decomposition of judgments into weights and

scale values. (Note that ‘ the decomposition into scale values is

slightly less restrictive than decomposition into function forms in

that conceptual decomposition of the stimuli is not required prior

to analysis; see the discussion of minimal and maximal schematic

decomposition above.) The maj or difference is that lIT uses ANOVA

instead of regression designs. That has the disadvantage of forcing

the use of orthogonal sets of stimuli (“forcing” is too strong, but

orthogonality is the usual. practice because analysis of nonorthogonal

designs can be extremely complex). The benefit is the ability to

test statistically the “axioms” underlying various combination rules .

For example , a significant “row by column” interaction invalidates

an additive model and concentration of the interaction in the ’ “linear

by linear” or “bilinear” interaction term suggests a multiplicative

model. The essence of the lIT methodology (functional measurement)

is to check the validity of a specific algebraic model statistically

and then to use that validated model to solve for the parameters

necessary for the j udgment decomposition. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Att ribution Theory

AT is the only one of the six approaches which does not

formally decompose judgments into weights and function forms .

Because most Al experiments have only two levels for each variable,

the concept of function form has no use. Although weights are not

explicitly measured , the concept of.,relative weight is used implicitly

in AX research. For example , results on situational versus disposi-

tional attributions can be summarized by a statement such as “actors

give more weight to situational variables in explaining their

behavior while observers place more weight on dispositional factors

for explaining the same behavior. ” But instead of decomposing j udg-

ments into weights and scale values, AT generally uses the method of

diacritical confrontation (discussed in the theory section above)

which pits two opposing hypotheses against each other in each j udg-

ment task. Thus , at most only relative weights are determined

(e.g., “subjects give more weight to this than to that in making

causal attributions”). It should be noted however that explicit

measurement of weights would not be incompatib le with most specific

attribution theories——most particularly with Kelley ’s “ANOVA cube”

model.

Integration

Whil e the theoretical concepts for weights and function forms

exist for prospect theory and attribution theory , the methods for

accomplishing those decomposition. have either not been developed or

have not been adequately described to allow further discussion here .

~ 
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We will therefore focus our comments in this section mostly on the

methods of DT , BDT (specifically SMART), SJT , and Ill’.

When applied to a policy problem all four approa~-h produce

results (descriptions of judgment or preference policies in terms

of weights and function forms) that are remarkably similar. The

very different methods for arriving at such decompositions are

summarized in Table III—E—l in which the approaches are categorized

according to their use of statistical analysis and formal tests of

decomposition suitability.

By using statistical analysis (with error terms) lIT and SJT

allow for a certain amount of inconsistency in the judgments whereas

ni and SMART have no such mechanism for dealing with inconsistency.

BDT simp ly claims that the robustness of the model obviates the

problem. Dl’ in its axiomatic form assumes no inconsistency (e.g. ,

indifference jud gments must be exact) so the Dl’ methods and pro-

cedures use greater care in obtaining each judgment and choice

(e. g., the decision analyst is almost always present to assist and

check each j udgment) .

lIT and Dl’ include formal checks for the suitability of decom-

position and it is not performed unless the necessary conditions

are found to be true. The methods of SJT and SMART do not include

any similar assessments of the appropriateness of further analysis

and decomposition. SiT does not perform such tests because it

claims to be only a descriptive theory and the fact that all the

jud gments came from one individual is sufficient justification for

descr ibing those j udgments in terms of weights and function forms .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  A
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TABLE II I -E-1

C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  OF JUDGMENT DECOMPOSITION METHODS

FORMAL TESTS OF DECOMPOSITION SU IT AB I L I T Y

YES MO

DT 
(S~’ART)

.Jo. — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I-u

cI,~~~ C/)
I-

I- LL. >
<0
F-
C,, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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BDT admits the importance of the underlying axioms but omits their

verification on the grounds that the axioms are general ly true

anyway (at least if the decision analyst is careful in developing

the set of att ributes) and because the typical model (the linear

m odel) is very robust even when mild violations of the assumptions

exist.

There is another basic difference among verification strategies

which is not represented in Table III—E—l. Dl’ and lIT seek justi-

fication for their decompositions in terms of internal properties

of the data (e.g. , independence , parallelism) while SJT looks more

for external justification through an analysis of the judgment task.

For ~‘irampie , if it were reasonable to conclude that all the judg-

ments were from the same judge in the same state for the same task ,

then SJT would see no problem in proceeding with the decomposition ;

R2 would then indicate the quality but not the appropriateness of

the decomposition. Dl’ and lIT would be less concerned with such

task analysis as long as the necessary axioms and statistical condi-

tions1 were true for the data set.

To further explicate the methodological differences and simi-

larities among these approaches, we now exsitnine how each of the

four (Dl’, BDT—SI4ART, SJT , and Ill’) would analyze a co on data set .

The hypothetical dat a set we shall use is based on a study of family

composition preferences by Coombs , Coombs , & McClelland (1975). We

choose this particular problem because as presented in its original

form these judgments are not suitable for decomposition into weights

and function forms . These data are listed in Table III—E—2 (the

-- -~~~~~~~ -~ - —-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .-‘- -
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Table III—E—2

Hypothetical Data fo r Comparing Decomposition Methods

Transformed
Attributes Judgment Rank Order Attributes

(Rating) (1 — Best)

x Y x*

O 0 0 16 3 0
O 1 6 12 2 1
o 2 18 7 1 2
O 3 17 8 0 3
1 0 9 11 4 1
1 1 27 3 3 2
1 2 28 2 2 3
1 3 10 10 1 4
2 0 23 4 5 2
2 1 31 1 4 3
2 2 19 6 3 4
2 3 2 14 2 5
3 0 20 5 6 3
3 1 15 9 5 4
3 2 5 13 4 5
3 3 1 15 3 6

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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example is based on actual data with a few adjustments and assump-

tions added to make the data amenable to analysis by all four

approaches) . We now examine how each approach would detect and

respond to the inappropriat eness of judgment decomposition.

DT. Keeney and Raiffa would begin by checking the validity of the

preferential independence axiom. The essence of that axiom is that

if one prefers profile (x, y) to (x’, y) then one should also prefer

(x , y ’) to (x ’ , y ’) no matter what value y ’ has . The point is that

evaluation of x and x ’ should not depend on whether they are com-

bined in the schematic stimulus with y or y ’ ; or in other words the

function form for attribute X should not depend on the level of

att ribute Y. In this problem, ICeeney and Raiff a would be likely

(they have a nuther of alternate procedures so one cannot be stronger

than “likely” but they do illustrate this procedure on pp. 200—300

of their 1976 book) to present the judge some of the following pairs

and ask the jud ge to select the best or highest or whatever. Based

on the “Rank Order” column of Table III—E—2 (with “1” being most

preferred) , our hypothetical decision maker ’s response is listed

to the right of each pair.

Pair A: (0, 0) vs. (1, 0) Choice: (1, 0)

Pair B: (0 , 3) vs. (1, 3) Choice : (0 , 3)

Pair C: (1, 1) vs. (1, 2) Choice: (1, 2)

Pair D: (2 , 1) vs. (2 , 2) Choice : (2 , 1)

- í
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Normally more pairs would be presented than this , but these four

would be sufficient to question the validity of preferential inde-

pendence for these attributes and this decision maker .

From Pair A we would conclude that level 1 of attribute X is

more valuable than level 0 since attribute Y is fixed. However ,

Pair B implies just the opposite conclusion (X’ O better than X’ l)

and thus the set of choices for those two pairs violates preferen-

tial independence. Pairs C and D demonstrate another violation of

independence but this time with X fixed within each pair . Many

other pairs of pairs from this data set also violate preferential

independence. Dl’ would therefore conclude that no decomposition

into weights (they would call them scale factors) and function

forms is feasible. The next step (we are now guessing somewhat)

would be to explain the principle of preferential independence to

the decision maker and to try to determine whether the violations

were “real .” The analysis would not proceed until either the

decision maker changed his choices to conform to preferential

independence or until the alternatives could be described on a set

of att ributes for which preferential independence was satisfied.

BDT (SMART) . Gardiner and Edwards (1975) call the necessary decom-

position propert” “value independence”—— ”the extent of your preference for

property “value independence”—— ”the extent of your preference for

location (x] over location (x ’] of dimension (X] is unaffected by

the position of the entity being evaluat ed on dimensions (Y ,

Z , ...].“ However, in their method they have no way of checking
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that property . In this case, they would presumably ask the decision

maker to rate the relative importance of each attribute and to dram

a value function for each. As we shall see later , while X and Y

were reasonable attributes for describing the alternatives, they are

not the appropriate attributes for decomposing the judgments. We

are not sure , therefore , what would happen next. There are two

possibilities : (a) the decision maker might throw up his hands and

shout that the task made no sense to him because these are not the

attributes he would use to make his decision or (b) he might be

compliant and try to do the best he could in providing the necessary

parameters. If he die’ the latter , then BDT might still detect the

prob lem by comparing wholistic judgments with SMART—produced evalua-

tions of the 16 alternatives.

Thus , we cannot be sure that SMART would detect the inappro-

priateness of further analysis nor is it clear what methods would

be employed in case the impasse were discovered . Also note that

monotonicity (either more of an attribute is better than less or

vice—versa throughout its range) which is partly the basis for the

robustness claim is clearly violated for these data.

PDT (Conjoint measurement). We have not explicitly considered con-

join t measurement as a judgment and decision approach elsewhere in this

report. However , it seems appropriate here to examine how conjoint math—

L 

ods would analyze our hypothetical data for two reasons: (a) Tiiersky

f 

whom we have identified as one of the key investigators within the PDT

approach has also been one of the primary developers of the theory
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and method of conjoint measurement (e.g., Krantz , Luce, Suppes, &

Tversky , 1971; Krantz & Tversky, 1971) and (b) conjoint measurement

was the method used in the study on which our example is based.

Conjoint measurement would check the independence or mono—

nicity axiom (identical to preferential independence in Dl’ and

value independence in BDT) and would find it seriously violated.

The response of Coomnbs at al. to such violations was to determine

whether the rank orderings and the axiom violations they implied

were replicable; the thought was that maybe only the top two or

three choices were really definite. However, the replication

revealed that each subject produced essentially the same rank

ordering as before so further analysis with conjoint measurement

was not possible. This began a search for a transformation of the

attributes for which independence was satisfied.

SJT. The decomposition method of SJT would be to enter these two

attributes as independent variab les and the j udgment ratings as

dependent variable in a multiple regression analysis. POLICY 2 (a

special program which does the regression and then algebraically

determines an appropriate weight—function form decomposition)

yielded the results in Figure III—B—t. For these data and attri-

butes, R2 is only .43. SiT would regard this as an unacceptably

low value. A likely followup would be to present replications to

the j udge (just as in the conjoint measurement approach) to

determine the consistency of the judgments. If consistency were 
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L Figure III—E-1
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confirmed (as it would be in this case), then SiT would search for

transformations of the attributes which would improve R2 (although

there seems to be little precedence for such a strategy within SiT).

Ill’. Because there is only one subject and there are no replica-

tions in our data set, the standard lIT functional measurement methodology

of using ANOVA would not be possible. Instead, lIT would most

likely turn to a graphical test of the parallelism property required

of any additive model. Parallelism is essentially equivalent to

value and preferential independence (the shape of the function form

for one attribute must not depend on the levels of the other attri-

butes). Figure III—E—2 (a and b) shows that parallelism is clearly

violated for these data. Each curve represents the function form

for one attribute for each possible level of the other. A minimal

requirement for parallelism is that the function forms should not

intersect ; the numerous crossings in these figures rule out constant

function forms . Ill’ would view these figures as evidence of con—

figurality and would not proceed further with the decomposition

into weights and scale values . What other algebraic models would

be tried next is not clear.

The transformation. Coombs, Coombs, and McClelland (1975) dis-

covered that an appropriate transformation of attributes for these data

is X* X + Y and ~* X — Y + 3. Once this transformation is made (see

Table III—E—2 again) all the problems blocking the decomposition methods
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of each approach are now resolved. For Dl’ preferential independence

is now satisfied (e.g. , (5, 2) is preferred to (5, 4) and (1, 2) is

preferred to (1, 4)]. So value independence is also satisfied for

SMART and the decision maker is now able to draw a value function

for each attribute (but it is still not monotone in the sense that

more is always ei ther better or worse) . The function forms derived

by Sit decomposition are displayed in Figure III—E— 3; the respec-

tive relative weights are .26 and .74. R2 is improved but still is

only .78. (Note : a decomposition for these dat a does exist for

which R2 
— 1; POLICY 2 failed to find it because the actual function

forms are more complicated than the paraboiaa which the progr am

tries to fit to the j udgments.) The conjoint measurement analysis

now proceeds smoothly (see Coombs et al. for details as well as the

nomothetic evidence that this transformation is not a fluke). The

parallelism test of lIT is graphed in Figure III—E—4 (because of

the nonorthogonality introduced by the transformation only even—

numbered attribute levels should be compared to other even—numbered

levels and similarly for odd—numbered levels) and is clearly satis-

fied. Assuming equal weights, the scale values such as those listed

in Table III—E—3 are derived algebraically by lIT. In sww~ry,

analysis now goes reasonably well for all approaches.

So what have we learned from this rather extended example? We

think that there are at least two very important conclusions which

we consider in turn below.

First , this example demonstrates that despite the very different

methods used to check model validity (e.g., axioms vs. statistics)

F- 

- . ~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _
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all approaches have sufficient warning flags to discover inappro-

priate decompositions——at least for the rather blatant model viola-

tions contained in the X, Y version of these data. The main differ-

ence is in when the problem is discovered. For Dl’ and conjoint

measurement it is before decomposition , for lIT it is during

attempted decomposition, and for BDT and SiT it is after. Of course,

more subtle model deviations may not be detected by all approaches

(e.g. , see Anderson & Shanteau , 1977) but it is encouraging that

the very different decomposition methods are sensitive to the suita—

bility of those decompositions.

Second, and probably most importantly , this example shows that

having the correct attributes is essential for a successful decom-

position. The original attributes X and Y were quite reasonable

for the preference judgment Coombs et al. asked of their subjects .

The substantive topic was parents’ preferences for alternative

f amily compositions ; X — “number of boys” and Y — “number of girls”

seemed perfectly reasonable attributes for describing the alterna-

tives. However, those attributes clearly fail for analysis so the

“reasonable” attributes were not appropriate. Because having the

correct attributes is so critical for a successful analysis , it is

striking that in contrast to the explicit, detailed decomposition

methods specified by the different approaches no real methods are

provided for elicitation and refinement of the attributes. That

is , all approaches insist upon attribute elicitation but do not

give much instruction about how it should be done; the elicitation

process is left as an art. Perhaps it is now time to devote less
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attention to developing more and more refined decomposition methods

within approaches in order to devote greater attention to the

elicitation problem—since it afflicts all approaches .

[~ )RE ]

For this particular example in which the correct attributes

were related by a simple transformation (i.e., a 450 axis rotation)

to the original attributes, it is interesting to ask whether any of

the various decomposition methods would have had any advantage over

the others in finding such a transformation. Of course we know that - 
- -

investigators using conjoint measurement did find the appropriate

transformation. However, there does not seem to have been anything

specific in the methodology of conj  oint measurement which aided

Coombs et al. in their search. They simply generated a number of

plausible decision rules which their subjects might have used and

then tested the implications of those rules in the data. Any method

which allows the testing of alternative composition rules or

organizing principles (i.e., Dl’, Sit, or lIT but not SMART of BDT)

could have done much the same. Raiffa (1968, p. 258) did consider

precisely this transformation as a means of achieving judgmental

independence for certain problems so Dl’ could claim that it is at

least aware of the need to look for such transformations. But does

Dl’ have any explicit methods for the search? Unfortunately not.

Raiffa (1968 , p. 259) states :

We can generaliz e and say that it is sometimes possible
to circumvent the prob lem of judgmental dependence by
concocting meaningful, auxiliary, mathematically related
quantities that are judgmentally independent. This is
one of the tricks of the trade. (italics ours)

- - --- ~— - ~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ .j.._ _i~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ 
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Indeed, all approaches seem to have left the problems of eliciting,

S 
defining, and transforming attributes as “tricks of the trade .”

Again, this stands in sharp contrast ~o the extremely explicit

methods advocated for using those attributes once obtained.

Our first attempt to apply the various methods to a co on

data set has convinced us that such a procedure is an invaluable

tool for highlighting methodological similarities, differences , and

gaps among the approaches . Other attempts to apply the methods of

the approaches to a co on problem (e.g., Shanteau & Phelps, 1977)

have also been extremely informative so we can only ccnclude that

f ur ther integration of j udgment and decision approaches will require

many more such efforts . There are certainly many more issues to be

explored , for example , the difference in liT ’s and SiT’s methodo-

logical uses of the weight parameters. To be really successful

however , it is probably necessary that these applications of

different methods to the sane problem be done by representatives

from each approach.

(~~~RE] 
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F. Methods of Partitioning the Decision

Introduction

As a result of attempts to make complex decision and judgment

prob lems tractable both for decision makers and for resear ch , Dl’,

BDT, and SiT have developed explicit methods by which the decision

maker can “divide and conquer” the decision or policy prob lem. The

generi.i. methods used by the various approaches are so similar that

separate descriptions of each would be redundant . Therefore ,

commtmalities and differences between the two basic methods are

noted first .

Methods for complex decisions. Figure Ill—F—i depicts the

prototypical decision or policy problem . The adjective “prototypical”

is justif iable because more or less the same f igure appears in publi-

cations from DT (see Figure 1 in Keeney, 1976, and Figure 7.6 in Keeney

& Raiffa , 1976), BDT (Figure 3 in Gardiner & Edwards , 1975) and SJT

(Figur e 2 in Hammond, Rohrbaugh, Muinpower, & Adelman , 1977). As indi-

cated in Figure Ill—F—i , there are two basic problems in solving any

decision or policy problem. The first is the “knowledge” problem and

involves identifying the options and then describing those options on

variables (dimensions , cues , attributes, etc.) upon which a

meaningful policy can be based. For example, when Hanm ond and

Adelman (1976) helped a city council select handgun ammunition for

a police department the bullets were described in terms of injury,

_ _ _ _ _ _  -—
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stopping effectiveness, and danger to bystanders——attributes that

were meaningful for policy judg ments but far removed from the

physical properties of the original bullets . Second is the “value”

problem, involving a description of the system that is to be used

to evaluate or judge an option described on the variables resulting

from the solution to the “knowledge” part of the prob lem. The

value section culminates in the selection of the option that best

“fits” (usually maximizes but there can be other definitions of

fit) the policy or the decision maker’s values.

The differences between the knowledge and value problems in

Figure III—F—l correspond to the different interests of the Group I

and Group II approaches as they were broadly defined in the Theory

section. Historically , Group II psychological theories of judgment

have aimed at the knowledge problem (they have been more than that

of course) and judgment for choice or decision has been treated as

a special case if at all. Not only is this a true statement for

SJT, lIT, and AT but also for other psychological approaches to

judg ment. The key problem in the knowledge section is locating an

entity on various j udgment dimensions and certain ly all the research

on clinical j udgment fits into that paradigm . But until recently

most judg ment theo r ies have had little interest in the value portion

of the figure. As a consequen ce most of the methods of psycho-

logical approaches were developed to descr ibe , explain , or predict

knowledge that the j udge had (or though t he had) .

On the other hand , Group I approaches have concentrat ed tradi—

tionally on the value questions , giving only scant attention to the 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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knowledge questions . So while elaborate methods have been developed

to measure values (utilities) not that much attention has been given
S 

to measurement of “facts.” “Knowledge” has entered Dl’ usually only

in the form of subjective probabilities . Because these probabili—

ties were subjective there was usually no attempt to uncover the

bases of those probabilities ; they were just assessed and taken as

is as long as they were consistent. One exception is the use of

Bayesian statistics to incorporate new information , but that is

really only an organizing principle and still says nothing about the

origin of the subjective probabilities .

The above stereotypes are too pat but probably not all that

unfair. However,wbile those stereotypes of basic judgment and deci-

sion methods apply to the historical or traditional approaches, the

distinction has become increasingly blurred since about 1970 (we

have no idea why 1970 seems to be such a watershed year) . Raiffa ’s

first MA Ul’ paper was in 1969 and the first actual application.s

occurred in the early l970s ; Edwards ’ social value paper appeared

in 1971; SJI social policy applications also began in the early

1970s and the 1975 “bu llet” study seems to have been SJT ’s first

full—scale application involving both the knowledge and value

problems ; althoug h lIT has no practical applications to social

policy the joint work of Shanteau and Anderson around 1970 moved

lIT into the value portion of Figure LII—F-l. Because both

approaches were nov coping with the total decision or policy problem ,

judgmen t approaches had to deal with values and decision approache s

and had to consider the knowledge issues more seriousl y.
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So what did each basic approach do when faced with new,

unfamiliar problems to solve? Each simply transferred as much of

their existing methods for one domain (knowledge or value) into

the other. We follow below in more detail exact ly what each approach

did as it entered new territory.

Decision Theory

- The essence of the knowledge problem is describing the alterna-

tives on attributes upon which it makes sense to have preferences.

Ideally, Dl’ would like to have a probability distribution for each

option on each attribute but Dl’ often settles for point—estimates

in most applications . And how does Dl’ get those probability distri-

butions or point—estimates ? Any way possible. Keeney and Sicherman

(1976) clearly stat e the eclectic approach of DT to solving the

knowledge problem: The prob abilities “may be specified using any

combination of analytical models , simulation models , subjective

assessmen ts , and data that is available and appropriate. ” Common

methods are the use of simulation models and expert judg ment; both

are illustrated in a study of fire department operations (Keeney ,

l97 3t~ see also. Keeney & Raiff a , 1976 , Chapter 7) which we descr ibe

below.

The problem is to form a policy concerning quantity and quality

of fire equipment , location of equipment , quantity and quality of

personnel, etc.——the goal being the most efficient use of available

resources . But these are really just input variables that are not

very meaningful for descr ibing a policy or measuring fire department
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efficiency. So first (see Figure III—F—2 which is reproduced from

Keeney & Raiffa , 1976) a simulation model developed from past objec-

tive data translates locations on those input variables into the

somewhat more meaningful attributes of engine and ladder response

times (firemen supposedly evaluate everything in terms of response

time) . That still does not solve the knowledge problem, for what

the decision maker needs to know is how each policy option affects

number of fatalities and injuries , amount of physical damage ,

physical and mental fatigue of fire department personnel , etc.

For various reasons it was not possible to use the objective

data to relate response time to the policy attributes and no simu-

lation model existed for this purpose so Keeney turned to expert

jud gment to supply the missing link. The important methodological

point is that choice procedures were used to assess the technical

expert’s knowledge. In this case , Keeney measured the deputy fire

chief’s preferences for various engine and ladder response times.

Standard Dl’ assessment techniques involving lotteries were used.

For example , the chief was indifferent between a 50—50 chance that

the fi rst ladder would arrive in either 1 or 5 minutes or that the

first ladder would arrive in 3.4 minutes for sure.

Interestingly the alternatives are never described in terms

of the f inal evaluation attributes (fata lities , etc.).  Instead

the deputy chief’ s preferences are substituted as a “proxy” attri—

bute with the presumption that his preferences are based solely on

his knowledge of how best to figh t fires and his knowledge of what

equipment is neede d when. This proxy attribute method has the

- -- -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~-~~~~~~--~~~ - - ~~~~~-
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S (From Keeney & Raiffa , 1976, p. 379)
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effect of hiding his implicit weighting of fatalities, property

damage , fireman fatigue , etc. in his definition of the best way to

fight fires • However not everything is hidden f or the analysis

produces a description of the chief ’s expert judg ment policy in

terms of function forms and relative weightings for the response

time attributes for engines and ladders as well as specification

of the organizing principle (multilin ear). The important point is

that choice methods , originally developed for value problems , are

now being used to measure knowledge. The other examples in

Chapter 7 and the ?~ xico City airport prob lem in Chapter 8 of
S Keeney and Raiff a (1976) are similar in their approach to the knowl-

edge prob lem. Two of the examples (7.4 and 7.7.1) involve no

choice at all ; that is , they are purely knowledge or judgment

studiest

Behavioral Decision Theory ( SMART)

Step 8 of the SMART procedure (see Gardiner & Edwar ds , 1975)

is “measuring of the location of each entit y on each dimension ”

which we consider to be part of the knowledge problem. Unfortun -

ate ly they do not have very explicit methods as to how this is to

be done . They do distinguish three types of dimensions——(a) purely

subjective , (b) partly subj ective , and (c) purely obj ect ive . In

the purely subjective case the knowledge problem is solved by

“simply getting an appropriate expert to estimate the position of

that entity on that dimension on a 0 to 100 scale . ” They do

suggest that the knowledge problem is not all that difficul t so

that the complex proce dures of Dl’ are not required . For examp le ,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  S :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ S~~S J
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they ind icate that any disagreements at Step 8 (disagreements about

fact) should be resolved by “ the simple expedient of asking only

the best available expert for each dimension to make (fact) judg-

ments about that dimension.” More recent work within BDT has gone

beyond this to use more sophisticated solution methods such as

simulation models, but in general the BDT methods pertain mostly

to the value problem and leave the knowledge problem to someone

else.

Social Judgment Theory

SJT is a cognitive theory and its methods pertain to the

knowledge part of Figure III—F—2. Those methods have been aimed at

assessing a person’s knowledge in terms of utilization of cue informa-

tion. In the double—system case it is even possible to assess the

quality of a person’s knowledge and it is always possible to measure

the consistency of that knowledge (just as it was possible for

Keeney to assess the chief’s knowledge about the escalation of

fires).

But what is to be done when policy choices must be made? The

transition is easy: value judgments are just another type of

judgment and the same methodology can be applied. However, for

value jud~~~nts we are always Limited to the single—system case

and many nice features of the lens model disappear . One disad—

vantage is that a legacy of the knowledge approach is often trans-

ferred to the value arena. For example, when Hameond, Mumpower,

and Smi th (1977) ask the reader to “consider a person who must form

-
-

~
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a judgment about the type of growth appropriate for his community

(emphasis added]” it almost seems as if there is a “right” answer

to be found. It is slightly more clear that values are involved

when “The policy maker ’s task is. • .to integrate information.

into a judgment that indicates a preference (emphasis added]. ”

Notice the reversal from Dl’: for SJT judgments indicate prefer-

ences but for Dl’ preferences indicate judgments! So just as Dl’

moved its choice methods from the value part to the knowledge part

of the problem, SJT has moved its judgment methods from the knowledge

part to the value part. (This is clearly illustrated in Hammond &

Adelman, 1976.)

Integration

For the three approaches which have been applied to social

problems (Dl’, BDT , and SJT) , a degree of integration already exists—

all would agree that Figure lII—F— l more or less represents the

basic structure of policy decisions. An important strategy common

to all three approaches is the methodological separation of the

knowledge and value problems of Figure Ill—F—i. The separation is

often so complete that the judgments (or choices) of different

people are used to solve the knowledge and value problems . Such

separatio n is a reflection of the “divide and conquer” strategy

which permeates most approaches to jud gment and decision making.

liannesond and Adelman (1976) also claim an addi tional . advantage:

“The separation phase per mits elected representatives to function

exclusively as policy-makers , and scientists to function exclu—

sively as scientists .”

-~~~ - -~~~~~~~~

-
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While there is agreement on the global methods for policy and

decision problems , we have noted that each approach has had to

apply its methods to a new domain in order to solve the complete

problem. None of the approaches seems to have given much thought

as to whether its transfers are appropriate or whether other better

alternatives exist. One obvious possibility would be to use judg-

ment methods for knowledge prob lems and choice methods for value

problems. Just as the proponents of the various approaches , we

have yet to do the necessary thinking to answer such questions.

(MORE]

In the most recent applications of their methods , Dl’, BDT, and

SJT all seem to be turning whenever possible to the use of simula-

tion models to replace the judgments of technical experts for

solving the knowledge problem. With more and more reliance on

computer models the interesting question arises as to how , if at

all , human judgment influences the development of such models. Are

the judgment aspects hidden in those models? How do such models

get built and do any of the six approaches have any suggestions for

improving them or facilitating their construction?

(MORE]

There are , of course, many other methods that have been pro-

posed for aiding decision makers in complex jud gment and decision

tasks. Two important classes of such methods are debiasing tech—

niques and consistency—improving techniques . “Debiasing” methods

are based on the premise that many “errors of judgment are often

systematic rathe r than random , manifesting bias rather than

- - -
-
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confusion” (Kahneman & Tver sky , 1978) . Conversely , consistency—

improving techniques are aimed at reducing those random errors of

judgment that are due to confusion and inconsistency. We had

intended to describe and discuss details of both types of methods ,

but we have simply run out of time. We refer the reader to

Kahneman and Tversky (1978) , Lichtenstein, Slovic, Fischhoff,

Layman , and Combs (1978) , and Timmers and Wagenaar (1977) for

examples of debiasing methods and to Goldberg (1970 , 1976) , Dawes

(1971) , Dawes and Corrigan (1974) , and Háamond , Rohrbaugh , Mumpower ,

and Adelman (1977) for consistency techniques.

Our perusal of the debiasing and consistency methods suggested

to us that an important integrative step in this area would be to

catalog the many judgment and decision problems and their proposed

remedies. Such a catalog might form the basis of a “Decision and

Judgment Analyst ‘s Reference” somewhat analogous to the well-known

Physician ’s Desk Reference. This reference would list specific

judg ment diseases (“diseases” is too strong because many of the

biases and errors of judgment seem to result from normal , adaptive

heuristics that cause trouble only in certain situations but

“disease” will do for now) , the signs and symptoms useful for

diagnosing the judgment diseases , the presumed causes , and finally

proposed remedies (with “clinical trial” information for the

S 
remedy). Tables Ill—F—i to III—P—3 illustrate sample entries in

such a catalog.

r
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Table Ill—F—i

Sample Entry in “Decision Analyst’s Reference”

Disease: Misperception (underestimation) of exponential. growth.

Symptoms or Signs:

1) severe underestimation of level that a growth process will

reach at a specific future time.

2) severe underestimation of time before a growth process will

reach a critical level.

Causes :

1) use of successive differences (as opposed to successive

ratios) to estimate future numbers given initial sequence

2) anchoring

Remedies: change estimation problem so that the growth process is

decreasing (i.e. , inverse exponential growth) .

Example: original problem is to estimate population of

county X; change problem so that task is to estimate square

miles per inhabitant. Population is increasing growth

process while square miles per inhabitant is decreasing.

Validition of Remedy : Tinmiers and Wagenaar (1977)

Plausible remasdies known to be ineffective:

1) graphical presentation of growth process only increases

degree of underestimation.

2) more detailed and frequent information about growth process

procedures greater underestimation (Note: this implies that

-
- 

“experts” very familiar with past history of growth process

~ 
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Table Ill—F— i continued.

may give the worst estimates. For example, a former resi-

dent who returns to county X after an absence of 10 years

may better estimate growth rate than a resident who has

lived continually in the county)

3) obtaining parameter (starting level, growth exponent, etc.)

- estimates to be aggregated mechanically. (Wagenaar demon-

strates that the disease is due mainly to misperception

rather than inisaggregation. Note that this may be unique

among judg ment and decision diseases.)

p
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Table III—F—2

Sample Entry in “Decision Analyst ’s Reference”

Disease: Non—regressing predictions for unknown quantities.

Symptoms or Signs: predicted value is selected so that the standing

of the case in the distribution of outcomes matches its

standing in the distrib~tiou of impressions. S

Causes:

1) failure to take uncertainty into account

2) insensitivity to reliability and predictive validity of

available in format ion

3) assumption that deviations from predictions are equally

likely to be toward the average as away from it.

Remedies: (Kabneman & Tversky , 1978)

Step 1: Select reference class that can provide distributional

information.

Step 2: Assess distribution for the reference class either

f rom past data or from expert estimates of mean (ii) and

variability (~2)

Step 3: Expert makes non—regressive intuitive estimate rest

on the basis of singular (nondistributed) information about

the particular case.

Step 4: assess predictability of available information either

from past performance data or by expert’s estimate (p).

_ _ _  —
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Table III—F—2 continued.

Step 5: Analytically combine the information from Steps 2,

3, and 4 according to the following formula:

— 
~ + “~

‘est 
—

Step 6: Explain rational of computation to expert, redo Steps

2 — 5 if expert wishes .

Experimental Validition of Remedy : none

- a
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Table III—F— 3

Sample Entry in “Decision Analyst ’s Reference”

Disease: Overconfidence in the estimates of unknown quantities.

Symptoms or Signs : too many “surprises” when using subjective

confidence intervals.

(Note : overconfidence is not expected to occur in essentially

repetitive situations——weather forecast ing , etc.).

Causes:

1) insensitivity to factors that determine the quality of

evidence (amount, reliability , and sample size of available

information).

2) oversensitivity to the consistency of available data. This

is further exacerbated by a tendency to overestimate con-

sistency (“illusory correlation”).

3) making estimates conditional on (often unstated) restric-

tive assumptions (e.g. , “under normal operating conditions ”).

4) anchoring

Remedies: (Kabneman & Tversky , 1978)

Use Steps 1 — 5 for correcting non—regressive predictions.

Step 6: Analytically combine the information from Steps 2, 3,

4 , and 5 accordi ng to the following formula :

Confidence interval: u ± / 1 — p2 where c is the width for

the corresponding confidence interv al for the reference class

distribution.

Experimental Validition of Remedy: none.
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Introduction

This section discusses the procedures of the six approaches.

The appropriate distinction between methods (discussed in the

previous section) and procedures is sometimes unclear . Most

dictionar ies , for example, provide almost synonymous def initions

of the two terms. We have attempted in this report to maintain a

distinction that is similar to that between strategy and tactics.

The methodology section was concerned with “grand plans” for action,

while this section is concerned with particular techniques used to

carry out those plane.

Our attempts to contrast and compare procedures across

approaches encountered several difficulties deserving mention.

First , while proponents ’ descriptions of their approaches usually

discuss at length their theoretical starting points and principles

and frequentl y describe in detail their methodological orientation ,

neither specific procedures for implementation nor the links between

theory, method, and procedure are commonly found in such descrip-

tions. For most of the approaches , there is no one source that

provides a definitive and exhaustive description of its procedures.

Since the authors had little or no direct experience with the pro-

cedures of several of the approaches , we therefore had to rely

substantially upon review and interpretation of multiple sources

in developing our descriptions of the approaches ’ procedures .

Obviously such an approach is less than ideal and lik ely to lead to

S incompleteness , inaccuracy , and imprecision. We apologize for such

short comings and request the reader ’s help in redressi ng them.

~ 
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A second problem was that there is ordinarily more than one

set of procedures by which an approach ’s aims can be carried out .

For almost any generalization concerning an approach’s procedures ,

an exception can somewhere be found . If consistency is the hob—

goblin of small minds , then , (if one looks only to the procedures

they use) there are only superior intellects at work on judgment

and decision p roblems . Moreover , the situation is complicated by

the fact that various approaches have different intended aims and

functions. Some approaches are concerned almost exclusively with

basic research on jud gment and decision processes, some are oriented

more toward practical application s , and still others share both aims

(see the Intended Function section above) . And , fo r those approaches

with multiple aims and functions , the procedures used in basic

research are not always identical to those used in practical applica-

tion. (The difficulties in this respect were made salient when the

authors found that , not infrequently , we disagreed among ourselves

concerning the procedures of those approaches with which we con-

sidered ourselves quite f amiliar. )

Finally, the appropriate criteria for comparing and contrasting

procedures are not readily apparent. For example , the maj or cri-

terion might conceivably have been congruence with theoretical

precepts and methodological principles . Such congruence would seem

to possess considerable validity as a criterion, since coherence

among theory , method , and procedure seems necessary for an approach

to be described as well-developed. On the other hand, an argument

could be made that the most appropria te criteria for comparis on and

—
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contrast would be pragmatic in nature. That is , it could be argued

that the comparison should focus on such questions as , say , which

procedures are easiest to use or which lead to the most “veridical”

descriptions of j udgment and decision processes. And, additional

candidates for appropriate criteria are easily generated.

Our decision in response to these considerations was to make

this section of the report as descriptive , neutral , and nonevalua—

tive as possible. We will attempt simply to identify and describe

as thoroughly as possible the similarities and differences among

approaches in their procedures. We will try to describe the most

common procedures in use within an approach . We will consider both

the procedures used in basic research and the procedures used in

practical application for those approaches sharing both intended

functions. We will try not to speculate about the implications of

similarities and differences among approaches in procedures .

The discussion will be organized around a slightly revised

version of the lens model diagrem presented in Figure Il—F—i of the

theory section; i.e., procedures are discussed according to their

location with respect to Figure IV-1. The framework of the discus—

sion is further defined by a series of summary tables (Tables

P1—A—C ) corresponding to each of the seven major loci of Figure

‘V—i . Those loci are (a) task construction and cue selection ,

(b) task characteristics (both objective and subjective) , (c) the

subjective use of subj ective data, (d) the subjective use of objec-

tive data , (a) cue utilization, (f) central processes , and (g) task—

judge interaction. The tables identify major procedural points and

major concepts associated with each loci .
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The narratives accompanying the tables describe the manner in

which approaches differ and are similar with respect to the proce-

dures at each of the seven loci. In addition, they describe the

manner in which each approach defines or operationalizes similar or

identical major concepts . The narratives also try to relate differ—

ences in pro cedures among approaches to differences in theory or

method. Each narrative concludes with a brief sun~nary or overview.

A. Task Construction/Cue Selection (Table P/—A) S

A fitting place to start a discussion of procedures is with

task construction and cue selection. The issue here is the manner

in which the jud gment or decision analyst proceeds in constructing

and presenting a task for the judge or decision maker.

Specification ~~ analyst versus j udge. A primary question is

that of who defines the nature of the j udgment or decision problem

and its dimensions. For three of the approaches the answer is some-

times or usually the jud ge or decision maker himself.

DT’s exclusive intended function is to aid decision makers

with applied decision problems. Without exception , therefore , the

decision maker de f ines the problems and its dimensions, although

with the help and direction of the decision analyst. BDT and SiT,

in their applied versions , are also intended to aid decision makers

in applied decision problems. In such applications , the decision

maker defines the problem and its dimensions , again , with consider—

able help and direction from the analyst.

All three approaches are somewhat imprecise concerning their

procedures for the important step of eliciting specification of the

- - 
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problem and its dimensions from the decision maker. AU three view

the process as a creative one, which is much more an art than a

science. There is little likelihood , for example, that proponents

of BDT or SiT would disagree with Keeney and Raiffa (1976) in their

exposition on DT , when they say :

“The intertwined processes of articulating objectives and

identifying attributes are basically creative in nature. Thus, it

is not possible to establish a step—by—step procedure that leads

one in the end to a meaningful set of objectives and attributes”

(p. 64) .

Of the three approaches, DT discusses mos t extensively proce—

- dures for specifying the decision problem and its dimensions (e.g.,

Keeney & Raiff a , 1976 , pp. 31—65) . They recommen d first that objec-

tives be generated for specific problems . Objectives may be iden-

tified by ~xamination of the relevant literature and analytical

study of the problem, as well as by interaction with the decision

maker(s). Questions put to decision makers are of the sort, “What’s

important?” , “Why is it important?” , “What else is important?”, etc.

The next step is the location of identified objectives into a

hierarchy. The hierarchy establishes the relative importance and

generality of objectives . Maj or obj ectives are more general and

more inclusive than the lower order obj ectives related to them. The

hierarchy is usually established by a trial—and—error procedure

involving questions about mean—ends relationships. The most general

-- test for whether or not an objective should be included in the

hierarchy is whether the decision maker(s) answers affirmatively

v-S
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when asked whether the best imaginable course of action might change

if that objective were excluded from the hierarchy.

Finally, attributes associated with each objective must be

identified. Attributes should be comprehensive and measurable. An

attribute is comprehensive if the particular levels of an attribute

clearly indicate the extent to which the associated objective has

been achieved . An attribute is measurable if it is feasible to

obtain estimates of (a) the probability distribution for each

alternative over the possible levels of the attribute and (b) the

decision maker’s preferences for different levels of the attributes.

Some attributes are objective , measuring the associated objective

directly (e.g., the attribute dollars may be associated with the

objective “increase profits”). They may also be subjective indices (e.g.,

measured~subjectively), proxy attributes (e.g., which measure the

objective indirectly), or direct preference measurements. Proce-

durally, attributes for association with specific objectives are

selected on a trial—and—error basis, with the analyst asking ques-

tions to insure that the attributes are comprehensive and measur-

able (e.g., “Is there anything else you would need to know other

than the value of attribute x in order to know how well objective

X was achieved?”) . The decision analyst also questions the decision

maker and inspects the final set of attributes in order to test that

the set is complete, operational, decomposable, nonredundant, and

minimal.

BDT discusses the step of defining the decision problem and

its dimensions lass extensively than DT, but more so than SiT.

-5 - ‘5- -- -~~~--- = ~~~~~~ 
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Although the procedures are described in less detail than by DT ,

they appear to be quite similar. Procedurally, BDT (Gardiner &

Edwards, 1975) notes (a) that often it is practical and useful to

ignore the hierarchial structure of goals or objectives and instead

to specify a simple list of goals that seem important for the pur —

pose at hand and (b) that the number of objectives or goals iden-

tified be kept to a minimum.

SJT does not discuss at length the appropriate procedures for

identifying and defining the judgment or decision problems, noting

(Hammond , Stewart, Brehtner, & Steiinn~nn , 1975) that the “methods

used in this step are highly situation (and investigator) specific”

(277). SiT maintains, however, that this step is critical for the

success of the analysis and warns that it is important to identify

all major cues for the problem.

For five of the six approaches , it is sometimes the judgment

or decision analyst rather than the judge or decision maker who

defines the problem. DT is the sole exception. Its sole intended

function is use in applied decision problems, and it conducts no

basic empirical research on judgment or decision processes. (Al].

its basic research is mathematical or logical in character.)

BDT, PD!, Si!, II!, and AT all do conduct basic empirical

research concerning human judgment or decision making . In such

research the judgment or decision problem and its dimensions are

defin ed by the resear cher . The procedures for this step are grist

for the philosophy of science mill, and no attempt will be made to

describe them here. Suffice it to say that the procedures are even 
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more situation and investigator specific in basic research than

in applied work .

Fact/knowledge distinction. En applications, a basic pro-

cedural question is “who makes what j udgments?” The three

approaches actively involved in applications , DT , BDT , and SJT, all

seem to agree that (a) policy makers should make judgments about

values or preferences and (b) experts should make j udgments about

facts or inferences about environmental attributes. (See, from DT,

Keeney & Raiffa , 1976, pp. 377—390; from BDT, Gardiner & Ford,

1977; from SJT , Hammond, Mumpower, & Smith , 1977.)

The procedures by which particular policy makers and experts

are selected to make judgments are not explicitly laid out by any

of the approaches, however. In general, the policy makers who make

the value judgments are those somehow identified as individuals or

groups with a legitimate voice in the decision. Experts are usually

identified on a more ad hoc basis, although they ordinarily possess

recognized stature within their discipline.

Type of response. The procedural issue of concern here is the

nature of the response demanded by the judgment or decision task.

There is great variety both within and across approaches in the

procedures used to elicit responses from judges or decision makers.

It is useful to first distinguish among the various foci of

iLff.rsn~ types of tasks before turning to the specific modes of

response r.quired. First , five of the six approaches are frequently

.t.r. .t .d in j udgments or decisions related to preference , value ,

-‘ 44! . ; The.. are DT , BDT , PD!, SJT , and II!; AT ordinarily

- - 
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confines its interests to the manner in which judges make decisions

about states of the world (inferences). A further useful distinc-

tion in this regard is whether or not the procedures involve making

a choice for action. In DT, the intended function of which is to

aid decision makers to make decisions in a “rational” manner , tasks

always require the decision maker eventually to make a choice for

action among multiple alternatives. BDT and SJT, in their applied

versions, are also intended to help decision makers make choices

for action. BDT, PD!, 53!, and II!, however , unlike DT , of ten

construct tasks in which the aim is not aiding the decision maker

and in which no choice for action is ever made. Rather, the aim

is simply to describe, predict, or explain the manner in which the

judge uses information in making a judg ment of preference .

Second, five of the six approaches are frequently involved with

inferences about states of affairs in the world. These are BDT,

PD!, SJT, lIT , and AT. Such inferences may have implications for

action or choice, but not necessarily so. In such tasks, the

j udge is asked to express his inference about the “true” state of

the world, given certain pieces of information. For instance, the

judge may be asked to estimate the value of a distal variable or

to make an attribution concerning characteristics of an individual

on the basis of a set of cue or attribute values.

Finally , and really a special case of the second type of task ,

three of the six approaches CDT , BDT , and PD!) quite frequently

construct tasks in which the judge is required to make probability

estimates. These may be either estimates of the probability of an

- 
- 
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event occurring, estimates of the probability of a hypothesis given

an event, or estimates of the probability of an event given an

hypothesis . Such tasks appear both in basic research and in prac—

tical applications. DT, BDT, and PD! are ordinarily concerned with

such “risky” decision making, or decision making under conditions

of uncertainty, although B! and EDT are increasingly also concerned

with “riskless” decision making, or decision making under conditions

of certainty.

SJT, II!, and AT are ordinarily concerned with riskless deci-

sion making, but exceptions can be cited for all three approaches.

II! has devoted substantial attention to risky decision making (e.g.,

Shanteau, 1975) ; SJT has occasionally constructed tasks requiring

judges to give probability estimates (e.g., }ianmiond, Stewart,

Adeluian , & Wascoe, 1975); and, AT appears to be moving toward

including tasks involving probability estimation (e.g., Ross, 1977).

In terms of procedures, however, it is still more likely to find

questions of the sort, “How likely is it that. . . ?“ , in the first

three decision or “probability” theories than in SJT, II!, or AT.

We now turn to the specific procedures most frequently found

in each of the three types of tasks : those involving judgments of

preference or utility, those involving j udgments of inference , and

those involving probability estimation.

Judgments of preference or utility. Within B!, in tasks con—

cerning judgments of preference the decision make r ’s responses can

take several forms. Most often they are written or verbal responses

5 - -5 —- - - -~~~~~~~~~ - - —---5--- -- - - - 5 - 5 - -— - -
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to questions about the decision maker’s ordinal preferences between

pairs of alternatives, particularly alternatives involving lotteries.

For instance, decision makers are coimnonly asked to express their

ordinal preferences between two lotteries of the form “receive out-

come X with prob ability E or outcome X ’ with probability 1~~~~
” or

between an option of the form “receive consequence C with certainty

or receive a lottery offering outcome X with probability ~ or

outcome X’ with probability ~~~~~~~~~ The purpose of these questions is

to identify pairs to which the decision maker is indifferent. The

responses to these questions can then be used in determining whether

certain necessary theoretical axioms for B! are satisfied, and, if

so, to construct a model of the judge’s utility function. The

specific procedures used to elicit these responses (and variations

in the types of alternatives presented and responses required) are

described in greater detail in later sections. The important point

is that the basic tasks presented the decision maker requires only

the expression of ordinal preferences between alternatives; the

parameters of the model of the decision maker’s utility function are

then approximated from those responses. (Discussion of the nature

of those parameters is deferred to later sections.)

The last point is important because BDT differs substantially

f rom B! in the procedures it uses to estimate the parameters of the

decision maker ’s utility function . Although B! and EDT share

similar theoretical orientations, rather than deriving the parameters

of the utility function indirectly from expressions of ordinal prefer-

ence, BDT frequently requires the decision maker to specify directly

- - 5  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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the value of those parameters. That is, the decision maker is asked

to indicate directly the relative importance of the various attri— S
butes of the decision problem and to describe directly the form of

the value or utility curves indicating the functional relation

between values of each attribute and the decision maker ’s utility.

This direct specification procedure is used in recent applications

of the BDT approach; basic research by EDT frequently relies upon

techniques more similar to those described above for the B! approach.

PD! relies extensively on the ordinal preference method

described above for the B! approach. The judge is most commonly

asked to make choices between two lotteries , between a certainty

equivalent and a lottery , or between complex combinations of lot-

teries and/or certainty equivaler ts (e.g. , Kahneinan & Tversky ,

1977) . PB! has also at times used procedures involving wholistic

rat ings of utility or desirability, similar to those described

below for SJT (e.g., Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1971) .

Within SJT, in tasks involving judgments of preference or

utility the judge is ordinarily required to make wholistic ratingi

of preference over a series of cases in which the values of each

attribute vary. Such ratings are made on interval scales. They

are sometimes recorded in written form , although more commonly the

series of cases are presented and the judge ’s responses recorded

via interactive computer graphics techniques. SJT is the only one

S 
of the six approaches to rely heavily upon computer graphics tech—

nology , although interactive computer programs have recently been

developed within the DT approach (e.g., Lea]. & Pearl, 1977).

- - 
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Occasionally, judges are requested to specify directly the values

of the parameters of models of their judgment processes, in a

manner similar to the procedures of EDT. Judges may be asked, for

example, to indicate the relative importance of cues by dividing

100 points among them or to indicate the relation between levels

of an attribute and desirability by drawing graphs.

The lIT approach relies almost entirely upon wholistic ratings

of specific cases in its study of j udgments involving preference.

The judge responds on what is assumed to be an equal interval scale

(that assumption is routinely tested in II!) . Responses are ordi—

narily recorded by the judge in a paper and pencil format.

Judgments of inference • All the approaches, with the excep—

tion of DT , at times construct tasks in which the judge is required

to make inferences about unobservable , distal variables on the

basis of observable, proximal information. (B! does occasionally

require experts to make subjective evaluations of the values of

attributes on scales such as , say , “quality ,” but such tasks appear

infrequently and are not an integral part of the approach, there-

fore, their omission here.)

Tasks from the BDT, PD!, and AT approaches often require the

judge to respond to paired choices. For example, in the BDT and 5

PD! approaches, judges are cosuonly asked questions of the form ,

“Given datum x, is event or event z more likely to occur?” AT

tasks are frequently of the form , “Given event x , is cause or

cause z more likely?”

--5 -
~~~~ - :S~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~
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PD!, SJ~ , and II! frequently construct tasks which require

judges to express their inferences in terms of evaluations or

ratings. For example, tasks within these approaches frequently

ask judges to express their judgment about the most likely value of

some ur~,bservable obj ect on the basis of a set of given cue values

or attribute levels . II! and AT also frequently construct tasks

in which the judge is presented a number of attributes describing

an individual and is required to evaluate that individual on

another attribute dimension (i.e., tasks of impression formation).

Probability estimation. Probability estimation tasks, and the

responses required by them, can be roughly subdivided into two

categories: those requiring indirect responses and those requiring

more or less direct estimation of probability or likelihood. The

indirect procedure requires th~’. decision maker to express his

ordinal preference for alternative lotteries. Subjective proba-

bility estimates of events are then derived from these responses.

This method is used extensively within the B! approach. It is also

found frequently in basic research within EDT, although it appears

infrequently , if ever , in the practical applications of BDT.

The second type of task requires the judge or decision maker

to express his subjective estimates of probability more directly.

This type of task is used by all three of the decision approaches ,

B!, EDT , and PD!. It is also the approach used by lIT in their

studies of risky decision making and by SJT in its infrequent

studies involving probability estimation. These tasks may require

the decision maker to make a statement in terms of numbers between

______________ ____ ______________ ____ J
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0 and 1, or to express the odds for various events (e.g., “how much

more likely is it that x1 will occur instead of x2? Twice as

likely? Three times?”, etc.”), or to construct (with the aid of

the decision analyst) a probability distribution. This last pro-

cedure is usually based on the fractile method. The decision maker

is first asked a series of questions designed to specify the value

of attribute X, X’, such that he feels it is equally likely that

the obtained value of X will be between X0 (lowest feasible value)

and X ’ or between X’ and X1 (highest feasible value) . This pro cedure

is reiterated for the intervals (X0,X’) and (X’,X1) and so forth,

until enough points have been plotted to sketch the distribution.

Design. The design of studies of judgment and decision making

was covered extensively in the previous section. Design has direct

implications, however, for procedures in so far as it affects the

nature of the materials the judge or decision maker sees and the

manner in which he is required to respond . The most important

design factors affecting procedures are related to the idiographic

versus nomothetic distinction discussed above in the Methodology

section.

For five of the six approaches, DT , EDT , PD!, SJT, and II!,

their aims are sometimes, if not always, idiographic in orientation.

This orientation requires that sufficient data be collected from

each jud ge or decision maker in order to construct a model of that

individual’s judgment or decision processes (a model Which may or

may not be imputed paramorphic qualities). This usually, but not

always, entails factorial design in the within-subjects component
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of the study or analysis. That is , each judge is required to

respond to every possible combination of stimulus attributes or to

all possible combinations of a finite number of levels of the

stimulus attributes . In terms of procedures , this means the j udge

or decision maker is required to make repeated j udgments or deci-

sions.

The sits of B! is exclusively idiographic. Procedurally , the

decision analyst will ordinarily construct tasks containing large

numbers of attribute level combinations to which the decision maker

will theoretically be asked to respond. The approach can thus be

described as factorial, although it is not referred to or described

as such within B!. The B! approach usually involves “short Cuts ,”

however. For example, instead of asking the decision maker to

respond individually to each of a large number of stimulus attri-

bute combinations, say, to indicate his preference between attri-

bute combinations (X,Y) and (X’ ,Y’), over a whole series of values,

the decision maker may be asked to indicate his preference

for CX,!) versus (X’,Y’) for Z1, Z2, Z~ and Z~ , and, as soon as he

understands the nature of the problem, be asked directly if his

preference for (X ,Y) versus (X ’Y’) would change as a function of any

plausible value of Z. B! procedures are dynamic, in the sense that

the choices presented by the analyst to the decision maker are

derived from responses to earlier choices .

S 
Although EDT , in its practical application function is idio—

graphic in orientation , it does not use a within—subjects factorial

approach to collect data for the construction of a model representing
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the decision maker ’s decision processes . Rather , the analyst asks

the decision maker to indicate directly the characteristics of the

model, unlike the procedures of all other approaches which involve

responses by the judge from which such models are indirectly

derived. For instance, decision makers are asked to specify the

relative importance of attributes by assigning weights on a ratio

scale.

In the basic research component of EDT , and in PD!, j udges

respond to each of a pre—established arr ay of stimulus combinations ,

although that array may not be the same for every judge. Judges

may or may not see every possible combination of levels of stimulus

att ributes , but more often they do not. Each combination of

stimulus attributes, however, is seen by some judges. The primary

orientation of basic research in these two approaches is more

nomothetic than idiographic. The design of basic research in these

two approaches , then, is usually between—subjects factorial. The

researcher establishes a set of task materials that include all

possible combinations of a number of levels of attributes. Each

judge responds only to a set or subset of those combinations; judges

often respond to only one instance of any particular judgment or

decision problem. Although models may be tested for individual

judges , the tests of interest is ordinarily between—subjects.

In both the applied and basic versions of SJT, the basic

orientation is always idiographic. Again , this means that m di—

r j vidual models are constructed for each j udge and that judges respond

to multiple instdnces of a particular j  udgment problem. Unlike

.4
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most other approaches, however, construction of individual models

does not involve factorial design. Because Si’! relies extensively

on regression techniques in model building, the judge ordinarily

responds to only a sample of all possible combinations of cue

levels. In terms of procedures, the analyst or researcher first

generates a sample of cue level combinations. The judge then

responds to each of the cue level combinations (or profiles) in

this pre—established set. Unlike the factorial approaches, in

which the stimulus attributes are almost always orthogonal, this

is frequently not the case in 53!. The SJT approach emphasizes the

concept of representative design. That is, the cue level combi-

nations to which the judge responds should be representative of

those in the “real world,” preserving cue intercorrelations, ranges

and dist ributions , and other characteristics of the cues in the

natural enviroument . Such characteristics are frequently preserved

in the generation of the set of cue level combinations. Basic

research within SiT frequently makes use of between—subjects

factorial designs, but only after within—subjects analyses have

been conducted.

II! relies exclusively on factorial design , in which each

judge or some group of j udges see each combination of stimulus

attribute combinations. In order to keep the total number of cases

to a manageable level , either the number of attributes or the number

of levels of each attribute is ordinarily small in the typical II!

study. Because of the reliance on factorial design, attributes are S

ordinarily orthogonal within sets. lIT uses both within—subjects
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and between—subjects factorial designs. Most often, within—subjects

analysis precedes between—subjects analysis.

AT is the only one of the six approaches that rarely , if ever,

constructs models of individual j udgment or decision processes . Its

primary aim is nomothetic. It. therefore uses between—subject fac—

ton a l  designs extensively . In terms of procedures, it first

constructs a set of attribute level combinations , which are almost

always orthogonal. Most commonly , each judge responds to only one

of these combinations (or to only a small, subset) . It is quite

common in AT, since the approach does not require extensive data

from individual judges in order to build models of their judgment

or decision processes , for j udges to respond to a number of different

judgment and decision problems within a single study.

IMORE)

Level of abstraction. After the nature of the judgment or

decision problem has been established and the structure and dimen-

sions of the task determined, a basic issue is the level of abstrac-

tion at which the attributes or cues will be presented to the j udge.

This issue was discussed at length in the previous section on

methodology, but a brief discussion is also appropriate here.

The level of abstraction at which attributes are presented

ranges on a continuum from concrete , realistic ~~~ects to abstracted

variables. The approaches using the most concrete (realistic) level

of presentation are PD!, II! (sometimes) , and AT. All three

approaches somet imes use very detailed verbal descriptions of

objects. II! has used photographs , as has AT , which at times has

- 
-— -~~~~~~---~~~~~- - _ - -—- _ _ _ _
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even used recordings or videotapes. The next level of abstraction

is that of partially decomposed objects, i.e., real. or hypothetical.

objects , presented in schematic terms . B!, BDT in its research

function, Si’! and II! (usually) fall into this category . BDT , in

its applied function , is the only approach to operate procedurally

with abstracted variables or dimensions themselves.

The greatest implication for procedures of the level of

abstraction of variables is the number of cases that are presented

for consideration -by individual judges. More abstract level of

presentation enables stimulus combinations to be manipulated more

easily and require less t ime for presentation and response. As

noted in the methodology section , within—subjects designs are

therefore usually characterized by more abstract levels of presen-

tation than are between—subjects designs.

Cue met ric. An issue closely related to that of level of

abstraction is the metric in which the attribute levels are pre-

sented. In general, the more abstract the level of presentation,

the more likely that the levels will be represented in numerical

form. DT , BDT, Si’!, and II!, therefore, more commonly represent

levels of attributes by numbers than do PD! and AT.

Si’! almost always presents attributes in quantitative form ,

with an underlying continuous distribution. Such a metric is dic—

tated by the requirements of the regression analysis techniques

ordinarily used by Si’!. Techniques for application of Si’! in non—

metric (i.e., nonnumeric) ecologies have been developed (Bjorkman,

1973; Castellan, 1970), but are not extensively used. B!, BDT ,

____—  -~~~ - - - _________________  _____ __________________
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PDT , and II! all at times present attributes in similar quantita-

tive form; AT rarely, if ever, does so. All of the approaches

sometimes present stimulus attibutes in discrete forms or in terms

of qualitative descriptions, although Si’! does so less commonly

than the rest.

Overview. The six approaches show considerable diversity in

the manner in which they construct tasks and present stimulus

attribute or cue combinations to judges and decision makers . They

also vary greatly in the types of responses they require. Several

factors appear to contribute to these differences. One obvious

contribution to differences among the approaches is differences in

aim or function. The types of procedures employed are affected

according to whether basic research or practical application is the

intended function and according to whether the aim is more idio—

graphic or more nomothetic. In addition, procedures vary as a

function of whether the analysis is concerned with judgments of

preference, judgments of inference, or prob ability estimation.

Finally, differences in origins and differences in means of data

reduction or data analysis probably account- for some of the differ-

ences among approaches . The type of data most amenable to analysis

by Bayes theorem, regression techniques , and ANOVA techniques vary ,

and thus the procedures involved in data collection also vary.

All six approaches, however , construct tasks which provide data

S 
which can be used to construct models of the j udgment and decision

p
- processes of individuals or of groups of individuals.
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B. Task Characteristics (Tables IV—Bl and IV—B2)

Al]. six approaches asstmie that there is “something out there”

with which the decision maker interacts. The characteristics of

the judgment and decision problems with which judges and decision

makers interact and the implications of such characteristics for

procedures are therefore of interest.

Task characteristics can be subdivided into objective and sub-

jective categories. Objective task characteristics can be described

as those concerned with “what is really out there.” Subjective

task characteristics can be described as those concerned with tL~hgt

the decision maker or judge thinks is out there.” Approaches differ

in the amount of attention they pay to objective versus subjective

task characteristics. SJT pays the greatest attention to objec-

tive task characteristics, in part perhaps because of the legacy

of Brunswik’s interest in the characteristics of environmental

systems, in part perhaps because of its origins in the psychology

of perception, and in part perhaps because of the approach’s interest

in multiple cue prob ability learning. lIT pays perhaps the least

attention to obj ective task characteristics , restricting its inter-

ests primarily to the cognitive systems of j udges and decision

makers . All six approaches pay quite close attention to subjective

task characteristics.

Since objective task characteristics seem logically prior to

subjective characteristics, we begin there.
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Objective Task Characteristics (Table IV-B1)

Concepts related to objective task characteristics have little

direct Influence on procedures for most approaches , although they

may have considerable indirect influence. We consider them briefly

and discuss the manner in which they are operationalized, to the

extent they are operationa.lized at ail.

Uncertainty. All six approaches have concepts referring to

uncertainty within the environment. That is, ambiguity or proba—

biliam intervening between elements of the environment. This

uncertainty may take one of several forms . It may entail uncer-

tainty about whether or not an event will occur, uncertainty about

the validity of an hypothesis, uncertainty about the consequences

or effects of an action , or ambiguity concerning the relations

between directly observable, surface events and unobservable or

nondirectly observable, depth variables.

The concept of uncertainty is defined in terms of probability

by Dr , BDT , and PDT. (The same concept appears in lIT in its

studies of risky decision making, in a few of the studies of SJT,

and is beginning to make its appearance in the Al approach.)

Probability refers to uncertainty about whether an event will occur,

or about whether an hypothesis is true, or about the probable conse-

quences of an event. It is the so—called structuralist definition

of probability (see the Theory section) . Because of probability ,

many judgment and decision problems are risky ; uncertainty sur-

rounds the outcomes of the possible decisions or courses of action.
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Probability is important within DT , BDT , and PDT primarily

because probabilism in the environment must be coped with by the

judge or decision maker . In practical applications, objective

probabilities have no common implications in terms of procedures .

Objective probabilities are unknowable with certainty and interest

focuses on subj ect ive estimates of those unknowable objective

probabilities. Procedures center around the elicitation and cali-

bration of those subjective estimates. For basic research within

the BDT and PDT approaches, tasks are constructed so that objec-

tive probabilities are known. The eventual issue of interest is

the degree of correspondence between objective probabilities and

subjective estimates of them.

Within the S.JT approach , the concept of uncertainty is defined

in terms of task uncertainty, surface/depth relations, or the zone

of ambiguity. These concepts refer to the inability of the jud ges

to predict or know distal variables perfectly on the basis of

surface, or given, data. It is a frequentist definition of proba-

bility. Within SIT , judgment and decision problems are considered

“risky” only in the sense that the j udge can never be sure that

there is perfect correspondence between judgment and criterion.

The concept of task uncertainty is important within the SJT

approach primarily because of its behavioral implications. In

applied decision problems , the concept usually has no direct

effects on procedures . Surface/depth relations are usuafly unknow—

able and interest focuses on the judge ’s use of surface cues . In

laboratory studies of multiple cue probability learning , the

_ _ _- -  - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • . • -
~~~~~
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primary implication for procedures is that tasks are (almost) never

constructed so that surface/depth relations are certain. That is ,

the tasks in laboratory studies of multiple cue probab ili ty learning

are constructed in such a way that they are not perfectly predictable.

The concept of uncertainty is recognized by AT in the concept

of covariation. AT recognizes that similar events can have different

causes and that the same cause can lead to multiple effects. The

concept has little impact in terms of procedures , however. Although

AT is quite interested theoretically with the manner in which judges

come to learn about the environmental systems with which they

interact , AT rarely constructs tasks in which the “right answert’ is

known and in which the relations between stimulus attributes and

criterion can be specified .

No concept of uncertainty is prominent within lIT . This approach

focuses primarily on the cognitive system of the j udge , paying rela-

tively little attention to the environmental systems with which they

interact . The concept of probability appears in lIT studies of

decision making under conditions of uncertainty , however. It is

essentially identical to the concept as it appears in DT , BDT , and

PDT .

• Organizing principles. Also of interest is the manner in which

the approaches see the environment as being organized. For the three

probability approaches , DT, BDT , and PDT, the environment is often

• viewed as being organized according to Bayes theorem, which des—

cribes the manner in which objective probabilities are optimally

combined. In terms of procedures , this means that in tests of

~~- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-
~~
--

~~~~~~ 
-
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optimality with respect to the environmental system, judges will

be compared with Bayes ’ theorem.

Within the SJT approach , the environment is often described

in terms of an additive model. (By an additive model, we do not

mean a suninative model . That is , the term additive merely m di—

• cates that there are no cross—product terms among the cues or

att ributes involved in the model. The SJT model could also be

described , perhaps more precisely , as a weighted averaging model.)

In terms of procedures, in tests of achievement with respect to

the environmental system, the additive model best describing the

judges’ cognitive system is compared to the additive model best

describing the environmental system.

For both the three probability approaches and SJT , their

assumptions about the nature of the environment have implications

for the manner in which they deal with j udges ’ cognitive systems.

That is , the models they construct of judges’ cognitive systems

are similar in form to the models they assume best describe environ-

mental systems. Implicit in the procedures of all four approaches

is the assumption that the organizing principle of judges’ cogni-

tive systems should correspond to the organizing principle of the

environment. Tests of congruence or fit between j udges and the

environmental system, then, are tests of similarity between models

of cognitive systems and models of the environment.

lIT and AT do not explicitly postulate an organizing principle

for the environment. By “reverse logic,” we might assume that they

postulate similar organizing principles within the environment as

j
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those which they postulate within the organism. For AT , these

would be schema; for lIT , they might be (among other possibilities)

configural models. Neither approach, however, seems to maintain

that there is any necessary correspondence between organizing prin—

ciples within the j udge’s cognitive system and organizing principles

within the environment. These two approaches seem to take the

• position that judges , at least to some extent, “impose” organizing

principles on the world in order to make sense of it , or cope with

it. (We should note that whila the above statements hold more—or—

less true for present day AT , one of its founders , Heider , was

quite concerned with the organization of the environmental system.

His views were quite similar to those of Brunswik and thus , to those

of the SJT approach . Heider ’s views about the organizing principles

of the environment , however , seem to have relatively little impact

on current AT procedures.)

(~~RE]

Task elements. The elements that make up decision and judgment

problems are given different names by various approaches . They are

referred to as data, events, or attributes within DT , BDT , and PDT;

they are referred to as cues within SJT, and, sometimes, Al; and,

they are referred to as stimuli within lIT and , usually, AT. The

differences among approaches in terminology seem primarily to

reflect differences in theoretical origins, and conceptions of how

the organism interacts with the task. Aside from the previously

— discussed differences in the level of abstraction and metric, the

various task elements appear to be pretty much procedurally
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equivalent across approaches - It is relatively easy to imagine the

same task elements being referred to as attributes by DT , BDT , and

PDT , as cues by SJT, and as stimuli by lIT and AT.

Cue—criterion relations. AU the approaches , with the excep—

tion of lIT , have concepts related to the relationship between task

elements and the task criterion. This type of concept is most

prominent in SJT because of its concern with the characteristics of

the environmental system and its interest in mult iple cue prob a—

• bility learning. The concept in SJT is that of ecological validity,

which refers to the degree to which the criterion can be predicted

by a cue . It is ordinarily operationalized as the simple correla-

tion between cue and criterion (although the concept does take into

account the possible nonlinearity of the relation) .

A similar concept in DT , BDT , and PDT is the conditional

probability of the criterion (hypothesis) given an event (or , some

attribute level) or the conditional probability of an event (or ,

some attribute level) given a criterion (hypothesis). In DT, the

concept has no implications for procedures because of its exclusive

concern with practical applications , in which the true probability

of a hypothesis given an event (or vice versa) is not known. In

basic research within BDT and PDT , conditional probabilities con-

cerning cue— criterion relations are known or manipulated by the

experimenter .

AT contains a related concept , that of multiple causality .

The implication of this concept is that the relation between a

cause and an effect is uncertain. But , aside, perhaps, from some
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of the early work in person perception , environmental relations are

not known or specified in AT research and concepts concerning cue—

criterion relations are not operationalized.

Task element interrelations. The interrelations between task

elements are of some interest to all six approaches . They are

frequently of great interest within SJT, however, in which the

relevant concept is that of cue inter correlation. This concept is

defined as the predictability of one cue from a second cue and is

ordinarily operationalized as a correlation coefficient. In terms

of procedures, cue intercorrelations are often set in accordance

with the magnitude and direction of those found in the natural.

environment (representative design) , although they are also f re-

quently set as orthogonal. Studies of the effects of cue—

interrelations are common within the SJT approach.

In the DT , BDT , and PDT approaches, the relevant concept is

that of conditional dependence/independence. This concept is

defined as and operationalized in terms of the probability of an

event (attribute level) given a second event (attribute level) . It

is also referred to within the DT approach as redundancy. With

respect to procedures , in judgments of preference, both DT and BDT

recommend that attributes be defined or constructed so that condi-

tional dependencies among attributes are as low as possible. This

procedure avoids “double counting” of att ributes within the utility

• function. Also , for DT, such task structure makes it more likely

that the independence of utility assumption can be satisfied , which

is a necessary condition for the construction for each attribute of

• —-• —~ ——— • - - •~~~~~~~~~~~ — - — • ~~~~— •  
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a single utility function which can be incorporated into a multi—

linear , multiattribute utility function . In judgments of proba-

bility estimation, the independence of attributes is ordinarily not

of concern. The emphasis in application is on calibrating decision

makers’ probability estimates, and little attention is given to the

nature of the environmental sources of those estimates . Moreover ,

Bayes theorem can be used with either dependent or independent

data. For reasons of simplicity, however, in basic research on

probability estimation , BDT usually constructs tasks with inde-

pendent attributes. In basic research on probability estimation

within PDT, both tasks in which elements are independent and tasks

in which elements are dependent can be found . Indeed , much of

their work is focused toward demonstrating that individuals do not

take into proper account conditional dependence and independence of

task elements in estimating probabilities .

In lIT , the major concept concerning task interrelations is

that of redundancy. This concept refers to the degree to which

stimuli or task elements provide the same information. Such

redundancy is usually self—evident or “apparent” redundancy , not

measured in terms of empirical correlations or probabilities. For

example , the statements “Mr. A is kind” and “Mr. A is kind to Mr. B”

are obviously (here , logically) redundant . The counterpart to

redundancy in lIT is inconsistency. Wyer (1970) defined and

operationalized inconsistency as the degree to which the j oint

probability of two stimuli are less than the product of their

unconditional probabilities. Several empirical studies on the
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effects of redundancy and inconsistency on the information integra—

• tion process have been performed by lIT .

There is no clear counterpart to the above concepts within

the AT approach, although the importance of this idea is clearly

recognized. Kelley (1971) noted, for instance, that “conflicting

or ambiguous cues may evoke schemata that lead to contradictory

inferences” ~~~~. 173). Moreover, there has been a substantial amount

• of research within AT on the effects of “mixed” sets of adjectives

in impression formation. (This work is quite similar to that des-

cribed immediately above for the lIT approach.)

Number of task elements. There has been empirical work across

approaches on the effects on judgment and decision processes of the

number of attributes within a task. The lIT approach is perhaps

most prominent in this regard. Numerous studies involving tests

of averaging versus summation models as descriptors of judgment

processes have varied the nuiw er of items of information presented

judges. Within BDT ’s research c.n conservatism in probability

estimation, numerous studies have varied sample size as a simple

means of varying diagnosticity. Within the PDT approach , some

studies have investigated the effects of number of cues on cue

utilization; the general finding (although a somewhat weak one)

was that the predictability (using regression methods) of j udges ’

judgment processes decli~ies as the number of cues increases.

Although it is not clear to what extent the results of basic

research motivate it, all approaches seem to recognize, explicitly

or implicitly , the cognitive limitations of judges in trying to
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deal with too many items of information. In terms of procedures ,

this means that tasks are limited in the number of items of informa-

tion they contain. For instance, DT explicitly advocates that

attributes be limited in number to the greatest extent possible,

analyses within SJT usually limit the number of cues to 5—8 or so ,

and EDT , in its application function , also advocates a small nunber

of att ributes , although setting a more generous upper limit than

most of the other approaches. EDT suggests that 8 attributes are

enough, whereas 15 are too many. If all the important dimensions

of a problem cannot be contained within these limits, the generally

accepted procedure across approaches appears to be to expand the

judgment or decision problem into multiple tasks.

Other task characteristics. A number of other concepts

relat ed to task characteristics have been omitted from this discus-

sion, either because they have no direct impacts on procedu’es or

because they affect procedures for only a small fraction of the

work within an approach. For instance, the importance of cue

variabili~y and cue range is explicitly recognized within the SJT

• approach . SJ’T warns that the results of any judgment analysis are

theoretically generalizable only to cue sets exhibiting the same

formal characteristics as those of the cue sets with which the

analysis was conducted. (DT offers a similar procedural admonition ,

warning against attempting to assess the relative importance of

• weights of attributes independently of the range of the attributes.)

Similarly, ecological. reliability and cue intersubstitutability are

I
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important concepts in SJT, but they rarely, if ever, have direct

impacts on procedures.

Considerable work has been done within lIT and AT on order

effects. But although the order in which items of information are

presented is an important procedural feature of many specific

studies, it is not an important procedural consideration in the

majority of work within these approaches; therefore, it is omitted

here.

Overview. Although they vary considerably in the degree of

attention they accord it, all six approaches attend to some extent

to the objective characteristics of the judgment or decision

problems. To a considerable degree, differences among approaches

in their conception of the nature of jud gment or decision problems

probably account for some of the differences in procedures we will

• discuss later in this section. A strong argument could be made

that the mariner in which approaches conceptualize the judgment or

decision task strongly influences the manner in which they think

judges or decision makers should cope with the task and, ultimately,

the types of models they construct and the procedures they use in

doing so.

(MORE ]

Subjective Task Characteristics (Table IV—B2)

In addition to the question of “what’s out there,” there is

• 

• the question of what the judge thinks is out there. We refer here

to the issue of the subjective characteristics of the task. This

issue is really at the heart of all six approaches. The procedures

______________ ______________ _ _ _ _
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of all the approaches are ultimately directed toward clarifying

the manner in which the judge or decision maker perceives the task

and tries to cope with it. Because the full treatment of this

issue requires considerable elaboration, best deferred to later

sections of the report, this section is relatively brief, as can

be seen in Table Iv—B2. In particular, the subjective equivalents

to the objective task characteristics of uncertainty, organizing

principles, and cue—criterion relations are all, discussed in the

three following sections. The subjective counterparts of the task

element concept have received considerable attention in the Theory

section. We discuss only subjective task element interrelations

in this section.

Task element interrelations. Both SJT and PDT share an

interest in judges’ perceptions of objective task element inter-

relations. In SJT these are perceived (environmental) inter—

correlations among cues. Procedurally, perceived intercorrelations

are generally assessed by having the judge predict levels of cue X,

given levels of cue Y. A similar concept in PDT is that of

associative bonds. This concept has its basis in the work of

Chapman and Chapman (1967 , 1969) on “illusory correlation.” Pro-

cedurally, it is generally assessed by having the judge predict or

try to recall the level of an attribute X, given a particular level

of attribute Y. (A related concept in lIT is that of discounting,

which holds that when stimuli are perceived as correlated or

dependent, less weight will be given to the aggregated pair.)

- -— —  • - • ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~
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While SJT and PDT are concerned with perceived environmental

task element interrelations, DT is concerned with the interrelations

between subjective transforms of task elements . In particular , a

central issue in DT is that of preferential and utility independence/

dependence.

Preferential independence is necessary for the creation of an

additive or multiplicative utility function (see later sections for

discussion of utility functions). The basic idea of preferential

independence is that preferences among levels of an attribute X do

not depend upon the level of some attribute Y. The extension of

this concept to more than two attributes is that of conditional

preferential independence. This means that preferences among levels

of an attribute X do not depend upon the level of some attribute Y,

given some level of an attribute Z. Procedurally, the presence or

• absence of preferential independence is established via a series of

questions involving choices among paired comparisons. This procedure

is similar in form to that described izmnediately below for the

assessment of utility independence.

Utility independence is necessary for the creation of multi—

linear utility functions. It allows the creation of utility func—

tiona for each attribute without reference to levels of other attri—

butes. The basic idea of utility independence is that the utility

of any level of an attribute X does not depend upon the level of

some att ribute Y. In other words , the utility of any level x does

not change as a function of 
~~
, L’’ ~~~~~~ etc. The extension of this

concept to the case of more than two att ributes is that of

—4
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conditional utility independence. This means that the utility

associated with any level. of an attribute X does not change as

attribute Y varies, holding constant attribute Z at various Levels.

In terms of procedures , the presence or absence of utility

independence is established by a series of questions involving

paired comparisons . For example , to check whether X is utility

independent of Y , attribute Y is set at some level , 
~~ and the

analyst asks the decision maker to make a series of choices between

a 50—50 lottery (involving x values) and either a second 50—50

lottery (involving x values) or a particular level of X. The

procedure is then repeated with Y set at level f and then further
reiterated. If the paired comparisons are not affected by the

particular levels of Y, X is utility independent of Y.

The assessment of conditional utility independence involves

a simple extension of this procedure. Attribute X is conditionally

independent of attribute Y (although not necessarily vice versa) ,

if the preference order for lotteries involving changes in X does

not depend on the level of Y , when Z is fixed at any level .

• If utility independence does not obtain , the decision analyst

may take any of several courses of act ion, among them transforma—

tion of the attributes, direct assessment of the utilities of a

number of multiattribute out comes and extrapolation to the entire

outcome space , or the use of other forms of utility functions.

Since it appears to be most often the case that the independence of

utility axiom is satisfied, we cosment no further on these alterna-

tive techniques.

______________ -
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BDT acknowledges the theoretical validity of the preferential

and utility independence assumptions , but , at least in its applied

function, does not test them. BDT relies on the robus tness of the

additive model to accouinodate any violations of these assumptions.

There are thus no procedures within BDT for testing these assump-

tions.

lIT also recognizes the importance of independence assumptions.

It assumes that the scale and weight values of attributes are not

dependent on the levels of other attributes , but , as in BDT , there

are no procedures for routinely testing this assumption.

Overview. The subjective properties of the task for the judge

have considerable influence on procedures, although the discussion

of most of these influences was deferred to later sections. This

section focused on subjective interrelations among task elements.

SJT and PDT (and lIT to a lesser degree) define and operationalize

concepts related to judges ’ perceptions of the environmental rela-

tions among task elements, although these concepts are not central

to either the theory or procedures of these approaches. The m dc—

pendence of preferences and utilities associated with attributes

is , however , central to the DT approach and there are well developed

procedures which are routinely used to test these assumptions of

independence. Both BDT and lIT explicitly acknowledge the import-

ance of assumptions of independence among subjective transforms of

task elements , but neither routinely test them.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ _______________
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C. Subjective Use of Subjectiv e Data (Table 1V—C )

Al]. six approaches are concerned with the manner in which

judges make use of subjective data. Procedurally, however, “soft”

• data is almost always transformed into “hard” data before the j udge

interacts with the task. For example, consider the specification

of attribute levels. Sometimes the environment provides hard objec-

tive dat a concerning the levels of attributes , e.g. , number of

dollars. Often , however , att ributes can be expressed only in sub-

jective terms , as with attributes such as “esthetics.” Usually ,

such attributes are translated into an objective form prior to the

judgment or decision analysis. For instance , if the j udgment or

decision problem includes an attribute such as esthetics, the

analyst may first have an “expert” (or the j udge himself) rate each

alternative on a one—to—ten scale of, say, beauty. The scope of the

judgment or decision analysis is then restricted to the manner in

which j udges deal with these “hard ,” numeric transforms of the

subjective attribute beauty . The one common exception in which

subjective dat a is incorporated directly into the j udgment or deci-

sion analysis is that of probability estimation.

Probability estimation. A major component of the DT approach

is the refinement , or calibration, of subjective hunches , impres—

sions , or intuitions into subjective judgmental probabilities . The

procedures for such calibration involve lotteries or imaginary bets

and are based upon the decision maker adopting two principles of

consistent behavior: (a) the transitivity of preferences and (b)

the substitutability of indifferent consequences in a lottery.

• i• • : • • ••
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Internal consistency is the criterion for admitting subjective

estimates of probability into the decision analysis . PDT often

uses the same procedures, but without requiring individuals to adopt

the above two principles of consistent behavior.

In particular , the p rocedures for assessing subjective proba-

bilities involve the decision maker making a series of choices in

which he indicates his ordinal preference between alternative

lotteries. The procedures are based on an “if you had to bet”

approach. For instance, the decision maker might be asked to indi-

cate his preference for the following choice : “Do you prefer a

lottery offering prize W if it rains tomorrow and L if it doesn ’t ,

or a lottery offering prize W with a probability of .20 and L with

a probability of .80?” Formally , judgmental probability can be

defined as follows: If E is an uncertain event in the real world

and the decision maker is indifferent between a lottery that results

in consequence X if E occurs and consequence Y if E does not occur

and a lottery that gives an objective probability ~ of consequence

X and a complementary probability of ~~~ of consequence Y, then

the judgmental probability of E is 2.• During the calibration task,

the DT decision analyst attempts to identify and compensate for any

cognitive or motivational biases on the part of the decision maker,

e.g. , personal biases , anchoring, unstated assumptions, conserva—

usia , or inability to conceptualize independence. Much of the

research within PDT is concerned with the specification and further

description of such biases.

• •
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In addition to the above procedures for eliciting point esti-

mates of probability, DT has developed procedures for eliciting

subj ective probability distributions. The most common of these is

based upon the fractile method. First, the lowest plausible value

of an attribute X, ~~~~, and the highest plausible value, ~~~~~~, are

identified. Next, the decision maker is asked to express his prefer-

ences for a series of alternatives of the form: “Do you prefer a

lottery offering prize W if the value of X is between and X ’ and

L if the value of X is between X’ and or a lottery offering prize

W with a — .50 and L with a .50?” The purpose of these questions

is to find a value X ’ such that the decision maker is indifferent

between the two lotteries. The intervals (~, ,X ’) and (~‘ ~~ are

then divided using the same type of procedure and this process is

iterated until a sufficient number of points have been plotted to

permit description of the distribution.

BDT ordinarily and PDT sometimes rely on more direct methods

for eliciting probability estimates. Most conmionly the decision

maker is asked to estimate the subjective probability of an event

by specifying a number between 0 and 1, by indicating his estimate

• of the likelihood or odds (or log odds) of an event ’s occurrence ,

or by indicating which of two events he considers more likely.

(SJT has relied on point estimation in nt~~ric form in its infre—

quent treatment of probability estimation problems ; obj ective

probabilities are ordinarily specified for the judge in liT’s study

of risky decision making.)

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
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Overview. Although all six approaches’ theories are concerned

with the manner in which judges make use of subjective data, pro-

cedurally, most approaches “objectify” the subjective data used in

their tasks. That is , subjective data is usually converted into

hard data for the formal judgment or decision analysis. Probability

estimation is the one exception in which procedures commonly involve

the decision maker’s use of subjective, personal, and nonexplicit

data. Of the three approaches commonly dealing with problems of

probability estimation, DT more frequently relies upon indirect

procedures to elicit subjective probabilities than do DT or EDT.

• D./E./F. Subjective Use of Objective Data/Cue Utilization/
Central Processes (Table P1/DIE/F)

We are combining our discussion of the procedures associated

with the above three loci into one section. We do so as a result

of several considerations. Foremost among these, it is quite diff i—

cult to associate many concepts and procedures with only one of the

three loci. For example, should the concept of weight be associated

with the cue utilization or the central process loci? The relat ive

importance of a cue or attribute (cue utilization loci) is not

totally independent of the manner in which the j udge or decision

maker aggregates or integrates across multiple cues or attributes

(central processes loci) . Moreover , closely related concepts from

• different approaches are not always located similarly with respect

to the three loci . For example , if it were to be associated with

only one of the three loci , the concept of valuation in lIT might
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most appropriately be discussed under the subjective use of objec-

tive data heading. This concept refers to the “psychological

meaning” of data, or the manner in which the judge rescales objec-

tive data. The SJT approach, on the other hand, includes no con—

• cepts or procedures related to subjective rescaling of obj ective

data. Rather , the relevant concept in SJT is that of function

forms. This concept describes the relation between the obj ective

values of attributes and the individual’s judgments and, if it were

to be associated with only one loci, might be diécussed under the

cue utilization heading. But the concepts of valuation and function

forms are quite similar in many respects (see the Theory section

for further discussion of similarities and differences between the

two concepts) and should be considered together , along with related

concepts from the other approaches. In short, rather than attempt

to impose an overly artificial structure and run the risk of

distorting the facts of the matter , we judged it preferable to

collapse into one section the discussion of concepts and procedures

across the three loci.

Utility/value/funct ion form. All six approaches possess con-

cepts of utility, value , or functional relation. These three terms

are not strictly identical, but they are formally similar, referring

to the functional relationship of objective or subjective attribute

values to the individual ’s judg ment or decision. These concepts

may refer to either judgments of preference or judgments of inference.

We discuss the procedures for operationalizing these concepts for

each approach in turn . 

- - -• • - • - - - ••~~~~~ - • ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Decision Theory. For DT , the concepts of interest are those of

value or utili ty; they are relevant only to judgments of preference.

A value function represents a formalization of an individual ’s value

or preference structure for decision problems under conditions of cer-

tainty; it serves to compare various levels of different attributes

indirectly. In particular, a value function v associates a real number

v(x) to each point in an evaluation space, provided that, if the decision

maker prefers x’ to x” (is indifferent between them), then he prefers

v(x ’) to v(x ”) (is indifferent between them) . In essence , what the

value function does is to rescale the objective values of an attri-

bute X. A graphi~a1 representation of the v—function plots the x

values, using the natural units of the attribute , on the ordinate

and the v(x) values, ranging from 0 to 1, on the abscissa.

In terms of procedures, after the range of the attribute is

established, the fractile method described earlier is used to find

the value X’ such that the decision maker is indifferent between

receiving a 50—50 lottery offering X0 or X,1, or receiving X ’ for

sure. This mid—value splitting technique is iterated until suf-

ficient points have been established to enable plotting of the

function.

If the preferential independence assumption is met (see above),

this same procedure can be extended to the n—attribut e case. After

value functions have been established for each attribute, the

weights associated with each attribute are determined and tie utility

of each of the set of alternatives A 1, i, ... n is evaluated (see

below for a discussion of the procedures involved in these steps) .

• • 
• _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Utility functions are not identical to value functions; a

utility function is a v alue function, although the converse is not

necessarily true . Utility functions are appropriate for the assess-

ment of preferences under conditions of uncertainty . They are more

complex to assess than value functions , since the decision maker ’s

risk preferences must be taken into account .

The procedures for assigning utility functions to probabilistic

alternatives are described below . We begin with the procedures for

alternatives evaluated in terms of one attribute X. First , the

ranges of the evaluation scale , f rom the minimum possible to the

maximum possible values , are defined . The scale may be expressed

either in the natural units of the attribute or in terms of a

subjective scale. The decision analyst then identifies certain

relevant qualitative characteristics of the uti1ity function. Be

determines if the u—function is monotonic ; i.e., whether for

x~ , 1, ... n , it is always the case that Xj  is preferred to (not

preferred to) x1, where j  > 1. Re also determines the decision

maker ’s attitude toward risk ; i.e. , he asks the decision maker if

he prefers the certainty option offering x~ or a 50—50 lottery

of fering Xj .~.k or Xi_k for a number of different levels of both x1
and k. The point here is to identify the general form of the

utility f unction; the form of the function will be concave if the

decision maker is risk averse and convex if he is risk prone .

Next , the quantitative characteristics of the utility function

are determined in an analogous fashion to that which was done with

value functions . A few points on the utility function are fixed
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using the fractile technique. That is, the procedure starts by

identif ying the certainty equivalent X’ such that the decision

maker is indifferent between it and a 50—50 lottery oUering X0 and

X1 (the best and worst possible outcomes). The procedure is

iterated until a sufficient number of points have been fixed to

plot a straight line describing the function , or to fit a parametric

curve , if the decision maker is risk prone or risk averse. Finally,

the expected utility of each probabilistic alternative is evaluated

(see below for a discussion of the relevant procedures) .

In the extension to the n—attribute case, the analyst is

dealing with vectors rather than scalers . Utility must be assessed

over a multiattribute consequence space. The procedures are essen-

tially the same as above , however , if the utility independence

assumption is satisfied (see above) , fo r all pairs of attributes.

If the utility independence assumption is not satisfied, the analyst

will ordinarily attempt to redefine the attributes so they are

utility independent or directly assess preferences within the multi-

att ribute consequence space . After utility functions are defin ed ,

the scaling constants associated with each attribute are assessed

and the expected utilities of the alternative s are calculated (see

below).

Several comments concerning DT ’s procedures for assessing

utilities are warranted here. These procedures are to a considerable

degree a legacy of Dr ’s theoretic origins in the von Net11~~nn—

Morgenstern and economic schools of thought . They are derived from

earlier work involving obj ective probabilities and val ues. They
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have been criticized by some (primarily within BDT) for being overly

complex in comparison to more direct estimations of utility. Because

of its theoretical origins and orientation, however, DT prefers to

measure utilities in terms of preference and rarely makes use of the

more direct types of techniques f ound within EDT. Although the

procedures of DT are not , perhaps , as complex in practice as they

may sound in description , they are in all likelihood more complex

(and probably more time consuming) than the procedures used by other

approaches .

Behavioral Decision Theory. For BDT , the concept of interest is

that of the value curve. Although they share similar theoretical

origins, DT and BDT differ  considerably concerning the best procedures

for assessing value curves. Although BDT occasionally uses similar

techniques to those of DT in its basic research function , within its

practical application function it assesses value curves in a much more

direct manner .

The concept of value curve in BDT refers to an individual’s

value or preference structure for each dimension of value used in

evaluating the relative desirability or utility of competing

£ alternat ives. The value curve , then , represents the functional

relationship between an attribute value and jud gments of desira-

bility. In graphic terms , the x— axis represents the plausible

range of a dimension (which is not necessarily numeric , e.g. , it

may range from “poor ” to “excellent”),  while the y—axis represents

desirability (with the same metric for each dimension) .

Procedurally , the first steps in BDT involve the identification

of the appropriat e decision maker(s) , the alternatives to be

~~~I~~~~
_ _ _ _  
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evaluated , and the relevant dimensions of value. Also , the relative

weights associated with each dimension are identified (see below)

prior to the specification of the value curves.

Value curves are ordinarily assessed by one of two methods .

If the utility associated with an underlying dimension is condi-

tionally monotonic, the EDT analyst of ten approximates the value

curve by drawing a straight line. The justification for this simpli-

fied procedure for defining value curves is the robustness of linear

approximation after aggregation across attributes. If the utility

associated with an underlying dimension is not monotonic, or if the

decision maker emphasizes the nonlinearity of his value function,

the usual procedure is simply to ask the respondent to draw a graph

descr ibing his value curve for that dimension.

Psychological Decision Theory. PDT conceptualizes value and

utility in a somewhat different fashion from DT or EDT. In prospect

theory (Kahn eman & Tversky , 1977), the carriers of value in problems of

risky decision making are changes in wealth or welfar e, rather than

final states , and value is treated as a function of (a) the asset posi-

tion that serves as a reference point and (b) the magnitude of the change

(positive or negative) from that reference point . PDT , like lIT below,

attend s more closely than DT to the “psychological meaning” of value or

utility. In general , the value f unction is concave for gains and

convex for losses and is steeper for losses than for gains. In

terms of procedures, the value curve for an individual is constructed

on the basis of his choices among risky prospects of the form
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“receive x with probability 2.’ y with probability ~~, and (if

p + q < 1), nothing with probability l—p—g. ”

In some of the PDT work involving regression techniques , the

concept of functional relation also appears. This concept is essen—

tiauy identical to the concept of function form in SJT and is

operationalized and defined in basically the same manner. Since the

concept is more central to the SJT approach, we turn to it.

Social Judgment Theory. In SJT, the concept of function form refers

to the functional relationship between the values of a cue and either an

individual’s ratings of desirability or his inferences concerning the

value of a criterion. The function form relates values of an attribute

(in terms of the ranges appearing in the task) to values of the judgment

(made on an interval scale); graphically, it is similar to the

concepts of value or utility in DT or EDT . Unlike DT or BDT , how-

ever , the function forms associated with each dimension are all

assessed simultaneously, along wi th the weights associated with each

dimension.

In terms of procedures, the judgment problem and its relevant

dimensions are first identified , and the ranges for each cue are

established by the judge and/or the resear cher. A number of hypo-

thetical profiles or cases are then constructed (or , a number of

real profiles selected) . These profiles contain different combina—

• tions of the values of the cues and are presented sequentially to

t the j udge , frequently via interactive computer techniques . The

j udge rates the desirability of each or estimates the value of the

criterion, responding on an interval scale.

• 

- -- - .• . • .
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The relationship between jud gments and cue values are then

described by multiple regression statistical techniques. The basic

model is a nonlinear additive one which includes squared cue values

as well as the natural cue values . Inclusion of the squared terms

permits the description of U and inverted—U shaped function forms

or any cue—j udgment function that can be approximated by some por-

tion of a parabola , as well as linear function forms . In practice ,

SJT algebraically transforms the additive model into a weighted

averaging model in which the relative weights for each attribute

sum to one and the function forms share a common range. Function

forms are ordinarily displayed graphically (along with relative

weights) via interactive computer graphics techniques. Alternatives

may then be assessed via application of the weighted averaging model

(see below) . Judges are sometimes asked simply to draw the desired

function form for a cue, especially after a preliminary analysis

based upon their whoi.istic ratings of multiple cases.

Information Integration Theory. lIT can be distinguished from

DT, BDT , and SJT in that it attends to the subjective scaling of attri-

butes. That is, rather than relating judgments to the natural metric

of the dimensions, lIT relates judgments to the subjective metrics of

the dimensions; objective values are translated into scale values.

The primary concerns of lIT are with the algebraic models that

• best describe human information integration and with substantive

• theory. Scales are of secondary interest in so far as the functional

scale values of stimuli are dependent upon the model best describing

the judge ’s information integration processes. The central issue in
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lIT theory , then , is the test of the goodness of fit of a model to

the data. Such a test provides j oint validation of the model and

the response scale. In other words , the scale value of stimuli can

only be discussed in terms of an integration model with good fit to

the data.

• Procedurally , the judgment analyst’s first constructs stimulus

combinations , using factorial design. The judge then rates each

• combination , on a scale assumed to possess interval, properties ;

• this assumption is tested within the course of lIT procedures. The

jud ge may express his rating in terms of numbers , lengths of lines ,

graphs , and so forth .

A test of the goodness of fit of the model to the data is then

performed. For example, if the hypothesized model were an averag ing

model , the test of goodness of fit  would require no significant

interactions in an analysis of variance and parallelism when levels

of each stimulus were plotted as a function of the levels of each

other stimulus. If the goodness of fi t  test is passed , the response

scale is validated as an “equal—interval” scale. Satisfactory fit

testifies to the adequacy of the response measure , and such valida-

tion of the model thus provides a functional scaling of the response.

Observed row means then provide estimates on an interval scale of

the scale values of the row stimuli.

The same general procedure is followed for the tests of adding,

subtracting, or multiplying models . If the model satisfactorily

passes the appropriat, goodness of fit test , then row means can be

interpreted as scale values of the stimuli. Many lIT studies,

• 

• • . •
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however, provide little information concerning scale values because

of the small number of factorial levels involved in the design. For

example, a 2 x 2 A~OVA design provides essentially no information on

the stimulus scales, since the 0 and 1 points on a scale are arbitrary.

Attribution Theory. Only a weak form of a concept of functional

relationship is found in the AT approach, that of directionality. Direc-

tionality indicates the form of the relationship between levels of attri-

butes and levels of judgment. Within DT, these descriptions are usually

nomothetic and are frequently based upon the results from analyses

of data f rom ANOVA design.. For example , it is common to encounter

statements of th. form: “Low levels of attribute X are associated

wi th judgments that the level of criterion Y is low , while high

levels of attribute X are associated with jud gments that the level

of criterion Y is high.”

Procedurally , a number of stimulus comb inations are first

generated , usually in terms of factorial design and frequently

involving only two levels of each attribute. The judges then rate

some or all of the attribute combinations; usually , each judge

responds to only one or a small subset of all possible combinations .

Data is ordinarily aggregated across jud ges; for those attributes

that statistical analyses (usually , ANOVA) indicate have a signifi-

cant effect on jud gments , the direction of the effect is reported.

• Overview. All six approaches contain some concept related to

the functional relations between attributes and judg ments , although

there exists considerable variation in both the nature of these

concepts and , particularly, in the procedures by which they

• ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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operationalize those concepts. The end output of the procedures of

DT , BDT , PDT , and SJT , however, seem much the same. Each of those

approaches generates a description of the relationships between

objective attribute levels and individuals’ judgments of desira-

bility (or of the value of a criterion) and this description is

frequently represented in graphic form. AT also coimsonly describes

such relationships between attribute levels and judgments , although

in less specific form and usually in reference to groups of judges

rather than individuals . lIT takes the most divergent approach to

this issue , rescaling obj ective attribute levels into psychological

scale values. Formally , however , the end result of the functional

measurement approach does not seem greatly different from those of

the other approaches (see , Shauteau & P1~elps , 1977).

The major procedural difference a~~ng the approaches is probably

the manner in which they elicit responses from jud ges in order to

identify utility or value functions , f unction forms , or scale weights .

The procedures can be divided into three general catetories . DT and

PDT (and , occasionally , BDT) rely upon procedures invol~ing the

indication of preference between lotteries , bets , or other risky

choices • BDT usually relies upon more direct measures of idsntif i—

• cation or construction, approximating value curves with straight

lines or simply having the jud ge draw the value curve; at times,

SJT also makes use of this latter procedure . SJT, lIT , and AT

customarily require the judge to make wholistic, intuitive ratings.

Two issues concerning the relative merit of the various pro-

cedure. for identifying the functional relationships between attribute

1
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values and individual ’s judgments are deserving of note. The first

of these is the issue of ease of use and practicality . Under this

heading would also fall such considerations as user satisfaction

and t ime required for the conduct of the procedures . Although

empirical tests are required to establish the facts of the matter ,

the procedures of the DT approach appear to rate lowest in this

respect because of the number of questions to which the decision

maker must respond and the amount ’ of time required for the specifi-

cation of value or utility curves. On the face of it , the procedures

used by EDT in practical applications appear to be the simplest and

least time consuming .

The second issue is the type of error to which the procedures

are most prone or resistant. In particular the measurement error

associated with any procedure can be divided into two components :

errors of estimation and errors of elicitation. Estimation error

is error associated with imprecision of procedures from a technical

standpoint ; these can be described as “errors in principle .” Elici-

tation error is error associated with more psychological factors ,

such as fatigue , boredom , or inattention; these can be described as

“errors in practice.” This second issue is not unrelated to the

first. DT , for example , with its rigorous and exhaustive procedures

for testing independence assumptions and constructing value and

utility functions would seem to be on one end of the continuum,

• insofar as it employs procedures that are designed to minimize

errors of measurement. EDT , on the other hand , with its simple and

direct procedures appears to be on the other end of the continuum,

• 
- 
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with procedures designed to minimize errors of elicitation. Which

type of error is more important in the analysis of judgment or

decision processes is , of course , a topic for empirical research.

Weight. All six approaches contain some concept related to

weight, or the importance of a piece of information to individuals’

ju dgment s of preference or inferences about states of the world.

We discuss in turn the procedures used by each approach in opera—

tionalizing the concept of weight .

Decision Theory. DT has two concepts related to weight. The f i rst

is tha t of scaling constants which are used to weight the various uni—

dimensional value or utility functions that enter a multidimensional

uti l i ty function. The second is that of subjective probability which

is used to weight the utility of an outcome when making a decision

under conditions of uncertainty; that is , subjective probabilities

are used to weight utilities in generating estimates of the subjec-

tive expected utilities of probabilistic alternatives.

We turn first to the concept of scaling constants and to the

procedures for assessing such constants for multiattribute value

functions under conditions of certainty. We start with the sim-

plest case, that inv3lving only two attributes. First , the uni—

df~ønsiona1 value functions for two attributes X and Y are obtained

using the procedures descr ibed above . The analyst then asks the

respondent to make a series of choices between alternatives that

will permit him to calculate the two scaling constants k~ 
.and ky~

• - In order to do so , two (x ,Y) pairs to which the decision maker is

Indifferent must be identified.

- -  •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • - ~~~~~
•
~~~ - • —-~~~~~~ -~~~~~~-
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The analyst begins by asking the decision maker which of the

pairs (X0 ,Y1) and (X1,Y0) is preferred (where X0 and are the

worst levels of those attributes and and are the best). The

decision maker can indicate that he is either indifferent, prefers

the option with the highest X value (X1~ ,Y0) ,  or prefers the option

with the highest Y value (X ,Y1). If he is indifferen t, then,

kx k~ — .5; if X is preferred , then , k~ 
> k~; and , if 7 is

preferred , then , ICy > k .  Supposing that X is preferred to Y , the

analyst then asks the decision maker a series of questions designed

to identify a value , X~ , such that he is indifferent between (Xi,Y0)

n
and (X0 ,Y1). Knowing the value Xi,, and given that E k~, — 1, k~ and

il .
can then be derived using siii~ le algebra. This procedure can

easily be generalized to the case of more than two attributes.

We now turn to the procedures for assessing the scaling con-

stants for multiattribute utility functions under conditions of

uncertainty. Again , we deal with the case of two attributes. The

form of a multiattribute utility function can be specified in terms

of a number of conditional utility functions over the attributes

and scaling constants. For example, a multilinear utility function

(the most general form) with two attributes can be specified as

u(y ,z) — k
7u~ (7) + k~u~

(z) + k u ( y ) u (z) ,

where there is one conditional utility function for each 7 and Z ,

and three scaling constants : ky~ k~ k7~ . The two utility func—

tions u and u~ are scaled from 0 to 1.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _____ __±_ -—— — —---- -- --- -- •-- -- - --•
~~
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The basic idea underlying the procedures is to obtain a set of

three independent equations with three unknowns , which are then

solved to find the ks. The procedures for generating these equa—

• tions may involve either certainty comparisons or probabilistic

techniques. A typical set of procedures might involve the following

steps :

If we assume that preferences are a monotonically increasing

function of 7 , Z and (Y ,Z) ,  then the first equation can be easily

generated; for 
~~ 

,Z1) :

1 -k  + k  + ky z yz
Then , using the techniques described above for the estimation of

scaling constants under certainty , if the decision maker ’ s prefer-

ences indicate that k~ > k~ , a value of Y (Yi) can be formed such

that the decision maker is indifferent between (Yi,Z0) and (70 ,Z1).

The second equation can thus be written as

k a IC u (7 ) .z y y  I
Next , using probabilistic scaling techniques , a third equation can

be generated via a series of questions designed to find the proba—

bility,(2~,) such that the decision maker is indifferent between the

consequence (Y ,Z ) for sure and a lottery offering consequence

(Y1,Z~) with probability , 2.’ and consequence (Y0 ,Z0) with probability

~~~~~~ Equation 3, then , can be written as

IC - ny y

These three equations can then be solved for the values of the

scaling constants. 

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •--~~~--~~- • ----
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These procedures can be generalized to the case of more than

two attributes. In the n—attribute case , however , the rank order

of the values of the ks are determined before their magnitudes are

assessed. The customary procedure for this ranking involves setting

the values of each attribute at their lowest levels. The analyst

then asks the decision maker to indicate which of the attributes he

would move to its highest level , if he could move only one. Then ,

he is asked which of the remaining attributes he would raise to its

highest level , and so on , until the rank order of the importance of

each att ribute has been established.

The second concept in OT that sometimes serves as a weighting

factor is that of subj ective probability , the assessment of which

we have already described. In evaluating multiattribute utility

functions under uncertainty, the utilities of probabilistic alterna-

tives must be transformed into subj ective expected utilities in order

to make the final evaluation of an alternative. This transformation

is accomplished by weighting utility by the subj ective probability

of the event. If the estimate of probability is a point estimate,

the procedure for calculating subjective expected utility is given

by the formula, SEU~ p~u1~ where SEU is the subjective expected

utility of an alternative, p~ is its probability , and Uj is its

utility. If the subj ective probability of an alternative is expressed

in terms of a probability distribution, the procedure for deter-

mining its subj ective expected utility is given by the formula

SEUi — fp j (ui) ,  where fp~ i. the probability distribution for the

ith alternative.
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Eehavioral Decision Theory. Within BDT , there also exist two con-

cepts related to weight. The first is that of weight, which refers to

the relative importance the judge assigns to relevant dimensions in

evaluating preference for multiattribute alternatives. Procedurally,

after the entities to be evaluated and the relevant dimensions of

value have been identified , the judge ranks the dimensions in order of

Importance. He then rates the dimensions in order of importance , pre-

serving ratios, with the least important dimension assigned a rating of 10.

The ratings are then summed and each is divided by the sum in order

to establish a measure of the relative importance of each dimension ;

relative weights , therefore, sum to one. Competing entities can be
n

evaluated according to the formula U~ — E w4uj4; i.e. , for each
i—i .’

alternative, its overall utility is the weighted sum of the utility

of each attribute level for that alternative.

The second concept is that of subj ective probability. In basic

research in BDT , it is sometimes used in the same manner as in DT

to calculate the subjective expected utility of probabilistic

options or alternatives .

Psychological Decision Theory. In PDT , the concept of decision

weight replaces that of subj ective probability in the analysis of deci-

sion making under risk. According to prospect theory, risky options are

evaluated by the fo rmula , — w(p j )v j , wher e the decision weight , w(p j ) ,

replaces the probability Pj used in utility theory and the value func—

tion , ~~~ (the procedures for assessing vi are discussed above) replaces

the utility function of DT or BDT. Decision weights are generally

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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lower than the correspondin g probabilities , except in the range of

low probabilities. In terms of procedures , decision weights are

assessed by the s~~e type of procedures used by DT or BDT to assess

subjective prob abilities . That is , they are inferred from prefer—

ences between risky options , or prospects. Decision weights do not

obey the probability axioms , however , nor do they provide an ade-

quate measure of degree of belief .

The concept of we~ght also appears in some of the work in PDT

employing regression techniques. In this component of PDT , weight

refers to the relative importance of attributes in predicting judg-

ments of preference or inference. It is operationalized in terms

of the relative magnitude of beta weights.

Social Judgment Theory. A similar concept of weight appears in

SJT. In SJT, the concept of weight refers to the relative importance

the judge places on cues in making judgments of preference or inference.

Operationally, the relative magnitude of the beta weights associated with

each cue are scaled so that they sum to one. The procedures involved

in assessing weights are identical to those described for assessing

function forms, since the two are assessed simultaneously. In

particular , the procedures are based on intuitive , wholistic ratings

of a number of hypothetical (or real) profiles. Relative weights

are ordinarily displayed graphically in terms of bar graphs, the

relative lengths of which Indicate the importance of each dimension,

as well as by a numeric value between 0 and 1. Relative weights

are combined with function forms to evaluate individual profiles in
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a
terms of the formula, Y~ — E wj v4 (xj 4 ) .  where the value of the

j—l -‘ ~

judgment , Y~ , is the sum of the products of the relative importance

of each cue (wj ) times the value of the cue level specified by the

function form (vj (xij)).

Information Integration Theory. In lIT , the concept of weight

ref ers to the salience or importance of the information contained by a

stimulus item. It may be regarded as the amoun t of information in the

stimulus. The concept of weight is operationallzed in lIT differently

from the other approaches. All the other approaches derive weights

from the data; they normally make no a priori assumptions about the

values of weights, other than restrictions such as that the weights

must sum to 1. lIT, however, specifies weights a priori in terms

of the particular model of the information integration process to

be tested. Weights are ordinarily assumed to be equal across ~he

stimuli, unless there are theoretical reasons to set them otherwise

a priori. For example, stimuli might be assigned greater or lesser

weight according to their serial position in a sequence. Relat ive

weights can , of course , be manipulated by varying the number of

equivalent stimuli in a subset , or by manipulating the reliability

of a piece of information. Specific procedures for estimating

differential weights are fairly complex and nongeneral (see Anderson,

1972) . Because they are used infrequently , they will not be

discussed here.

In lIT studies of risky decision making, the probability of

events is assumed to modify value in determining the subjective

utility of bets. Such probabilities , therefore , can also be thought

- ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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of as weighting factors. The treatment of probabilities by lIT is

similar to the decision weight concept in PDT’s prospect theory.

The “weight” associated with a probability is not a direct function

of its magnitude . Rather , the scale value of the probability (as

determined by the procedures described above) enters the assessment

of probabilistic bets. That is, the utility of simple bets is a

function of the scale value of the given probability times the scale

• value of the outcome.

Attribution Theory. AT contains no well—articulated concept of

weight, particularly with respect to individual judges. A related idea

appears, however, in nomothetic statements concerning the judgment pro-

cesses of groups of judges. This idea is usually presented in a dichot-

omous yes/no form and is based upon standard tests of statistical

significance. In particular, statements of the type “attribute X signifi-

cantly affects --(does not significantly affect) judgments about criterion

Y” are frequently found within AT.

Overview. All six approaches contain concepts referring

to the importance of particular attributes in judgments of preference

or inference. A major topic over the past few years has been which

set of procedures leads to the most accurate descriptions of such

weights . Recently , however , a number of theoretical and empirical

studies (Dawes & Corrigan , 1974; Einhorn & Hogarth , 1975 ; Schmidt,

1971; Wainer , 1976) have demonstrated that in many instances all.

possible sets of weights produce essentially the same results. The

conclusion suggested by such research is that the establishment of

differential weights is unnecessary; equal weights will serve just as

•

~
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well. Recent theoretical research by McCleUand (1978) indicates ,

however, that the determination of optimal differential weights

in multiattribute decisions is more commonly important than the

results of the above studies had indicated. In any case, there

appears to be no empirical evidence to indicate that any one of the

six approaches ’ procedures are significantly better than any other

in eliciting optimal weights.

The major issue concerning the relative merit of various

• procedures for eliciting weights , therefore , may not be their rela-

tive accuracy, but rather more practical and psychological, issues

• such as ease of use, user satisfaction, and time required. Again ,

the DT approach appears to be the most complex and time consuming

• when a large number of scaling constants must be assessed . They

appear to be relatively simple and quick, however, when only a small

• number of attributes are involved in the multiattribute utility

function. There does not appear to be great differences among the

other approaches with respect to ease of use , satisfaction , time

required and so forth. Empirical research is necessary , of course,

to provide reliable evidence concerning these issues.

One procedural difference among the approaches which has yet

to receive empirical attention, but which might prove of interest

is the order in which weights and utility functions or function

forms are assessed. Ordinarily , utility curves are assessed f i r s t ,

then weights in DT; weights are assessed first, then value curves in

BDT; functional relations and weights are assessed simultaneously in

PDT, SJT, and ItT. There is some reason to believe tha t the order in

_ _ _
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which these parameters are assessed might affect the obtained values

(Adelman, Note 1; Lonsdale , Note 2 ) .

Finally , it is interesting to note that lIT and the other

approaches differ in the methods and procedures by which they indi-

cate the relative importance of an attribute or stimuli in the

individual’s judgment or decision processes. DT, BDT , PDT, and SJT

ordinarily scale functional attribute—judgment relations over a

coi on range and let the value of the weights associated with those

attributes vary . lIT , however , ordinarily holds weights across

stimuli constant and varies the subjective value of the stimuli.

Although there are considerable and significant theoretical differ-

ences associated with this difference in approach, procedurally, the

two techniques seem to accomplish more or less the same end.

Organizing principles. The next maj or issue is the manner in

which individuals organize or integrate information into a j udgment

or decision. The various approaches have used several classes of

models to describe individuals’ organizing principles .

Bayes theorem. The f irst  class is typified by Bayes theorem, which

specifies the optimal means of revising objective probabilities. With-

in DT , Bayes theorem is prescribed as the appropriate  mean s for  revising

subjective probabilities , and it is used on those occasions in

practical decision problems when subjective estimates of probability

must be revised or integrated.

EDT has also made extensive use of Bayes theorem in its basic

research. Much of this research has involved tests of the adequacy

of the theorem as a model of individuals’ revisions of subjective

L~. —=- ~~ —~~~~~~~ - — — -~~- — — — -“ -
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probability. Similarly , there is a substantial body of research

within PDT which involves tests of the adequacy of Bayes theorem

(and similar optimal models for probability revision or estimation)

as a descriptive model of the organizing principles used by j udges

in integrating probabilistic information. In terms of procedures,

such tests have customarily involved the elicitation of estimates

of probability on the basis of a given set of information. Such

estimates are then compared to those generated by Bayes theorem;

the degree of congruence between the estimates elicited from indi-

viduals and those generated by Bayes theorem indicate the adequacy

of the theorem as a descriptive model of individuals’ organizing

principles. -

Additive models. The next class of models are additive models

for combining and integrating the relative weights of attributes and

the functional value of attribute levels into an overall judgment.

Simple additive models with no interactiv~a terms are described by

the following formula :

— Ek~u~,(x~)

where Y’ is the predicted or prescribed response, k~ are the weight-

ing factors associated with each attribute, and Uj (Xj) are the values

or utilities associated with the particular levels of the i attri—

butes.

DT uses this model when the sum of the scaling constants equals

one (Ek~ — 1). Procedurally, the scaling constants are first estab-

lished by setting up a series of equations , as described above ,

without the restrictive assumption that Eki 
. 1. The equations are

~~~~ •~~~~~ • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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solved for the n k—values; if Eki 1, the analyst then asks a

series of questions designed to find whether there are any inter—

action~s between levels of specific attributes that result in non—

additivity for the decision maker. If no such interactions are

indicated by the decision maker’s responses, the additive model is

used. The various alternatives can then be evaluated via applica-

tion of the above formula.

Although the above model is described by DT as an additive one ,

it can also be described accurately as a weighted averaging model

because of the restriction that the scaling constants sum to one.

The restriction that the scaling constants sum to one ensures that

the relative weights associated with attributes (can) change as

attributes are added to or deleted from the utility function.

Weighted averaging models are thus a special case of additive models .

BDT , in its applied version , exclusively relies upon weighted

averaging models in describing a decision maker ’s value function.

That is, the model includes no multiplicative terms and the rela-

tive weights sum to one. BDT justifies reliance on weighted

averaging models on the grounds that even when the assumptions for

such models are not satisfied, they ordinarily provide good approxi—

mations to the solutions provided by more complex models. Competing

alternatives are evaluated in terms of a weighted averaging model

in order to aid the decision maker in making a choice for action.

SJT also relies on weighted averaging models to describe indi-

viduals’ judgment and decision processes , although occasionally

making use of multiplicative, configural, or other noncompensatory

_ _ _  ~~~~~
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models. SJT is perhaps the best example of an approach in which

concepts concerning the nature of the objective characteristics of

the task environment affect the concepts and procedures associated

with a j udge’s organizing principles . SJT holds that environmental

task systems can ordinarily best be described in terms of a weighted

averaging model that involve the association of relative weights and

• function forms with each attribute; parallel concepts are used to

describe the organizing principles of individual j udges. In SIT,

weighted averaging models may be used either to evaluate competing

alternatives or to describe judge ’s judgment or decision processes;

that is, they may serve either prescriptive or normative functions.

The distinction between additive and averaging models is an

important one in lIT . Indeed , ItT has conducted considerable research

concerning the adequacy of additive versus averaging models as a

description of the information integration process. The averaging

model in ItT can be described in the following manner :
n n

R C +  E w s i/ E w ii—o i—o
where C allows for an arbitrary zero in the response scale, w~, are

the weights associated with each stimulus, and s~, is the scale value

for each level of the stimuli with as an internal organismic

variable. This formulation has the effect of scaling weights so that

that they sum to one. An additive model in ItT can be represented
• by the above formula with the omission of the denominator term. It

might be described more precisely as a su ative model. Research

within ItT indicates that judges most often act as if they were
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following the above averaging model. For example, in studies of

imp ression formation , jud ges have given higher responses to high—

high adjective combinations, as predicted by an averaging model,

than to high—high—medium-medium combinations, as predicted by a

simple additive model.

Multipl icative models. The next class of model commonly found

within the six approaches is that of multiplicative models. The

general form of this model is given by the equation

Y — Ewj fi(xj)vj fj (xj )

where Y is the predicted or prescribed response , w~ and wj  are the

weights associated with the jth and ~th attributes , and f i(xi) and

1~ (X
j

) are the values or utilities associated wi th the particular

levels of the jth and j th  attributes. This model allows for

configurality and weak interactions among attributes .

nr uses this model in inultiattribute utility fun ctions when it

is found that the decision maker is not indifferent between a lottery

offering (x ,y) or (x ’,y ’) with equal. probability and a lottery

offering (x ,y ’) or (x ’ ,y) with equal probability, where u(x) # u(x ’)

and u(y) # u(y’), and all other levels of attributes are fixed.

Multiplying models are also frequently found in ItT. For

ex~~ple, Shanteau (1975) applied an ItT approach in an analysis of

risky decision ln*lrlng. For one part gambles of the type “P to get

$ “  where P is the probability of getting outcome $, the subjective

value of $ was represented by its subj ective scale value , a , and

the subjective likelihood , P , of receiving the outcome was repre-

sented by its weight value , w , reducing the information integration

• 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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model. to a multiplicative one , R vs. Shanteau reported that such

a multiplicative model described well individuals’ preferences for

one part gambles . -

Multiplicative models are also used , of course, in the basic

research of BDT and PDT on subjective expected u t i l ity  and

choice under uncertainty. In BDT , subjective expected utility is

calculated by multiplying subjective probability times utility. In

PDT, the att ractiveness of risky choices is evaluated by multiplying

decision weights times the value of the gains or losses entailed by

an out come.

Multilinear models. Multilinear models involve joint adding and

multiplying functions. Formally, they are , of course , more general

formulations of both adding and multiplying models. Complex multi—

linear models employing both multiplicative and additive components

are found in both DT and LIT approaches; they are not commonly foun d

within any of the other approaches.

Schemata. The f inal class of models is that of schemata, which

appear in AT. According to Kelley (1973), schemata are “assumed patterns

of data in a complete analysis of variance framework” (115) . These

schemata can be interpreted as a repertoire of abstract ideas about

the operation and interaction of causal factors . The individual

uses these schemata to fit bits and pieces of relevant information

into an interpretable framework and, thus, to reach (usually

reasonably good) causal attributions.

Two major principles guide the attributional analysis, as

veil as the construction of causal schemata. These are the

~ 

_________
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covariation and discounting principles . The covariation principle

states that an effect is attributed to the one of its plausible

causes with which it covaries over time. The discounting principle

states that the role of a given cause in producing an effect is

discounted if other plausible causes are also present .

In short , causal schemata are conceptions of the manner in

which two or more causal factors interact in relation to a particular

kind of effect . They can be described as similar to an analysis of

variance layout ; the individual may ’!il]. in the cells” either by

observation or by “thought experiments.” The judge relies upon

these schemata in organizing information into inferences about the

causes of events.

In terms of procedures, the adequacy of schemata as models of

individuals organizing principles is tested via traditional

hypothetico— deductive techniques. Predictions of judges’ infer-

ences are derived from these models and the responses from judges

are tested against those predictions. Congruence between predictions

and responses are interpreted as confirmation in support of the

models as a description of the organizing principles used by judges V

in making Inferences .

Other models also occasionally find their way into the pro-

cedures of the six approaches . Among others , these include models

based upon conjoint measurement techniques ; disjunctive , conjunctive

and othe r noncompensatory models ; and , models formulated only in

verbal terms . An exhaustive cataloging of all the various models

that have appeared in the procedures of the six approaches , however ,

would be quit e lengthy and is beyond our purpose here .

____-  
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Overview. The six approaches use a variety of models in

describing or prescribing the organizing principles involved in

individuals’ responses to j udgment or decision problems . The most

commonly employed models can be placed into three categories . These

models can be distinguished further according to their intended aims

or purposes .

The first of these three categories is best represented by

Bayes theorem and includes other models that specify the “objec-

tively” optimal means for integrating or organizing information.

Within DT , Bayes theorem is used as a prescriptive aid for decision

makers. That is , it is used to prescribe the manner in which the

decision maker should revise probabilities on the basis of new

information or integrate probabilistic information from multiple

sources . Bayes theorem and other prescriptive models have been

used as hypothetical models of the organizing processes individuals

use in integrating probabilistic information in research within BDT

and PDT ; the results of such tests of Bayes theorem as a descriptive

model have been mixed.

Additive, weighted averaging, and multiplicative models can be

categorized together as special cases of multilinear models . Dr

makes use of all the models in this second category; these models

describe the decision makers preference or utility structure, but

their primary purpose is prescriptive. That is , they are used to

evaluate competing alternatives in making a choice for action. BDT

relies upon weighted averaging models for the same purpose. That

is , weighted averaging models are used to help the decision maker

L • - -~~-- -~~~-- ---- --- - -i~~~ - - — --.- •- •~~~~--~~~~ -- ---- - -- -~~~~~-“ --- ---~~~———-
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formalize his value structure and to evaluate competing alternatives.

DT , BDT , and PDT all use multiplicative models in descriptions of

the integrating processes involved in the evaluation of risky

alternatives.

Although other models occasionally appear, SJT customarily

relies on weighted averaging models for both descriptive and pre-

scriptive purposes. Historically, these models were first developed

to describe the organizing principles used to integrate information

from multiple sources into inferences or judgments. More recently,

such models have been used in a somewhat more prescriptive function;

that is , to aid decision makers in making choices for action.

ItT makes use of all models in the second category , but their

intended function is always descriptive. ItT seeks to find models

that adequately fit the data describing judges’ use of information.

The final category of models is typified by the schemata of

AT. These models are always descr iptive in function. They are

generally not as precisely or quantitatively formulated as models

in the ab ove two categories.

(~~)kE ]

Psychological factors. All six approaches contain concepts

referring to psychological factors that bias or otherwise influence

judgment or decision making processes . PDT is perhaps most

prominent in this respect , including, fo r example , concepts such as

representativeness, availability, anchoring, causality, and diag—

nosticity (see Theory section for a more detailed discussion of

these concepts) which refer to factors that distort the judgment or 

— -•---~~ - -  ~~ -————“ - -~~~ -- ~~~~~~~~
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decis ion making process and lead to less than optimal performance.

AT also contains a number of concepts referring to such biases , for

example, the so—called attribution error, which refers to the

tendency of individuals to overattribute effects to personological ,

versus environment al. , causes . These concepts do not ordinarily

affect procedures directly, although PDT has specified corrective pro-

cedures for such biases in applied decision making contexts (Kahneman

& Tversky, 1978).

In exception to the general state of affairs, SJT routinely

operationalizes and measures one of its major concepts relating to

psychological factors, that of ~~gnitive control. Procedurally, it

can be viewed as a test of a particular model with the data, similar

to ItT’s goodness—of—fit tests; it can be operationalized as the

correlation between observed judgmsnts and those predicted by a

given model. More specifically , it can be interpreted as variance

in j udgments “around” a given model. If the given model is the

“best” model of an individual ’s j udgment processes , cognitive

control can be interpreted as a measure of the ability to exercise

or apply a given model consistently, without error .

Less than perfect correlation between predicted and observed

j udgments can be indicative of either less than perfect cognitive

control or an ill—fitting model . The correlation between repeated

trials is indicative of the source of error. To the extent the

• correlation between repeated trials, or consistency, is high , a

less than optimal model is indicated. To the extent consistency is

low, less than per fect cognitive control is indicated as the source

of error.

(MORE]

I
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Overview. The discussion of the subjective use of objective

data, cue utilization, and central processes loci has focused on

four topics: (a) utility/value/function forms, (b) weights, (c)

organizing principles , and (d) psychological factors . All of the

approaches contain important concepts related to each of these

topics , although they show considerable variety in the procedures

they use in operat ionalizing those concepts . It does not seem a

drastic over— generalization to conclude , however , that the procedures

of all, six approaches are directed toward describing or prescribing

judgment or decision processes that include: (a) the evaluation of

levels of individual attributes and/or of interactions between levels

of attributes , (b) the association of levels of relative importance

(weights) to each att ribute or interaction , Cc) the aggregation or

integration of such evaluations and weights into an overall j udg-

ment , and (d) psychological, factors that may affect the above

processes .

(MORE ]

C. Task—Judge Interaction (Table tV-C)

We turn finally to those concepts related to the interaction

of the judge or decision maker with the task environment. For some

of the approaches, these concepts refer only to the interaction

between the individual and the task “surface” ; that is , they refer

to the relation between the judge and those characteristics of the

task. that directly impinge on him. Other approaches include , in

addition, concepts referring to the relation between the jud ge and

_______________________________________________ i- - V
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the task “depth” ; that is , they refer to the relation between the

judge and those characteristics of the environmental system which

he cannot directly observe , but must infer on the basis of those

task elements with which he can directly interact. Stated more

simply , the concepts of the first type are not concerned with

“correct answers,” whereas those of the second type are.

Optimality. The most general concepts concerning task—jud ge

interactions involve the idea of optimality. The optimality (or

suboptimality) of individuals can be described either in reference

to their relation with surface elements of the task , their relation

with depth elements, or both.

The concept of consistency refers to the relation between the

judge and the surface elements of the task. It is applicable in

those situations in which individuals must make judg ments of prefer-

ence , i.e., in those situations in which there are no right or wrong

answers. Optimal behavior in such circumstances can therefore be

measured only in terms of internal consistency across multiple

instances in integrating information into a j udgment or choice.

Dr handles the optimality problem by formalizing decision

makers ’ preference and utility structures and us ing these formal

models to evaluate multiple alternatives. The evaluation of alterna-

tives is thus optimal in the sense that decision makers ’ preference

and utility structures are uniformly and consistently applied to

each alternative.

BDT, in its application function , deals with the problem in

the same manner as Dr. BDT also often uses the concept of consistency

•

~
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in basic research on preferences among risky options. Here, con-

sistency refers to logical consistency, usually with respect to the

transitivity or intransitivity of choices .

The same concept of consistency appears in PDT . Indeed , much

of the research within PDT has been directed toward discovering and

describing the psychological factors that lead to logical inconsis-

tencies in choices among risky options . PDT has argued, however ,

that many of the apparent inconsistencies in preferences between

risky options do not indicate suboptimality on the part of the judge,

but rather inadequacies in utility theory as a descriptive model of

decision making under risk. Prospect theory has been developed in

an attempt to better account far commonly occurring apparent incon-

sistencies in preferences among risky options.

Optimality with respect to surface task characteristics is

addressed by the concept of cognitive control in SJT. This concept

was discussed under “psychological factors” in the previous section,

but it is also relevant here since it refers to the consistency with

which individuals integrate information into judgments over multiple

instances of a particular judg ment problem. Moreover , a significant

f raction of the basic research within SJT has been concerned with

discovering types of task characteristics (e.g., task unpredicta-

bility) that lead to less than perfect cognitive control. In prac-

tical applications , SJ’T sometimes deals with the optimality problem

by substituting models of the judge for the jud ge himself in the

L evaluation of alternatives, thus ensuring that such evaluat ion is

carried out in a consistent maimer.
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Finally, neither ItT or AT contain well def ined or frequently

operationalized concepts with respect to the optimality of judges ’

interactions with the surface elements of task systems.

The optimality of judges ’ interactions with respect to the

depth characteristics of the task is described in several of the

approaches by the concept of accuracy, where accuracy refers to the

congruence between an individuals’ inferences and the correct answer.

In BDT and PDT ’s studies of probability estimation, the concept of

accuracy is often operationalized as the degree of correspondence

between the individual’s probability estimate and the estimate pro-

vided by Bayes theorem or some statistical model for integrating

probabilistic information.

In SJT , accuracy in learning studies is operationalized as the

correlation between the value of the correct answer (given by the

taak system) and the jud ge ’s inference about the value of the

cciterion. A more central concept in SJT concerning optixaality is

that of knowledge. Knowledge refers to the correspondence between

the predictable ccmponents of both the environmental system and the

jud ge’s cognitive system. This concept often replaces that of

accuracy because it is a better measure of optimality when the

environmental system is not perfectly predictable. That is, when

the environmental system is not perfectly predictable , the accuracy

index cannot obtain unity , even when performance is optimal.. The

knowledge index eliminates the effects of imperfect predictability

on the measure of optimality ; it ccn be operationally defined as

the correlation between the values predicted by the model. best
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describing the environmental system and the values predicted by the

model best describing the cognitive system of the judge.

AT is concerned on a theoretical level with the accuracy of

the individual’s inference with respect to the environmental system ,

but , in terms of procedures , it ordinarily does not construct tasks

in which the correct response is known. The concept of accuracy is ,

therefore , ordinarily not operationalized in AT. No concept of

accuracy is commonly operationalized in Dr or ItT.

Feedback. In studies of learning, the concept of feedLck is

an important one. It refers to info rmation provided by the task about

the quality of the judge ’s inferences. Of the six approaches, how-

ever , only BDT , SJT , and AT devote much attention to learning, and

the concept of feedback is operationalized only within BDT and SJT .

EDT has conducted probability estimation studies in which the

effects of feedback on judge’s accuracy have been investigated.

Procedurally, after the judge makes a probability estimate (either

specifying it directly or indicating it indirectly by choosing from

among a set of possible events or hypotheses that which he considers

most likely), he is told the correct answer.

SJT also makes use of this type of procedure , describing it as

outcome feedback. That is, aft er every inference about the true

value of a criterion, the judge is given the correct answer . SJT

distinguishes between outcome feedback and cognitive feedback . Cog—

• nitive feedback differs from outcome feedback in that it provides

more than yes/no or correct / incorrect information to the j udge . In

particular, it consists of information describing the relationships 

- -~~~~~ -- - - - • -- • • • • • • - • • • -- - • • • - • -~~~- - • • •-  -~~• 
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between attributes and the criterion (or between attributes and the

judge ’s inferences) . The most common procedure for giving cognitive

feedback involves the judge first making wholistic inferences on the

basis of a number of cases. Afterwards , he is shown graphic models

describing the relationships between attributes and criterion values

and relationships between attributes and his inferences. For the envi—

ronmental system, the model shows the weights associated with each at t r i—

bute , the functional relations between attributes and the criterion , and J
the predictability of the system . For the judge , the model shows

the weights he associates with each attribute , the functional rela-

tions between the attributes and his judgments , and his degree of

cognitive control. SJT has conducted numerous studies comparing the

effects of outcome versus cognitive feedback on learning; the

conclusion has been that cognitive feedback is generally superior

in facilitating learning.

Feedforwar d. The concept of feedforward also appears in SiT.

In essence , feedforward consists of information describing the

relationships between task attributes and the task criterion

which is given the j udge before he interacts with the task. Pro-

cedurally, feedforward is usually displayed in the same manner as

the cognitive feedback described immediately above.

Overview. Most of the six approaches contain concepts related

to the degree of optima].ity of the individual’s interaction with

the task syst~~ . These concepts may refer to the individual’s opti—

aality with respect to those task elements which are directly 
V

observable (in DT , BDT , PDT , SiT) or to his optimality with respect

to those task elements which he must infer (in BDT , PDT , and SiT) .
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The concepts of feedback from the task to the j udge appears in

BDT and SJT ; the concept of feedforward appears in SiT.

H. Conclusion

We have attempted in this section to describe as completely

and fairly as possible the maj or concepts and procedures found within

the six approaches . It is with a great deal of trepidation that we

submit this effort for the reader ’s evaluation. Its shortcomings

are nearly as apparent to the authors as they surely are to the

reader. Nonetheless , it seems to us important that such a descrip-

tion be developed. We hope that this has been a step in the right

direction and that it will be improved in the future to the point

that it becomes genuinely useful.

1 
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Epilogue

The Colorado Report served as a focus for a conference on

judgment and decision making held at the University of Colorado on

April 28—30 , 1978. Thirty researchers and practitioner s prominent

in the f ield attended the conf er ence. In this epilogue we briefly

describe wha t happened at the conferenc e, wha t integration we think

was achieved , and wha t we propose to do next.

We asked a proponent of each of the approaches consider ed in

the report to prepar e a formal critique of our work. Because the

proponent for SJT (Ken Hammond ) participated in the preparation of

the report , there are only five critiques. These critiques were

distributed to all participants at the confer ence and , together with

additiona l comments from each proponent , they form ed the basis for

discussion on the f i rs t  day of the conference. The second and third

days wer e d evoted to discussions of specific issues raised in the

report. These included “Equal weights: Do methods and procedures

make a differ ence?” ; and “Wha t is a good decision , judgment , inference?

How would you know one if you saw one?”

Although we have not attempted the impossible task of summarizing

the discussions, we have includ ed the five critiques of the Report

in the Append ix so tha t the reader may see the major themes tha t

concerned the proponents of the various approaches . Wherea s the

critiques led us to correct minor errors in the report (e.g. ,  omitted

or incorrec t ref erences) , we have made no substantive changes to the

text in response to them. For although we do agree with many of the
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criticisms and suggestions for improvement contained in the critiques ,

and we are grat i f ied tha t our critics took the time to review our

attempt at an integrative framework and to offer  their advice , it

was our view tha t it was more useful to place the original manuscript

and the critiques of it before our aud ience now , rather than to delay

its availability until we coul d incorporate their substance into the

report. Many of their suggestions will be incorporated in a revision

of the report which will be published as a book during the coming

year.

There was a certain amoun t of uneasiness at the conference about

wha t was meant by the concept of integration . If our goal was the

immed iate construction of a single theory in which all six approaches

would be includ ed , then many participants were not sure that they

wanted to help. Although the creation of the most parsimonious

theory for judgment and decision is an important goal , the time

for such a fully integrated theory is apparently yet to come.

However , we do believe tha t now is the time to beg in the communication

and interaction between approaches that will make an attemp t at a

theory feasible in the future .

Our immediate concern is what should now be done to further the

V integrative effort. There is much speculation in the report , in the

critiques , and in the conference discussions about how di f ferent

approaches might be applied to the same problem . We therefore intend

to ask representatives of each approach to apply their theories ,

methods , and procedures to one or two common problems. The set of 
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proposed solutions for a common problem should further illuminate the

similarities and differences between the approaches which were the sub-

ject of this report.

The methods by which the representatives of each approach deal

with the common problems posed by us will form the basis of our next

conference and report. We hope that in the epilogue we write for

tha t report we will be able to claim further progress toward

integration of the field of jud gment and decision making .
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Reference Notes

1. Adelman , L. Personal communication, 1977. :
2. Lonsdale , A. Personal communication , 1977.
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Ralph Keeney

My comments will be divided into two parts. The first part concerns my perceptions

of decision theory--its theory, its method, and its procedures , and the second

part concerns a few overall comments on the report. The discussion of the theory

will be categorized as in the report. P11 discuss its origins, scope , intended

functions, principal concepts, loci of concepts, and intended uses. The method and

procedures sections will also be discussed to be similar to the presentation in

the Colorado report.

THEORY

Two key references which are not included here concerning the origins of

decision theory are Ramsey and Savage. An important point is the following:

although decision theory does have much of its basis and origins in economic

theory with what is referred to as the “rational man” theory, I believe the current

focus is a little bit different. In particular, I consider decision theory to

take a prescriptive approach rather than a normative approach. The prescriptive

approach takes as basic the values and judgments of the person or the entity

making the decision and the logic which that person or entity would like to use

on the decision. Prom this it tries to infer what actions should be taken. My

understanding of the rational man procedure is that someone else would prescribe

the logic which they would define to be rational such that “any rational man

should use .” The main point is that in a prescriptive theory, the assumptions

of rationality should be verified with the decision-making entity to decide if
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in fact the proposed method and procedures are appropriate for him or her or

it in the case of an entity.

Concerning the scope of decision theory I think the limitation to the single

- system case is not exactly appropriate. Certainly, most of the decision theory

analysis to date do concern this case. I think that is more a limitation of some

of the theory that has been developed than it is a limitation to the logic which

the theory would use. Some of the decision theory work on social welfare functions

does , as mentioned , convert the problem into a single system case where the overall
V decision maker assigns the value tradeoffs between the individuals who are members

of the group. However certainly those people who have contributed to this area

have made it clear that if in fact it is an n-system case, then the group of

individuals, that is the n, must somehow collectively decide upon what the value

tradeoffs are between themselves.

Concerning the intended function of decision theory, the report states that

a criterion for the validity of the theory is its logical, mathematical consistency.

I believe other criteria are the acceptance of the insights and sometimes the

implications of the analyses conducted by the decision makers. Throughout this

section on intended function of the theory, it is pointed out that the purpose

is something like to achieve logical consistency and find out which decision

should be taken. I believe that many of the reasons for conducting the analysis

are actually stated at the end of the theory section of the Colorado report.

Specifically, I refer to the addendum on intended uses of the results . The

theory is supposed to aid clear thinking. It is supposed to educate the

decision maker. It is supposed to facilitate communication , etc.

The report states that decision theory is not concerned about why decision V

makers deviate from the logic of decision theory . I do not think this is the

V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~V_ - V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- V_ V  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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case. Certainly an interesting recent case by Hax and Wiig indicates an example

where in fact the decision maker did not believe the analysis. On further

investigation in this case it was found that the reason was that some important

objectives of the decision maker were not formally included in the analysis.

Once these were included, the decision maker felt more comfortable with the

implications of the study and felt that he had gained some additional insights

usefu l for helping him make the decision. V

On page II/D/3 it is stated that decision theory considers its axioms to be

reasonable and desirable rules for decision making behavior that everyone would V

want to follow, once they understood them. This is not what I believe. These

axioms are reasonable for me. I also believe that in many cases, an individual

with a decision to make may feel that they are reasonable for them for that 
V

decision. If this is the case then the implications of the axioms are reasonable 
V

V to use in prescribing what the decision maker should itt fact do for this V

particular problem.

Many places in this report, such as II/D/l8, it is stated that the results

of PDT research challenge the validity and the premises of decision theory. - I

do not feel this statement really captures all of what is implied by those results.

It certainly implies that descriptively many times the SEU approach is not

appropriate to describe behavior and it may imply that this approach is not ap-

[ . propriate to prescribe behavior in some or many situations. However, if an

V individual says for a particular problem that they want the axioms of decision

V 
theory to be followed, then one implication of the PDT research is that it is

best to do this formally, simply because individuals are not very good at 
V

V processing and integrating the relevant information in their mind. Conducting a

formal analysis at least gives us a chance to catch the shortcomings. And the

- - ~~~~~~~ 
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PDT research indicates particular ones to guard against.

Throughout section E there are also many comments concerning the challenges

to decision theory from PDT. I view many of the results there not as challenges

but as a collective body of very relevant material to one who would purport to

do decision analysis of problems . In particular I agree very strongly with the

statement of Paul Slovic beginning of page 23 of that section. “Subjective

judgments of probability and utility are essential inputs to decision analysis.

We still do not know the best ways to elicit these judgments. Now that we

V 
understand many of the biases to which these judgments are susceptible, we need

to develop debiasing techniques to minimize their destructive effects.” A good

decision theorist would certainly keep informed of this work and both try to

adapt his or her practice to account for them and try to avoid falling into

the obvious traps pointed out by this research.

Concerning the in t ended use of the theory, again I think there is an over-

simplification where it states that in decision theory there is no theoretical

attention given to the process by which past and present information or data is

transformed into subjective probabilities. In many cases models are developed

which do try to discern exactly what bits of information are being integrated

in order to arrive at a subjective probability. The analogous process certainly V

takes place when one has multiattribute utility functions. One divides the

problems into the various components and formally indicates how they are integrated

together to get the overall utility of a particular consequence . Thus, attention

is given to exactly how bits of information are combined into overall information . 
V

There is always the question of how far back one should go, but in any particular

problem the judgment of the decision analyst and of the decision maker or of
V 

the decision makers must be exercised in this choice.

L~~~~~~~~~~ V V V V - V V V _ V V _V~~~V~~~VV 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ V ~~ _V-V V
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With regard to the intended uses of decision theory, I do not feel that

better is defined in terms of the approximation of the procedure to the axioms

of decision theory. Better has a much broader definition, and in some sense,

better is defined as whether the decision maker feels it was better to use

decision theory than it was to use the other alternatives he or she had available

for making their decision. The logical consistency of the mathematics is not

all that is needed to support decision theory. To me it is crucial that the

decision maker understand the axioms and accept them for the theory to be

relevant to them at all.

To conclude this section I would like to say that I do feel, used well ,

decision theory does lead to those claims discussed in the addendum to section

C. Prom my point of view I feel decision theory was represented in this section

as being a little bit narrower, or should I say narrow-minded, than in fact I

would like to think it is. Secondly, I do not feel that many of the results in

behavioral decision theory and psychological decision theory are contrary to what V

is being done in decision theory. In particular, this is true of the applications.

There has been and is a lot to be learned from the research and results of 
V those

V areas that decision analysts should be aware of and should bring to bear in their 
V

practice . Perhaps collectively we are not as good at doing that as we should be,

but I believe the overall implications of the research in these areas support

each other much more than it does conflict.

MET1-I~D

I will now discuss decision theory in terms of each of the five dimensions

outlined in the Colorado report. In noinothetic analysis, there may be many cases

where the judges informally use ~in idiographic first step. That is, each judge

V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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combines many things in his or her own mind before giving their judg ment about

that aspect. A nomothetic step occurs often in decision theory when it is required

that experts judgments or the preferences of different people over different

attributes be combined. To me, the critical issue in how one should proceed is

partly indicated by the specific problem being addressed. V

In the section on sampling domains, I agree there is usually one decision

maker in decision theory. However, the statement that the emphasis is on V

c3llecting as much information from that decision maker as is necessary to

construct the required probability distributions and utility functions is not

completely correct in my mind. I feel one wants to collect enough information

to understand and structure the problem, to conduct an analysis of the various

options, and to gain some insights and help for the decision maker who must make

the final decision. The distinction is one which shows up throughout the report;

I feel good decision theory is problem oriented and not technique oriented.

With regard to stimulus-obj ective composition , it is true that one often uses

hypothetical and implausible profiles describing an object. However this is

certainly not a limitation of the theory, and with the computer backup that is

now developed, such limitations can certainly be removed.

With regard to judgment decomposition, certainly one tries to verify a

set of independence conditions at the beginning of the problem. However, if the

V independence conditions are not met, and in particular if they are seriously

violated, one does not browbeat the decision maker into accepting the assumptions.

Rather one tries to identify the dependencies and the reasons for them, and then

either build a model that incorporates those dependencies or alter the structure

of the problem by adding another attribute, for instance, such that the dependencies

are no longer crucial .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V
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With regard to partitioning, early in this section it implies that

knowledge has entered decision theory usually only in the form of subjective

probabilities. Later I think it is stated that this is not the case. Specifically,

models , both simulation and analytic, as well as data, subjective judgments and

results of experiments are used to quantify individual’s knowledge.

PROCEDURE S

Basically I felt the procedures outlined concerning decision t ieory were

quite accurate. This is especially true when one bears in mind the caveats at

the beginning of the chapter stating that the procedure used depends on among

other things the problem being addressed. There are a couple of minor points I’d

like to make about the utility assessment section, however. First , on page 63 ,

the two-attribute multilinear form is certainly not the most general utility

function with two attributes. On page 70, it is stated that utility functions are

usually assessed first and then the weights are assessed in decision theory.

In many problems I feel this situation is reversed.

Concerning a more important point , on page 69 it is stated that several

researchers have demonstrated that in many instances all possible sets of weights

produce essentially the same results. The important point here is that the

results referred to concern the evaluation of the alternatives. If one broadens

the results to include gaining a better structure and understanding of the
V 

problem, a more appropriate set of attributes, and more insights from this

more detailed assessment of the value structure, then I believe the results are

not the same.

GENERAL COMMENTS

I have five separate general comments which may be of relevance.

(1) The first concerns the question of whether integration of approaches

V V 
- 
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is desirable or useful. For this I feel one needs to ask the question, why

should one want to integrate? For instance, if we integrate the approaches to

improve deci5ion making, the integration may be different than if we were doing

it to improve our understanding of how decisions are made.

(2) I feel that a hierarchical integration, if integration is done,

may be a more useful way to address the problem. That is, I would maybe

integrate the three approaches categorized as group one together, and similarly

integrate the three approaches categorized as group two. Then I would integrate

these two groups together. V

(3) Throughout it was indicated several times that behavioral decision

theory and psychological decision theory were at odds with decision theory.

I feel that this is not really the case, and that what is learned in each of

these three approaches is useful and relevant to what is done and what should

be done in the other approaches. The results in one approach are relevant for

V both the research and the applications within the others. I view them much

more as complimentary bodies of knowledge than contradictory or conflicting

bodies of knowledge.

(4) 1 think a better indication of other groups who may be considered in

the decision theory category would be worthwhile. In particular I think those

people who have been affiliated with the Stanford Research Institute group,

Decisions and Designs, Decision Focus, Applied Decision Analysis, etc., should

probably be identified. Furthermore, their methods and procedures may be somewhat

different than the ones commonly categorized throughout this report as the

V 
decision theory approach.

V 

- (5) I feel some of the inferences drawn from a footnote, an item included

in an index, or a quotation out of context were stronger than sometimes warranted.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V~~V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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In conclusion, I would like to state that I certainly learned something

from reading this report and felt that it was worthwhile and done well. Because

we were asked to criticize the report and comment on how it may be improved, my

comments have been limited to this side of the question. However, again I feel

there are many positive aspects to the overall report.
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Part I

(Ward Edwards )

I wonder if your book may not be an appropriate pl ace to question the
appropriateness of the idea of sampling used in the metaphorical sense that is
normal to psychology. The reasons why will become clearer below,

First, consider the idea of sampling subjects. To the best of my knowledge,
no experimental psychologist has ever done so in the history of psychology . A
sample is defined as a subset chosen by a suitably representative method from
a population . But what population do psychologists sample from, and how re-
presentative is the method? We in fact use as Ss whoever we can get, our methods
of selection have virtually nothing to do with representativeness, and the
population , if definabl e at all , is the population of col lege students.

This tradition did littl e harm when it originated in the psychology of sensory
processes (and perhaps also did little harm in the early work on learning , though
I am less sure of that). The argument could be, was, and is made that the sample
represents the population with respect to the process being stud.ied-—that is, that
college students differ little from the village idiot in visual ability .

But what nonsense to try to extend that argument to cognitive processes~ Collegestudents are chosen for excellence at cognitive processes. Research on other popu-
lations would unquestionably lead to inferior performance. Would there be structural
similarities? I have no idea, and I am no longer prepared to accept it as an
article of faith.

This bears also on the discussion of Idiographic and nomothetic analyses. Almost
never are we interested in the Individual whom we study idiographical ly; we simply
hope (on what basis?) that others are sufficiently like him for it to be worth—
while to study what he does. As for nomothetic analyses that average over Ss, this
simply means that we generalize from n non-randomly-selected members of an unde-
fined popul ation to that undefined populati on, which seems no better. I don ’t see
the argument that makes n college students all doing the same things more represen-
tative of the generalized normal adult human mind than only one .

In short, at least in cognitive psychology, I don’t see how an experiment can be
considered anything other than a set of carefully managed clinical observations.
I value the careful management-—but the generalization process Is completely in-
tuitive, and the idea that we are sampling in a manner that represents cognitive
processes across a defined population of individuals (and of tasks) Is completely
misleadi ng. You might usefully say so.

_ _ _  _ _ _
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I have related objections to the notion of sampl ing objects and tasks. All that
really means is that we use several different ones, rather than one. We may also
have some idea of what these differences are. But we certainly have no Idea what
the population is, and consequently no basis for generalizing. All we really can
say is that several kinds of objects and/or tasks l ead to the same effects.

Finally, we come to the idea of representatIve design.Brunswlk made a meaningful
effort to be genuinely representative; he followed people around and asked them
to judge how long a stick was in various situations . While this is crude, it does
embody some notion of what might be cal led sampling of the ecology.

But we certainly don ’t manage to do that in cognitive tasks. We have absolutely
no idea, for example, what are cognitive tasks, much less what is the ecological
distribution of Incidence of them. (For whom?) Nor do we know anything about the
popul ation of cue intercorrelations . So tnw can we sample from it?

It seems to me that, here as in the case of sampling across people, we are simply
using the idea that several are better than one, especially if the several (of
whatever it is) lead to similar resul ts. But why dignify that with a name that
has a well-defined statiscical meaning? And why not acknowledge the extremely
limi ted nature of our ability to generalize?

This whol e issue seems to me far more important in cogniti ve psychology than
anywhere else. We are attempting to study one of the most human , i.e. idiosyncratic
kinds of human performance. Either we should define carefully a domain of performance
and then really sample it (which so far as I know we almost never do, unless “domain
of performance” is taken as synonymous with domain of laboratory tasks), or else
we should admit that we study specific tasks that interest us , pick the most in-
teresting ones, explain why they are most interesting , and forget about further
generalization.

~~~~~~~~~~~
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Decision theorists and behaviora l decision theorists al ike recognize that one

cannot assess the probability of anything wi thout specifying it first; similarly

for utiliti es. The raw material of both points of view , consequently, is not

vectors of numbers to be integrated by means of aggregation rules , but rather

structures--often structures similar in nature and inteitto those of SJT.

DT and BDT tend to represent structures as trees. There are three familiar

kinds of trees: inference trees, value trees, and decision trees. For reasons

obscure to us, inference trees and value trees grow from top to bottom , while
decision trees grow from left to right. An inference tree has data at its bottom

level , hypotheses at the top, and subordinate hypotheses at all ~vels in between.

Thus, In photo—reconnaissance , the photograph itself is a datum . An intermediate

hypothesis might be of the form “Those blobs look like a tank co umn moving down

the road”. A higher level hypothesis i ncorporating other data would be “Yesterday

there was a tank concentration at point A , wel l to the rear of the location of

the column . The enemy must be moving his tanks closer to the action”. The top

level hypothesis might be “The enemy will attack in force tomorrow.” At each

step of the Inferential process, more data become relevant to the hypothesis;

di fferent chains of inference come together. Formal treatments of such inferential

structures are entirely possible; they exhibit either extremely strong and numerous

assumptions of various kinds of independence , or else extremely elaborate and de-

manding requirements for condi tioning judged probabilities on other things. The

most sophisticated work in this field is being done by David Schum, in analysing

the formal structure of legal proof.

Value trees reflect the hierarchical nature of human values . A school board

interested in educational quality , may (and did) wish to subdi vide that into

such lower-order values as teacher-student ratios, contact hours per week, learning
of basics, provision for special programs of various kinds, and so on (for 13

dimens ions, some further subdivided). Realistic utility measurement would be

_____ ~~~~
-
~~~~
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Decision trees have a curious oscillatory structure: an act leads to one

of a set of outcomes. Each possible outcome creates the situation In which a

number of new alternatives acts may be approprlate.Each of these possibilities

lead to further outcomes, which lead to further acts, and so on to i nfinity.

All tree structures can and should be pruned. Independence assumptions

and ignoring branches with very low probability and unspectacular utility both

help to prune inference trees. Ignoring of unimportant dimensions and esistance

to excessive subdivision help to prune value trees. Sheer ignorance , I.e. in-

ability to look very far into the future, is the most important tool for pruning

decision treas. The utility attached to each twig at the end of a decision tree

is really a surrogate for the infinite structure that has been cut away at that

point. The difficulties of defining or conceptualizing ultimate values baffle DTs

and BDTs as much as they do philosophers . But it is important, both conceptually

and practically, to recognize that (virtually) every utility is an intui tive

compression of an Infinite sequence of expected utilities lying beyond It but

pruned ; thus every utility is fundamentally risky and the notion of utility Is

primarily a surrogate for unknown and unknowable probabilities . (Not all OTs or

BOTs would agree; the views of POTs about this are unknown.)

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

—
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The notions of BDT about the relation between the prescriptions for

optimal behavior offered by DT and actual behavior have been developing

over the years. In the late 1960’s, Edwards and his associates, mostly

concerned wi th conservatism In probabilistic i nference, were willing to think

of men as conservative Bayesians. They tended to think of them al so as some-

what inaccurate SE!.! maximi zers.

These basic views remain relatively firmly entrenched in their thinking

today, but have been modified to take Into account the extremely powerful

infl uence that the nature of the task, elicitation methods , and state of

education used can have on the resulti ng behavior. Whether men are rather

accurate Bayesians , or conservative Bayesians, or non-Bayesian , depends heavily

on exactly how the experiment is designed . It also depends on level of training)

availability of aids (bo~h outside and inside the head), experience , expertise ,

and the like. Traditional psychological reliance on college sophomores; complex,

boring , and trivial experiments ; and in some cases casual-to-uncontrolled procedures

combined with compelling examples on the page have combined to lead some non-OTs

to an image of man that, from some BDT points of view , is highly misleadi ng. College

sophomores working wi th bookbags and poker chips are conservative Bayesians;

intelligence analysts are less so; radiologists are virtually not conservative

at all when dealing with x-rays--though they too are conservative when dealing

with bookbags and poker chips .

Recently, Mosteller and Tukey (1977) have been emphasizing the importance of

using systematic exploration of deviations from linear regression as a basis for

understanding the lawfulness of data. BDT has consistently taken much the same

point of view with regard to deviations from DI. At a crude enough l evel , the

standard DI models provide a first approximation (often an excellent one) to what

L i~~~~~~~~ _~~ J ~L~~~~ -~~~-- --- --- 
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men do. In any case, they are in a sense part of the task as wel l as of

what men bring to it. It seems appropriate, then , to remove 01-based effects

from the data, and then look for lawfulness in the residuals. If that lawfulness

can be found, then psychology has something to explain. This research strategy

underlies all of what Edwards calls cogniti ve illusions , from the halo effect

in syllogistic reasoning (1930 ’s), through conservatism (1960 ’s), to the judg-

mental biases of POT. This strategy, along wi th a lingering hope of explaining

such residuals, are what BDT and POT have In coim~on.

BDT and POT differ In two major ways. One is that BDT seems to take much

more seriously than does PDT the effects on residual s l eft after DI effects have

been removed of task characteristics, indivi dual differences , prior knowledge

and expertise. This class of Issue was discussed above.

The other and probably far more important di fference is that SOT (or at least

some BDIs) and POT differ both about the nature of the psychol ogical enterprise

and about the nature of man. The notion that man is an i ntellectual cripple

presented by Slavic (1976), and supported by a good many other POTs, seems to

some BOTs to be absolutely preposterous. Slavic manages to write excellent articles

in spite of his handicap , and some of us manage to understand them. Men discovered

Bayes’s Theorem, the maximizati on of expected utility , and all of the other appara-

tus of DI. Men use these tools, when the stakes are high enough to make it worth-

while and the individuals know and appreciate their usefulness. It is as inappro-

priate to describe human beings as intellectually crippled because they don ’t

all know and use these tools as it would be to describe those who visit a foreign

country as intellectual crippl es because they don ’t know the language . They can

learn, and may do so. Is a person intellectually crippl ed because he does not

understand enumeration? Simple arithmetic? Complex arithmetic? Al gebra? Calcul us?

%!tlere does nature leave off and nurture begin? What level of equipment acquired

during growing up is considered to be normal for Titchener’s “generalized normal

_ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~— ---—- —~~~- - --~~~~
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adult human mi nd?” How much external and internal apparatus is that mind

allowed to use in performing Its tasks? Psychologists have scarcely attempted

to answer this question—-which admi ttedly is close to unanswerable.

Facing this kind of dilemma , at least some BOTs are prepared to soft-pedal

— sweeping generalization about the nature of man. Some men are exact Bayesians

(perhaps because they can do the arithmetic on a desk calcul ator or in their

heads; perhaps because intui tion does it for them, given appropriate tasks);

some are approximate Bayesians; some are poor Bayesians--and there are vari ous

ways of being poor. It all depends-—on man , on task, on state of knowl edge.

Similar comments apply to use of other parts of the DI apparatus . This change

of viewpoint , which amounts to rejection of the Titchenerian definition of -

the purpose of psychology that has been accepted by most experimental psychologists

since then, biases suchBDTS toward study of elici tation methods , methods of task

formulation , training methods, and applications--i.e. toward the numerous and

effective methods for invalidating Slovic ’s and P0Th image cf man , at least out-

side the POT’s laboratory.



SCOPE Part II
(Richard John)

The scope of Behavioral Decisbn Theory (BDT), as described in section 11/C, -

does justice to only the empirical hal f of the story. 801 has made significant

theoretical advances beyond the “single—sys tem case,” primarily on the topic

of model (in)sensitivi ty. 
-

Within the “double-system case” paradigm outlined on pages II/C/2-3, sub-

jective “judgments” of a subject are usually compared to some mathematical

model of the “tas k system”. The degree of fit between the two is interpreted

as a measure of how adequately the model accounts for the cognitive processes

presumed to control the S’s response. When subjective judgments do not match

model predicti ons, we say that the model is inaccurate and hence, not useful as

a tool for understanding and prediction.

The implici t assumption , of course, is that subjective responses are valid ,

in the sense that they reflect something about inaccessible processes carried

on inside a subjects head . Typically, one attempts to justify this assumption

by providing instructions to the subject in the form of a payoff matrix or loss

function. That is , the experimenter defines a correct response and proceeds to

arrange the reward contigencies of the experiment so that the subject will bene-

fit most if he responds in a manner consistent wi th what the experimenter has in

mind. (See Edwards, 1961 , for a more compl ete development of this line of thought)

An intriguing question emerges however: How efficient are typical payoff

schemes at getting the subject to respond so as to maximi ze his expected gain?

In other words , how much will a subject lose If his responses are insensitive to
the Implicit lnstructi ons provided by the payoff scheme? The question is answered

for a fairly general class of circumstances in a series of three unpublished papers

by von Winterfeldt and Edwards (1973a , b , 1975).

A few of the important theoretical findings are: 1) decision-theoretical

maxima are flat, in the sense that seriously Inappropriate behavior produces
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relatively little reduction in the subjects ’ expected payoff; 2) mathematica l

characteristics of linear optimization model s impose severe restrictions on

the functions evaluating choice alternati ves such as gambles , multiattribute

outcomes, or consumption streams; 3) nevertheless, by inadvertently selecting

a dominated decision alternative , the possibility for large expected losses

is substantial.

Unfortunately, little of the information gained from the von Winterfeldt

and Edwards research has been applied outside BDT to either real decision

problems (DI, for example) or in experimental research on decision making

(POT, SJT, III , or Al).
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Intended Function

As correctly pointed out by Hammond , the intended function of

BDT is to discover departures from the prescriptions of DI and to

invent corrective procedures to deal with them (rr/D.4—6). The

distinctive feature of 801 Is its reliance upon the structure of

mathematical decision theory and probability theory to describe

judgment/chotce/decision/prediction/estimation behavior.

Of course, such an approach has obvious advantages in that the

elegance and power of well establ ished mathematical tools can be utilized

in the description and analysis of observed psychological phen~mena.

The risk is that one’s explanation of the. psychological proces:; under

investigation wil l be. distorted by an overzealous attempt to make

the data fit the normative theory.. Unfortunately, the reverse bias

currently operates within other approaches (PDT , etc.) to give the

impression that the axioms of mathematical decision theory and prob-

ability theory are rather useless as model s of human judgment. The

notion seems to be: “Let’s sea how bad a picture. of cognitive

functioning we can paint” .

Perhaps a brief example Is in order. Kahneman and Tversky’s

C1973) finding that people make non—regressive predictions which are

“insensitive” to the reliability of the information upon which the

Information Is based Is a simple, yet “representative” arena within

which to draw the contrast. Kahneman and Tversky (1973) hypothesize

an internal cognitive mechanism to account for the observed result;

subjects “predict by representativeness. That Is, they select or

I order outcomes by the degree. to which the outcomes represent the

___  _ _ _ _ _ _  -
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essential feature of the evidenc&’. In a later paper , Kabneman and

Tversky (1977) describe, in detail , a debiasing procedures by which

people can be cajoled, convinced and/or coerced Into abandoning the

representativeness heuristic in favor of a strategy which generates

predictions which necessarily regress to the mean (See Table III—F-2).

From a SOT prespectIve, the finding Is interesting, yet interpret-

able within the formal structure of mathematical decision theory.

Regressive predictions (i.e. In which = r
~~
) are not an a priori

requirement for normative prediction. The ordinary least squares (OLS)

estimate of ~ is a consequence. of the loss function chosen to formally

represent the subjective loss or regret which . results from imperfect

prediction. The notion that an OLS estimator Is somehow “God ’s”

estimator is totally fallacious. In many real world situations, It is

obvious that the loss function underlying OLS estimators are certainly

not an accurate representation of subjective loss or regret.

One loss function, though not the only one to account for the

“representative.” predictions of Kahneman and Tversky, Is that of

sunining the squares of perpendicular distances from each data point to

the regression l ine (in contrast to the OLS procedure of summing the

squares ofvertical distances). Such a loss function always produces

an estimate of ~ equal to plus or minus one, depending only upon the
sign of the correlation coefficient, and not upon its magnitude. It

seems reasonabl e In Kahneman and Tversky’s experimental setting that

S’ s would In fact attempt to match ordered pairs of x and y, and not

be. concerned with only matching y’s (as dictated by OLS). In effect,

-i 
-
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Kabneman and Tversky have simply assessed each S’ s loss function.

Their conclusion that S’s are behaving in a grossly biased and sub—

optimal manner is puzzling. Subjective loss functions (I.e. utility

tradeoffs) are, after all , a property of the subject. In the absence of

any expi -Icity Instructions in the form of costs or payoffs, any loss
function is as good as an other. If one were to consider the class

of all possible loss functions, It is clear that all regression lines

with absolute slope between 0 and +oQare possible. Regression lines

with slopes +1 are l ike “average regression lines” over the space of

all possible l ines; Not a wholly unreasonable approach on the part of

the subject.
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Intended uses of research resul ts:

~ number of “BDT-type” studies have Investigated behavioral Issues of

utility elici tation. Early studies by von Winterfeldt and Edwards (1973)

and Fisher (1972) started to answer questions of utility validation .

Since Gardiner and Edwards’ application of SMART to public land use

decisions in 1975, a number of studies have attempted to unravel difficul t

questions relating to number of dimensions employed, how weights shoul d be

ascertai ned, how utility measures shoul d be determined, and a variety of

other issues (See FIscher, 1976, 1977; von Winterfeldt 1977; Eustace, 1978)

In addi tion , problems of interpersonal confl ict in probability assessment

has been reviewed by Seaver (1976)and extensive empirical research has been

completed on both behavioral and mathematica l soluti ons to the problem (Seaver,

1978). The question of interpersona l conflict in utility assessment is the

topic of a recent empirical study by Eils (1977) in which the decomposition

strategy of MAUI was compared to a holistic choice approach under two different

behavioral procedures for resolving interpersonal conflict . In short, much

empirical research has been accomplished , most of it since Gardiner and Edwards

1975 paper , to lend support to the techniques and procedures of elicitation

required by SMART.

4 -  
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Is lIT Simply a Special Case of SJT? H

No one woul d question that l IT and SJT research stem from
different origins and exhibit divergent theoretical positions. But

what about methodology? McClel land points out that “The major

difference Is that III uses ANOVA instead of regression designs

(p. III/E/4). ” It may be useful to examine the relationship between

SJT and lIT further, taking into account “that linear multipl e

regression analysis and the analysis of variance (and covariance)

are identical systems (Cohen, 1968).”

Of course, the algebraic equivalence of the two is not the

crucial Issue. Mathematical statisticians have long known that

both are a special case of the general linear model ; Psychologists

have become more and more cognizant of this fact in the ten years

since Cohen ’s (1968) article in Psychological Bulletin. McClel land ’s

distinction Is in reference to the constraints the ANOVA paradigm

places on lIT research. It is generally recognized that multiple

regression (MR) is more general than ANOVA (or ANCOVA ) (Cohen, 1968;

Kerlinger and Pedhauzer, 1973). Every ANOVA (or ANCOVA) problem

may be formulated as a MR problem , but the reverse is not true.

Thus, from a methodological prespective, III is but a special case

of SJT!

As an examp le, consider a recent paper by Zalinski and Anderson
(submitted for publ ication). Subjects rated two, three, and four-

factor job descriptions “by inserting a pin in a 200-mm graphic

rating bar.” The dimensions were managerial supervision , co-worker

1’ 
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cooperation, pay and opportunity for promotion , enjoyment anc~ rewards of
the work Itsel f. Each dimension was evaluated at three nominal levels (LO ,

MED, and HI), resulting in 81 stimulus alternatives; Each subject made all

81 judgments three times. Averages over the three responses were entered Into
a

a stan~ard 5—factor ANOVA design wi th one observation per cel l (3(Management)

x 3(Co—worker) x 3(Pay) x 3(Work enjoyment) x 20(Subjects). Treating subjects

as a random factor, all main effects and interactions of the first four factors

were tested by comparing the mean squared error for the effect (MSEE) to the

mean squared error of the effect by subject interaction (MSEEXS . For example,

to test the Management (M) by Pay (P) Interaction effect, the following F ratio

was computed: F MSE~ M /MSE
X ( PxMxS

Early regression approaches to the “repeated measures” case of ANOVA were admi ttedly

cumbersome, but new and Innovative coding techniques by Pedhazur (1977) make the

above problem a rather straight-forward application of MR. Since the original

data would be necessary to demonstrate the required coding scheme, it is not

presented here (see Pedhazur (1977) for three good examples of the necessary coding

procedure). Testing the main effects and interaction effects reduces to simply

testing the significances of differences between mul tiple R’s for appropriate

sets of coded Independent variables .

An SJI researcher would probably carry the above analysis out with two

slight variations: 1) MR’s would be performed on an individual subject basis

(using the 3 replIcations/subject as the random fifth factor), and 3) the magnitude

of effects would probably be estimated, but not tested for statistical significance.

These two points are more a matter of taste (albeit an important one) which

do not reflect any sort of limitations on the experimental paradigm or mathe-

matical model used by SJT researchers. These two di fferences in procedure are

of interest, but probably not critical . SJT researchers are aware of two simple

facts: 1) when Individual differences &e prevalent (as they usu~ally are), no—

mothetic analyses are of questionable value (see McClelland ’s section lIT/B 
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and Edwarc~js coments); and 2) Hypothesis testing almost always serves no

useful purpose (Edwards, 1965; Edwards, Lindma n and Savage, 1963). -

lIT researchers are at least partially aware of these facts, since ANOVA

results are often appended with qualifications asserting that response patterns

for individual subjects demonstrated similar trends (as noted by McClelland ,

111/8/9) and that significant hypothesis tests may account for very little

variance (Zal inski and Anderson , submi tted for publ i cation). It is probably

safe to conclude that much of what III researchers do wi thin the ANOVA paradigm

Is do—able wi thin the MR approach of SJT. SJT offers the additional flexibility

of studying correlated independent variables wi th conti nuous dimensions .

Of course , ITT is much more than j ust the ANOVA paradigm . It shoul d be

mentioned (since it isn ’t in the Colorado Report) that many of the other focal

topics of III research are not well understood by those outside of lIT. If

a successful integration of approaches is to occur , some resolution of these

issues must be sought. For example , Hodges (1973) demonstrated that “more complex

adding models cannot be distinguished from averaging models ” and concluded that

“the discussion of averaging versus addi ng models is of questionable value in

advancing our understanding of information integration ”. In additi on, Sch~nemann ,

Cafferty, and Rotton (1973) proved two rather general theorems in support of their

statement that LIT methodology of estimating weights and scale values simultaneously

Is invalid; “The weights....whether obtained by a •‘graphical method ’ or by some

‘optimal statistical procedure’, are empirically empty parameters so that, In

fact, the additive functional measurement model reduces to a special case of additive

conjoint measurement”. Anderson (1973) responded to these charges, but the

itsues are far from cleared up. Surprisingly littl e attention is paid to them

by III researchers. Norman (l976a, b) has developed a clever estimation procedure

which seems to deal wi th the Sch~nemann et al (1973) problem, but Zal inski  and

I
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Anderson state that the method may only be applied to single subject analyses.

In light of the previous discussion , this may not be a severe restriction.

In conclusion , that portion of the III methodology which I understand

(the ANOVA paradigm) appears to be a special case of the more general MR

approach of SJT. An interesting innovation by Barron, F.H. and Person,

H.B. (submitted for publication), should serve as a catalyst to convince even

the most disbelieving skeptic. Their idea is to utilize non-symmetric orthogonal

experimental designs from ANOVA to specify the attribute levels for a reduced

number of holisti c judgments. These judgments are then analyzed via regression

techniques to obtain estimates of attribute importance. Their proposed method

of assessing importance weights turns out to be a special case of both the

ANOVA and MR approaches! (practically speaking, the Barron and Person idea

seems to be superior to standard approaches in either III or SJT).

I confess that, in l ight of the Hodges (1973) and Schonemann et al (1973) -

arguments, I simply do not understand much of the III methodology which is not

subsumed by SJT. These more advanced methodological issues of ITT research are not

addressed wi thin the Colorado Report.

- -~~~~---- —~~~~~~~ ----- - - ~~~~~ —~~~~-
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Statistical Measures of Importance in SJT

A key idea of SJT is the notion of an objective statistical

m.~th.~.1-of importance. In laboratory studies (i.e. MCPL), statistical

weights are used as feedback to the ~~~, either in the form of Task

Information, (TI), (concerning the environmental side of the lens

model) or Cue Utilization (CU) Information, (concerning the subject(ive)

side of the lens model). rn real world pol icy capturing research

(i.e. bootstrapping), derived statistical weights are used to

describe the subjective judgment policy of the expert. In either case,

statistical measures of importance derived from a mul tipl e regression

analysis of holistic choices are rel ied upon to provide an “understanding”

of the judge’s cognitive process.

One of the most useful features of SJT Is Its flexibility to cope

with situations In which factoral designs and zero Intercorrelations

among attributes are not representative of the system under study.

If a set of attributes have all zero intercorrelations, one

statistical measure of importance Is about the same as any other. - .

Unfortunately, when cues or dimensions are correl ated, different
statistical measures of importance may be totally contradictory. This

point has been demonstrated at least three times over the last 16

years (Ward, 1962; Darltngton, 1968; Schmitt and Levine, 1977).
Darl fngton ’s (1968) conclusIon is particularly pointed: “It would be

better to concede that the notion of ‘Independent contribution to

variance ’ has no meaning when predictor variables are 1 ntercorrelated.”

Though~ simply stated, the probl em has not been solved and few SJT
researchers have seriously addressed the Issue. 
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A somewhat related problem, also Ignored by most SJT researchers,

is the issue of estimating regression weights (B’s) under conditions
of high multicollinearity. It is well known that ordinary least

squares (.QLS) estimates of the~~” s are highly unstable when attribute

(cue) intercorrelations are high. That is, the OLS estimates may be

quite different from the population parameters of the B’s, resulting

In a substantial shrinkage In multiple correlation upon cross—validat ion .

Recent discussions of the multicollinearity problem may be found in

the psychological literature (Price, 1977; Darltngton , unpublished

manuscript).

One solution is to utilize biased estimates of B, via any one of

several recently developed techniques . One of the more popular approaches

is that of ridge regression, invented by Hoerl in 1962. In addition to

the articles cited above by Price and Darl ington , excellent discussions

of ridge regression may be found In Hoerl and Kennard (1970a , b) and

Marquardt and Snee (1975). Numerous simulation studies have generated

evidence indicating that ridge estimates are superior to those of the 
-

more common OLS approach (Denipster, Schatzoff, and Wermuth, 1977).

- 
Thus, even if a statistical measure of importance could be

justified on theoretical grounds, probl ems would still arise if it

involved estimates of the a’s e.g. S2 or Hoffman’s (1960) relative
weights, B . r/R2. Statistical measures of importance involving

unbiased estimates of regression weights may be Irreparably misleading ,

at least for some of the purposes to which SJT researchers put them.

Perhaps ridge estimates of B weights should be used when calculating

statistical indices of importance.

I -
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Al though the discussion has been restricted to SJT research, these

issues bear heavily on current research effort in BDT to val idate

the subjective weighting procedures of Edward ’s “SMART” and the various

procedures suggested by Keeney and Raiffa (1976) for eliciting weights

for riskless additive multfattribute utility functions. In addition to

the numerous convergent validation studies of BOT research cited else-

where in these comments, Cook and Stewart (1975) provide an excellent

demonstration of the convergent val idity of subjective weighting

approaches. As Schmitt and Levine (1976) pointed out, subjective

weighting procedures have received a fair amount of bad PR. Early

studies reviewed by Slovic and Uchtenstein (1971) tended to rely

on correlations between sets of statistical weights and subjective

weights to measure the degree to which the latter approximated the

former. Since composites resulting from using totally uncorrelated

sets of weights may be highly correlated, these studies are highly

suspect. Recent research within the MCPL paradigm by Schmitt (1978)

and John (unpublished manuscript), suggest that subjective weights

are as valid in describing subjective policy judgments as statistical

weights.

One problem In research attempting to valididate subjective

weights is that of determining which statistical Indices of Importance

should be used in making the comparison. Ultimately, one isn ’t quite

sure which procedure is validating which.. Perhaps subjective weights

should be used as a means of determining which of the statistical

measures of Importance is psychologically valid. As Schmitt and Levine

~ 
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(1976) point out, “all , the (statistical) Indices are paramorphic in

nature, i.e., they were derived from regression analyses which have
nothing to do necessarily with the actual decision process.**

Many unresolved issues relating to statistical weights have been

presented under the assumption that they are critical to SJT and thus

of some importance to the integration process attempted in the Colorado

report. Unfortunately, the crux of the probl em seems to be with the

case of non—zero attribute (cue) intercorrelations, which is the very

heart and soul of research within the lens model. As Edwards points

out in his comments, there Is perhaps little justification for modeling

one environmental system over any other. Unless SJT researchers can

address the problems inherent in statistical measures of importance,

they may be stuck with Edwards’ assertions, whether they agree with

them or not.

~~~~~~~~ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ________
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Amos Tversky

My discussion of the Colorado report will be divided into two parts. First ,

I wish to comment on general conceptual issues involved in an attempt to

integrate the area of judgment and. decision , and second , I wish to react to

some specific sections of the report.

Since the stated obj ective of the repor t is the integra t ion of judgment and

decision theory it is instructive to examine first the meaning of ‘integration ’

and to what extent it is an achievable goal . Integration is used in science

in several distinct senses. A strong sense of the term could mean reducing all.

theories in a given field to a common conceptual language that will enable one

to treat them as a unified theory. Although such integration might be highly

desirable, I seriously doubt whether it is achievable at this s:age . Another

sense of integration might refer to an attempt to facilitate thc interaction

between research programs, offer common interpretation to theii: findings , and

increase the communality between different approaches. The latter goal

- 
strikes me as bo th feasible and wor thwhile, and the Colorado Report represen ts

a serious attempt in this direction .

There have beei~ several eff orts in the past to relate different approaches

to judgment and decision making. Ward Edward ’s review paper from 1954 is perhaps

the first successful attempt of this sort in which Edwards underscored the

mutual relevance of economic theory and experimental studies of decision making.

The Slovic and Lichtenstein review from 1971 represents another attempt of this

sort in which the authors not only reviewed the experimental and theoretical

work in the field but also attempted to reconcile and discuss the differences

between the Bayesian and regrescion approaches to judgment and decision research .

A third effort is represented by the forthcoming book by Richard Nisbett and

Lee Ross which attempts to integrate much recent research on judgment with

____   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~ 
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relevan t work in social psychology . Although these manuscripts differ in

their focus and orientation , they all share the objective of providing an

integrative view of the relevant sub—fields. The Colorado Report differs from

the above in that it focuses more on conceptual issues and research strategies ,

and less on review of experimental findings. Following this orientation

let me discuss first some of the key features of contemporary research on

judgment and decision making that contribute to its theoretical promise and

its practical relevance.

The presence of normative theory

Much of the interest in the psychological analysis of decision and judgment ,

in my opinion, stem from the presence of a well—articulated and generally

acc epted normative theory to which behavior can be compared . Many researchers ,

notably Egon Brunswick and Herbert Simon , emphasized the impor tance of an

adeq uate analysis of the nature of the task and the environment in which behavior

takes place. Thus, the field of vision , for example, owes a great deal to opt ics,

and psycholinguistics benefits greatly from the linguistic models of grammar .

In the same way, the pre sence of a normative theory of belief (i.e., Bayesian

- statistics) and of action (i.e., expected utility theory) provide powerful

tools for the analysis of judgment and decision .

The contrast between normat ive and observed behavior

One cou ld easily imagine a world in which behavior is adequately described

by the Bayesian model, and in which the descriptive and the nortrutive theories

coincide. In such a world , there would be no need for a psychological theory,

apart from the normative theory of jud gment and choice . Our world is certainly not

like that . Human behavior departs from the rational model in many ways and

hence the study of judgment and decision is characterized by the presence

of tension between the predicted rational behavior and the observed human behavior .

The depar tures from the normative model could result from limited information

capabilit ies, originally suggested by Simon and later documented and expanded

by Slovic and Lichtenstein, or it could represent basic disagreements between

- -  -- 
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the calculus of chance and the psychological conception of uncertainty as

suggested by Daniel Kahneman and myself. Be that as it may, the attempt to

understand, describe and perhaps reduce the discrepancy between prescriptive

and descriptive theories of choice is characteristic of much theoretical work

in the field .

Applications

One key feature associated with contemporary work on judgment and decision,

which sets it apart from many other areas of cognitive psychology, is the concern

with applications . The fact that many important decisions and inferences in

the real world are carried out in an intuitive manner suggests that the biases

and fallacies observed under controlled conditions may operate in the real world

as well. This hypo thesis is supported by much research about clinical diagnosis ,

selection procedures , and market behavior . The relevance of research on

j udgment and decision to the world of reality, and the potential for improving

the quali ty of judgments and decisions have made the field much more exciting .

The concern with applications is shared by most participants of the conference ,

as made evident by the Colorado Report. There is no general agreement , however,

regarding the manner in which psychological knowledge could be utilized to - .

improve inference and decision . Nevertheless , two general approaches appear

to emerge: a technological approach and an educational approach. The tech-

nological approach to decisi on analysis , repres ented by the work of Ward Edwards

and others, is concerned primarily with the development of feasible procedures

designed to improve decision making. On the other hand , the educational approach ,

advoca ted by Daniel Kabneman and myself , att empts to make decision makers aware

of their own errors and biases, so that they can be reduced or eliminated . The

two approaches are clearly complementary rather than competing , and much applied

research is required before they could be adequately assessed .

Having discussed some of the general characteristics of the field , let me

turn now to list what I perceive to be the major outstanding problem in the field

- ~~~- - - _ 
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from bo th normative and descriptive standpoints.

The decomposition of multi—attribute structures.

Although this subject has been the topic of much theoretical analysis (e.g., the

book by Keeney and Raiffa) and much empirical research , we do not know yet how

people combine values or determine exchange rates between differen t attributes ,

and what mathematical structures would best represent their behavior . Furtl’er—

more, although recent theoretical work has revealed the mathematical structure

underlying multi—attribute models, the normative question regarding the adequacy

of any particular multi—attribute structure has not been resolved in a

satisfactory manner . Unlike the case of decision making under risk where

probability theory provides the key to the normative analysis, there is no

comparable normative structure for the combination and updating of utilities.

The combination of evidence

Much empirical and theoretical work has addressed the issue of how people

combine evidence from differen t sources and revise their opinion on the basis

of new da ta. Nevertheless , many central problems have not yet been solved . One

- 

outstanding problem is the characterization of the relation of conditional

independence bteween items of evidence , so as to determine how they should be

combined . Shafer ’s work on the mathematical theory of evidence represents one

interesting new direction of normative research . A second open problem concerns

the resolution of incoherence. Suppose one discovers that his probabilities are

mutually inconsistent. How should they be revised ? The latter problem exemplifies

the type of research emerging from decision analysis that has both descriptive and

prescrip tive elements.

Basis for application

Most students of decision making believe that human judgment could be

improved by analytical thinking or formal modelling. The basis of this belief ,

however , is yet to be established . Although most decision analysts feel that

their work helps their clients in a variety of ways, systematic evidence on this

- - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~
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point is lacking. Since direct experimental tests of decision analysis are

difficul t to obtain , the development of a program of research that would shed

light on the usefulness of decision analysis represents a major challenge for

students of the field .

Having commented on some general issues raised in the Colorado report ,

let me turn now to more specific comments regarding the discussion of

Psychological Decision Theory with which I am identified . In general ,

the discussion of PDT in the report strikes me as highly cogent. In my

response, I wish to discuss first the status of theoretical concepts such as

representativeness, and then comment on some methodological issues raised in

the report.

On the Status of Concepts

The concepts of representativeness and availability have been criticized

(in the report and elsewhere) for lack of rigorous definitions. I do not wish

to liscuss here the general problem regarding the usefulness of intuitive

concep ts in scientific inquiry . I only wish to clarify the status of represent—

- at iveness and availabili ty and to explicate the logic that underlies their use.

To begin with, we assume that entities or events usually vary in the degree

to which they are representative of some pro totype, model, or data generating

process. This assumption is supported by the observation that people order

entities (e.g., sequences of heads and tails , or thumbnail descriptions of

individuals) according to representativeness in a reliable and consistent manner .

Similarly, we assume that occurrences or instances vary in their availability:

some instances come readily to mind while others are difficult to recall. Thus,

the representativeness of an object to a given category and the availability of

an instance in a particular context are viewed as attributes that can be

directly judged or assessed .
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The representativeness hypothesis asserts that judgments of the likeli—

hood of events are biased by their representativeness. Stated differently, -

we hypothesize that representativeness and availabili ty are used as cues

or heuristics in judgments of uncertainty. It is important to distinguish

between represen tativeness or availability that refer to perceived properties

of stimuli , and the representativeness or availability heuristics that relate

these characteristics of the stimuli to judgments about their likelihood . The

represen tativeness heuristic , for example, Is supported by the observat ion

that subjec ts who judge a descrip tion of Mr. X to be more representative of a

librarian than that of a farmer also believe that Mr .X is more likely

to be a librarian rather than a farmer —— with li tt le or no regard to the

base rates of these classes.

The representativeness and the availability hypotheses , therefore,

concern the relation between two conceptually distinct responses (e.g.,

similarity ratings and likelih ood judgments), and no additional assumptions

are needed In order to test them. In some studies, however, we did not

actually collect representativeness or availability information because we

fe].t(erroneously perhaps) that the relations are self—evident. For example,

we assumed that people regard the sequence HTTHTH as more representative than

the sequence HHHTTT. This assumption, however, can be readily put to an

empirical test — if its validity is questioned. Hence, the reliance on the

readers’intuitions and the use of plausibility arguments were introduced to

simplify the experiments , and they can usually be replaced by judgmental data.

The role of representativeness in judgments of uncertainty, therefore, can

I- be investigated experimentally — even in the absence of a comprehensive

theory that explains its determinants. (The same argument applies to

availability and causality.) The question as to what makes an object

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~
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representative of a given category is a central problem in both philosophy

and psychology. Recent research in Cognitive Psychology has demonstrated the

importance of prototypicality or representativeness in perceptual learning,

semantic memory and the formation of categories. The development of a full—

blown theory to explain the determinants and the assessment of representativeness

is a challenging task, and I have recently proposed an approach to the problem

that is based on the notion of a feature—matching function. Adequate theories

of representativeness or causality would undoubtedly shed light on many aspects

of human judgment. However , such theories are not required in order to

demonstrate that representativeness or causality bias judgments in a predictable

manner.

Methodological Considerations

The general orientation of PDT is ideographic rather than nomothetic.

Between—subjects designs and aggregate data are used to achieve experimental

control and to simplif y the demonstration. Consider , for example, the certainty

effec t which underlies prospect theory . This hypothesis asserts that a person

who is indifferent , say, be tween a cash gift of $X and a 50—50 chance to win

$1000 or nothing, will prefer 5% chance to win $1000 over 10% chance to win

$X. For a direc t test of the certainty effect , therefore , we must first find

the appropriate value of X for each individual, and then test the predicted

preference. Alternatively, one could select some value of X, say $450, that is

preferred to (l000,½) by most subjec ts, and then test whether (1000,1/20) is preferred

to (450, 1/10). Because of individual differences, the predicted pattern is

not expected to hold for all respondents —— even when the certainty effect is
satisfied without exceptions. Hence, the certainty effect is supported by

the observation that most subjects selected the predicted option in both choices,
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as was indeed the case.

Much of the data associated with PDT (particularly the work conducted

by Kahneman and myself) were obtained from questionnaires presented to moderate—

sized groups, where each subject answered only a small number of questions.

This methodology differs drastically from, say, the typical studies of

Bayesian updating in which each subject made many responses under similar cond-

itions. Our choice of research strategy was guided by the fear that the

responses to many repetitive questions do not add significant new knowledge,

and by the hope that the answers to a few, simple, carefully worded questions

will provide useful information about values and beliefs. Naturally, the

choice of method is determined both by the objec tives of the a~.ud y and by

many practical considerations.

-~~~~~~~ 
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Norman Anderson

Information integration theory has four mai i ~aracteristics:

0. Study of Multiple Causation

1. Cognitive Algebra.

2. Functional Measurement .

3. Empirical Foundation.

Multiple causation might be called the basic prob lem of psychology;

certainly it is for all the approaches represented at this conference.

But multiple causation is hard to study. When diverse causal forces are

at work, each pushing in its own direction, the observed net resultant is

difficult to predict and difficult to analyze. I believe it is fair to

say that integration theory provides the first effective , general attack

on the problem of multiple causation——at the psychological level of cogni-

tive process.

Cognitive algebra forms the foundation of this approach . Numerous

investigators in almost every area of psychology have conjectured that

human judg ment may obey simple algebraic models. But without a capability

for psychological measurement , these conjectures have remained hopeful

verbalisms. Functional measurement has made it possible to test these

conjectures.

Happily, many of these algebraic models have been shown to be

correct , a unique contribution of information integration theory . Cogni-

tive algebra has been found to operate in many areas of decision theory ,

including subjective probability and intuitive statistics, as well as in

person perception , attitudes and attributions, psychophysics , and

psycholinguistics. This extensive empirical work provides the substantive

- -
-
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foundation that is necessary to progress from paper promises to proper

theory.

Beyond its intrinsic interest , cognitive algebra has various prac-

tical applications. As one example , it can provide a validational base

for self—estimated parameters for use in multiattribute models.

ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATIONS

1. Probability Models: Irrational Betting

Lola Lopes ’ (1976) thesis on poker playing provides an important

illustration of the methods and results of information integration theory.

Experienced poker players played a modified game of 5—card stud against

two computerized opponents . On each hand , they made an even—money side—

bet with the computer that they could beat both opponents . After the

subject bet , the computer turned over the hole cards and collected f rom

or paid off to the subj ect .

Lopes wished to test the multiplication rule:

Subjective Probability (Beating both A and B)

— Subjective Probability (Beating A)

x Subjective Probability (Beating B).

This rule assumes independence , an assumption that was facilitated by the

instructions. The functional measurement test of this multiplication rule

is simple: If it holds , then the data will plot as a linear fan . The

subjects ’ judg ments of probabilities did indeed follow this linear fan

pattern ; so did their betting behavior.

- 
~~~. 
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The linear fan pattern is clear in Figure 1. The vertical axis

plots amount bet (between 1 and 30 cents) as a function of hand strength

of the conservative opponent (curve parameter) and hand strength of the

average opponent (horizontal axis) . The linear fan -pattern implies that

betting behavior followed a simple cognitive algebra.

This betting behavior is quite irrational , of course. When subjec-

tive probability is less than 1/2, the minimum should be bet; when sub-

jective probability is greater than 1/2 , the maximum should be bet .

Rationally , the curves should be step functions, not straight lines. The

suboptimal betting strategy can cost subjects as much as l2—l/2Z.

2. Other Probab ility Models

Functional measurement has opened up the road for an attack on other

probability models. Classic work by Shanteau has provided an empirically

validated foundation for SEU theory. This work is too well—known to need

mention but it is of interest that the key to success lay in a multi-

plying rule. The additive rule, which had dominated previous work, has

suffered repeated failures.

An interesting application by Wyer found good support for what may

be called the probability averaging model,

Prob (A) — Prob (B) Prob (AIB) + (l—Prob(B)]Prob (AI~ ) ,

as shown in Figure 2. It should be added that Wyer reported that certain

other probability models did not work too well.

3. Weak Inference

Multiplying rules are frequent in decision and judgment , as with

the above probability models. For practical prediction, It may be useful

-~~~~~~~ -— ~~~~~~~-5~~~~~~~ - — -5  —- - -~~~~~~~~~~
-
-
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to replace them by adding models or by multiple regression models. Some

caution is necessary, however, as Figure 3 from Anderson and Shanteau

(1977) demonstrates. The “observed” points represent areas of ractangles.

They form a linear fan as required by the multiplying model, Area Base

x Height . The four heavy parallel lines represent the best predictions

of the linear model. The correlation between observed and predicted is

.885; that might seem to reflect good performance by the linear model.

However, a glance at the large discrepancies in the graph seems rather to

support Tukey’s position that the correlation coefficient can be “an enemy

of good data analysis.”

This point is hardly novel, to be sure, but it has been ill appre-

ciated. Much work in judgment and decision has little value because it

rests on such “weak inference” methodology .

An experimental example from consumer attitudes in Figure 4 reempha-

sizes this point. In the top panel, the parallelism of the solid curves

and the crossover of the dashed curve imply that product attributes are

integrated by a configural (averaging) rule. But suppose that this fact

is ignored and a linear model is fit to the data. Clearly, this fit has

some serious errors because it requires five parallel lines whereas the

dashed line is markedly nonparallel. But little hint of this appears in

the scatter plot of predicted vs. observed in the lower panel, or in the

correlation of .980.

The great practical usefulness of the linear model goes without

saying. But for the study of cognitive processes it may rather be harmful. 

- - - :-—--
~~~ 
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4. Self—Estimated Parameters

Because it has solved the problem of psychological measurement,

integration theory provides a basis for developing techniques for self—

estimated parameters. Many if not most practical applications of multi—

attribute models, for example, perforce depend on such direct assessment.

To say that current assessment methods are arbitrary does not mean that

they are not reasonable or useful; it does mean that they need to be

evaluated and improved.

The concept of weight, noted below, is one example. Our work on

job satisfaction suggests that people are fair judges of their own weights

and we hope to develop improved techniques for this purpose.

A second illustration is provided by the controversy between the

co on method of ratings and S. S. Stevens’ method of magnitude estima-

tion. Stevens has tirelessly reiterated his message that ratings are the

worst form of direct measurement and that magnitude estimation provides

the true measure of psychological value, not merely in psychophysics but

in social judgment as well.

Functional measurement provides a validational criterion to resolve

this controversy. Ratings and magnitude estimation have equal opportunity.

An extensive network of evidence has favored the rating method whereas

magnitude estimation has generally failed. A vital aspect of this work

that deserves present emphasis was the development of procedures that

largely eliminate the well—known biases that can afflict the rating method.

5. The Concept of Weight

The Colorado Report (II/E/8) suggests that the concept of weight is

fundamental in all six approaches . In most applications , however, the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -— ~~~~~~~~~~~ — - -~~ —— -~ —.~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~ -5 _ -—- 5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - •~~~~~
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weight measure is arbitrary and sometimes meaningless. Integration theory

provides a theoretical foundation for the concept of weight as amount of

information.

This issue is important for multiattribute theory in which people

give self—estimates of importance or weight . Are these self—estimates

valid? Most studies of this issue conclude that people are very poor at

estimating the weights that are functional in their judgments (see reviews

by Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1971; Slovic , Fischoff , & Lichtenstein, 1977).

But this problem cannot be answered without a validity criterion , and

perhaps without exception the choice of validity criterion has been

arbitrary .

Multiple regression approaches illustrate this arbitrariness quite

well. As one problem, the regression weights are confounded with the unit

of their scale of measurement and hence not generally comparable across

variables. (To illustrate this point, the question of whether temperature

is more important than humidity in industrial comfort doesn ’t make much

sense when opposite answers can be obtained depending on whether tempera-

ture is measured in Celcius or Fahrenheit degrees.) Standardization does

not solve the problem. A second, well—known problem is that weight esti-

mates can be systematicaily erroneous when the predictor variables are

intercorrelated .

Information integration theory provides a solution to this problem.

The concept of weight , as distinct from scale value, is made clear in the

averaging model, and the empirical success of this model provides a sub-

stantive foundation for a psychological concept of weight. Most important

_____________________ _____ -~~-~~~5--
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for present purposes , this provides a basis for developing valid direct

measurement of weights.

6. Unique Situations: Analysis with Self—estimated Parameters

Many situations are unique in the sense that they must be analyzed

as they stand, without any kind of experimental or even environmental

variation. Many applications of multiattribute utility theory are of this

kind. Two applicat ions from information integration theory are shown in

the graphs below. -

Figure 5 shows data from an experiment on attitudes toward U. S.

presidents developed in group discussion (Anderson & Graesser , 1976). The

cues included the opinions of the other members of the group , and each

subject estimated the weight and scale value of each such cue in his/her

own final attitude. These self—eetimated parameters allow a prediction

from averaging theory for a single discussion. The graph shows the fit

between predicted and observed; the discrepancies were not significant.

Figure 6 shows date—preferences by females of males described by a

photograph (Shanteau & Nagy, 1975). It was assumed that the photograph

would elicit two cognitive responses: one of physical attractiveness,

the other of the probability that the male would go out with them. Since

these cognitive responses, or cues, are not under experimental control,

self—estimated parameters were obtained from each subject. The theo—

retical predictions, obtained from a multiplying model, seem quite good.

These two studies were possible only because of prior developments

in cognitive algebra and with numerical response methods . They illustrate

the potential for a theoretical foundation f or multiattributs models. 

- _ - - -— 
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THEORETICAL COZIPARISONS

Attribution Theory

As I have detailed elsewhere (Anderson , 1974 , 1978) , information

integration theory provides a unified theoretical approach to attribution,

both social and nonsocial , causal and noncausal. The need for a unifying

theory was recognized by Jones , Kanouse, Kel].ey , Nisbett , Valins , and

Weiner (1972 , p. x) who say , “At present attribution theory is an amor—

phous collection of observations about naive causal inference,” an

appraisal reiterated by Jones and McGillis (1976 , p. 390). In the

present view, attributional judgments are not essentially different from

the other kinds of judgments that have also been studied in integration

theory.

Jones and NcGillis discuss some of the limitations of and relations

between Jones ’ correspondent inference theory and Keiley ’s analysis of

variance cube. I feel that integration theory has certain advantages in

generality, conceptual clarity , and analytical precision . This point may

be briefly illustrated by reference to the two basic operations of inte-

gration and valuation.

Causal schemes. The concept of causal schemes provides a good

basis f or comparison. In the integration—theoretical approach , causal

schemes are integration rules , operative cognitive structures that process

input information to provide the desired judgment.

Suppose that two causes , P and C, give rise to some action or event ,

• A. Judgments about the action represent forward inference, and judgments

about the causes represent inverse inference. Symbolically ,

• 1

- - - 
~~~~~

_
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A - F • C

C — A ~~‘P ,

where • and ~~~~~
‘ are generalized integration operations. Kelley’s

response patterns of discounting and augmentation can be represented as

special cases of these integration operations.

As an experimental illustration, it has been shown that

Performance Motivation x Ability

Motivation — Performance — Ability.

These attributions thus exhibit a simple cognitive algebra although this

is not a mirror of mathematical algebra. Similarly, the well—known

MeArthur experiment can be nicely unified around the integration rule,

Fear — Motivation x Valence

— Person x Environment.

This view of causal schemes as integration rules is simple and natural

and it has great analytical power.

Kelley’s view is quite different . In his 1972 chapter , Kelley ’s

definition reads thus: “A causal scheme is an assumed pattern of data

in a complete analysis of variance framework.” It might seem that Kelley

had in mind a factorial design data table. That would make a causal

scheme an actuarial table , conceptually quite different from a cognitive

integration operation.

However , in his experiment , it becomes apparent that Kelley defines

• causal scheme as a specific array of stimulus cues. Kelley assumes three

basic dimensions of information (distinctiveness, consensus, and con-

sistency) , and specific patterns of high and Low values on these three
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basic dimensions constitute the “causal schemata”: “As such, the three

patterns enter into the inferential process itself. Information is corn—

pared with them and is interpreted in terms of the pattern(s) with which

it is consistent” (Orvis, Cunningham, & Kelley, 1975 , p. 606). The HER

pattern, for example, would lead to an attribution to the environment as

cause.

In the present view, the basic dimensions are the causal forces

themselves, Person and Environment in the above example. Kelley’s con-

sistency dimension is not basic because such information will affect both

causal forces. Integration theory also allows for the many kinds of

pertinent information that do not lie on Kelley ’ s three dimensions.

Beyond that, it provides a basis for construct validity for the theo-

retical conceptualization.

Bayesian approach. Workers in social attribution have been

remarkably insulated from general judgment theory (e.g., Fischoff, 1976;

Colorado Report, pp. 1/3, II/E/27). Only recently have they begun to take

cognizance of the Bayesian movement which has centered on the focal

attribution problem of inverse inference. Unfortunately, the major

attempt (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) to relate these two areas has thrown out

the baby but kept the bathwater. This report suffers severely, as

Fiechoff and Lichtenstein (in press) have pointed out, from elementary

misconceptions about Bayesian theory. And it also fails to recognize

that Bayesian theory has long been known to be invalid as a cognitive

theory of psychological process . To this may be added that the Bayesian

model is limited to probabilities and cannot handle general social judg—

ment.

I

:

~ .
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The Bayesian approach does have two appropriat e uses. One is as

a normative baseline. The other , more important I believe , resides in

the conceptual framework of ideas such as diagnosticity , inverse infer-

ence, etc., quite apart from any particular model. In the recent rush to

emphasize the numerous ways that people deviate f rom the Bayesian modal ,

the truly pioneering contribution of Ward Edwards in bringing this con-

ceptual framework to general attention has often been neglected.

Valuation. Where integration theory is weak and attribution theory

is strong is in the study of the valuation operation. This refers to the

processes that control the pararn~ter or function values in the integra-

tion model. Thus, basic experimental work by Jones and his associates

has been concerned with informativeness or informational content. Current

concern over usage of baserate inf ormation , consensus and distinctiveness

information, etc. , can also be viewed in terms of valuation processes.

The integration models as they stand can make two valuable contri-

butions to the study of valuation. One is that valuation operations often

turn out to be prior integration operations (the “first integration

problem” in attribution theory , Anderson , 1978) . The other is that func-

tional measurement can determine the functional values that are operative

in any given situation . These functional value s provide boundary condi—

tions on the valuation operat ion. Any theory of valuation must obey

these boundary conditions which, therefore, constitute a validationa].

criterion that might not be otherwise attainable .

Lens Model——Multi ple Regression App roach

[ The Colorado Repurt suggests that a unification of integration

theory and the lens model approach may be facilitated by their quantitative

- -
-
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f orm , but perhaps precluded by different metatheories. I certainly agree

that this matter should be explored but I am concerned becaus e the view

appa rently being attributed to integration theory , on page IIIE/28 and

elsewhere , is one that I categorically reject . In particular, cue inter-

action is well recognized in integration theory , as in the concepts of

inconsistency and redundancy . Also , we have long been concerned with

configurai. integration.

The source of thi s misunderstanding , I suspect , lies par t ly in a

confusion between the cognitive integration rule (which operates on a

single stimulus presentation) and the frequent use of a factorial design

(which is merely a diagnostic tool to discover the structure of cogni-

tion) . In any case , the two following issues seem to be f unda mental. in

any att empt at comparis on.

Measurement • The lens model ordinarily requires scaled , numerical

cues. In some cases , these are appropriately measured or. physical scales ,

for example, objective probability and dollar value. No problem arises

when the physical metric is appropriate to the task.

But how can this approach handle cues for which there is no physi-

cal metric? Subjective probability and utility, for example, as in Lopes ’

poker experiment. Or physical attractiveness as in the dating studies of

Shantesu and t4agy. Row can the lens model ascertain the functional,

psychological values?

In these cases, measuremen t in the lens model appears to be

arbitrary. That does not mean it is unreasonable or even necessarily

incorrect. Arbitrary, comeonsense measurement can often be useful. Row—

ever, it can hardly serve as a basis for cognitive theo ry.

- I  
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Model. No less arbitrary is the lens model itself. It apparently

is a basic postulate, not to be questioned. At least, that seems to be

the meaning of the statement on page III/E/6 , bottom (and similarly on

page III/E/8), that tests of goodness of fit are not used in the lens

model approach “because it claims to be only a descriptive theory and the

fact that all the judgments came from one individual is sufficient justi-

fication for describing those jud gments in terms of weights and function

forms.”
- 

Row would this apply to Lopes ’ poker experiment? As I understand

it, the usual regression analysis would be employed to fit an additive—

type model to the data. The R2 would obviously be high and so it might

seem that the lens model gave a satisfactory description of the data.

But the psychological process is actually multiplicative as shown so

clearly by the linear fan pattern above. It would seem, therefore , that

the lens model does not represent the cognitiv e process .

That is not an objection unless the lens model regression claims

to be a cognitive theory. On page LII/F /9 , however , we are told that

this approach is a cognitive theory. This apparent inconsistency needs

clarification.

Multiplying rules arise frequently in decision theory , both norma-

tively and descriptively. Integration theory has found evidence for these

and other rules of cognitive algebra in numerous situations . These pro-

vide a base of evidence against which any attempt at cognitive theory

must be assessed.

-4
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Task , Environment , and Optimaliçy

The Colorado Report has numerous comments to the effect that inte-

gration theo ry neglects the structure of the environment and is indifferent

to problems of optimality. It is true that we have been primarily con-

cerned with cognitive structure. I was prepared to admit the criticism,

therefore, and pledge to work toward broader applications. Certainly

there is nothing in integration theory that precludes the study of opti—

mality or task—environment structure. Indeed, our formulation can be

applied to study environment structure in the same way as it has been

applied to cognitive structure.

On reflection, however, it seemed that we had actually been doing

quite a bit of thi s. Here are a few examples.

(a) In Lopes ’ poker experiment above, it was a matter of keen

interest that the behavior followed a simple cognitive rule but not the

rational rule . Moreover , this cognitive rule was a subjective analog of

a normative probability model.

(b) In Wyer’s study, similarly, the hypothesized model comes from

normative theory and functional measurement allows an assessment of whether

the algebraic structure is valid while allowing for subjective probability .

(c) Work by Shanteau and his associates on livestock judging deals

with optima1(ty in two ways: with respect to the factual criterion for

• the judg ments ; and with respect to capacity to integrate a multiple—cue

stiaulua field.

(d) La now classic work, Shanteau has also studied the “subaddi—

tivity” effect in SEU theory, also a deviation from normative theory.

: •• • •~T~~~ 
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(e) In related work on Bayesian theory, Shanteau found evidence for

inadequate use of diagnosticity information, a theme also taken up by

Kahneman and Tversky .

• (f) In still more work comparing information integration theory and

Bayesian theory , Shanteau found that obviously nondiagnostic information

affected causal inference.

(g) In judgments of value of information for decisions, Shanteau

and Anderson found an interesting suboptimality in which subjects followed

a simple multiplying rule even though it cost them money.

(h) An example from legal psychology is the finding of Kaplan and

others that legally irrelevant factors such as physical appearance can

bias judgments of judges and juries . -

(i) Finally, an extremely interesting use is adumbrated in the

seminal work of Ebbesen and Kone~ni on bail setting. Here the judge ’s

decision in the calm of his chambers p rovided , at least in my own view,

his standard of justice against which to assess his decisions in the

actual court room situation.

We should do more of this and hope to improve, but we have been

primarily occupied wit!~ developing a theory of cognitive organization

rather than of task—environment organization. At the same time , I suggest

that those who have been more i ediately concerned with suboptimality

have been missing valuable opportunities in neglecting to use our approach

for discovering covert processes underlying overt judgments. As Lopes’

report demonstrates, and as several of the other articles indicate, devia—

tion from optimality often reflects the operation of a simple cognitive

algebra. Knowledge of the underlying process may provide the most eff cc—

tive path to understanding and correcting suboptimality. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Figure 1. Obtained and predicted data for Part 1 of Experiment 3:
Rest of the multiplicative integration rule.
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Figure 3. Area of rectangles as a function of base and height .
Thin lines represent actual areas, thick lines
represent predictions from linear model .
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Figure 4. Upper panel gives factorial plot of mean judgment of
produc t ~a1ue as a function of absorbency and durability .
L, M , M , and H denote stimulus values graded from low
to high, respectively. Crossover interaction supports
the averaging hypothesis, rules out an additive model.
Lower panel plots predictions from additive model as a
function of the observed means in the upper panel.
(Data reanalyzed from Troutman & Shanteau, 1976.)
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Figure 5. Observed (open circles) and predicted (solid lines)
a t t i tudes  developed in group discussion . Predictions
based on integration theory model and use of
self—estimated parameters. Data after Anderson
and Graesser (1976).
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• Figure 6. Data preferences of girls for boys as a function of
physical appearanc e, each boy listed on the horizontal
axis having been described by a photograph. Solid and
dotted curves compare observed and predicted date
preference. Predictions from integration theory model.
Data after Shanteau and Nagy (1976).
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Edward Jones

By any standard that one wishes to apply this is an impressive

document. (And the standards certainly include physical bulk).

Hammond. McClelland. and Mumpower have attempted the almost impos-
sible task of mastering the theories and paradigmatic procedures

of six traditions in judgment and decision making and they have

presented us with a variety-of intelligent insights into their

similarities and differences. As the lonely attributionist at this

gathering I feel, after reading this document, like a poor relation

whose cupboard contains little but two—by-two bones and scraps of

ordinal measurement. In my critique I shall attempt to argue that

our cupboard is not quite so bare and try to convey a sense of rest-

iveness at having the attribution approach evaluated in terms of

criteria tangential to its main purposes.

Hammond and his colleagues have been courageous in facing head—

on some of the most difficult problems in measurement, theory con-
struction, and the philosophy of science. My admiration is bound-

less, but my intellectual satisfaction is somewhat alloyed by the
nagging suspicion that many of the comparative rubrics are rather

superficial or phenotypic. The authors hope that their compara-

tive exercise will help in the construction of a cumulative science
of human judgment and decision making. I worry, perhaps without

warrant, that if we are too impatient with noncomparable designs
and procedures we will prematurely purchase an illusion of cumula-

tive science at the expense of learning less about the whole range
of problems we set out to study. There are times when I think a
little procedural anarchy can be a good thing. The thrust of the

present report may wuiereetimate the importance of haphazard develop-
ments in different laboratories attacking slightly different problems. 

•-•_ - - —_—  - _ _ _ .

_
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Sometimes I think we have too little faith in the role of our in-

efficient, untidy, but ultimately triumphant scientific democracy.

Agreement on standardized procedures sounds hygienic , but it may
also create impossible chasms between methodological traditions.

Another problem that I find hard to resolve in trying to pro-

cess the comparative statements scattered throughout the report is

raised by the extent to which the approaches deal with such differ-

ent ranges of concerns. Attribution theory, for example, inhabits

a sprawling terrain, unashamedly sticks its nose into many other
people ’s business, freely borrows procedures and measuring devices

from related traditions, and is generally a label that conceals

• great heterogeneity of focus and method. The decision theory ap—

roaches, on the other hand, are definable much more in terms of a

• standardized paradigm and various measurement preferences. Since

the emphasis in the report is on specific judgmental decisions,
rather than cognitive processes in general, much of the organiza-

tion seems les~ relevant to attribution theory than to other ap-

proaches . Also, the heterogeneity of attribution theory approaches

creates problems for Hanmtond et al. since it is usually possible to

find exceptions for every one of their generalization s about the

attributional approach. I shall try to restra-in myself from an -

over-~emphasis on such exceptions, but some of them will, naturally 
-

find their way into my critique. - 
- - -

• - -• S~in’ce- I~ liave been appointed the custodian of~ att.ribu-tion the—

or~r,- perhaps” the most reasonable way to proceed is for , me- to -enu—

inerate the characterizations of attribution -theory . in. the report, - 
-.

(more ~r les. in the order in which they appear) and to- offer-.
critical coimxtent where I think it might be heLpful. - •: - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:T:iS~-
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1. II—C—].O; AT is described as highly general in its aims, with-

out noticeable bounderies , and concerned with problems ranging from

interpersonal learning , through conflict, to judgments of causal

locus. It concerns the psychology of common sense and its locus is
the “customary habitat” of ordinary people. It “disavows little

with regard to its explanatory domain.” (This sounds a little like

what I’ve just been saying, but the emphasis on an”it” makes it seem

that there is some over-arching theory that attempts to explain ev-

erything. Instead, there is a handful of notions like “augmenta-

tion” and “discounting ” which can be shown to operate in a variety

of social explanation contexts. They by no means explain all there

is to know about such contexts.1

2. There are a nuu~ er of points related to the idea that AT is in-

different to quantification . On II-E—27 this becomes elevated to

a “meta—theoretical aversion.” AT is destined to “provide the psy-

chological flesh for the quantitative bones of lIT.” (In general

these descriptions are probably apt, for there certainly is little

interest in developing a standard format for measuring perceived
causality, and the independent variables of attr ibutiona]. experi-

ments are still crudely manipulated for the most part. The reason

for this probably lies in the priority assigned to “mundane realism ”
and the layman’s naive phenomeno logy . Here we are very likely vic—
tu na of the Heisezth erg principle : the attribution resear cher is
nervou s about the extent to which his questions elicit attributions
that would not otherwise be there . In other words • does the form
of his questioning shape the nature of the attributions descr ibed?-
Many attrib utioni sts would find the continual probing of the -

Bayesian researcher high ly reactive and artificia lizing--perhaps . - 
-

• carrying th. subject a considerab le distanc, away from his norma l
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cognitive functioning. The same can be said for many of the within—

group designs of lIT. It must be acknowledged that the equation of

common sense with the “application of an orthogonal components de-

sign” may be vulnerable to criticism, though of course the subject

is typically exposed to only one eel]. of the design. Many of us

feel that the avoidance of repeated measuremen t designs reduces the
dangers of experimenter demand and consequently avoids (it is hoped)

converting the subject into a psychological theorist or a spokesman
for perceived consensus.]

3. AT is described along with other group II approaches as “non-

prescriptive.” Behavior is evaluated against empirical criteria

and not against optimal choices. The report acknowledges a rare

exception in an essay by Jones and McGillis, II-D-34. (Unfortu-

nately we are here seriously misquoted : instead of saying “,cor—
respondent inference theory has a different goal than attribution
theo ry” we in fact said, “Kelley ’s theory has a different goal than
corresp ondent inference theo ry . ” Also the context is different -than
that implied. We were ta lking about entity versus person emphasis
rather than the issue of prescri ptive versus descriptive approaches. )
(In fact there are increasing signs of AT’ S concern with attribu-
tional bias- as compared both to rational baselinà models like cor -
respondent inference theory, and other attempts to match responses-
against an existing state of affairs . Thus , Rosa and his . colleagues

- ‘emphasize the biasing effects of impression perseveranc e, and speak-
also- of a “ false consensus bias ” in estima ting, the prefer ences of - -

-

oth.r i. - Nisbett and his colleagues sound very much lilce Tversky - 
•
- -

• • -

- - - and Kahnenan w h n  they demonstrate our responsiveness to atereoty— - ‘:- -

pic claltur al .xplanatio ns at the expense of accuracy . - Our work on -
- attitud , attr ibution perhaps provides the c].eare..t example o-~ how - :: ‘

_ H

-. 
-
~~~~~~ .. - ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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a bias may be evaluated against a rational baseline model, and

Kel].ey’s ANOVA cube has been used in much the same way.j

4. AT is concerned with the search for “structurally safe” ...

“stable reference points in social circumstances ” ( I I —E— 18) .
(Although this is presented as evidenc e of a lack of emphasis on
uncertainty , to say that man searches for invariance does not ig-

nore the existence of variance as a problem .]

5. It is said ( II —E — 2 0 )  that AT places an implicit emphasis on
processes of cognitive organization . (The record shows much more
interest in the antec edents and consequences of attribution than
in the processes of attribution themselves.]

6. A turn toward probabilism is noted. (Correspondent inference

theo ry has contained a conceptua l reference to probabilities for

some time, but probability estimates have been used more in the
establis hment of expectincy strengths for independent variable
manipulation than as a major dependent variable.]

7. On II-G—8 it is noted that there are “no direct efforts to ap-

ply the results of AT research to specific problems in the real :

world. ” (This str ikes me as rather strong in- view of the emphasis
by Valins and Nisbett on correcting iniaattributions in diagnosis - 

- - . -

‘ - and therapy , Kelley ’ s research on attributional conflict, and
Sharon Brehm ’ s attempt to extract clinical applications -- fr om- a t— -- - 

-

tribution t~esearch. As an aside, it is also very appar ent that the -

L 
- Rqss- and Lepp.r- work on perseverance is directly relevant to the de—- .

briefing process in experimental social psychology. ] - - - — -~ 
- 

- 
- 

- -
. 

-~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i:_ j
~ i~~

,_
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8. AT is nomothetic and its use of elaborate manipulation s and
scenarios (striving for a “concrete realistic level of presentation”)

makes demand characteristics a definite problem for within—subject

comparisons. AT “rarely, if ever, constructs models of individual

judgment or processes.” (Both points are correct.]

9. We are told on page III-C—9 that the variety of tasks used by - - .

AT research is “more to provide interesting (for social psychoLo—

gis-ts) experimental contexts than to show generalizability of at-

tribution processes over substantive areas.” (One wonders why they

would be “interesting to social psychologists” if they were not
generalizable. This is one of the few places where a snide note
creeps into the presentation.]

- 10. “Little attention is devoted to formal task sampling in AT”,

I-II-C—lO. - (Perhaps this is tru e , but it is not clear what is meant
by “ formal task” . We are told (III—C—2) that formal. task sampling
is exemplified by “inter-correlation s among cues, redundancy or in--. -

consistency of information, type of response scale- . ” Certainly the
work on order effects would fall into this category. McArthur’s

work is noted as an example of formal task sampling, but this could
a-iSo be viewed as substantive. On the dependent variable side,

G~arwitz Snd Panciera have atte mpted to show the effects of- posing - 
-

different kinds of questions after a complex experimenta l experience.]

i1. Time Snd again, AT is gently assailed for the complexity of -its . -

- 
- 

- - etimulus manipulations. AT research “uses the most complex , unde- - - 
: -

composed objects” (II I -D-6) . It is the only- one of the six. approach.-~
es- that “does not formally decompose judgments into weights- and :- -  ,

- functi on - forms .” (IXI-E-5) . AT proceeds instead by using “the - . •. - -

it 
_ _ _ _ _  

L. -
~~
-

~~~~~~
.-
~
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method of diacritical confrontation ”-.-pitting two opposed hypotheses

against each other in a judgment task. (It is probably true that

there is considerably more naturalistac “embeddedness” in the sti-

mulus materials presented to AT subj ects than in the other approach-

es, but the complexity of the entire stimulus configuration should
not be confused with the complexity of the information being manipu -
lated. Often the independent variable involves very slight changes

in but a few words of the instructional or social episodic material
presented. Once again it may be noted that it is because of this
that within group designs are usually impractical. Also, “diacri-

tical confrontations ” are hardly the order of the day.]

12. An “organizing principle for the environment” is not expli-

citly postulated in AT. Instead, AT tries to come to terms with
the fact that judges impose order on the world in order to make 

- -

sense out of it (IV—30). (It is certainly true that AT has moved

in a different direction that SJT from their coimnon furtctionalistic
origins. The AT emphasis is still on functionalism, but more in

the sense of the salutary importance of subjective control than in

the sense of .accurate attainment. It is recognized, in other words,

that people will attempt to make sense out of the environment and
it is this process of trying to make sense that AT explicates . That
stream of AT coming out of person perception research has made in-

vestigators very wary of being trapped once again in the accuracy

maze from which there is no exit (i.e., who are the most accurate

person perceivers and who are the most easily judged targets). It

iS interesting that the original actor-observer divergence propo—

sition tried to steer clear of deciding whether the actor- or- the
observer was more accurate . However , subsequent writers have been
leis able to avoid this problematic reference to differential accuracy
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(e.g., Monson and Snyder). When the report says “AT is concerned

on a theoretical level with the accuracy of the individual’s in-
ferences with respect to the environmental system” , IV—86, this is

true only in a very long range, ultimate sense. Among other things,

AT is concerned to show that the need to impose order or structure -

can introduce many biasing factors associated with premature en-

coding or categorization.)

13. On page IV—60 it is noted that AT subjects “make holistic,

intuitive ratings.” (One wonders, as opposed to what? Aren ’t pro-

bability judgments intuitive? Can they not be holistic?]

Let me close with some comments on the origins of current at-

tribution theory research which may help to broaden the historical

perspective beyond that presented in the current report. Heider

still exerts a pervasive influence, if only because his writing

touched on so many facets of interpersonal relations. But it helps
to recognize that the current wave of attribution research primari-

ly draws from and contributes to experimental social psychology 1 
-

which- has its own traditions, icons, and receptivities. The attri—

butional approach may have begun with Heider ’s 1944 paper on pheno-
• menal causality, but the roots of contemporary attribution research

lie equally in Pestinger ’s social comparison theory, Bern’s self—

percep tion theo ry, Schachter ’ s theo ry of emotional experience, and
the Tveriky-Kahneman notion of laymen ’ s heuristics.- In addition, -

- 
-

- the- currint interest in attribution research is certainly resonant - - 
- -

with a longs-standing interest in the phenomenological approach in - = -

: 1  - - - iócI-il psychology even thought AT is not explicitly- phenomeno1ogica-J~.- - 
-

Attribution th~~ ry is not aptly described as a- theory. It is

- _ - marl like an atmosphere , a setting for certain- kinds of questions ,

- - — . -. —
~~~~~~

- 
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a collection of loosely interrelated problems. Most people would

include under the heading of attribution research many develop-
ments that are only tangentially attributional in the strict sense

of an explicit concern with phenomenal causality. In addition to

a continuing interest in (a) the questions of divergent perspec-

tives, (b) “defensive attribution” and responses to suàcess and

failure, (c) the “fundamental attribution error ” , (d) dispositional

inferences in person perception, and (e) the role of Kelley ’s ANOVA

variables, there is an emerging interest ~fl: (f) the determinants
of intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation, (g) the self—fulfilling

prophecy-—coming to terms with expectations and labels applied by

others, (h) the phenomena of objective—self awareness~ (i) the per-

ception of personality and the application of the theory of proto-

types, ( j )  the cultural (versus ecologically valid) bases of phe-

nomenally experienced cognitive processes, (k) positive and nega-
tive placebo effects, (1) self—presentation strateg ies for aug-
menting one’s power, (m) the relative irreversibility of cognitive

processes, (n) a revival of interest in stereotyping and the coding

of social information, (o) a strong thread of concern with self—

attribution, and last but surely not least, (p) the reattribution
of emotional arousal.

L
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